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Steven Collins 
1951–2018 

Rupert Gethin 

Professor Steven Collins died unexpectedly on 15 February 2018 during 
a visit to New Zealand where he was giving a series of lectures as a 
visiting professor in Buddhist studies at the University of Otago. Steven 
Collins’ premature death — he was sixty-six — is a loss to Buddhist 
studies generally, and a particular loss to the study of Pali Buddhist 
literature. Steven Collins also served as a member of the Council of the 
Pali Text Society for two extended periods, first from 1981 to 1993 and 
then, after a break prompted by his move to the US, from 2006 until his 
death ; his dedication to the Society over so many years will be much 
missed. 
 Steven Collins’ interest in Therav!da Buddhism and Pali literature 
began after he had completed his undergraduate studies at Oxford in 
Latin and Greek (Honours Moderations) and in Philosophy, Politics, 
and Economics in 1974. His decision to embark on research in Buddhist 
studies owed something to his friendship with Paul Williams, who at the 
time was beginning his own research in Madhyamaka under the super-
vision of B.K. Matilal. Paul Williams introduced Collins to Richard 
Gombrich, who was then Lecturer in Sanskrit and Pali (but soon to be 
become Boden Professor of Sanskrit), and Steven Collins began his 
doctoral research under his supervision. The focus of his research was 
the understanding of the person and self in Pali Buddhist literature ; he 
was awarded the degree of DPhil for his dissertation “Personal Con-
tinuity in Therav!da Buddhism” in 1979. Steven Collins then secured a 
Junior Research Fellowship at Exeter College, Oxford, and began 
revising the dissertation for publication. The revised dissertation was 
published as Selfless Persons : Imagery and Thought in Therav!da 
Buddhism in 1981, shortly after his appointment as Lecturer in Reli-
gious Studies at the University of Bristol (1980). A year later Paul 
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Williams also gained a position at Bristol, and together they established 
a tradition of Buddhist studies at the university that continues. 
 Like his subsequent scholarship, Selfless Persons is informed not 
only by the disciplines of textual scholarship but by broad intellectual 
interests — literary, philosophical, sociological, and anthropological. 
One of the most important aspects of Collins’ approach to reading Pali 
texts already evident in Selfless Persons was the focus on imagery, in 
this instance house, vegetation, and river imagery. Indeed, an emphasis 
on the need to take the imaginative world of Pali texts seriously in the 
context of understanding their systematic doctrine was to become a 
feature of his approach to reading Pali literature.  
 Selfless Persons sets out to explore and understand how the doctrine 
of “not self” works — philosophically, psychologically, emotionally, 
and socially — within a broad corpus of Pali texts. While he does not 
ignore questions related to the development of the doctrine, he has little 
time for those — past, present, and no doubt future — who seek to save 
the Buddha from what they perceive as the unwanted consequences of 
the doctrine of anattan by claiming that the Buddhist tradition has 
misrepresented him on the issue.1 Selfless Persons has become perhaps 
the standard treatment of the doctrine of “not self” (anattan) in early 
Buddhist literature, although for some his refusal to engage with the 
possibility that the Buddha did not teach what the texts say he taught 
means it is tainted by a form of Therav!da orthodoxy. I suspect that 
Collins would respond that his concern was with understanding the 
reality of Buddhist doctrine, not some long lost imaginary doctrine. 
 Steven Collins’ interest in matters related to the Buddhist under-
standing of the person continued, resulting in a number of further publi-
cations. In particular his article “A Buddhist Debate About the Self ; 
And Remarks on Buddhism in the Work of Derek Parfit and Galen 
Strawson” (1997) presented his own translation of a portion of the then 

                                                             
1 See in particular “Self and Non-Self in Early Buddhism”, Numen, 29 (1982), 

251–71, a review article of Joaquín Pérez-Rémon, Self and Non-Self in Early 
Buddhism (The Hague : Mouton, 1980). 
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untranslated twelfth-century Up!sakajan!la"k!ra, arguing for its rele-
vance to modern philosophical debates.2 
 But in the 1980s and 1990s Collins’ scholarly interests began to shift 
towards a broader exploration of what he referred to as the cultural logic 
of asceticism : what role does a group who are in some sense wishing to 
escape society play in society ? This would eventually result in the 
publication of his second monograph, Nirvana and Other Buddhist 
Felicities in 1998. In the meantime he published a number of articles 
that contributed directly or indirectly to this project, including a study of 
the neglected notion of the good friend “Kaly!#amitta and Kaly!#a-
mittat!” (1987), an annotated translation of the Aggañña-sutta (1992), 
the results of his initial reflections on nirvana (“Nirv!"a, Time, and 
Narrative”, 1992), a significant contribution to the discussion of the 
orality of ancient Pali literature (“Notes on Some Oral Aspects of Pali 
Literature”, 1992), as well as engaging in an exchange with Andrew 
Huxley on the social-contract theory of Buddhist kingship.  
 In addition, in September 1987 Collins had given the second I.B. 
Horner Memorial Lecture with the title “On the Very Idea of the Pali 
Canon”. This was subsequently published in the Journal of Pali Text 
Society (1990). Here he pointed out that the notion that “the Buddha’s 
word” (buddhavacana) comprised a precisely defined set of texts 
appears to be peculiar to the Therav!da tradition of Buddhism. He went 
on to argue that the fixing of the Pali canon was related to a more 
general strategy of self-definition and self-legitimation on the part of 
Therav!da monks of the ancient Mah!vih!ra that also involved the 
production of standard commentaries as well as chronicles setting out 
the history of its lineage (va$sa). 

                                                             
2 See also “Buddhism in Recent British Philosophy and Theology”, Religious 

Studies, 21 (1985), 475–93 ; “Categories, Concepts or Predicaments ? Remarks 
on Mauss’s Use of Philosophical Terminology”, in The Category of the 
Person : Anthropology, Philosophy, History, ed. by Michael Carrithers, Steven 
Collins, and Steven Lukes (Cambridge  : Cambridge University Press, 1986), 
pp. 46–82 ; “What Are Buddhists Doing When They Deny the Self ?”, in 
Religion and Practical Reason, ed. by Frank Reynolds and D. Tracy (Albany, 
NY : State University of New York Press, 1994), pp. 59–86. 
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 In 1987 Steven Collins moved from Bristol to North America, 
initially to a one-year position at Indiana University Bloomington. It 
was shortly before his move to America that I met him for the first time 
when he acted as one of the examiners for my doctoral dissertation at 
Manchester. What I remember from this first encounter is his intellec-
tual integrity based in a genuine quest for understanding. While Collins 
did not immediately resign from his position at Bristol, leaving open the 
possibility of a return, it was clear to his friends and colleagues that this 
was never his preferred option and that the possibilities offered by 
academic life in the North America attracted him.  
 In 1989 Collins moved to Concordia University in Montreal, and 
then in 1991 to the University of Chicago, where he joined the Depart-
ment of South Asian Languages and Civilizations and was to remain for 
the rest of his academic career. In the preface to Nirvana and Other 
Buddhist Felicities, he acknowledges the influence of “the extraordin-
arily stimulating and challenging intellectual milieu at Chicago” (p. xv). 
Certainly this second monograph, published sixteen years after his first, 
impresses by the breadth and ambition of its intellectual vision, which 
encompasses philosophy, historiography, anthropology, sociology, and 
literary theory. Given the place this book occupies in Steven Collins 
scholarly œuvre it is worth saying more about it.3 
 Nirvana and Other Buddhist Felicities is a study of the vision of 
“happiness” revealed in the Pali “imaginaire”, a term he adopts from 
French historiography. The problem Collins seeks to explore is not 
simply the metaphysics of nirvana. It is rather how the Therav!da 
Buddhist vision of happiness, which — in advocating a life of 
asceticism — seems to run counter to people’s ordinary aspirations, 
becomes the inspiration of civilizations across South and Southeast 
Asia. At seven hundred pages it is a substantial work, comprising an 
extended introduction on “Buddhism and civilizational history”, lengthy 
considerations first of nirvana as the ultimate “happiness” of Therav!da 
Buddhism (164 pages), and then of Buddhist visions of other, relative, 

                                                             
3 See also Rupert Gethin, review of Steven Collins, Nirvana and Other Buddhist 

Felicities in Contemporary Buddhism, 2 (2001), 121–27. 
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forms of happiness (the ideal society, life in the heaven worlds), as well 
as appendices of translations of Pali texts.  
 Collins suggests that the problem that has often preoccupied modern 
Buddhist scholarship — whether nirvana is a form of  super-existence or 
mere non-existence — is a pseudo problem created by accepting 
“Buddhist conceptual presuppositions but not the conclusions which 
Buddhists have drawn from them” ; here he highlights in particular the 
failure to respect “the silences which they have preserved”, which are 
part of the production of meaning. In fact, he suggests, Therav!da 
Buddhist texts are quite clear about the nature of nirvana (p. 97). But for 
Collins making sense of nirvana in Buddhist terms is not enough ; he 
tasks himself with making sense of it in his own scholarly terms 
(p. 205). To this end the book is dedicated to demonstrating how 
“nirvana was thought, as a concept, an image, and as a syntactic element 
of closure, structural and narrative, in the Buddhist discourse of felicity, 
implicit in any and every form of imagined well-being” (p. 25). 
 The ambition and length of Nirvana and Other Buddhist Felicities 
mean that it is not always an easy book, and no doubt this is one of the 
reasons that prompted him to publish an abridged version in 2010 
(Nirvana : Concept, Imagery, Narrative), over ten years after the origi-
nal publication. Some will inevitably feel that the richness of Collins’ 
intellectual framework is not always to their taste and at times indigest-
ible. Nonetheless, there is no doubting that Collins’ intellectual achieve-
ment is considerable : he has much to say about various aspects of the 
study of Buddhism and Pali literature that deserves careful considera-
tion. Perhaps his most lasting contribution is the manner in which he 
explores Buddhist imagery and narrative literature as a way of deepen-
ing an understanding of systematic doctrine, insisting that we need to 
take texts seriously as redacted wholes rather than treat them as crudely 
thrown together. In this way he attempts to go beyond “the dour-faced 
and humorless positivism with which these texts are so often read” 
(p. 494). In the final chapter of Nirvana and Other Buddhist Felicities 
Collins turned to  the Vessantaraj!taka as a work of literature, getting to 
the heart (in more than one sense) of what he wants to say : here we find 
the full spectrum of Buddhist happiness — from the beauty of this 
world to the final and sublime peace of nirvana — narrated in a work of 
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literature that confronts the reality of the painful emotions involved in 
renouncing the joys of family life in the quest for nirvana. The need to 
consider the literary aspects of Pali texts generally and with reference to 
the Vessantaraj!taka was an issue Collins returned to in his 2003 essay 
“What Is Literature in Pali ?” as well as in the collection of essays he 
edited, Readings of the Vessantara Jataka (2016). 
 In the early 2000s Collins turned his scholarly energies to issues 
related to Therav!da Buddhism and gender. This led to a series of 
invited lectures entitled “Civilisation et la femme célibataire” delivered 
at L’École pratique des hautes études in Paris in 2006 (published as a 
monograph in 2011),4 as well as several other articles.5 
 In 2011, with Juliane Schober, he launched the Therav!da Civiliza-
tions Project as a way of supporting collaborative exchanges among 
scholars working on different dimensions of the Therav!da civilizations 
of South and Southeast Asia. The project facilitated a number of work-
shops in the US and Asia resulting in a volume edited with Schober, 
Therav!da Buddhist Encounters with Modernity (2017). In the last 
decade of his life he also published a number of insightful focused 
studies, such as “Remarks on the Visuddhimagga, and on Its Treatment 
of the Memory of Former Dwelling(s) (pubbeniv!s!nussatiñ!#a)” 
(2009) and “Madness and Possession in P!li Texts” (2014). But it is his 
contribution to an edited book that eventually appeared shortly after his 
death that reveals the direction his scholarship was heading.  
 “Some Remarks on Hadot, Foucault, and Comparisons with Bud-
dhism” (2018) returns to the broad philosophical themes and the issues 
of cross-cultural comparisons that are also apparent in Selfless Persons 
and Nirvana and Other Buddhist Felicities. The specific question at 
stake here is the possibility of a cross-cultural comparison of “spiritual 
exercises” and “technologies of self” as envisioned by Pierre Hadot and 
Michel Foucault. The question is approached with Collins’ character-

                                                             
4 Civilisation et femmes célibataires dans le bouddhisme en asie du sud et du 

sud-est : une “étude de genre” (Paris : Éditions du Cerf, 2011). 
5 Including “Remarks on the Third Precept : Adultery and Prostitution in P!li 

Texts”, Journal of the Pali Text Society, 29 (2007), 263–84; and (with Justin 
McDaniel) “Buddhist ‘Nuns’ (Mae Chi) and the Teaching of Pali in Con-
temporary Thailand”, Modern Asian Studies, 44 (2010), 1373–408. 
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istic concerns — rigour and precision in the use of language when 
translating (in this case the works of Hadot and Foucault, as well as Pali 
texts) ; the need to set systems of ideas in their practical, social, and 
institutional contexts ; the importance of careful and close reading. This 
chapter anticipates themes that are developed in a final monograph, 
published posthumously on the basis of an unfinished manuscript, 
Wisdom as a Way of Life : Therav!da Buddhism Reimagined (2020). In 
this final work Collins presents something of his own vision of how the 
academic and scholarly study of Therav!da Buddhism might become 
something more than merely academic and itself contribute to a modern 
“philosophy as a way of life”. Once again he emphasises the importance 
of narrative thought for understanding the imaginaire of Therav!da 
Buddhism, focusing in particular on the literary dimensions of the 
j!taka tales. 
 The intellectual ambition and range of Steven Collins’ work mean 
that he is sometimes a difficult author. But there can be no doubt that his 
scholarly output represents a very considerable contribution to the study 
of Pali literature, not only in his interpretation and understanding of 
specific texts, but also in what he has to say about how we should 
approach reading Pali texts in order to make sense of them. On both 
accounts his work deserves reading and rereading. Steven Collins’ 
scholarship is carried out within an intellectual framework that com-
bines the methods and insights of a number of disciplines in a genuine 
quest for understanding from a perspective of genuine humanity. He 
cared deeply about Pali literature and devoted his career to trying to 
show that what it had to say was important.6  

                                                             
6 For further reflections on Steven Collins’ scholarly legacy, see Charles 

Hallisey, “Exploring the Buddhist Middle Way From a Middle Ground : In 
Memoriam Steven Collins”, Sophia, 57 (2018), 203–206, and the preface 
(Dan Arnold), the editor’s introduction (Justin McDaniel), and the afterword 
(Charles Hallisey) of Steven Collins, Wisdom as a Way of Life (2020). 
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Dr phil. Ole Holten Pind 
1945–2018 

Jørgen Podemann Sørensen 

At the death of Ole Holten Pind, on December 13, 2018, Buddhist 
studies has lost an exceptionally shrewd contributor with rare profi-
ciencies. He began his studies in history of religions at the University of 
Aarhus in 1967. At that time he had already added Hebrew to his high 
school Greek and Latin and followed courses in Sanskrit. In the follow-
ing year, when a teacher in near eastern archæology was persuaded to 
give courses in Akkadian, both Ole Pind and the undersigned took the 
first steps in the language of the ancient Assyrians and Babylonians and 
the difficult cuneiform writing. As far as possible, Ole stated, one 
should every year take up a new language. Today, I believe this sounds 
like something that would be banned immediately by curriculum 
logistics, but Ole remained remarkably true to the principle he had so 
boldly adopted as a young student. In the following years, without 
neglecting the history of religions, he picked up Pali, Tibetan, and 
classical Chinese. In 1974, he graduated with a masters’ degree on the 
topic of  En undersøgelse af forudsætningerne for den vedisk-
brahmanske Brahman/Atman terminologi (An inquiry into the back-
ground of the Vedic-Brahmanic Brahman/Atman Terminology) in 
history of religions with Indology as a minor at the University of 
Aarhus. His teachers were Professor Halfdan Siiger (History of 
Religions) and Associate Professor Erik Pihlkjær Hjortshøj (Indology). 
For a short period, he taught as an extramural (part-time) teacher in the 
same university, and for quite a number of students, this became their 
first acquaintance with the novel currents in the comparative study of 
religion and anthropology. Also in Copenhagen his Danish translation 
of Claude Lévi-Strauss’s famous paper on the structural study of myth 
was widely used in the basic curriculum. 
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 But the late seventies and the early eighties were difficult times for 
Danish academics in search of tenure ; at the universities part-time, 
extramural jobs and a few scholarships were often all that was available. 
But in Ole’s case, his independent studies in Pali eventually led to a 
more permanent position in Copenhagen, as an author of articles and co-
editor together with Oskar von Hinüber of six fascicles of A Critical 
P!li Dictionary (Vol. III,1–6, 1992–1999. This comprehensive lexico-
graphical project begun by V. Trenckner (1824–1891), was continued 
by the Danish Pali scholar Dines Andersen (1861–1940) and the 
Swedish indologist Helmer Smith (1882–1956), who edited the first 
volume. The second volume saw several editors (II, 1–4 anonymous ; II, 
5–10 Ludwig Alsdorf, 1904–1978) ; II, 11–17 Kenneth Roy Norman 
(*1925) and Christian Lindtner (*1949), before, with the third volume, 
Oskar von Hinüber (*1939) and Ole Holten Pind — the latter up to 
fascicle 6 — took over as editors. From the beginning until Vol. III.6, 
the CPD was a project of The Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and 
Letters. The main sponsor up to 1991 were the Carlsberg Foundation 
and the Danish Research Council for the Humanities. From then 
onwards a larger number of other sponsors further supported the project 
financially.1 Eventually, however, also this funding came to an end. On 
the initiative of Ole Pind the completed parts of the dictionary were 
digitized by the Department of Cross-Cultural and Regional Studies at 
the University of Copenhagen, thus facilitating search across dictionary 
entries and making the entire bulk of text examples accessible.2 
 Already as a student Ole Pind had taken an interest in the Indian 
grammatical tradition. In his work on the Pali language he carried this 
interest still further. With a series of papers about Indian Pali gram-
marians (1989, 1990, 1995, 1996, 1997a, 2010) and his edition of 
                                                             
1 For more details, see Oskar von Hinüber, “Concluding Remarks”, A Critical 

P!li Dictionary, Vol. III, Fasc. 8, Bristol : Pali Text Society, 2011, XXXIII–
XXXVII. 

2 This electronic version has since been transferred to the University of Cologne 
where it is maintained by the Data Center for the Humanities in cooperation 
with the Pali Text Society (Bristol, UK). There, the portions of the dictionary 
which had appeared after the digitization in which Ole Pind was involved 
were digitized too, so that now all parts of the dictionary are accessible online 
(https ://cpd.uni-koeln.de/search.php).  
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Kacc!yana’s grammar (2013),3 he established himself internationally as 
an authority in this important field. 
 Also in Ole Pind’s contributions to Buddhist studies, the study of 
Buddhist philosophy, especially with reference to its technical terms and 
forms of argument, was always central. He took a special interest in the 
subtle concepts and arguments so richly represented in Buddhism. An 
early field of study was the Madhyamaka school and its idea of empti-
ness (1983, 1992a, 2001, 2007). Given Ole’s early interest in Madhya-
maka, it is perhaps not surprising that he also began to explore the 
literature and ideas of the Buddhist logico-epistemological school, 
focusing especially on Dign!ga (c. 500 CE) and his theory of exclusion 
(apoha) (1991, 1999a, 2011a, 2015). 
 In order to investigate Dign!ga’s ideas, Pind worked on the recon-
struction of the fifth chapter of his Pram!"asamuccayav#tti, a crucial 
source for the apoha theory. For this he made use of a newly available 
and unique Sanskrit manuscript of the only Indian commentary, the 
eighth century Pram!"asamuccaya$%k! by Jinendrabuddhi. Ole’s skilful 
and careful reconstruction was informed by his detailed knowledge of 
Dign!ga’s intellectual environment, in particular Vai"e#ika thought and 
the grammarian-philosopher Bhart$hari. It was this work that grew into 
a dissertation that in 2009 was awarded the degree of doctor of 
philosophy summa cum laude at the University of Vienna (2015).  
 In addition to these highly specialized studies, Ole Holten Pind has 
made valuable contributions to the spread of knowledge of Buddhism in 
Danish, for a short period also as a teacher at the University of Copen-
hagen, but first and foremost through translations into Danish of Pali 
texts (2005, 2007, 2015) and later Mah!y!na texts in Sanskrit, e.g. the 
H#daya S&tra, Saddharmapu"'ar%kas&tra and Sukh!vativy&ha (2006). 
His comprehensive selection of Pali texts (2005) is provided with a 
valuable and instructive introduction to the Tipi%aka and includes, in 
addition to the canonical texts, excerpts from the Milindapañha, ex-
amples of commentarial literature and J!taka tales. Together with the 
chapter on Buddhism in Gyldendals religionshistorie (2011b) these 
translations provided a solid foundation for teaching Buddhist studies in 
Danish universities and high schools. 
                                                             
3 Reviewed by Eivind Kahrs, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 

Studies 78.1 (2015) : 204–205. 
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Abhidhamma Studies IV* 

The Saccasa!khepa and Its Commentaries1 

L.S. Cousins† 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

L.S. Cousins’ (LSC) article published here posthumously was con-
sidered not yet ready for publication by LSC himself. In an email to me 
dated 21 July 2014 with the preliminary version of this article attached, 
he characterised it as “very much a work in progress”. This in his 
opinion was especially valid for the Appendices, and the third part of 
the paper. With respect to the latter he stated, “Part Three needs to be 
rewritten ; it collects together various thoughts and is not a coherent 
whole. I have not yet made up my mind about some aspects.” In the 
following months we further discussed several points, especially the 
translation of the introduction to the Saccasa!khepavivara"a. As a 
consequence LSC revised his translation several times, rendering the 
version contained in his original article obsolete. However, he did not 
find time to work on this article again because of other obligations 
(email, 25/9/2014). Sadly he was not granted the time to return to it. 
 Despite the unfinished state and the remaining imperfections, espe-
cially of the third part, this article is an important piece of scholarship 

                                                             
*[LSC’s three previous Abhidhamma Studies are : “Abhidhamma Studies I : 

Jotip#la and the Abhidhamma Anu$%k#”, Thai International Journal of 
Buddhist Studies, 2 (2011), 1–36 ; “Abhidhamma Studies II : Sanskrit Abhi-
dharma Literature of the Mah#vih#rav#sins”, Thai International Journal for 
Buddhist Studies, 4 (2013), 1–61 ; “Abhidhamma Studies III : Origins of the 
Canonical Abhidha(r)mma Literature”, Journal of the Oxford Centre for 
Buddhist Studies, 8 (2015), 96–145.] 

1 Thanks are due to Peter Skilling for access to mss of Sacc ; to Uppsala Uni-
versity Library, Jacqueline Filliozat, Olivier de Bernon, and Petra Kieffer-Pülz 
for mss of the !"k#s. 
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not only concerning the history of P#li literature, but also with respect to 
the development of the Abhidhamma and its representation in the 
Saccasa!khepa. Since we do not know what decisions LSC would have 
made concerning various points in his article, nor which of the more 
recent findings he would have accepted, we now publish this last 
version, designated as the fifth by him, and dated 14 July 2014 ; it 
incorporates the changes suggested by LSC himself in subsequent 
emails to me. Some of the questions we discussed were dealt with by 
me in articles that appeared only after LSC’s demise. In order to bring 
these more recent findings to the reader’s notice comments and 
references are added in square brackets. 
 The paper was finally revised by Rupert Gethin and me. We decided 
to eliminate the third Appendix to this paper which contained transla-
tions — characterised as “rough” by LSC himself — of difficult text 
portions from a variety of Abhidhamma commentaries and subcom-
mentaries, since neither of us knew how LSC would have translated 
them finally in a revised version. 

Petra Kieffer-Pülz 

 SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Saccasa!khepa (Sacc) has been variously attributed to (Culla-) 
Dhammap#la and to &nanda. This dates back to at least the early 
thirteenth century. A careful examination of the contents of the work 
suggests, however, that it cannot be the work of &nanda nor of 
Dhammap#la, if by the latter one means the author of the four Suttanta 
!"k#s and/or the M#h#$%k# to the Visuddhimagga. The possibility that it 
is the work of Jotip#la is suggested, but complete certainty does not 
seem attainable as yet. 
 Two !"k#s are extant, although there is no printed edition of either as 
yet. One of them (Saccasa!khepavivara"a = Sacc-viv), despite often 
being labelled on the mss as the “old !"k#”, can be shown to be the later 
of the two. No date can be suggested for this, although it must be 
thirteenth century or more probably later. 
 The older of the two !"k#s, we are informed, was written at the 
request of S#riputta and must therefore be the work of a pupil or 
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associate of his. It is referred to as the S#ratthas#lin% (Sacc-$) in the mss 
and cannot be later than the thirteenth century in date. Some attempt is 
made here to explore the complex issues involved in dating the work of 
S#riputta and his disciples. 

PART ONE 
1. PROPOSED AUTHORS OF THE SACCASA'KHEPA 

The authorship of the Saccasa!khepa has been disputed for a con-
siderable time. Among twentieth-century scholars some have assigned it 
to a Culla-Dhammap#la, although mostly aware of other possibilities.2 
CPD (Epilegomena to Vol. I, p. 50) is a little more cautious and notes 
both attributions to Culla-Dhammap#la and to Dhammap#la without 
prefix. More recently, von Hinüber simply mentions Dhammap#la and 
&nanda as possibilities.3  
 The confusion in fact derives from our sources. It has long been 
known that the three main traditional bibliographic sources differ on 
this. The nineteenth-century S#sana-va(sa simply attributes Sacc to 
Dhammap#la-thera.4 The earlier Gandha-va(sa at first attributes it to 
“the teacher Dhammap#la, senior pupil of the teacher &nanda”5 but then 
later refers to the author of Sacc as the teacher Culla-Dhammap#la : 
“The book named Saccasa!khepa was made by the teacher the Younger 

                                                             
2 For example, Geiger 1956 [1916], p. 34 ; Malalasekera 1928, pp. 112 ; 202f. ; 

Norman 1983, p. 152. 
3  Von Hinüber 1996, § 351, cf. § 366. 
4 [S#s 34,2f.] So also the later Pi!akat samui$ which refers to Dhammap#la as 

residing in “Badaratittha Monastery, Anur#dha city west, Sri Lanka” (Mah#-
sirijeya-S) 2012, p. 67, no. 290). However, this is unlikely to be correct. 

5 [Gv Be
 :] %nand#cariyassa je!!ha-sisso Dhammap#lo n#m#cariyo Sacca-

sa$khepa& n#ma pakara'a& ak#si. [LSC here follows the reading of Gv Be 
as documented on the CSCD ; Gv Ee 60,30f. reads Culladhammap#lo and 
omits pakara'a& ; thus, according to the roman edition, there is no dis-
crepancy between the two statements of Gv. It is, however, known that there 
are a number of discrepancies in the various testimonies of the Gv, none of 
which is reliable (Be Ee Ne).] 
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Dhammap#la according to his own understanding”,6 i.e. without his 
having been requested by anyone. However, the only other known 
mention of a Culla-Dhammap#la is in the Gandha-va(sa itself, where 
he is included with Dhammap#la in a list of eleven teachers from 
Jambud%pa.7 The still earlier Saddhamma-sa!gaha (c. A.D. 1400) by 
contrast gives the worthy elder &nanda as the author.8  
 There is in fact an earlier attribution of Sacc to Dhammap#la, as 
mentioned by von Hinüber [1996 : § 351] — that by Ariyava(sa in his 
subcommentary (to the Abhidhammatthasa!gaha), composed in A.D. 
1466 (Ma"is I 377,23–25 ; 407,20). To this can be added an even earlier 
mention in A.D. 1154 by Aggava(sa in the Sadd#n%ti.9 This might seem 
to settle the matter, if it were not for the fact that the twelfth- or 
thirteenth-century !"k# by a pupil or associate of S#riputta attributes 
Sacc to &nanda, using precisely the same verse we find in Saddhamma-
s ; so presumably the Sacc-$ is the source from which Saddhamma-s has 
taken its information. I shall refer to this !"k# as the S#ratthas#lin%. To 
add to this, a second !"k#, whose date I will discuss below, has the attri-
bution to Dhammap#la. This t"k# I will refer to as the Vivara"a, since it 
is described as an atthavivara<'a> in its introduction.  

2. THE DATE AND AUTHORSHIP OF THE SACCASA'KHEPA 

It is clear then that the authorship of Sacc was ascribed to both &nanda 
and Dhammap#la by the early thirteenth century and that the manu-
scripts of Sacc available to the author of the S#ratthas#lin% did not 
contain the colophon attributing it to Dhammap#la, given in most ( ?) 
printed editions, but absent from the only manuscript used for the PTS 
edition. Also in the early thirteenth century, Suma!gala cites Sacc at 
least seven times in his Abhidh-s-mh$, mostly without attribution but 

                                                             
6 [Gv Ee 70,12f. = Gv Be

 :] Saccasa$khepo n#ma gantho attano matiy# Culla-
Dhammap#l#cariyena kato. 

7 [Gv Ee 66,30 = Gv Be.] 
8  Saddhamma-s 62,31–32 [ch. 9, v. 16] : 
  kato yo Saccasa$khepo nipu'’-attha-vinicchayo  
  %nanda-thera-p#dena vicitta-naya-ma'(ito. 
9

 [Sadd Ee I 8,9f. :] Saccasa$khepa-ppakara'e hi Dhammap#l#cariyena … ucc#rita&. 
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twice explicitly mentioning Saccasa!khepa.10 In Abhidh-av-n$ he men-
tions it by name twice and also quotes it once without name.11 Since 
Suma!gala mentions both Dhammap#la and &nanda on a number of 
other occasions, this gives good reason to suspect that he either did not 
have information as to the authorship of Sacc or else knew of both 
attributions without being sure which, if either, was correct.  
 The confusion in the later tradition is clearly due to the fact that the 
name of &nanda is embedded in the S#ratthas#lin%, the better and more 
influential of the two !"k#s, while that of Dhammap#la is given in the 
widely known Saddan%ti. Since the earliest known citations from Sacc 
are given by S#riputta in his sanne to Abhidh-s,12 we can probably 
assume that Sacc precedes the twelfth century and must therefore date to 
the period from the seventh to the eleventh century. Most probably it 
precedes the M#h#$%k# to Vism in date. If so, it would be earlier than the 
eleventh century (see below). It does sometimes contain more San-
skritized language and concepts, otherwise found in the !"k# literature. 
In general we may say that it bears a relationship to the earlier !"k#s 
similar to the relationship which the Abhidhamm#vat#ra bears to the 
a!!hakath#s of the school of Buddhaghosa.  
 Since there does not appear to be any explicit reference to Sacc in 
any pre-twelfth century source, we must turn to its content for confirm-
ation as to its likely dating. Here the striking element is the manner in 
which Sacc often presents both the position of the a!!hakath# literature 
and that of the !"k# writer, i.e. &nanda. The S#ratthas#lin% refers to this 
as the !"k#-naya [“!"k# method”] and the a!!hakath#-naya [“a!!hakath# 
method”]. It needs to be examined in detail with reference to the specific 
issues to understand the place of the Saccasa!khepa in the history of the 
abhidhamma exegetical literature.  

                                                             
10 Abhidh-s-mh$ [Be] 95,, 101,, 108,, 109,, 143,, 145,, 146. They are introduced as 

follows : 95 : #hu Por#'# ; 101 : Saccasa$khepe ; 108,, 146 : vadanti ; 109 : 
vuttañ ca ; 143,, 145 : #hu. 

11 Abhidh-av-n$ II 38,, 65,, 96.  
12Abhidh-s-sn 90,, 102,, 104,, 146, 163,, 175. Sacc is mentioned by name at 

163,30 [Satyasa&k)epayehi]. 
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IS BIRTH BORN ? 

At Sacc 31 we have the explicit statement that birth (j#ti) can be born 
from any of the four conditions : kamma, mind, season, and nutriment. 
This accords with the Dhammasa!ga"i where the upacaya and santati 
of materiality can be either up#di''a or mind-originated (Dhs §§ 746 ; 
747). But in Sacc 32 it is pointed out that by the a!!hakath#-naya birth is 
not born from any cause. This is because birth is simply a name for the 
arising of dhammas ; it has no separate existence. If it did, there would 
be an infinite regress.13 Here the distinction is not between the 
a!!hakath# and !"k# methods, but between a canonical statement 
understood as pariy#yena vutta [“stated in a loose manner”] and a 
commentarial statement explained as nippariy#ya [“stated in a strict 
manner”].  

MIND-BORN SOUND WITHOUT COMMUNICATION 
At Sacc 36 the number of types of mind-born kal#pas [“clusters”] is 
given as either seven or six. The figure six is reached by omitting the 
simple ninefold cluster of sound. In other words, mind-born sound 
would always be accompanied by communication. The view that there 
are seven is attributed to the Por#"as by the M#h#$%k# (Vism-mh$ II 110) 
and to the Mah#-a$$hakath# by the A$$has#lin%, the M)la$%k#, and other 
sources. It is rejected by the A$$has#lin% on the authority of the #gama 
commentaries of Buddhaghosa ; and also by citing the Pa$$h#na state-
ment that “mind-originated sound base is a condition for ear discrimina-
tion by object condition”.14 However, a number of later writers point out 
that the Pa$$h#na does not in fact specify “mind-originated” here.15 That 
also appears to be the case with the extant texts of the Pa$$h#na.16 Since 
&nanda appears to accept the reading of the A$$has#lin%, it could 
indicate that the author of the Abhidhamma commentary had a different 
textual reading in the version of the Pa$$h#na available to him.  

                                                             
13cf. Vism 452. 
14Dhs-a 86–87, Sv III 887, Mp II 269 ; cf. Pa$is-a 693. 
15Dhs-anu$ 161, Spk-p$ II 349, Abhidh-av-n$ II 129. 
16Pa$$h I 135, II 478, III 97. 
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 This then is not precisely a dispute between the a!!hakath#-naya and 
the !"k#-naya so much as a disagreement between the a!!hakath#s and 
the earlier Sinha*a commentaries. &nanda in the M)la$%k# in fact 
explains the issue, stating that the Mah#-a$$hakath# is referring to subtle 
sound, heard with the divine ear as in the Suttas, whereas the Pa$$h#na 
refers to gross sound. He seems, however, to accept the rejection of this 
in Dhs-a, on the grounds that there is no such thing as a sound which 
cannot be discriminated by the ear.17 According to Sv-p$ what is meant 
here is the sound experienced by someone reciting a mantra.18 
 We can note here that the author of Sacc simply gives both alter-
natives without indicating any preference. 

THE MOMENT OF PRESENCE 

At Sacc 54ff. we have the treatment of moments of mentality. As is well 
known, &nanda, the author of the M)la$%k#, rejected the moment of 
presence and allowed only the moments of arising and ceasing for 
mentality. This is the position which is stated in Sacc 54 : only in the 
moment of arising of mentality can it give rise to materiality, if the 
moment of presence is not recognised. As Sacc-$ points out, the basis 

                                                             
17Dhs-m$ 75,13–76,2 (to Dhs-a 86f.) : sahasadd! pan! ti (Dhs-a 86,15) tassa 

vik#rassa saddena saha sambh*tatt# vutta&.  citt#nuparivattit#ya pana so na 
y#va saddabh#v" ti da!!habbo. vitakkavipph#rasaddo na sotaviññeyyo ti 
pavattena Mah#-a!!hakath#v#dena cittasamu!!h#nasaddo vin# pi viññatti-
gha!!anena uppajjat" ti #pajjati.  “y# t#ya v#c#ya viññatt"” ti (Dhs §§ 637 ; 
720 ; 848) hi vacanato asotaviññeyyasaddena saha viññattiy# uppatti natth" ti 
viññ#yat" ti.  cittasamu""h!na# sadd!yatanan ti (Dhs-a 86,30) ettha ca na 
koci cittasamu!!h#no saddo asa$gahito n#ma atth" ti adhipp#yena Mah#-
a!!hakath#v#da& pa!isedheti.  chabbidhena r*pasa$gah#d"su hi sota-
viññeyyan ti di!!ha& sutan ti ettha sutan ti ca na koci saddo na sa$gayhat" ti.  
Mah#-a!!hakath#ya& pana viññattisahajam eva jivh#t#lucalan#dikara-
vitakkasamu!!hita& sukhumasadda& “dibbasotena sutv# #disat"” ti Sutte 
Pa!!h#ne ca o+#rikasadda& sandh#ya “sotaviññ#'assa #ramma'apaccayena 
paccayo” ti vuttan ti imin# adhipp#yena asotaviññeyyat# vutt# siy#. saddo ca 
asotaviññeyyo c# ti viruddham etan ti pana pa!ikkhepo veditabbo. 

18Sv-p$ III 85,17–18 : … yo loke mantajappo ti vuccati, yassa Mah#-a!!ha-
kath#ya& asotaviññeyyat# vutt#. 
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for this is the absence of presence in the Yamaka which analyzes in 
terms of the moments of arising and breaking up (Yam I 179 passim). 
The following stanza [Sacc 55] rejects the argument that the moment of 
presence can be inferred from the A!guttara reference to “change of 
what is present” as one of the three sa$khata-lakkha'a. 
 The next stanza [Sacc 56], however, introduces an alternative with 
atha v#, possibly intended here as the preferred alternative. At all 
events, this now introduces the a!!hakath#-mata [“the opinion 
(expressed) in the commentary”], as the S#ratthas#lin% points out, “after 
having shown the understanding of the !"k#k#ra”.  

MATERIALITY AT REBIRTH IN AN AP%YA 
Sacc 65 states that in the Descents [ap#ya] a blind or deaf being without 
gender has five <kamma-born> material decads at the moment of rebirth. 
It then adds that whether they have five or four has to be known by 
inference. The following verse [Sacc 66] begins by citing the statement 
that <in the Descents> an opap#tika being lacking sight, hearing, and 
smell has only four material decads at the moment of rebirth, i.e. the 
decads of taste, touch, gender, and heart base. The S#ratthas#lin% indi-
cates that this statement is made in the a!!hakath#.19 This is superficially 
contrary to the Vibha!ga commentary which gives a stanza (also cited 
in the Visuddhimagga and probably from an earlier source20) that treats 
the opap#tika and the sa&sedaja together and gives a minimum of three 
decads, i.e. omitting in addition the sense of taste.21 The Yamaka 
commentary, on the other hand, denies that there are any opap#tikas in 
the k#ma-dh#tu who lack the sense of smell.22 Taking these two 
statements together, the understanding is then that some very small 
creatures have only the senses of touch and smell together with a basis 
for mind. However, the stanza (Sacc 66) concludes with the comment 

                                                             
19[Sacc-$ ad v. 66 : caturo bhavanti pa!isandhikkha'e jivh#k#yabh#vavatthu 

vasena caturo hont" ti a!!hakath#ya& vutta&]. 
20[Vism 552,34f. (Vism Trsl., p. 661f.).] 
21Vibh-a 161f. 
22Yam-a 76,1 : k#madh#tuya& pana agh#nako opap#tiko natthi. 
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that a knowledgeable person should understand this after investigating. 
As the S#ratthas#lin% points out, this was said by the !"k#-k#ra.23  
 More probably, Sacc-$ is mistaken and Sacc is simply hinting at the 
view of the author of the M)la$%k#.24 &nanda points out that neither the 
opap#tika nor the sa&sedaja lacks the sense of smell in the canonical 
text.25 The Anu$%k# critiques various views.26 Abhidh-av-n$ presents this 

                                                             
23[Sacc-$ ad v. 66 : upaparikkhitv! ti vima&sitv# ; gahetabban ti !"k#k#rena 

vutta& ;] e.g. Dhs-m$ 129,24 : upaparikkhitv# gahetabbo ; Vibh-anu$ (Be) 124,4 : 
sabba& ta& v"ma&sitv# gahetabba&. 

24Vibh-m$ 109,12–13 : na hi p#+iya& k#m#vacar#na& sa&sedajopap#tik#na& 
agh#nak#na& upapatti vutt#. cf. Yam-m$ 129. 

25Citing Vibh 412f., etc. 
26Vibh-anu$ 123,6–124,4 : ettha ca yath# sattati ukka#sato ca r$p!n% ti pada& 

sa#sedajopap!t%s$ ti ettha yonidvayavasena yoj"yati, na eva& avaka#sato 
ti#s! ti ida& ; ida& pana sa&sedajayonivasen’ eva yojetabba&, ekayoga-
niddi!!hass#pi ekadeso sambandha& labhat" ti.  “sa&sedajass’eva ca 
jaccandhabadhira-agh#nakanapu&sakassa jivh#k#yavatthudasak#na& vasena 
ti&sa r*p#ni uppajjant" ti vutta&, na opap#tikass#” ti ayam ettha A!!ha-
kath#ya adhipp#yo.  ye pana “‘opap#tikassa jaccandha ... pe ... uppajjant"’ ti 
Mah#-a!!hakath#ya& vuttan” ti vadanti, ta& na gahetabba&.  so hi 
pam#dap#!ho.  evañ ca katv# %yatanayamakava''an#ya “k#madh#tuya& 
pana agh#nako opap#tiko natthi.  yadi bhaveyya, ‘kassaci a!!h#yatan#ni 
p#tubhavant"’ ti vadeyy#” ti vakkhati. apare pan#hu “‘kassaci ek#das#ya-
tan#ni p#tubhavanti’ y#va ‘kassaci nav#yatan#n"’ ti p#+i opap#tike sandh#ya 
vutt#. tasm# pubben#para& A!!hakath#ya& avirodho siddho hoti, tath# ca 
yath#vuttap#+iy# ayam atthava''an# aññadatthu sa&sandati sameti yev#” ti.  
ya& pan’ eke vadanti “opap#tikaggaha'ena sa&sedaj# pi sa$gayhanti. tath# 
hi Dhammahadayavibha$ge ‘k#madh#tuy# upapattikkha'e […] kassaci 
ek#das#yatan#ni p#tubhavant"’ ti #d"na& (Vibh 411,37–40) uddese “ ‘opa-
p#tik#na& pet#nan’ ti #din# opap#tikaggaha'am eva kata&, na sa&seda-
jaggaha'an” (Vibh-m$ 135,20–21) ti, ta& paripu''#yatan#na& yeva sa&-
sedaj#na& opap#tikesu sa$gaha'avasena vuttan ti veditabba&. tath# hi 
vakkhati sa&sedajayonik# paripu''#yatan#paripu''#yatanabh#vena opa-
p#tikasa$gaha& katv# vutt#” ti “padh#n#ya v# yoniy# sabba& pari-
pu''#yatanayoni& dassetu& ‘opap#tik#nan’ ti vuttan” ti ca.  A!!hakath#ya& 
pana yonidvaya& sar*pen’ eva pak#setu&, sa&sedajayonivasen’ eva ca 
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dispute as the views of Jotip#la, etc., as against those of &nanda, etc., 
but this may be an oversimplification.27  

MATTER IN THE BRAHMA REALM 

At Sacc 21 the eight kinds of inseparable (avinibbhoga) materiality 
[constituting the bare material octad] are listed : the four elements, 
colour, smell, taste, and nutriment. The fact that they are inseparable 
would seem to imply that they are all eight present in the Brahma realm. 
That raises certain issues, since Brahmas have only the senses of sight 
and hearing and do not consume even subtle material food. Sacc-$ points 
out that this is stated according to the a!!hakath#-naya, but the under-
standing of the !"k#cariya who declares that smell and so on do not exist 
in the r*paloka will appear below. In fact, the list of eight inseparable 
r*pas as such appears first here, although it is later standard in the verse 
texts. 
 In the next verse of Sacc [v. 22] we find the explicit statement that 
tangible materiality, i.e. the object of the sense of touch, consists of the 
earth, fire, and wind elements in the k#ma<loka>. This, as Sacc-$ points 
out, implies the view of the !"k#cariya for whom these three elements in 
the Brahma realm cannot be classified as tangible materiality. That in 
fact seems to be the position of the Vibha!ga (Vibh 405) which includes 
only nine of the eighteen dh#tu in the r*pa sphere. The a!!hakath# 
works do, however, classify those three elements in the Brahma realm 
as tangible materiality. Sacc-$ indicates that the a!!hakath# position is 
given later at Sacc 69. 
 Sacc 67–71 further addresses the question of matter in the Brahma 
realm.28 The author of the M)la$%k# [on the Abhidhamma] denied the 
existence of smell, taste, and nutriment on the basis of Vibh 418f. and 
Kv 375.29 He therefore held that on rebirth in the form realm only three 
septads of materiality (plus the life sextad) arise. This is exactly the 

                                                                                                                           
avaka&sato pavatti& dassetu& opap#tikayoniy# itara& asa$gahetv# 
“sa&sedajopap#t"s*” ti vuttan ti. sabba& ta& v"ma&sitv# gahetabba&. 

27Cousins 2011, pp. 15f. 
28Cousins 2011, pp. 13f. 
29Vibh-m$ 108f. The position is rejected in the Anu$%k# : Vibh-anu$ 121f. 
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position set out here. However, in the last two p#das of verse 71 we are 
given as the (preferred ?) alternative (with atha v#) decads, enneads, and 
octads, i.e. the decads of eye, ear, and heart base, and the life ennead at 
rebirth, and (subsequently) the bare octad. As the S#ratthas#lin% points 
out, this is the position of the a!!hakath#. In the next and final verse of 
its chapter on materiality, Sacc [v. 72] goes on to state that there are 
nineteen kinds of materiality in the form realm, exactly as given in the 
works of the school of Buddhaghosa. 

RESULTS OF EXCITEMENT CITTA 

At Sacc 144 it is stated that unskilful citta gives connexion in the four 
ap#ya. This can be taken as following the position that the last kind of 
unskilful citta (i.e. excitement citta) also gives rebirth, whereas the 
usual view is that the last kind of unskilful citta cannot condition 
rebirth, as stated in the Abhidhamma commentary.30 This position is 
based upon the a!!hakath#ka'(a of the Dhammasa!ga"i (Dhs § 1391) 
which specifies that this citta arising is exclusively abandoned by 
practice, i.e. there is no kind of excitement citta which is abandoned at 
stream-entry, after which rebirth in the four descents is not possible. 
According to Suma!gala the view apparently presented here is that of 
Buddhamitta and others.31 The M)la$%k# and Anu$%k# attribute this view 
to the Amataggapatha ; so this may be the name of a work by 
Buddhamitta.32  

THE GATINIMITTA 

At Sacc 173 it is stated that kammanimitta [“sign of kamma”] and 
gatinimitta [“sign of destiny”], which are two of the three kinds of 
mental object which occur at death and reconnexion, arise in a five-door 
process. This seems problematic for the latter which is a kind of vision 
                                                             
30Dhs-a 261. [See also Dhs-a trsl. 396.] 
31Abhidh-av-n$ II 73f. ; Abhidh-s-mh$ 139 (translated Wijeratne and Gethin 

2002, [p. 192]). 
32

 Vibh-anu$ 104,25–26 : ya& “na bh#van#ya pah#tabbam pi atthi uddhacca-
sahagatan” ti #di Amataggapathe vutta&, ta& ak#ra'a&. cf. Vibh-m$ 95 ; 
Vibh-anu$ 102,23–24 : Amataggapathe ti eva&n#make pakara'e ; Pa$$h-anu$ 
323. 
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of something belonging to the realm in which rebirth will take place. 
The Abhidhamma commentary and Visuddhimagga in fact specify that 
this occurs at the mind door.33 They seem to be generally followed in 
this by the !"k# literature.34 However, the Abhidhammatthasa!gaha 
refers to apprehending the kammanimitta and the gatinimitta at the six 
doors. This is interpreted by S#riputta, followed by Suma!gala, as 
meaning at the six doors for a kammanimitta and at the mind door for a 
gatinimitta.35 They mention that some do not make that distinction and 
cite this verse of Sacc. However, they reject this view and refer to the 
M)la$%k# with a quotation that appears in fact to be from the M#h#$%k#. 
The M)la$%k# and Anu$%k#, [i.e. subcommentaries on the Abhidhamma,] 
do not appear to address this issue.  

REPETITION OF ESTABLISHING 

In its account of the consciousness process (Sacc 180) the Sacca-
sa!khepa rejects the statement that in the case of a small object, 
establishing (vo!!hapana) occurs two or three times, utilizing the 
argument that the Pa$$h#na does not list this possibility in its treatment 
of repetition condition. Such a comment is found in the commentaries of 
the school of Buddhaghosa.36 The Visuddhimagga, however, seems to 

                                                             
33Vibh-a 157f., 160 ; Vism 549, 551. 
34Vism-mh$ II 300. 
35Abhidh-s-sn 163, Abhidh-s-mh$ 146, Abhidh-av-n$ II 96f. See Wijeratne and 

Gethin 2002, p. 209. 
36Ps II 226,9–10 : vo!!habbana& (Ee vo!!hapana&) patv# eka& dve (Ee ekadve) 

v#re #sevana& labhitv# citta& bhava$gam eva otarati, i.e. it is repeated once 
or twice. Dhs-a 269,16–18 : vo!!habbanavasena (Ee vo!!hapane) pana !hatv# 
eka& v# dve v# citt#ni pavattanti.  tato #sevana& labhitv# javana!!h#ne 
!hatv#. Nidd-a I 69,5–7 : vo!!habbana& (Ee votthapana&)  pana patv# ani-
vattanabh#vena uppajjanti n#m# ti evam eke va''ayanti. Abhidh-s 18 : y#va 
javanupp#d# pi appahont#t"takam #p#tham #gata& #ramma'a& paritta& 
n#ma, tattha javanam pi anuppajjitv# dvattikkhattu& vo!!habbanam eva 
pavattati, tato para& bhava$gap#to va hoti. Pm-vn v. 101 : vo!!habbana& 
parittamhi dvattikkhattu& pavattati. 
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reject the possibility of multiple occurrences of establishing.37 The 
M)la$%k# provides detailed arguments from the Pa$$h#na against this, but 
this position is cautiously questioned by the Anu$%k#.38 The counter-
arguments are accepted by the author of the Majjhima$%k#, followed by 
Suma!gala.39 In effect they point out that what is meant by repetition 
here is that it resembles repetition ; in other words it is not literally a 
case of repetition condition. This circumvents the arguments of &nanda 
based on the Pa$$h#na. It might imply that Sacc is earlier in date than the 
time of composition of the Suttanta !"k#s attributed to Dhammap#la.40 

THE CONSCIOUSNESS PROCESS 
Sacc 232–34 and Sacc 235 are contrasted in the S#ratthas#lin% as 
presenting the !"k# method and the a!!hakath# method respectively. This 
does not appear to be exactly correct, since the view initially presented 
seems to be that of the first therav#da, i.e. that of Tipi$aka-C)*an#ga 
(Dhs-a 267) . That is more or less accepted by &nanda. However, the 
view given in Sacc 235 allows tad#ramma'a also after kiriya active 
minds. This is the view of the third therav#da, i.e. that of Tipi$aka-

                                                             
37Vism 459,14–15 : eva& ekass’ eva kiriyaviññ#'assa vo!!hapanavasena pavatti 

veditabb#. 
38Dhs-m$ 129f. ; Dhs-anu$ 138,9–22 : api c’ ettha “ya& javanabh#vappatta&, ta& 

chinnam*lakarukkhapuppha& viy#” ti (Dhs-a 293,15–17) vakkham#natt# 
anupacchinnabhavam*l#na& pavattam#nassa vo!!habbanassa kiriyabh#vo na 
siy#, vutto ca “yasmi& samaye manoviññ#'adh#tu uppann# hoti kiriy# neva 
kusal# n#kusal# na ca kammavip#k# upekkh#sahagat#” ti, tasm# “javana-
!!h#ne !hatv# ti javanassa uppajjana!!h#ne dvikkhattu& pavattitv#, na 
javanabh#ven#” ti, “#sevana& labhitv# ti ca #sevana& viya #sevanan” ti 
vuccam#ne na koci virodho, vipph#rikassa pana sato dvikkhattu& pavatti yev’ 
ettha #sevanasadisat#.  vipph#rikat#ya hi viññattisamu!!h#pakattañ c’ assa 
vuccati.  vipph#rikam pi javana& viya anekakkhattu& appavattiy# dubbalatt# 
na nippariy#yato #sevanapaccayabh#vena pavatteyy# ti na imassa p#!he 
#sevanattha& vutta&, A!!hakath#ya& pana pariy#yato vutta& yath# “phala-
cittesu magga$ga& maggapariy#pannan” ti. ayam ettha attano mati.  ayam pi 
por#'akehi asa&va''itatt# s#dhuka& upaparikkhitabbo. 

39Ps-p$ II 169ff. ; Abhidh-av-n$ II 41ff. 
40See also : Bodhi 1993, pp. 159–62 ; Kim 1999, pp. 208ff. 
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Mah#dhammarakkhita (Dhs-a 286f.). Since &nanda explicitly rejects the 
possibility of tad#ramma'a after kiriya active minds,41 this can then be 
described as the a!!hakath# method in the sense that it is not the !"k# 
method ! The same issue arises at Sacc 226 and 227, which contrast the 
method of the Pa$$h#na and that of the A$$hakath#, and at Sacc 272, 
which explicitly denies the possibility of tad#ramma'a after kiriya 
active minds on the grounds that this possibility is not given in the 
Pa$$h#na. Sacc-$ again refers to this as the !"k# method. Sacc 273, 
however, gives an alternative view (with v#), pointing out that this 
should be carefully examined. 

COMPASSION AND JOY IN JOY 
In Sacc 295 we have the statement that compassion (karu'#) and joy 
(mudit#) in the joy of others are in twenty cittas, i.e. not in cittas 
accompanied by neutral feeling.42 Then in the same stanza we have the 
alternative position (with v#) that they are found in twenty-eight.43 This 
position is related to the fact that in the canonical abhidhamma 
compassion and joy in the joy of others are shown only for the first three 
jh#nas and not for the fourth which has neutral feeling. 
 In the cases I have taken so far we find that the view of the !"k#, i.e. 
of &nanda, is taken first and then subsequently the view of the 
commentaries of the school of Buddhaghosa is given. This could be 
interpreted as expressing a preference for the latter or as an eclectic 
position that recognises the authority of both. The situation is rather 
different with the final topic I want to address. 
                                                             
41Dhs-m$ 134,20–24 : na ca katthaci kiriy#nantara& tad#ramma'assa vutta-
!!h#na& dissati. vijjam#ne ca tasmi& avacane k#ra'a& natthi, tasm# 
upaparikkhitabbo eso therav#do.  vipph#rikañ hi javana& n#va& viya 
nad"soto bhava$ga& anubandhat" ti yutta&, na pana cha+a$gupekkhavato 
santavutti& kiriyajavana& pa''apu!a& viya nad"soto ti. cp. Dhs-anu$ 141. 

42Dhs-a 157,16–17 : karu'#mudit#parikammak#le pi hi imesa& uppatti Mah#-
a!!hakath#ya& anuññ#t# eva. Dhs-m$ 99,18–19 : Mah#-a!!hakath#ya& anu-
ññ#t# n#tisam#hit#ya bh#van#y# ti yev#panakehi pi nibbisesata& dasseti. 
Vism-mh$ I 386,4–5 : tath# hi a!!hav"satiy# cittupp#desu karu'#mudit#na& 
pavatti& #cariy# icchanti. 

43cf. Abhidh-s-mh$ 89 ; Wijeratne and Gethin 2002, pp. 74–75. 
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THE NATURE OF CONCEPTS 

The concluding chapter of Sacc concerns nibb#na and paññatti 
(concepts). Verses 373–78 discuss the definition of vijjam#napaññatti, 
i.e. the case of labels describing phenomena which really exist in 
abhidhamma terms. The definition given is that a vijjam#napaññatti is 
just sound accompanied by a particular “alteration [in the material 
elements] that constitutes communication” (viññattivik#ra), i.e. modu-
lated sound. This position is certainly held by &nanda, but it is not quite 
clear that it originates with him. The Netti commentary gives it as the 
view of others (apare), but it is not known whether this commentary 
(traditionally attributed to Dhammap#la) precedes &nanda in date or 
not.44 Similarly, with the late sixth-century Pa$isambhid#magga com-
mentary.45  

3. CONTENTS, DATE AND AUTHORSHIP 

What is clear from the above survey is that the position of the author of 
Sacc is eclectic. In one or two cases he specifically follows the position 
of the M)la$%k# or others. Most often, however, where there is a 
difference from the works of the school of Buddhaghosa, he presents 
both views, and it is not entirely certain what position he prefers, if any. 
In these circumstances I think we can rule out the authorship of &nanda 
who is usually rather definite in his opinions.46  
 It also seems unlikely that Sacc could have been written after the 
availability of the !"k#s attributed to Dhammap#la, i.e. the four Suttanta 
!"k#s and the M#h#$%k#. The author of Sacc leaves open positions which 
are to some extent closed after these subcommentaries become authori-
tative. If these are the work of Dhammap#la II in the eleventh century, 
then that Dhammap#la was not the author. The earlier Dhammap#la, 
who is among others the author of the Khuddakanik#ya a!!akath#s, 
shows little interest in abhidhamma and therefore seems unlikely. A real 
                                                             
44Nett-a 121,21–22 : k# pana s# ti ?  n#mapaññattinibandhan# tajj#paññatti. 

viññattivik#rasahito saddo ev# ti apare. 
45Pa$is-a I 307,17–18 : aññe pana “n#ma& n#ma atthajotako saddo” ti vadanti. 
46In Cousins 1972, [p. 161], I thought &nanda the most likely author, but the 

more detailed survey given here supersedes that. 
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possibility would be Jotip#la, the probable author of the Anu$%k#.47 The 
very fact that he wrote the Anu$%k# which juxtaposes exegesis and 
critique of the M)la$%k# shows that this approach would not be alien to 
him. We know that he wrote a verse text in Sanskrit ; so one in Pali 
would be quite possible.48 Given that the later tradition (after the time of 
Suma!gala) confuses Jotip#la and Dhammap#la, it would then be quite 
easy to understand why Dhammap#la’s authorship became established 
in some sources. 
 We can note that the Sanskrit verse cited at Vism-sn III 1086 (to 
Vism 453) is closely parallel to Sacc 124–26.49 Since the Sanskrit verse 
in question could well be the work of Jotip#la, this gives some force to 
the hypothesis. Against it is the fact that in some cases Sacc does seem 
to adopt the position of the M)la$%k#. However, this would be accounted 
for if Sacc were an earlier work of Jotip#la prior to the full development 
of his critique of the M)la$%k# as presented in the Anu$%k#. This might 
also account for the slightly more Sanskritic style of Sacc, if Jotip#la 
had only recently come from an area where Sanskrit or a Sanskritised 
Middle Indian was more used. If this hypothesis is accepted, the date of 
the composition of Sacc would be ca. A.D. 600. Otherwise we could 
only say that it is by an unknown author writing at some date between 
the seventh and tenth centuries. 

OFFERING HOMAGE AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF A WORK 
It is quite common to offer homage to the three jewels at the start of a 
work, but this pattern is not quite universal. Firstly, it is not found in 
Vism nor in any surviving work prior to this.50 It is nearly universal in 
                                                             
47See Cousins 2011. 
48Suma!gala attributes a Pali stanza to Jotip#la, but there is no way of knowing 

whether he has rendered this from Sanskrit. Abhidh-av-n$ II 181 : %cariya-
Jotip#lattherena pana nipphann#nipphannavasena dasa r*p#ni avinibbhoga-
vuttik#ni eko kal#po ti vatv# puna ta&samatthan’attha& ida& vutta& :  

avinibbhogavutt"ni catuj#nekalakkha'#  
nipphann#na!!ha v# tesu, hitv#na k#yalakkha'e ti. 

49Cousins [2013, pp. 47f.] 
50The Pe$akopadesa may have had a more unusual authorial beginning. See 

Crosby 2012, [pp. 128–30]. 
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the a!!hakath# literature. Only apparently an exception are a number of 
cases where a work is a continuation of another.51 Another case which is 
only apparently an exception is Pj I which starts by commenting pre-
cisely on the three refuges at the beginning of Khp. This leaves Pa$is-a, 
which commences by offering homage to the Buddha alone, as the only 
real exception. A small number of later works follow the same 
practice.52 However, when we come to the !"k# literature, almost all 
works prior to the twelfth century revert to the earlier pattern and do not 
include any homage at all.53  
 It is striking then that we see a new practice commence with S#ri-
putta in the twelfth century. He follows the offering of homage to the 
three jewels with a fourth homage to his guru. The same practice is 
followed by his pupil Suma!gala.54 Yet this precise approach does not 
seem to be followed by subsequent authors. Many revert to the three 
homages. Instead, some add as a fourth homage one to former teachers 
(pubb#cariya).55 This was already done in the presumably earlier 
Ka!kh#vitara"%. It is significant, then, that Vin-vn-$ adds both the guru 
and the former teachers. This is comparable to the alternative of five 
refuges found in some later texts of the esoteric Therav#din tradition.56 I 
should also mention that some grammatical texts add as a fourth 
homage Kacc#yana or Moggall#na, as the founder of their particular 
tradition.57 

                                                             
51Pj II, Vibh-a, Ppk-a, Th%-a. 
52e.g. R)p, Mhv, Vism-gp, Dh#tum, P#c-y, Abh-$. 
53This includes all those attributed to &nanda and Dhammap#la [except for 

Vism-mh$] as well as M)las, Kacc, Abhidh-av-p$, Nett-p$, Kkh-p$. 
54Similarly, the Dh#tup#$havil#sin%, [and also S#riputta’s pupil Sa!gharakkhita, 

see Kieffer-Pülz 2017, pp. 30, 34, 36, 38.] 
55Khuddas-p$, Sacc-viv, Pay ; M)las-$ has por#'#cariya. [See also Kieffer-Pülz 

2017, p. 29.] 
56In these texts the kamma!!h#na replaces the pubb#cariyas. See for example : 

Bizot 1992, pp. 217, 220f. ; Crosby 2000, p. 187 : “found throughout the yog#-
vacara tradition”. 

57[For instance Mogg-p-$, Sc ; see Kieffer-Pülz 2017, pp. 27f., 42.] 
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Sacc-$ does not, however, follow precisely this practice. It simply has 
the three refuges, followed immediately by the mention of S#riputta as 
having requested the work. Even so, that still suggests some continu-
ation of the influence of S#riputta.58 

4. THE COMMENTARIES TO THE SACCASA'KHEPA 
The situation is also somewhat confused as regards the commentaries to 
the Saccasa!khepa. The S#sanava(sa simply attributes an abhinava-
!"k# to an araññav#si-tthera — this could be either a name or a monastic 
epithet : “the elder Araññav#sin” or “a forest-dwelling elder” or “an 
elder belonging to the Araññav#sin section of the Sa!gha”. Possibly this 
is a reference to the S#ratthas#lin%.59 According to its introduction its 
writing was requested by S#riputta who is referred to as araññav#sin. If 
so, the author of the S#sanava(sa clearly thought that the S#ratthas#lin% 
was the later work.60  

                                                             
58

 [The differences in the introduction of Sacc-$ and Vin-vn-$ have been 
examined in Kieffer-Pülz 2018, pp. 192–97, 203.] 

59[For an overview over the various commentaries to Sacc listed in the Pali 
literary works, see Kieffer-Pülz 2018, p. 202.] 

60[For a discussion of these passages, see Kieffer-Pülz 2018, pp. 203ff.] 
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PART TWO 
THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE VIVARA+A 

The introduction [of Sacc-viv] is as follows :61 

Sara'a& sabba-lokassa Buddha& After offering reverence to the 
 Dhamma& Ga'’-uttama&  three jewels that afford the  
Vanditv# parama& hita& sukha-da&  highest benefit and happiness — 
 ratana-ttaya& (1) Buddha, Dhamma, and the Supreme 
   Community — the refuge for the  
p#da c is anu!!hubha  whole world 
1c. so Bm3; Bm1: paramahita- 
 

Katv# por#'#cariya-p#desu añjal"- after having folded my hands in  
 pu!a&  añjali at the feet of former  
Pasanna-s"la-saddh#di-gu'a-bh*sita-  teachers, 
 cetas# (2) [I will make an explanation of the 
   meaning of the]62 
Saccasa!khepa 
p#da a is bha-vipul#  that fulfils the essence of the  
2b. Bm3: añcaliputha& [or °puta&?]  the goal (attha?) [and] was  

Bhadanta-Dhammap#lena param’- composed by Bhadanta Dhamma- 
 attha-rasa-ññun#  p#la, a knower of the essence of  
Racito Saccasa$khepo yo attha-  the highest meaning (attha), 
 rasa-p*rako (3) his peaceful mind adorned with the 
   qualities s"la, faith and so on,  

Sar"ra-suriya-ra&si-pabh#-j#l#- [that Saccasa!khepa which] is 
 vama'(ito  decorated with a multitude (j#la) 
Paññ’-obh#sa-karo moha-andha-  of attractive features (pabh#) like 
 k#ra-tamo-nudo (4)  the blazing radiance ( j#la) of the 
   sun and the relics/body [of the  

                                                             
61[LSC stated that he doesn’t understand the overall structure of this. Further-

more, for several of the passages we discussed various possibilities. Since 
LSC did not make a final revision of this text, it remains unclear what he 
would have decided on. We, therefore mention other possible translations in 
the footnotes.] 

62[This sentence is only mentioned in v. 8 ; vv. 2–8 form one sentence.] 
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   Buddha],63 and brings the light  
   of wisdom, dispelling the  
   darkness and blindness of  
p!da a is sa-vipul!  delusion, 
4d. Bm3:°k!re   
 

Pi"ake ca sabh!vattha-adhipp!y’- [that Saccasa!khepa which] is a  
 attha-akkhito64  summary of the scripture[s?]65 
Ganthato yeva sa#khepo attha-r!si-  that have told the essential  
 sudubbaco (5)  meaning and the intended  
   meaning [to be found?] in the  
   Pi"aka [??]66 
  itself has a mass of meaning very  
5d. Bm3: °sudubbate  hard to explain.67 
 
Paññ!dubbalo vattu$ asamattho va  One weak in wisdom is as if unable  
 sabbath!  to explain everywhere 
Gabbh’ andha-k!ra-bahala$ pavi""ho  and accordingly, is as if entered into  

                                                             
63[In an earlier attempt LSC had rendered this as : “which is decorated with a 

blazing radiance like the rays of the sun and the body [of the Buddha]” ; he 
then pondered whether only pabh!j!la is compared to suriya-ra$si, and 
suggested : “is decorated with a net of light [emanating from] the body [of the 
Buddha] comparable to rays of the sun.” As parallels he referred to Vjb 
405,20–21 : bahuno devasa#ghassa sannip!tato, bhagavato sar%rappabh!j!la-
visajjanati c! ti ekacce (this is in the explanation of the setting in motion of 
the wheel; here sar%rappabh!j!lavisajjana certainly is no Dvandva); see also 
Bv-a 165,17 : tassa deh!bhinikkhantam (Ee deh!bhinibbatta$) pabh!j!la$ 
anuttara$; see also Ap-a 421,6–7 where suva&&apabh! and buddhassa sar%ra-
pabh! together are mah! obh!so. The translation printed above was LSC’s 
final variant, dating from 6/8/2014. He wrote, “This is taking it as a yamaka, 
but I am not sure if pabh! can mean something like ‘attractive features’.”] 

64
 Read akkhi so ? akkhi = akkh! 3rd aorist. Or understand it as an ablative 
belonging to the following gandhato, characterizing the book (but the form 
remains problematic). 

65[LSC, email 6/8/2014 : “Perhaps intended as a collective word here?”] 
66[LSC, email 6/8/2014 : “or ‘that has told …, is a summary of a scripture’.”] 
67

 [LSC, email 6/8/2014 : “The Pi"ake must be the Abhidhamma-pi"aka, but 
ganthato can either refer to that specifically or to the canon as a whole. The 
latter is what I meant by ‘a summary from scripture’.”] 
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 va tath# pi ca; (6)  a room filled with darkness. 
p#da c is na-vipul# ; 6a. read paññ#ya 
 

Eva& me nipphala& k#ya-j"vita&  Accordingly, desirous of making  
 adhuva$gata&  fruitful my life and body 
Saphala& k#tu-k#mo va citta-khedam  <hitherto> unfruitful and without  
 acintaya& (7)  any lasting <result>, I was as if  
   intent upon mental exhaustion. 
7c. Bm3: ca 

7d. Bm3: cittakkhevapagam 

Tassa niss#ya por#'a-kath#-magga&  Relying on the way of explanation of  
 an#kula&   the former <teachers> that is free  
Kariss#m’ attha-vivara& ta&   from confusion, 
 nis#metha s#dhavo ti. (8) I will make an explanation  
   (vivara'a) of the meaning of  
[8c. Bm3: attha-civara&]  [that Saccasa!khepa]. Carefully  
8d. Bm3: niss#meta  attend to it, good people.  
 
This !"k# includes a certain amount of discussion in the first chapter, but 
after that largely confines itself to a rather workmanlike commentary on 
the actual text of Sacc. However, it is clear from the material in the first 
chapter that the author is familiar with the Abhidhamma commentary 
and the Visuddhimagga, and probably the M#h#$%k# to the latter. There 
is one citation of the Pa$isambhid#magga commentary68 and one of 
Kacc#yana.69 The Abhidhamma$%k# is mentioned by name.70 Similarly 
with a reference to the !"k#cariya ; this seems to refer to the M)la$%k#, 
although it does not appear to be a literal citation.71 

                                                             
68Sacc-viv to Sacc 1 refers to Pa$is-a 2. 
69Sacc-viv to Sacc 2 : Kc 224 ; cf. Mogg 74. 
70Sacc-viv to Sacc 3 : Abhidhamma!"k#ya&. Presumably this is a reference to 

the M)la$%k#. 
71Sacc-viv to 32 : ten#ha !"k#cariyo : na hi upp#do atth" ti, i.e. Dhs-m$ 155,22–

23 : anipphannatt# pana tassa upp#do na kenaci sakk# vattun ti adhipp#yo. cf. 
Nett-p$ 124,27 : na hi upp#do uppajjati. 
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 There is, however, one passage which establishes beyond doubt that 
the Vivara"a is later than the S#ratthas#lin%. This is the comment on 
Sacc 11 which reads : 

bh#vadvaya& tu k#ya& va, by#pi no sahavuttika&. 

 The S#ratthas#lin% interprets va as = iva and hence has to explain 
k#ya& as nominative neuter.72 This is because it understands k#ya here 
as referring to the k#yindriya, i.e. the sensitive matter of the sense of 
touch and the male and female materiality cannot be said to pervade the 
sense of touch. The Vivara"a rejects this strongly.73 It considers that 
referring to the k#yindriya here would entail imputing the defect of 
repetitiveness ( punaruttidosa) to Dhammap#la. By this it must mean 
that the stillnesses ( pas#da), i.e. the five kinds of sensitive matter 
(including k#yindriya) have already been given in Sacc 10 and so should 
not be mentioned again here. Instead it interprets va as = eva and 
understands k#ya& as the gross body. Gender materiality does indeed 
pervade the gross body ; so this seems a more reasonable interpretation. 
 I do not think this can refer to anything other than the comment in 
the S#ratthas#lin%. The Vivara"a then must be subsequent to the 
S#ratthas#lin% despite being listed as a por#'a!"k# in some Burmese 
mss, etc. Given that it attributes the authorship of Sacc to Dhammap#la, 
we might suspect that it was written in Burma ; no early non-Burmese 
source offers that attribution. 

                                                             
72ta# bh#vadvaya& k#ya& va by!pi no sahavutt% ti yojan#.  ettha k!yan ti 

li$gavipall#so.  k!yo ti v# p#!ho. k#yindriya& viya sakalasar"ra& by#pi 
pharitv# ti!!hati ; bhinnanissayatt# na sahavuttikan ti attho. 

73keci pana no sahavutti tan ti etassa ta& bh#vadvaya& pas#dak#yena no 
sahavutt" ti attha& vadanti. ta& ayutta&, he!!h# vuttatt# punaruttidoso ti.  
vimalabuddhin# atthadassin# Dhammap#l#cariyena nippayojanam eka-
kkharam api no yojitan ti. 
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PART THREE 
SACCASA'KHEPAVA++AN& OR S&RATTHAS&LIN% 

I turn now to the commentary which is referred to in its introductory 
verses as the Saccasa!khepava""an# (Sacc-$) and in the manuscripts at 
the conclusion of each chapter as the S#ratthas#lin%. Here are those 
verses : 
Buddha& sad-dhamma-pajjota&  I offer reverence with my head to the  
 Dhamma& Buddha-ppavedita&  Buddha, light of the saddhamma, 
Sa$ghañ ca siras# vande samm#-  to the Dhamma made known by  
 sambuddha-s#vaka&. (1)  the Buddha and to the Sa!gha of  
   the disciples of the Samm#- 
   sambuddha. 
[1d: Bm3: °s#dhaka&]  

Kato yo Saccasa$khepo nipu'’-attha- The Saccasa!khepa, determining  
 vinicchayo  subtle meanings and 
%nanda-thera-p#dena vicitta-naya- adorned with manifold methods,  
 ma'(ito (2)  which was made by the vener- 
   able thera &nanda, 
2c: so HS & Saddhamma-s; mss: -v#dena 
2d: Bm3: vivittanayapa'(ito 

Tam aha& va''ayiss#mi, sikkh#- I will comment on, since I have been  
 k#mena dh"mat#  requested by the wise 
Therena S#riputtena y#cito ‘rañña- forest-dwelling thera S#riputta who  
 v#sin#. (3)  loves training.  
 
There can be little doubt that the second verse has been adopted into the 
Saddhamma-sa!gaha (Saddhamma-s 9.16) from here. The author of this 
!"k# clearly identifies himself as a pupil of S#riputta. This would date 
him in the period from the twelfth century to the thirteenth century. 
Since he was requested to compose the work by S#riputta, it is likely 
that he began to work on it during S#riputta’s lifetime. 
 The dating of S#riputta is currently rather difficult. There appear to 
be two options — one earlier and one later. Dragomir Dimitrov has 
attempted to identify S#riputta with Vijayagarbha, the author of an 
ala&k#ra or subsubcommentary to Ratnamati’s Pañcik# commentary in 
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the grammatical tradition of Candragomin.74 Portions of this ala&k#ra 
are extant in a manuscript in the Sindhura or Bhaik,uk% script. If this 
identification is correct, then S#riputta wrote a grammatical work in 
Sanskrit ca. A.D. 1116. It is difficult to suppose that he did this much 
younger than 25 years of age. This would make him around 85 years of 
age at the death of Par#kramab#hu in 1186. It seems unlikely that he 
could have lived much longer.75 
 That is the earlier option. Alternatively, we may suppose that 
S#riputta’s !"k# or ala&k#ra on Ratnamati’s Pañcik# was a different 
work. If so, we might expect a later dating for S#riputta. He was a pupil 
of Mah#kassapa, a leading figure in the early years of Par#kramab#hu’s 
reign ; so he represents a later generation. It seems that a residence was 
made for S#riputta by Par#kramab#hu in the Jetavana at Polonnaruva. 
He appears to have been given the title of Mah#s#mi.76 It is unclear 
what the exact implications of this title were at this point in time, 
whether administrative or more honorary. However, the fact that 
surrounding residences were also provided for the heads of the eight 
M)la into which the Sa!gha was divided at this time seems to imply 
that it was not purely honorary. If S#riputta was a young pupil of 
Mah#kassapa at the time of Par#kramab#hu I’s accession in 1153, he 
may well have been alive for some decades after the king’s death in 
1186. This is the later option. 
 This brings us to the issue of V#cissara. The Gandhava&sa attri-
butes eighteen books to V#cissara ‘known as mah#-s#mi’,77 of which 
one is a !"k# to Saccasa!khepa [saccasa&khepassa !"k#, Gv 62,16]. 
Later, it refers to this as a !"k# to Saccasa!khepa made by V#cissara at 

                                                             
74Dimitrov 2010, pp. 31–47. 
75Additional evidence in support of an earlier dating is provided by the 

Vinay#rthasamuccaya of Diôbul#gala Medha!kara which informs us that 
S#riputta helped Mah#kassapa in uniting the three nik#yas (Rohanadeera 
1996, p. 44) cited from Gornall 2012, p. 35, n. 56. 

76Rohanadeera 1985. 
77[The assumption that Gv calls V#cissara mah#s#m" is erroneous. Mah#s#mi 

here is the title of the !"k# to the Subodh#la!k#ra (62,16) : V#cissaro n#m#-
cariyo Mah#s#m" n#ma Subodh#la&k#rassa !"k#).] 
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the request of the elder named S#riputta. That seems clearly to be a 
reference to the S#ratthas#lin%. The Gandhava(sa also includes a 
Saccasa!khepa-vivara"a in a list of twenty-five works made by 
“teachers in such places as the island of La!k#” [Gv 75,19–20]. The 
nigamana to the Th)pava(sa claims that V#cissara wrote an attha-
d"pan# in Sinhalese to the Saccasa!khepa book, as well as the Th)pa-
va(sa and other works.78 However, it is not at all clear why the 
Gandhava(sa attributes so many works to V#cissara. 
 The conclusion (nigamana) to the S#ratthas#lin% (Sacc-$) seems to 
have been composed by a pupil [of the author].79 It refers to the author 
as a pupil of S#riputta, but does not give his name. It states that this 
work was commenced in Jambuddo"i (Daôbade"iya). This probably 
situates it to the period after Vijayab#hu III made his capital there in the 
1230s. The author is said to have composed a number of works : 

an explanation of the three Pi$akas, 
the Vinayavinicchaya$%k#, 
the N#mar)paparicchedava""an#, 
a padar*pavibh#van# to the grammar of Kacc#yana, 
many small books. 

                                                             
78Th)p 255,1–10 :  

Pa!isambhid#maggassa yena L"latthad"pani 
,"k# viracit# s#dhu saddhammodayak#min#, (158) 
Tath# pakara'e Saccasa$khepe atthad"pan#  
Dh"mat# sukat# yena su!!hu S"ha+abh#sato, (159) 
Visuddhimaggasa$khepe yena atthappak#san# 
Yog"nam upak#r#ya kat# S"ha+abh#sato, (160) 
Parakkamanarindassa sabbabh*p#na ketuno 
Dhamm#g#re niyutto yo pi!akattayap#rago, (161) 
S#sana& su!!hita& yassa antev#sikabhikkhusu, 
Tena V#cissarattherap#dena likhito ayan ti. (162) 

All Mss read : V#gissara-. [For some of the statements in this passage, see 
Kieffer-Pülz 2018, pp. 207–210.] 

79See Appendix One. Saddhamma-s 64 (9.36) also quotes part of a line from the 
nigamana. 
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 The work was completed elsewhere in a residence provided by his 
pupil, a lay disciple named Dhammakitti. The name Kitti is rather 
frequent in this period and any layman with that name would be likely 
to become known as Dhammakitti ; so this is not necessarily the same 
Dhammakitti that we meet elsewhere.  
 This possibly links the author to the name of V#cissara. The 
S#sanava(sa attributes por#'a!"k#s to Saccasa(khepa, N#mar)pa-
pariccheda, Khema<pakara"a>, and Abhidhamm#vat#ra to V#cissara-
mah#s#mi [S#s 34,7–9]. The Gandhava(sa, however, attributes a much 
longer list of eighteen works to the same author :80 
 1. subodh#la$k#rassa !"k# 2. vuttodayavivara'a& 
 3. suma$galappas#dani n#ma 4. sambandhacint# 
   khudda-sikkh#ya !"k# 
 5. sambandhacint#ya !"k# 6. b#l#vat#ro 
 7. mogga<l>l#naby#kara'assa 8. yogavinicchayo 
   pañcik#ya !"k# 
 9. vinayavinicchayassa !"k# 10. uttaravinicchayassa !"k# 
 11. n#mar*pa-paricchedassa 12. saddatthassa padar*pa- 
   vibh#go   vibh#vana& 
 13. khemassa pakara'assa !"k# 14. s"m#la$k#ro 
 15. m*lasikkh#ya !"k# 16. r*pavibh#go 
 17. paccayasa$gaho 18. saccasa$khepassa !"k# 

It is clear that much of this information has been collated from the 
introductory and concluding verses of some of these texts. Not all of 
them are available to me. 

                                                             
80[The investigations of Kieffer-Pülz concerning the works to be assigned to 

Sa!gharakkhita thera by intertextual links (Kieffer-Pülz 2017) and the works 
to be assigned most probably to V#cissara thera (Kieffer-Pülz 2018) have 
shown that the texts listed as numbers 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8 are texts written by 
Sa!gharakkhita. Texts number 9, 10, and 18 can be assigned to V#cissara with 
high probability. From this it is evident that the ascription of the large num-
bers of texts in the Gandhava(sa at least partly result from a mixing up of 
Sa!gharakkhita and V#cissara. It cannot be excluded that even other persons’ 
works are named in this list.] 
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 The Saddhammasa!gaha does not attribute anything to V#cissara by 
name, but does state that the S#ratthas#lin% commentary on Sacca-
sa(khepa was composed by a pupil of S#riputta.81 This clearly indicates 
that the author or his source had seen the introduction to Sacc-$. The 
name S#ratthas#lin% is not given in the introduction nor in the nigamana, 
but it is found at the conclusion of each chapter in the manuscripts I 
have seen. The S#sanava(sad%pa [A.D. 1880] gives Dhammap#la as the 
author of Sacc82 and V#cissara as the author of the pubba!"k#.83 The 
Pi!akat samui$ [A.D. 1888] attributes to V#cissara the S%m#la!k#ra, 
S%masa!gaha,84 N#mar)papariccheda$%k#, the por#'a!"k# to the Abhi-
dhamm#vat#ra, the por#'a!"k# to the Subodh#la(k#ra and the por#'a-
!"k# to the Saccasa(khepa.85 
 Given that such a large number of works are attributed to V#cissara 
in the Gandhava(sa, it is perhaps not surprising that in the nineteenth 
century it was already thought that two V#cissaras worked during the 
thirteenth century. In 1900 Wickremasinghe wrote : “Considering the 
large number of books which appear under the authorship of V#cissara 
Thera, it is thought that besides the pupil of S#riputta, another writer 
having the same name V#cissara lived in the thirteenth century”.86 He 
goes on to suggest that the author of the Th)pava(sa “may indeed have 
been identical with our V#cissara, for both seem to have been living in 

                                                             
81Saddhamma-s [9.36]. 
82S#s-d%p v.1220 : 

 Therena Dhammap#lena Saccasa$khepa-n#mav# 
 Gantho viracito s#dhu pa'(itehi pasa&siyo. 

83S#s-d%p v. 1225 
Saccasa$khepa-ganthassa pubba-!"k# mat"mat# 
V#cissara-mah#s#mi-p#den’ eva suva''it#. 

84[Mah#sirijeya-S) 2012, p. 65, no. 270, lists a S%m#la!k#ra-a$$hakath# ; 
Mah#sirijeya-S) 2012, p. 65, no. 271, a S%m#sa!gaha-a$$hakath#. These are 
most probably only different titles for the same text, see Kieffer-Pülz 2021, 
pp. 1–9.] 

85Mah#sirijeya-S) 2012, Index. 
86Wickremasinghe 1900, pp. xvi ; 141. 
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the thirteenth century”. Geiger followed this position,87 citing also 
Dhammaratana, the earlier editor of the Th)pava(sa.88 Malalasekera 
interprets Wickremasinghe as advocating two V#cissaras, but thought 
that there might have been even “more than two, not all of them from 
Ceylon, but living about the same period”.89 This is the position adopted 
by Jayawickrama.90 It seems clear that the V#cissara or V#gissara who 
was the author of the Th)pava(sa dates from the reign of Par#krama-
b#hu II. But I find the argument that there were two V#cissaras in the 
reign of Par#kramab#hu I unconvincing. The author of the C)lava(sa at 
least knows only one, who was absent from the island in the Tamil 
country during much of the time of M#gha, but returned when 
Vijayab#hu III established himself in the Malaya region. If indeed he 
was the senior monk instrumental in providing the bowl and tooth relics 
to that king, he could expect considerable honour from the king. This 
could be hinted at in the nigamana to Sacc-$ when it is stated that he 
was recognized as garu by the kings in Taprobane. The mention of 
“kings” in the plural probably refers to Vijayab#hu III and his successor 
Par#kramab#hu II. 
 It is important to note that he need not have been a very senior monk 
at the time of M#gha’s invasion in A.D. 1215. Such important relics 
would have been under the charge of the most senior monks in 
Polonnaruva, but the party that took them to Malaya and eventually 
concealed them would have included junior and middle ranking monks, 
if only to do the carrying. The senior monk or monks would probably no 
longer be alive by the time of Vijayab#hu’s accession after 1232. If 
V#cissara had been around 40 years old in 1215 he would have been 
around 57 or so in 1232. This suggests he might not have lived very far 
into Par#kramab#hu II’s very long reign. He is at any rate senior enough 

                                                             
87Geiger 1908, p. 84 : “I am now of the opinion that this Vácissara is no other 

than the celebrated thera of the same name, who is spoken of in M. 81,18 et 
seq.” 

88Dhammaratana 1896 [1891] (not seen). 
89Malalasekera 1928, p. 202. 
90Jayawickrama 1971, pp. xviiiff.  
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to be referred to as a mah#s#mi,91 but we do not know how far this was 
purely honorific and how far it might have involved administrative 
responsibilities.  
 There is an earlier reference to a V#cissara/V#gissara in the C)la-
va(sa. At Mhv LXXVI 32 V#gissara and Dhammakitti are mentioned 
together as envoys to the king of R#mañña. The combination of the two 
names is unusual and in the light of the nigamana to Sacc-$ might refer 
to the same individuals. If V#cissara was sent as an envoy to Burma, it 
is quite natural that he would be attended by a young lay disciple. A 
monk sent as an envoy would also be likely to be relatively young. 
What is surprising is the mention of the names of the envoys, but it is 
much less surprising if a lay disciple named Dhammakitti was indeed 
the author of the first part of the C)lava(sa (written soon after the end 
of the reign of Par#kramab#hu I).92 
 The usual dating of Par#kramab#hu’s military expedition to Burma 
ca. 1164 is, however, a problem. To be sent as an envoy he should have 
been aged around 30 years at the youngest. This is entirely compatible 
with the early dating of S#riputta discussed above. However, it would 
make him probably a centenarian at the accession of Par#kramab#hu II 
in A.D. 1236. Writing both Vin-vn-$ and Sacc-$ at such an advanced age 
is not at all plausible. The account of the Burmese expedition in the 
C)lava(sa does not give a date as such, but immediately prior to this it 
mentions events occurring in the eighth and sixteenth year of the reign 
of Par#kramab#hu I. After the R#mañña episode the chapter continues 
with its account of Par#kramab#hu’s military interventions in South 
India. These go on until the end of the reign ; so as far as the C)lava(sa 
is concerned the R#mañña expedition could have taken place at any time 

                                                             
91[V#cissara never had the office of mah#s#m". This title is attached to his name 

only in the quite recent works — all nineteenth century A.D. — from Burma (S#s 
34,7–9 ; Mah#sirijeya-S) 2012, nos. 313, 315, 322) and Sri Lanka (S#s-d%p v. 
1225). In Buddhadatta’s Manuals (Part II, London : Pali Text Society, 1928, 
p. xi) V#cissara is consequently titled Mah#s#mi. In the passage of the 
C)*ava(sa (Mhv LXXXI 20) V#cissara is designated as mah#thera.] 

92cf. Von Hinüber 1996, p. 173, n. 600. 
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beween 1165 and 1186. However, it is usually dated on the basis of the 
Devanagala Inscription dated to Par#kramab#hu’s twelfth regnal year. 
 This leaves us with a difficulty. On the basis of the above data, 
V#cissara would have been around 30 or a little younger in 1165 as an 
envoy in Burma. This would make him about 80 years old at the time of 
M#gha’s invasion in 1215 when the relics were concealed and about 97 
at the beginning of the reign of Vijayab#hu III in 1232 when the relics 
were uncovered. That is perhaps just about possible. But it is hard to 
suppose that he went on at this advanced age to write both Vin-vn-$ and 
Sacc-$ after the accession of Par#kramab#hu II in 1236 as a centenarian. 
 One or more of the following must be mistaken : 
 1. The reference in the C)lava(sa to V#cissara and Dhammakitti 

may refer to a different V#cissara and a different Dhammakitti. 
That, however, is surprising if the author of Sacc-$ is named 
V#cissara, given the close association with his disciple Dhamma-
kitti as revealed in the nigamana.93 

 2. The date of Par#kramab#hu’s raid on R#mañña94 as given in 
the Devanagala Rock Inscription is ca. 1164. If this is wrong, 
the events concerned could have taken place twenty years later. 
V#cissara could then have written the two !"k#s in his 80s. 
Unfortunately, this does not seem to be possible. The date in 
this inscription was first read by H.C.P. Bell.95 Paranavitana 

                                                             
93[We know of other such pairs of teacher and pupil with identical names (both 

monastics) such as &nanda and his pupil Buddhappiya in the thirteenth 
century A.D. and another couple in the twelfth century A.D. See Matsumura 
1999, p. 158 ; Gornall 2014, p. 521.] 

94The inscription refers to the Burmese king Bhuvan#ditta as living in Arama"a 
= Pali R#mañña (from Rmeñ = Mon). Bell reads : Arama'a (wasana) and 
Paranavitana : arama'#[dhip#]ti. There is an even earlier dated reference to 
R#mañña as a country, i.e the Mon country in Sinhalese inscriptions : Vijaya-
b#hu I in the eleventh century. Michael Aung-Thwin is sceptical, but Arama"a is 
very much the expected form of either Rmeñ or Rmañ in Sinha*a and 
R#mañña is an abstract formation, i.e. “belonging to the Rama"as”. Aung-
Thwin 2005, [pp. 49 ; 347, n. 182]. 

95Bell 1892, pp. 73–76. 
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subsequently reedited the inscription with minor corrections.96 
Although the date is quite illegible in the published rubbing, it 
seems implausible that both scholars would be mistaken about 
this. We have to accept this date as correct.  

 3. The attribution of the Nissandeha is to Pa"-ita Par#kramab#hu. 
If this attribution is wrong, or the work was written before his 
accession to the throne as Par#kramab#hu II in 1236, then 
Vin-vn-$ could have been written a decade or so earlier. But 
this would still leave V#cissara writing in his 90s. Against this 
is the fact that the Nissandeha is cited a number of times in 
Vin-vn-$ and otherwise not often. This suggests it may be 
referred to because of royal prestige at a date close in time to 
its composition.97 Against this also is the reference in the niga-
mana to Sacc-$ which refers to the author as having been 
formerly living in Jambudo"i. This should be after Jambudo"i 
was made the capital following the accession of Vijayab#hu  
in 1232. 

 It is perhaps worth noting that if we follow the first alternative and 
reject the identification of our author with the V#cissara mentioned in 
the C)lava(sa, then we have no evidence at all that he was named 
V#cissara in any source prior to the Gandhava(sa. Nothing suggests to 
me that the V#cissara who was the author of the Th)pava(sa has 
anything to do with our author — the list he gives of his writings is 
different.98 This is the view put forward by Jayawickrama.99 The 

                                                             
96Paranavitana 1933, [pp. 312–325]. 
97[It is quoted at least once in the Ka!kh#vitara"%pitapota (Kkh-pipo 131,9ff.), in 

Sinhalese, but the P#li parallel in the Vin-vn-$ shows that the author of the 
latter most probably made use of the Nissandeha even where he does not 
quote it by naming his source (see for details Kieffer-Pülz 2016, pp. 11–12). 
This speaks against the assumption that the Nissandeha is quoted in the 
Vin-vn-$ only because of royal prestige.] 

98[A different conclusion is drawn by Kieffer-Pülz 2018, who thinks that 
V#cissara, the author of Sacc-$, Vin-vn-$, and Utt-vn-$, may also have been the 
author of the Th)pava(sa and possibly the S%m#la!k#rasa!gaha.] 

99Jayawickrama 1971, pp. xxi–xxiv. 
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nigamana states that this V#cissara was in charge of the dhamm#g#ra of 
King Par#kramab#hu.100 Jayawickrama seems uncertain whether this is 
a reference to Par#kramab#hu I or II. However, the allusion is certainly 
to Par#kramab#hu’s building of a dhamm#g#ra (Mhv LXXIII 44ff.). 
From the description there this was certainly not a library, as 
Jayawickrama takes it. Geiger’s “sermon hall” seems more to the point. 
In fact, the reference may very easily be to both Par#kramab#hu I as the 
builder and to Par#kramab#hu II or III as the current owner. We should 
note that Par#kramab#hu III who reigned from 1287–93 seems to have 
ruled from Po*onnaruva.  
 If it is correct that the same V#cissara as the author of Th)p wrote 
the S%m#la!k#ra,101 which critiques the ordination practices of the 
Co*iya monks,102 we should look to a period when the influence of 
South Indian monks was significant in Sri Lanka. Par#kramab#hu II 
carried out a purification of the order and brought over from the Co*a 
country many respected monks. He “established harmony between the 
two orders” (Mhv LXXXIV 10).103 Later Par#kramab#hu IV (reigned 
1302–26) appointed a mah#thera belonging to the Co*a country as 
r#jaguru.104 
 Comparison of the nigamanas to the S#ratthas#lin% and to the !"k# to 
the Vinayavinicchaya make it clear that both are composed by the same 
author who was a pupil of S#riputta.105 Since the former refers to the 

                                                             
100  Parakkama-narindassa sabbabh*p#laketuno 
   dhamm#g#re niyutto yo Pi!akattayap#rago. 
101[For a discussion of the authorship of the S%m#la!k#ra(sa!gaha), see Kieffer- 

  Pülz 2021, pp. 22ff.] 
102Kieffer-Pülz 1999 ; [Kieffer-Pülz 2021, pp. 24ff.]. 
103 Pasiddhe Co+iye bhikkh* #netv# Tambapa''iya& 
    K#r#pesi samagga& so r#j# ubhayas#sana&. 
104Mhv LXXXX 80f. : 
   Atha so Co+ades"ya& n#n#bh#s#vis#rada& 
   Takk#gamadhara& eka& mah#thera& susaññata& 
   R#j# r#jaguru!!h#ne !hapetv# tassa santike 
   J#tak#ni ca sabb#ni sutv# sutv# nirantara&. 
105See Appendixes One and Two. 
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latter work, we know that it was written at a later date. Since the !"k# to 
the Vinayavinicchaya quotes from the Nissandeha ascribed to Par#kra-
mab#hu II (1236–1278),106 it is not likely to have been written before 
the 1240s, unless it was written by him before his accession to the 
throne. We could then suppose a later date for the S#rattha-s#lin" of c. 
1250. But there are problems with this and I will return to the issue. The 
nigamana tells us that he began the work in Jambuddo"i (Daôba-
de"iya), then or later at the request of a learned lay disciple known as 
Dhammakitti. Subsequently the work was completed at a monastery in a 
different location, built by Dhammakitti. V#cissara was invited there for 
the rains retreat to complete the work. A library of 4,000 books is 
mentioned. This might well be Dhammakitti’s own collection.  
 The nigamana indicates that the S#ratthas#lin% was begun earlier and 
completed at a later time. This fits well with the contents. The first three 
chapters of Sacc are concerned with giving an outline of materiality, 
mentals and mind respectively — in other words they outline the basic 
abhidhamma system. In commenting on these chapters, especially the 
first, the author of S#ratthas#lin% draws heavily on Suma!gala’s Abhidh-
s-mh$ and S#riputta’s sanne on Abhidh-s. Since the former is partly 

                                                             
106Information from Petra Kieffer-Pülz (email : 8/4/14). “It is also in my Ga"$hi-

pada book [Kieffer-Pülz 2013, I, pp. 30ff., 52f.]. But there I still thought the 
Vin-vn-$ must have been written in the second half of the thirteenth century 
A.D. Taking into account the secondarily added nigamana after the Utt-vn-$, 
the texts of Vin-vn-$ and Utt-vn-$ most probably were taken to Burma by 
S%val% Thera. If he in fact died around 1240, then the time frame for the 
writing of the Vin-vn-$ must be very short [see now Kieffer-Pülz 2018, 199–
200]. Taking into account that the author of Vin-vn-$ says in the Ganth#-
rambhakath#, that there existed a Sinhalese exposition (vivara'a) to the  
Vin-vn which did not suffice for the monks abroad, and looking at the one 
passage from the Nissandeha which we have in Sinhalese in the Kkh-pipo, and 
which corresponds to the P#li of the Vin-vn-$ [see now Kieffer-Pülz 2016, 
p. 12], it is very probable that the Vin-vn-$ author translated the Nissandeha 
even where he does not note it. [For the investigation of Vin-vn-$ in connec-
tion with Sacc-$, see now Kieffer-Pülz 2018, pp. 190–97]. Since the Vin-vn-$ 
also takes over much material from Sp, it should not have taken a very long 
time to write the Vin-vn-$.” 
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based on the latter, it is difficult to be sure how far he is using his 
teacher S#riputta’s sanne directly. But, since there are some verses cited 
which are only found in Abhidh-s-mh$ and at least one that is only 
found in the sanne, it seems that he must have made use of both. After 
chapter III, however, verses are not taken from either work. These 
verses are in almost exactly the same order as in the two sources for 
chapter I and in the single example from chapter II. For the third chapter 
they do not follow any particular order. 
 In the first two chapters there is relatively little by way of other 
quotations or references to post-Buddhaghosa sources. Beginning with 
the third chapter we see a number of citations from the earlier Abhi-
dhamma manuals, especially Abhidh-av and from the !"k# literature. 
Mentioned by name are the Abhidhammatthasa!gaha, Paramattha-
vinicchaya and especially the Abhidhamm#vat#ra. The first two of these 
cannot be dated, while the last is certainly from a much earlier period. 
The Abhidhamma$%k# and the Visuddhimagga$%k# are mentioned by 
name and more often cited without attribution. This could be in part due 
to the more difficult nature of the later chapters of Sacc, but it also fits 
well with the possibility that the work was started at an earlier date and 
then laid aside, to be resumed under more favourable conditions with 
better library access. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

As to the date of the Saccasa!khepa, a plausible hypothesis is that it was 
written by Jotip#la ca. A.D. 600, but otherwise we can only postulate an 
unknown author between the seventh and tenth centuries but most 
probably towards the beginning of that period. 
 The Saccasa!khepavivara"a (Sacc-viv), although described as the 
older !"k# in some Burmese mss, is in fact later than the S#ratthas#lin%, 
but there is no indication as to its likely date. 
 The S#ratthas#lin% is the work of a pupil of S#riputta in the thirteenth 
century, a pupil who was requested to write this work by S#riputta 
himself. 
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APPENDIX ONE 
NIGAMANA OF THE SACCASA'KHEPA./K&107 

 
Mah#-s#mi-samaññ#ya vissuto yati-

pu$-gavo 
S#riputta-mah#-thera-kappo n#ma 

gu'ehi yo (1) 

 
1b. so HS ; Bm1&2 : visuto ; Bm3 : vibh*to 

A leader of monks, renowned 
for his title of mah#-s#mi, 

in name and qualities resembling 
the mah#thera S#riputta 
(i.e. the Buddha’s pupil),  

Pi!akesu ca sabbattha sadda-
satth#dikesu ca 

P#ra-ppatto mah#-pañño jotento 
Jina-s#sana& (2) 

 
2b. Bm2 & 3 : satt- and below 

one who had achieved mastery 
in every aspect both in the 
Pi$akas and in grammatical 

and other textbooks, one of great 
wisdom who makes the 
s#sana of the Victor shine, 

Vinay’-a!!ha-kath#d"na& !"ka& 
satth’-antarassa ca 

Ak#si, tassa yo sisso pi!aka-ttaya-
p#ra-g* (3) 

 
3b : Bm2 : tika& ; Bm3 : !"k# 
3c. Bm2 : ak#si tatth’ assa yo pi!aka- 

made a !"k# both to the 
commentaries to the 
Vinaya and other works 
and to a work (0#stra) of a 

 different kind.108 His pupil, who 
had gained mastery of the 
three Pi$akas, 

                                                             
107[This nigamana has also been translated in Kieffer-Pülz 2018, pp. 204–206,  

  taking into account LSC’s translation, but deviating in some points.] 
108Most probably the Jotisattha mentioned in the ganth#rambha of the Vin-vn-$  

  I 2,8 (v. 6) : satthantarass#pi ca jotis’-attha&. [LSC characterised the way  
  this is indicated in the text as “a strange expression”.] 
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V#t#dhut#khya-Suneru-param#khya-

mah#-muni 
 

Mahato bhikkhu-sa$ghassa pi!aka-
ttaya-va''ana& (4) 

p#da a : savipul# 
4a. Bm3 : v#tarut#khyadhu'eru 
4b. Bm3 : h#ramajjha- 

a great sage reckoned supreme 
as Suneru is reckoned 
unshaken by wind, 

and made an explanation of the 
three Pi$akas for the great 
bhikkhu-sa$gha 

Ak#si, ak#si Tampa''imhi garu-
bh#vañ ca r#juna& 

,"k# ca racit# yena Vinayassa 
vinicchaye (5) 

p#da a : savipul#  
5a : so HS ; mss omit one ak#si  
5b : mss : r#j*na& 

that <made him recognized as> 
guru (?) by the kings in 
Tampapa""i 

and composed a !"k# to the 
Vinaya-vinicchaya 

 

N#ma-r*pa-pariccheda-va''an# ca 
sam#sato 

Mah#-kacc#yana-tthera-racitassa 
samiddhiy# (6) 

 
p#da c is sa-vipul# 

 

Racita& sadda-satthassa pada-r*pa-
vibh#vana& 

Aneke khuddak# ganth# s#san’-
ujjotan’-atthin#* (7) 

7b. Bm3 : vibh#vina& 

and an explanation in brief of 
the N#mar)papariccheda, 

successfully composed a 
pada-r*pa-vibh#van# to 
the grammar 

that the thera Mah#kacc#yana 
composed, 

and, wishing to illuminate the 
s#sana, composed many 
small books 

S#san’-ujjotan’-atth"na& racit# 
buddhi-vuddhiy#, 

Ten#cariya-p#dena suci-s"la-
nivutt<h>in# (8) 

for the sake of increase in under-
standing for those wishing 
to illuminate the s#sana. 

That worthy teacher, wise and  
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8b. Bm1 & 2 : Buddha- 
8c. Bm3 : -p#dena caritassa nirutti 

Dh"mat# racit#yam pi 
Saccasa$khepa-va''an#. 

Cira& vattatu lokamhi, s#dhent" 
janat#-hita&. (9) 

and dwelling with pure s"la, 
composed this explanation 
of Saccasa!khepa too. 

May it last long in the world, 
accomplishing the benefit 
of mankind.  

%raddh# Jambu-do'imhi k#nane 
vasat# sat# 

Vasat# Tilak’-uyy#ne niv#sena 
mano-rame (10) 

The niv#sena does not make sense.  
p#da a is sa-vipul# 
10d. Bm3 : ramme ; Bm2 : panoramma'e 

It was begun by that good man 
when he was dwelling in a 
glade at Jambuddo"i 
(Daôbade"iya), 

when he was dwelling in the 
habitation in the delightful 
Tilaka Park. 

Dhamma-kittana-sañj#ta-kitti-
kittana-saññin# 

Up#sakena sissena pa'(itena naya-
ññun# (11) 

Ajjhesitv# sam#n"to Sala+"-nagara& 
vara& 

Suramme Tilak’-uyy#ne niv#se 
’rañña-v#sina& (12) 

 
12d. Bm3 : raññav#sin# 

After being requested by his 
learned pupil, 
knowledgable as to 
methods, 

the up#saka, known by the 
name of Kitti who has 
gained the name of 
Dhammakitti (“Dhamma-
fame”), 

he was conducted to the fine 
city of Sala*%  

in the very delightful Tilaka 
Park abode for forest-
dwellers, 

Yat"na& p"ya-s"l#na&* dhut’-a$g#di-
gu'’esina& 

K*!#puravat"-n#ma-vissutena 
yasassin# (13) 

 
13a. Bm1&2 : yatina& 
Bm3 omits p#das b & c 

monks of pleasing conduct 
who seek such qualities as 
the dhuta$gas. 

The famous one who is 
renowned under the name 
of K)$#puravat%,  
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S#san’odaya-k#mena vis#la-kula-
ketun# 

Vass#v#s’-attham ajjhi!!ho, 
paccayehi upa!!hito (14)  

14c. so Bm1 & 3 ; HS : v#s#v#s’- ; Bm2 : 
vas#v#s’- 

desirous of progress for the 
s#sana, leader of his 
extensive kin,  

requested him to stay for the 
rains and supported him 
with the requisites. 

Ten’eva k#rite ramme viharanto 
nivesane 

Pa'(iten#pi ten’eva yath#-balam 
upa!!hito (15) 

 
15a. so Bm1 & 3 ; Bm2 : ramma'e ; HS : 

kamme 

Sap-p#ya-paccay’oghena 
appamattena paccaya& 

Samajjhi!!ho sam#petu& yato 
sa&va''ana& ima& (16)  

16b. Bm3 : paccayo yena 

Dwelling in the delightful 
abode, which had been 
constructed by the same 
<lay-follower>, 

he was supported by that same 
vigilant scholar according 
to his ability 

with a mass of suitable 
requisites for this 
reason ( ?) 

since he who convinces 
carefully ( ?) was 
thoroughly requested to 
complete this explanation, 

%cinna-citto cinn#khyo a$ga-n#yaka-
potthaki- 

Susamiddh#ya saddh#ya pasanno 
Buddha-s#sane (17)  

17a. Bm1 & 2 : -vitto ; Bm3 : #dinacitto 

with practised mind reckoned 
as ( ?),109 he had settled 
devotion for the 

 s#sana of the Buddha, when 
the faith of the A!ga-
n#yaka-potthakin110 was so 
successful, 

                                                             
109[LSC : Unclear.] 
110This could also be the n#yaka-potthakin A!ga, but the title of potthakin is 

mostly given to Kitti in the C)lava(sa, (Mhv 72.27, 207 ; 74.90). Does this 
mean that the Kitti, who is a general and administrator of Par#kramab#hu, is 
one and the same as the up#saka Dhammakitti ? Several Kittis were serving 
Par#kramab#hu. See Liyanagamag1 1968, pp. 54ff. 
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Upa!!hahanto sak-kacca& paccayehi 
yath#-bala& 

Ajjhesana& yato k#si sam#petum 
atho ima& (18) 

18b. Bm2 : -phala& 
18d. Bm2 : ano ; Bm3 : ato 

since, while providing with 
requisites in the proper 
way to his capacity, 

he then made the request to 
complete this,111 

 

Tato ‘ya& va''an# samm# Buddha-
s#sana-vuddhiy# 

cat*hi gantha-sahassehi s#dhikehi 
sam#pit# ti. (19) 

19c. em. to catu ; Bm3 : vandha- 
19d. Bm3 : s#dhite ; Bm2 : sam#pite 

then this commentary was 
perfectly completed for the 
growth of the 

 s#sana of the Buddha with 
<the aid of > more than 
four thousand books.112 

                                                             
111It seems from vs. 17 on that this refers to the pupil Dhammakitti. It seems  

  that parts are doubled in that later stanzas.  
112Compare the 2,047 books listed in the Pi!akat samui$ (von Hinüber 1996, 

§ 4) and the nearly 300 books recorded as donated to the Order in an 
inscription from Pagan of A.D. 1442. In contrast, at an earlier date (in the reign 
of Par#kramab#hu I), S#riputta refers to 20,000 and 30,000 books in the 
conclusions to Mp-$ and Sp-$. This may reflect the effects of destruction 
during the invasion of M#gha. [Another way of understanding this stanza is to 
consider gantha as used in the sense g#th# (i.e. 32 syllables) (suggestion, 
Peter Jackson). The two passages in Sp-$ (III 456,5–6) and Mp-$ (III 370,16–17), 
hinted at by LSC, certainly do not refer to 20,000 and 30,000 books, but to the 
number of g#th#s or syllables which these commentaries comprise. Compare 
also Vin-vn-$ I 10,26–11,2 (ganthaparim#'a& pana Vinayavinicchaye as"ti-
ganth#dhik#ni catt#ri ganthasahass#ni [2 Utt-vn v. 969], Uttare paññ#-
saganth#dhik#ni nava ganthasat#ni [2 Utt-vn v. 968)] honti) where the 
number of stanzas of Vin-vn and Utt-vn are given in the Burmese edition 
reading gantha for g#th#. Assuming that gantha in v. 19 is used in this sense, 
we would be informed that “the commentary was perfectly completed … with 
more than 4,000 g#th#s”, that is more than 128,000 syllables. As we have it, 
the Saccasa!khepa-$%k# has about 40,000 words and around 287,000 
characters. If we reckon two characters for one syllable, we would reach 
143,000 syllables, which is slightly higher than this number.] 
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APPENDIX TWO 

THE GANTH&RAMBHAKATH& OF THE VINAYAVINICCHAYA./K&113 

1. #diccava&sambarap#tubh*ta& [Be I 1]  
by#mappabh#ma'(aladevac#pa&  
dhammambunijjh#pitap#paghamma&  
vand#m’ aha& Buddhamahambuvanta&. 

 

I pay homage to Buddha 
who resembles a great 
raincloud 

who appeared in the sky of 
the solar lineage. 

The circle of his radiant 
aura is like a rainbow. 

He consumes the fire of 
evil with the water of 
dhamma. 

2. pasannagambh"rapad#+isota& 
n#n#nay#nantatara$gam#la& 
s"l#dikhandh#mitamacchagumba&  
vand#m’ aha& Dhammamah#savanti&. 

I pay homage to the great 
river of the Dhamma, 

whose clear and deep flow 
is embanked with 
words, 

whose endless succession 
of waves is the various 
methods (naya) <of the 
teaching>, 

and whose countless shoals 
of fish are the 
collections of the 
precepts and so on. 

                                                             
113[Characterised by LSC as a “very rough translation” of the only accessible 

edition of the Vin-vn-$ in the Cha$$hasa!g#yana edition. This introduction and 
its translation have been discussed by LSC and Petra Kieffer-Pülz. A 
translation partly based on that by LSC, partly deviating from it is contained 
in Kieffer-Pülz 2018, pp. 192–94. I kept LSC’s translation, and added his 
comments which originally were not meant for publication, for further 
information in the footnotes.] 
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3. s"loruvela& dhutasa$kham#la& 
santosatoya& samath*micitta& 
padh#nakicca& adhicittas#ra& 
vand#m’ aha& Sa$ghamah#samudda&. 

I pay homage to the great 
ocean of the Sa!gha, 

with precepts as its sandy 
shore, adorned with 
purification practices 
like conch shells, 

whose water is joyfulness, 
whose manifold waves 
are samatha, 

whose activity is effort ( ? 
unclear), whose motion 
is higher consciousness. 

4. ye tantidhamma& munir#japutt# 
y#vajjak#la& parip#layant# 
sa&va''ana& nimmalam #nayi&su 
te pubbake c#cariye nam#mi. 

I bow down too to the 
former teachers, 

the sons of the king of 
sages who guarded 

the teaching of the 
scriptures until the 
present time 

and brought <to us> the 
pure explanation. 

5. yo [Be I 2] dhammasen#patitulyan#mo  
tath*pamo S"ha+ad"pad"po 
mama& mah#s#mimah#yatindo  
p#pesi vu((hi& Jinas#sanamhi. 

6. !"k# kat# a!!hakath#ya yena.  
Samantap#s#dikan#mik#ya  
A$guttar#y’ a!!hakath#ya ceva  
satthantarass#pi ca jotis’-attha&. 

7. nik#yas#maggividh#yakena  
raññ# Parakkantibhujena samm#  
La$kissaren#pi katopah#ra&  
vande garu& g#ravabh#jana& ta&. 

I bow down to my teacher 
who embodied the 
qualities of a teacher, 

who shared the name of 
<S#riputta>, the General 
of Dhamma 

and was like him a lamp to 
the island of the 
Sinhalese, 

a leader among great 
monks and a mah#s#mi. 

He made a !"k# to the 
commentary named 
Samantap#s#dik# 
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and likewise to the 
commentary to the 
A!guttara 

and also to another 
textbook for the study 
of the stars. 

He it was who was 
properly given offerings 

by the lord of La!k#, 
Par#kramab#hu 

the king who brought unity 
to the fraternities. 

8. namassam#no ‘ham alattham eva&  
vatthuttaya& vanditavandaneyya&  
ya& puññasando ‘ham amandabh*ta&  
tass#nubh#vena hatantar#yo. 

Bowing down in this way 
to the three things 

which have been and 
should be honoured, 

I have obtained no sluggish 
inflow of good fortune. 

By the power of that good 
fortune may all 
obstacles be destroyed 

9. yo Buddhaghos#cariy#sabhena 
viññuppasatthena pi suppasattho 
so Buddhadatt#cariy#bhidh#no  
mah#kav" theriyava&sad"po. 

The great sage/poet ( ? 
kavi) and light of the 
Theriya lineage 

named as the teacher 
Buddhadatta,  

who was highly praised by 
Buddhaghosa, 

a hero among teachers, 
<himself> praised by the 
wise, 

10. ak#si ya& Vinayavinicchayavhaya&  
sauttara& pakara'am uttama& hita&  
apekkhata& vinayanayesu p#!ava&  
pur#si ya& vivara'am assa S"ha+a&. 

made the work called 
Vinayavinicchaya 

together with the 
Uttara<vinicchaya>, 
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looking to 
the highest benefit and skill 

in the ways of Vinaya. 
[Because the Sinhalese 

exposition to it which 
existed before]114 

11. yasm# [Be I 3] na d"pantarik#nam 
attha&  

s#dheti bhikkh*nam asesato ta&  
tasm# hi sabbattha yat"nam attha&  
#s"sam#nena day#layena. 

12. Suma$galattheravarena yasm# 
sakkacca kaly#'amanorathena  
nayaññun#raññaniv#sikena  
ajjhesito s#dhugu'#karena. 

does not fully accomplish 
the goal 

for monks belonging to 
other parts of the world ; 

therefore, for this reason 
and because I was asked 
with respect 

by the excellent Elder 
Suma!gala, full of 
compassion, 

who wished to benefit 
monks everywhere, 

a forest-dweller who 
knows proper means 

and who is a mine of good 
qualities, 

13. #ka$kham#nena cirappavatti&  
dhammassa dhammissaradesitassa  
Co+appad"pena ca Buddhamitta- 
ttherena saddh#digu'oditena. 

[and] by the Elder 
Buddhamitta, 
luminary of the Co*as, 

known for such qualities as 
faith, 

desiring that the Dhamma 
taught by 

Dhamma’s lord should 
endure long, 

                                                             
114[This line was not translated by LSC]. 
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14. tath# Mah#kassapa-avhayena  

therena sikkh#su sag#ravena  
kudi!!hi-matte bha-vid#rakena 
s"hena Co+#vanip*jitena. 

[and] by the elder named 
Mah#kassapa 

one with respect for the 
[three] trainings  

[who tears up error in one 
enthralled by wrong 
views]115 

a “Lion” reverenced by the 
Co*a realm.  

15. yo Dhammakitt" ti pasatthan#mo 
ten#pi saddhena up#sakena  
s"l#din#n#gu'ama'(itena  
saddhammak#men’ idha pa'(itena. 

[and] here by the devout 
lay disciple 

who is praised by the name 
Dhammakitti 

and adorned with the 
various qualities of 
virtue and so on, 

a scholar who loves the 
saddhamma, 

16. saddhena paññ#'avat# va+att#-  
ma$galyava&sena mah#yasena  
#y#cito V#'ijabh#'un#pi 
varaññun# s#dhugu'odayena. 

[and] asked by 
V#"ijabh#"u, 

who is devout, intelligent, 

renowned, of auspicious 
lineage, 

generous and the source of 
good qualities, 

17. tasm# [Be I 4] tam #ropiya p#+ibh#sa&  
niss#ya pubb#cariyopadesa&  
hitv# nik#yantaraladdhidosa&  
katv#tivitth#ranaya& sam#sa&. 

therefore putting it into the 
language of the 
scriptures, 

depending upon the 
instruction of former 
teachers, 

                                                             
115[Since the third line was unclear to LSC, he left it untranslated. I insert the  

  translation by Crosby & Skilton 1999, pp. 176ff.] 
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avoiding the defect of the 
views of other 
fraternities, 

[and] making a summary in 
a very detailed manner, 

18. avuttam atthañ ca pak#sayanto  
p#!hakkamañ c#pi avokkamanto  
sa&va''ayiss#mi tadatthas#ra&.  
#d#ya ganthantarato pi s#ra&. 

but explaining content that 
has not been given  

and not exceeding the 
sequence of the text, 

I will comment on its 
important content, 

taking important matter 
from other books. 

19. cira!!hiti& patthayat# jan#na&  

hit#vahass#malas#sanassa  
may# sam#sena vidh"yam#na&  
sa&va''ana& s#dhu su'antu santo ti. 

Let good people listen well 
to the explanation, 

set out in brief by me,  
wishing for the stainless 

s#sana 
that brings benefit to 

mankind to last long. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
Abbreviations for names of texts used in this paper are those of A 
Critical P#li Dictionary, unless otherwise indicated. Texts used are Pali 
Text Society editions, except for works not published by the PTS ; the 
Burmese Cha$$ha-sa!g#yan# editions (as given on the Dhammagiri CD 
[CSCD]) were used for these unless otherwise stated. [In addition the 
following abbreviations were used] : 

VRI Vipassana Research Institute Igatpuri 
BJT Buddha Jayanti Tipitaka 
[CSCD]  Cha$$hasa!g#yana CDRom (Vipassana Research 

Institute, Igatpuri) 
Abhidh-s-sn Abhidhammattha sangaha by Bhadantachariya 

Anuruddha Mahathera with the Sinhalese para-
phrase by S#riputta, ed. T. Pannamoli Tissa, rev. by 
W. Somaloka Tissa. Colombo : Anula Press, 5th ed., 
2503/1960. 

Gv  [Nandapañña’s] Gandhava(sa [Gv without any 
further specification refers to Gv Ee ] 
Be  CSCD 
Ee  Gandha-Va&sa, ed. by Professor [Ivan P.] 

Minayeff of St. Petersburg, Journal of the Pali 
Text Society 1886, pp. 54–80. 

Ne  The Gandhava&sa (A History of Pali Litera-
ture), ed. Bimalendra Kumar. Delhi : Eastern 
Book Linkers, 1992.] 

Pm-vn  [Anuruddha,] Paramatthavinicchayo, ed. by A.P. 
Buddhadatta, Journal of the Pali Text Society Vol. X 
(1985), pp. 155–226. 

MANUSCRIPTS 

Saccasa!khepa = Sacc 
Bm1 British Library Ms I.O. Man/Pali 120 (formerly part of the 

Royal Library, Mandalay) 
Bm2 Fragile Palm Leaves Ms 1250 (dated 1861) 
Bm3 Fragile Palm Leaves Ms 1422 (dated 1771) 
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Saccasa!khepava""an# = Sacc-$ 
HS  transcript kept in the Uppsala Universitetsbiblioteket pre-

pared by Helmer Smith, from Bm1  
Bm1  British Library Ms I.O. Man/Pali 121 (formerly part of the 

Royal Library, Mandalay) 
   (Manuscript signed out to Helmer Smith 11/8/47) (conclusion 

by scribe in reign of Mindon after founding of Mandalay in 
1857) 

Bm2  British Library Ms Or. 3001 
Bm3  Manuscript from the U Pho Thi Library, UPT 524.7 

(Saddhammajotik#r#ma Monastery in Thaton, Myanmar) 
   [https://digicoll.library.utoronto.ca/mmdl/UPT524_7F.pdf ;  

last accessed, 26/6/2020]  

Saccasa!khepavivara"a = Sacc-viv 
HS  transcript kept in the Uppsala Universitetsbiblioteket pre-

pared by Helmer Smith, from Bm1 
Bm1 British Library Ms I.O. Man/Pali 121 (formerly part of the 

Royal Library, Mandalay) 
   (Ms signed out to Helmer Smith 11/8/47) 
Bm3 Manuscript from the U Pho Thi Library, UPT 524.6 

(Saddhammajotik#r#ma Monastery in Thaton, Myanmar) 
[https://digicoll.library.utoronto.ca/mmdl/UPT524_6F.pdf ;  
last accessed, 26.6.2020] 
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Writing Pali Texts in 16th-Century Lan Na (Northern Thailand) : 
The Life and Work of Sirima!gala (Part I)* 

Gregory Kourilsky 

INTRODUCTION 
Sirima!gala was a monk who lived in Chiang Mai, the royal city of the 
ancient kingdom of Lan Na (present-day northern Thailand), at the 
beginning of the 16th century. He is known for having written a number 
of significant Pali texts, such as the Vessantarad!pan!, the Sa"khy#pa-
k#saka-$!k#, the Cakkav#%ad!pan!, and the Ma"galatthad!pan!, all com-
pleted ca. 1520. Sirima!gala enjoys a recognition that has extended 
beyond Lan Na, as his work is disseminated not only in all parts of 
Thailand but also in Laos, in Cambodia, in Burma and even in Sri 
Lanka. The Ma"galatthad!pan!, in particular, is certainly among the 
most famous and the most influential religious texts for the Buddhists of 
mainland Southeast Asia.  
 However, Sirima!gala has attracted little interest outside Thailand, 
despite some scholars (George Cœdès in the first place) who have high-
lighted the important role of his writings in the regional Pali literature. 
Evidence of this is the fact that these have not been extensively studied 
in a European language. This paper aims to provide an overview of 
Sirima!gala’s life and work, attempting to place them in the historical 
and religious context of 16th-century Lan Na. 

PALI LITERATURE IN 15TH- AND 16TH-CENTURY LAN NA 

Except for Burma, pre-modern Buddhist texts (written in Pali or in ver-
nacular languages) that have been composed in Therav"din Southeast 

                                                             
* I would like to express my gratitude to Rupert Gethin who provided insightful 

comments and undertook meticulous editorial work to get the text into shape. I 
also thank François Lagirarde, Michel Lorrillard, and Javier Schnake for their 
feedback and ideas. 
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Asia are mostly anonymous. Therefore, we know almost nothing about 
the scholars (monks or laymen) who are behind the writings preserved 
in the hundreds of thousands of manuscripts that are stored in monastic 
repositories (!"#$% h&' trai)1 — or, nowadays, in modern libraries — of 
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and of other Tai/Dai cultural areas of south 
China and east Burma.2 Although a significant proportion of manu-
scripts bear a colophon, this indicates not the author of the text but 
rather its scribe or its sponsor, whose main aim is to gain or dedicate to 
others the merit that must result from this pious deed. Similarly, when a 
date is given in a manuscript (sometimes to one-hour precision), it refers 
to the copying and not the composition of the text. Certainly, the 
different texts of the Tipi$aka also have no named authors, since each is 
supposed to represent “the word of the Buddha” (regardless of whether 
we have to do with texts that obviously do not claim literally to be this, 
such as the Kath#vatthu). However, Indian and Sinhalese traditions have 
left the names of famous commentators such as Buddhaghosa, Dhamma-
p"la, N"g"rjuna, or Vasubandhu attached to their writings. Chinese, 
Japanese, Tibetan, and Burmese traditions have also kept the memory of 
their scholars and their literary production, such as Xuanzang, Nichiren, 
Milarepa, or Ariyava#sa, a memory and a personalisation that allow the 
establishment of a history of Buddhist literature related to these tradi-
tions. This is not the case with the various Thai kingdoms that emerged 
from the 13th century onwards, for which it is arduous to determine the 
authors or dates of the Buddhist literary works. In this regard 15- and 
16-century Lan Na is an exception. 
                                                             
1 For Thai words and names, I use the transliteration system adopted by 

François Bizot in his publications at the École française d’Extrême-Orient 
(with some minor amendments). However, some Thai terms that are com-
monly used are written according to the Royal Institute of Thailand tran-
scription system. 

2 The word “Thai” may refer both to the inhabitants of modern-day Thailand 
(regardless of their ethnic or linguistic affiliation) and to different population 
groups — Buddhist or not — speaking Thai (or “Tai”, or “Dai”) languages 
that are distributed across Thailand, Laos, Burma, China, Vietnam, and India, 
and which include several ethnic subcategories (Siamese, Lao, Khoen, Shan, 
Lue, etc.). This term has become particularly ambivalent since 1939, when 
Siam took the name of Thailand (viz. “the land of [all] the Thai”). 
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 This northern Thai kingdom, which expanded around the city of 
Chiang Mai (today part of Thailand), during that period saw the 
emergence of several monks who were erudite enough to compose 
substantial writings in Pali. Scholars have therefore become accustomed 
to refer to this period as the “golden age” of Pali literacy in Thailand 
(Penth 1994: 80f.). Setting aside the Traibh(mikath#, a cosmological 
Thai-Pali text that is ascribed to King Lidaya (1347–1368) of Sukhothai, 
this “golden age” is the only one for which a significant number of 
literary works are identified by their authors, as well as their date and 
place of composition. This period also sees a spectacular development 
of epigraphic and archæological material, which is primarily the product 
of two kings who actively supported Buddhism in Lan Na, namely 
Tilokar"ja (1441/2–1487), and his great-grandson Mueang Kaew (1495–
1526). It is also thanks to royal promotion than Lan Na Buddhism was 
able to spread into neighbouring countries, through Pali scriptures and 
Buddhist scholars and craftsmen.  
 The origin for the development of Pali literacy in this area is, how-
ever, attributed to the lineage of the S!ha%abhikkhus, as they called 
themselves, a group of monks at first affiliated to the Suan Dok monas-
tery (&'()&*("+ v)t svan t&'k, P. Pupph"r"ma) in Chiang Mai3 led by 
Dhammagambh$ra4 and Medha!kara, who are said to have travelled in 
1423 to La!k", where they were re-ordained before returning to Chiang 
Mai some years later and establishing a new ordination lineage. Accord-
ing to them, the ordination carried out previously in Lan Na was 
regarded by Sinhalese monks to be invalid. Yet Suan Dok monastery 
was itself considered as belonging to an older “Sinhalese trend” (laddhi-
La"k#), in contrast to monks who were associated with the traditional 
ordination lineage, probably of Mon origin. Indeed, sources ascribe to 
Sumana, a monk originated in Sukhothai who had also been re-ordained 
in the Sinhalese tradition in the Mon kingdom of Martaban (in present-
day Lower Burma), the establishment of a forest-dwelling (araññav#s!) 
monastic congregation in the city of Lamphun in 1369 and then in Chiang 
Mai, precisely in Suan Dok monastery.5 At any rate, Dhammagambh$ra’s 
                                                             
3 For a map of monasteries in an around Chiang Mai, see below, pp. 118f. 
4 Ñ"%agambh$ra in certain sources. 
5 Previously a royal pleasure garden (uyy#na), Suan Dok was transformed in 

1370 into a temple by King Kue Na, who then invited Sumana to establish a 
Sinhalese tradition of Buddhism there. 
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statement regarding Suan Dok monks (which amounts to saying that 
they were false bhikkhus) led to disputes between monks who supported 
Dhammagambh$ra’s position and the others who rejected it. Eventually, 
Dhammagambh$ra and his advocates had to leave Suan Dok, and thus 
established the Pa Daeng monastery (&'(,-./(0 v)t p#1 t*", P. Rattavana-
mah"vih"ra), located at the foot of Mount Suthep, about one kilometre 
away from the former. From there, they sparked an innovation regarding 
Buddhist practices and text composition in Lan Na and neighbouring 
principalities, where they established their own network of monasteries 
(&'( v)t) that were often also named Pa Daeng or Rattavanamah"vih"ra.6 
Therefore, three different Buddhist schools or “factions” (P. sa"gha, 
ga+a, or pakkha, Th. 1-.2 f#y1) coexisted in Lan Na from the mid-15th to 
17th centuries : the first Sinhalese araññav#s! school established by 
Sumana in Suan Dok monastery (P. pupphav#s!ga+a, Th. 1-.2)&*[("+] 
f#y1 svan [t&'k]), the second Sinhalese araññav#s! school founded by 
Dhammagambh$ra in Pa Daeng monastery (P. S!ha%aga+a, Th. 1-.2,-. 
[/(0] f#y1 p#1 [t*"]), and the ancient and unreformed school, probably 
linked to an old Mon tradition and considered as nagarav#sin (or 
g#mav#sin) that is, village-dwellers (EHS7 19, Penth 1994: 171).8 These 
factions were characterized by different practices with regard to the 
monastic robes, the right or being forbidden to use a walking stick, the 
proceeding for the installation of s!m# stones, and the pronunciation of 
Pali wording (especially in the context of the ordination ceremony) 
(Bizot 1988: 15 ff.). Sources suggest that King Sam Fang Kaen (1401/2–
1441) supported the “fay Suan”, while his successors, in particular 
Tilokar"ja (1441–1487) and Phra Mueang Kaew (1495–1526), promoted 
                                                             
6 In fact, the situation is more complicated, since Pa Daeng was also the name of 

older monasteries (e.g. at Si Sacchanalay) that were affiliated to the Sumana’s 
lineage, that is, the first “Sinhalese trend”. 

7 Epigraphic and Historical Studies (A.B. Griswold and Prasert na Nagara, cf. 
bibliography). 

8 Jinak#lam#l! chronicle (Jkm) calls S!ha%asa"gha the monks affiliated to Pa 
Daeng monastery, while the M(las#sana chronicle (Mls) uses the term 
S!ha%apakkha. Although these factions distinguished themselves by different 
ordination lineages, the term nik#ya barely occurs in local sources from this 
period. For this reason, the English word “sect” seems here not to be 
appropriate. Nik#ya will be used, however, later in Thailand, in particular with 
the advent of the Dhammayuttikanik#ya established by Mongkut, the future 
King Rama IV (1851–1868). It may also occur in later versions of chronicles.  
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the “fay Pa”.9 These three factions continued to live side by side for at 
least two centuries.10  
 The events related above are recorded in local historiography, 
especially in Jinak#lam#l! (Jkm), Gambh!rabhikkhu11 and different 
versions of the M(las#sana (Mls), as well as in stone inscriptions.12 
Certainly, some of these records must perhaps be considered with more 
caution — and less literally — than is usually the case in academic writ-
ings, especially with regard to the Lan Na monks’ journey to La!k", 
whose authenticity is open to question (see below). It is nonetheless 
beyond doubt that the emergence of the S!ha%abhikkhus in the middle of 
the 15th century led to a radical change in Pali writings in Lan Na and 
the neighbouring Thai-Lao kingdoms or principalities (345"0 m,,a"). 
Indeed, the few texts we know to have existed before this time were 
written either in Thai (such as Mls), or in what some call “Indochinese 
                                                             
9 Medha!kara, one of the two leaders of the 1423 mission to La!k", is said to 

have been the preceptor (upajjh#ya) of King Tilokar"ja, who bestowed him 
with the title mah#s#m! (Jkm 95 ; Mls 217). Thereafter, and until the Burmese 
takeover of Lan Na (1558), the heads of the Sa!gha of Chiang Mai were 
always affiliated with Pa Daeng. 

10 In 1477 King Tilokar"ja gathered monks of the three factions (tayoga+a-
sa"gha-) at Chet Yot monastery (Mah"bodh"r"ma) for a great ceremony 
during which an “amended Tipi$aka” (pi$akattaya- akkhara- sodh#petv#) 
was deposited (Jkm 114–115). The three factions are also said to have partici-
pated together, in 1515, in an ordination ceremony for new monks celebrated 
in Chiang Saen (Cœdès 1926: 122), and in another in Chiang Mai, at the 
S$ha&"r"ma, organized in 1523 by Mueang Kaew for the sake of his dead 
daughter (Jkm 125). Moreover, another inscription from Chiang Saen (JR07), 
dated CS 977 (1615), refers to the “venerable royal preceptors of the three 
factions” (bra. r#ja gr( cao2 d)" s#m ga+#) (in Prasert %a Nakhorn et al. 
1991: 28. I am grateful to François Lagirarde for bringing this inscription to 
my attention). 

11 This text is of great interest, as it relates the dispute between Dhamma-
gambh$ra and the monks of Suan Dok monastery. Arguments, sometimes very 
technical, concern primarily Pali pronounciation and grammar. For a summary 
and a discussion of this text, see Bizot 1988: 77–83. 

12 For example EHS 9, 11, 13 and 19, and also JR04 (in Prasert %a Nakhorn et 
al. 1991: 9). G. Cœdès is probably the first scholar to have given records of 
these religious (and actually political) events, in his study of Jkm (Cœdès 
1925: 31–33). Others have reviewed the importance of this period for the 
history of Lan Na (Bizot 1988, Penth 1995, Veidlinger 2004). 
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Pali”, that is, a Pali that does not conform to the grammar and syntax of 
canonical Pali, but rather to those of the vernacular. Illustrative 
examples of the latter writings are C#madev!va-sa (Cdv) and S!hi"ga-
nid#na, both being local chronicles based on the vernacular historio-
graphical literature (Cœdès 1915: 44) ; Pa$hamasambodhi and M#leyya-
devattheravatthu must also be mentioned, although the place and date of 
their composition remain uncertain.13 In contrast, the texts that have 
been written during the subsequent period demonstrate a mastery of Pali 
as a canonical language, although some linguistic idiosyncrasies may 
distinguish Pali texts composed in Lan Na from those originating in Sri 
Lanka and Burma (see von Hinüber 1988). This “golden age”, however, 
will end with the Burmese incursion and stranglehold on the kingdom 
that occurred in 1558. The recovering of Thai suzerainty over Lan Na at 
the beginning of the 19th century did not allow the resurgence of such a 
situation with regard to Pali literacy.  
 Despite its relative brevity, this period has particular significance as it 
occurred at a time when monks in Sri Lanka had more or less ceased 
writing in Pali. This valuable corpus, however, is for the most part yet to 
be studied, despite some scholarly writings that have already high-
lighted its importance.14 Here are some examples of noteworthy texts 
that have been handed down to us :  

Sa"khy#pak#saka, a treatise on weights and measures written 
by Ñ"%avil"sa (15th century) 
Saddabindu-vinicchaya (or °abhinava-$!k#), a subcommentary 
on a Pali grammar text (the Saddabindu), written by Saddhamma-
kitti Mah"phussadeva in the late 15th century15  
Jinak#lam#l!, a history of Buddhism, a substantial part of 
which concerns religious events that occurred in Lan Na, 
written by Ratanapañña (1516, completed in 1527)16  

                                                             
13 For a general discussion of “Indochinese Pali”, see Masefield 2008. For case 

studies related to respectively C#madev!va-sa, Pa$hamasambodhi, and 
M#leyyadevavatthu, see Cœdès 1925: 15 and Collins 1993: 3.  

14 Several scholarly works give a survey of Pali literature of Lan Na. Particular 
mention must be made of Cœdès 1915, Cœdès 1925, Likhitanonta 1969, 
Supaphan 2533 [1990], Hundius 1990, Filliozat 1992, von Hinüber 1996, 
Penth 1997, von Hinüber 2000, Saddhatissa 2004, Veidlinger 2006.  

15 Lottermoser 1987: 79-80. 
16 It is not certain whether the later part was written by Ratanapañña himself or 

by another scholar. 
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Vajiras#ratthasa"gaha, a compendium containing linguistic 
and esoteric analysis of Pali words and verses, written by 
(Siri-)Ratanapañña in 153417  
Vajiras#ratthasa"gaha-$!k#, a commentary on the latter by an 
unknown author18 
M#tikatthasar(pa-Abhidhammasa-ga+!, a sub-commentary on 
the Abhidhamma written in 1535 by (another?) Ratanapañña 
Ganth#bara+a-t!k#, a commentary of Ariyava#sa’s grammati-
cal treatise, written by Suva%%ara#si (1585)19 
Visuddhimaggad!pan!, an exegesis of Buddhaghosa’s work, 
written by Uttar"r"ma (16th century) 
Ratanabimbava-sa-va++an#, the chronicle of the Emerald 
Buddha, written by Brahmar"japaññ" (16th century) 
Amaraka$abuddhar(pa-nid#na, another chronicle of the 
Emerald Buddha, written by Ariyava#sa (16th century) 
A//habh#gabuddhar(pa-nid#na, a chronicle of the Phra Bang 
image, by Ariyava#sa (16th century) 

 To these examples must be added the works of the very prolific 
Ñ"%akitti, who is the author of at least ten sub-commentaries (attha-

                                                             
17 A comparative study of this text and the Jinak#lam#l! leads to the conclusion 

that they have different authors, despite their bearing the same name (Javier 
Schnake, personal communication). At least two other Ratanapaññas are 
known for the same period in Lan Na. Thus, “Ratanapañña” could be an 
honourific name, rather than a strictly proper name (Penth 1995). Moreover, 
the Vajiras#ratthasa"gaha is sometimes wrongly attributed to Sirima!gala 
(viz. Saddhatissa 1989: 43). For an in-depth study of this text, see Schnake 
2018. 

18 Javier Schnake, personal communication. 
19 This $!k# seems to be mentioned only by G. Cœdès (1915: 41). Its author is 

said to have composed this text at Visai monastery in Vieng Chan, then the 
capital of the Lan Xang kingdom (present-day Vientiane, Laos), which is 
actually outside the scope of Lan Na in the strict sense of the term, but within 
its sphere of cultural influence. Incidentally, the two kingdoms were political-
ly related. The Lao King Setthathirat (Je''h"dhir"ja, 1546–1571) was the son 
of a princess of Chiang Mai, and as such sat on the throne of Lan Na between 
1546 and 1548, before returning to Lan Xang to succeed his dead father as 
king. 
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yojana) related to the three pi$aka, and one on the Buddhapiya’s R(pa-
siddhi (Kacc#yanar(pad!pan!) (von Hinüber 2000: 127–128). Many 
others might have been lost as a result of the vicissitudes of history, 
while others’ date of composition and authorship are still unknown 
(such as the Upp#tasanti, mentioned in the S#sanava-sa,20 or collec-
tions of non-classical j#taka known as Paññ#sa-j#taka). But today the 
most famous author of this period is indisputably Sirima!gala, whose 
work has marked Buddhist literacy in Thailand and beyond. 

SIRIMA(GALA ON SIRIMA(GALA 

Among all the Lan Na authors who wrote their works during the 
“golden age”, Sirima!gala is the only one whose literary production had 
a lasting influence.21 No less than five of his texts are known so far, 
most of which have extensively circulated not only in Lan Na, but also 
in the other Therav"din countries : 

Vessantarad!pan! (Vess-d$p) : a commentary on the Vessan-
tara-j#taka (and its a$$hakath#), written in CS 879 (1517). 
G#th#d!paka : another commentary on the Vessantara-j#taka 
(probably only on the verses), for which the date of composi-
tion is unknown, but which was written before the Vess-d$p.22  
Sa"khy#pak#saka-$!k# (Sa!kh-p-') : a commentary on the 
Sa"khy#pak#saka (Sa!kh-p) by Ñ"%avil"sa (see above), writ-
ten in CS 882 (1520). 
Cakkav#%ad!pan! (Cakkav-d) : a Buddhist cosmology describ-
ing the world system, also written in CS 882 (1520). 
Ma"galatthad!pan! (Ma!g-d) : an exegesis of the Ma"gala-
sutta, written in CS 886 (1524). 

 It therefore appears that Sirima!gala was a very productive author 
and commentator. Not only are these works substantial pieces compris-

                                                             
20 S"s 51.  
21 Sirima!gala of Chiang Mai must not be confused with another Sirima!gala 

(or Sirisuma!gala), a Burmese monk of the fourteenth century, who is the 
author of several commentaries on Buddhaghosa’s works (see Bode 1909: 27). 

22 This text is known only by its title, as it is mentioned by Sirima!gala himself 
in the Vess-d$p (Yamanaka 2011: viii). 
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ing several hundred folios, but they were written in less than a decade.23 
Unlike Ñ"%akitti’s work, which survived only partially, Sirima!gala’s 
texts (except for the G#th#d!paka) have been continually used and 
copied in the intervening period and widespread in different scripts and 
languages. In view of the preceding, Sirima!gala’s case is thus excep-
tional in the history of Southeast Asian Buddhism, even in the particular 
context of 15th- and 16th-century Lan Na. It may also well be that he 
composed other pieces, which have been lost. 
 Nonetheless, little is known about Sirima!gala himself. Various local 
biographical data — mostly hagiographical — circulate about him in 
Thailand (see below), but the most reliable information available lies in 
the manuscripts bearing his own work, especially in the colophons, 
where he gives details of the place and time he was writing. The colo-
phons of Vess-d$p, Sa!kh-p-', and Cakkav-d are similar, except of 
course for the details of the title and date of composition. In each, 
Sirima!gala says that he resided in Chiang Mai (Navapura), in a place 
that was commonly known under its Thai name, Suan Khuan ()&*6&'7 
svan khv)ñ),24 which was located to the Southwest of the S$ha&"r"ma, 

                                                             
23 None of these texts has been extensively studied in a western language, 

except for the Vess-d$p, which has been transcribed in Roman characters by 
Nakorn Khemap"l$ (2006), and also edited in the context of a PhD thesis 
submitted in 2010 by Yukio Yamanaka. As for Ma!g-d, its two initial books 
(out of a total of eleven) have been translated into English by Saksri 
Yamnadda in his PhD dissertation (1971). Cakkav-d has been the subject of 
several scholarly works in Thai, among which is the remarkable study by 
Supaphan na Bangchang (2011). As for the Sa!kh-p-', only one MA 
dissertation (in Thai) is dedicated to this text (viz. Boonna 1980).  

24 Svan )&* literally means “garden”. As for the notion of khv)ñ 6&'7, it is 
present in all Thai cultures, whether these are Buddhist or not. Thai believe a 
certain number of khv)ñ or “vital spirits” inhabit the individual, each of them 
occupying a specific part of the body. According to Thai tradition, however, 
not only human beings have khv)ñ but also certain animals (such as buffalos 
and horses), and even non-living entities such as rice and also specific 
locations, especially when these have a guardian or ancestor’s spirit. Thus, 
Svan Khv)ñ could be here translated as “the garden of the guardian spirit [of 
the place]”. Considering that the Phra Singh monastery, which Svan Khv)ñ is 
connected to (see later in this paper), has a special link with the ancestor 
spirits of Chiang Mai, it could even refer to the guardian spirit of the city (I 
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that is, the Phra Singh monastery.25 He further indicates that he lived, at 
the time of his writings, during the reign of “the great-grandson of the 
king named Laka,”26 namely Phra Mueang Kaew (1495–1526) :27 

icc’ aya- Navapure pati$$hita-S!ha%#r#massa dakkhi+a-
pacchima-dis#ya pati$$hite deyya-bh#s#ya Svan Khvan ti 
p#ka$an#me pi vih#re, vasantena mahuss#hena Tipi$aka-
dh#rena saddh#-buddhi-viriya-[pa$i]ma+/itena sapar#na- 
kosallam icchantena Sirima"galo ti gar(hi gahita-n#mena 
mah#-therena, paramende Navapure issarassa Lakavhaya-
r#janattuno r#j#bhir#jassa manujindassa sabba-r#j(na- 
tilaka-bh(tassa, parama-saddhassa patthita-sabbaññ(ta-
ñ#+assa Buddha-s#sane pasannassa k#le dv#s!t#dhika$$ha-
satasa-kkar#je Mah#sappa-vasse kat# tesattati-g#th#-pati-
ma+/itassa Sa-khy#pak#saka-pakara+assa attha-va++an#. 

(Sa!kh-p-', colophon)28 

 The colophon of Ma!g-d is similar to that of Sirima!gala’s previous 
works, but differs in some details. Here is an extensive extract from the 
closing folios : 

ett#vat# ca 
pa$iññ#t# may# es# y# Ma"galatthad!pan! | 
#nayitv#na s#rattha- aneka- pi$akattay# | 

                                                                                                                           
owe a debt of gratitude to Phongsathorn Buakhampan for sharing his views on 
this issue). 

25 Some Thai scholars assert that “S$ha&"r"ma” actually refers to another monas-
tery. This issue is discussed below in this paper. 

26 That is, Tilokar"ja (1441/2–1487). 
27 Bilakapanatt"dhir"ja in Jkm (with Bilaka = Tilaka). See Cœdès 1915: 39. 
28 In Boonna 1980: 174–175, from a manuscript stored at the National Library 

(Bangkok). The same text is reproduced (with minor variants) in Cœdès 1915: 
39, also from a manuscript kept at the National Library (previously Vajirañ"%a 
library). See also Supaphan 1990: 419 (with a Thai translation). For the colo-
phon of Vess-d$p, see Samnak Rachadikan 1998: 473–474 and Supaphan 
1990: 382 (both in Thai ; a romanized version is given in Nakorn Khemap"l$ 
2006: 515–516, but it contains many mistakes). For Cakkav-d, see Nopphorn 
1980: 56 and Supaphan 1990: 405 (both in Thai ; no romanized versions are 
available). 
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kat# s# ni$$hit# su$$hu passitabb# hi viññun# | 
passantena ima- laddh# chekat# sabba-ma"gale || 
Sutt#bhidhamma-Vinayesu vic#ra-ñ#+o | 
Siry#di Ma"gal’ abhidh#nayut[t]oru-thero | 
uss#hav# racayi Buddhav[!]rassa sisso | 
Ma"galatthad!panim imattha-ras#bhir#ma- || 

 icc#ya- Navapurassa dakkhi+a-dis#-bh#ge g#vute $h#ne 
vivitte, sampatt#na- pas#da-janake suññ#g#re vasantena 
vivek#bhiratena, mahuss#hena Tipi$aka-dharena saddh#-
buddhi-viriya-ppa$ima+/itena saka-paresa- kosallam icchantena 
Sirima"galo ti gar(hi gahita-n#mena mah#-therena, paramende 
Navapure issarassa Lakavhaya-r#janattuno r#j#dhi29-r#jassa 
manujindassa sabba-r#j(na- tilaka-bh(tassa, parama-
ssaddhassa pa$$hita-sabbaññuta-ññ#+assa Buddha-s#sane 
pasannassa k#le cha%#s!ty #dhika$$ha-sata-Sakkar#je Makka$a-
vasse kat# Ma"galatthad!pan!.30 

And so, 
This Ma"galatthad!pan!, for which I promised [the paternity], 
conveying the many essential meanings of the Scriptures,  
is now completed, and should be well studied by one who is wise ;  
studying it he will acquire skill in all that is auspicious. 
Knowledgeable in the study of Sutta, Abhidhamma, and Vinaya, 
the elder Uru, rightly called Ma!gala with the prefix Siri, 
and who is the diligent pupil of Buddhav$ra,  
composed the Ma"galatthad!pan!, delighting readers by getting 

to the heart of the matter. 
 The elder monk, whom the masters call Sirima!gala, who is 
delighted to live in solitude in a secluded place that is situated 
at one league (g#vuta) south of Navapura [Chiang Mai], with 
great effort holding in mind the Tipi$aka, who is endowed with 
devotion, knowledge, and perseverance, wishing proficiency 

                                                             
29 Here Supreme Patriarch Vajirañ"%avarorasa (1976: 479) reads r#j#ti°, which 

differs from all other versions consulted. 
30 Ma!g-d II 478–79 (the pagination follows the 1972 edition in Siamese 

characters). See also (with some variants) Cœdès 1915: 40. 
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for himself and for others, wrote the Ma"galatthad!pan! in the 
year 886 of [Little] Era, year of the Monkey, during the reign 
of the bright monarch, the ruler of men, the king above all 
kings, who is the great-grandson of the king named Laka,31 
lord of the capital Navapura. He did it endowed with great 
faith, wishing to obtain omniscience, pious towards the 
Teaching of the Buddha, at the highest level. 

 Here Sirima!gala does not give the name of his abode, nor does he 
mention the S$ha&"r"ma again. The question of whether or not he refers 
to the same place as in his preceding writings (i.e. “Suan Khuan”) will 
be discussed later in this paper. For now, we should note that the local 
tradition in Thailand maintains that the place Sirima!gala describes as 
his abode in all his texts is a unique monastery that bears today the 
name “Tamnak Suan Khuan Sirimangkhalachan” (&'($8!*'+)&*6&'7 
)9%94'0:;.<.%92= v)t t#-hn)k svan khv)ñ Sirima"gal#c#ry), or more com-
monly Tamnak monastery (v)t t#-hn)k). It is located in Tamnak 
village, Mae Hia precinct, Chiang Mai district, about five kilometres 
south-southwest of the old city. Moreover, Sirima!gala here insists on 
his delight in staying in solitude and in a secluded place, which is not in 
the other colophons. Finally, he says he was a pupil (sissa) of a master 
named Buddhav$ra, who was not mentioned previously.  
 Additional information provided by the Ma!g-d colophon concerns 
Sirima!gala’s lay (or birth) name, Uru (“abhidh#nayut[ta-U]ru-thero”).32 
Moreover, the sentence is turned in such a way as to highlight the 
honourific title siri that is associated with Ma!gala, his conventual name 

                                                             
31 See p. 78, note 26. 
32 Referring briefly to Sirima!gala, G.E. Gerini (1904: 108) also states that his 

birth name was Ru or Uru (see also Finot 1917: 71). Although he does not 
give any details for the source he relies on, this hesitation as to the spelling 
(Ru/Uru) suggests it is the Ma!g-d colophon as well. Indeed, Gerini’s 
hesitation likely results from the presence of the sandhi in the Pali compound. 
Moreover, in his Burmese translation of Ma!g-d, scholar Kavinda (1753–
1821) gives ): Ro! as Sirima!gala’s lay name (see Nyunt, Cicuzza 2014a: 
523), which leads us to believe that Uru, rather than Ru, is the accurate 
spelling. The fact that uru in Pali (and in Thai as well) means “excellent” or 
“eminent” tends to confirm this hypothesis. 
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(“Sir[i-#]di Ma"gala”). The epigraphic sources of 15th- and 16th-cen-
tury Lan Na indicate that the use of the prefix siri (or sir!) was strictly 
reserved for sacred persons, places, or objects. It is thus unlikely that it 
can have been associated with a commoner, even in a case of a well-
respected monk. It must be added that in the Buddhist tradition of 
Southeast Asia (and of other areas as well), monks bear a religious name 
(ch#y#) that not only differs from their birth name, but may also change 
several times throughout their life, especially when they go up in the 
hierarchy.33 In this regard, the somewhat hagiographic phraseology that 
characterizes these colophons might also be meaningful. Indeed, Siri-
ma!gala is here introduced in very eulogistic terms as an eminent 
scholar who is endowed with all kind of qualities and knowledge 
(“Sutt#bhidhamma-Vinayesu vic#ra-ñ#+o”).  
 This contrasts with colophons from Pali and vernacular manuscripts 
of Lan Na in which scribes most often demonstrate an excessive 
modesty, apologizing for possible errors and their bad handwriting 
(Hundius 1990: 33). One possible explanation would be that Siri-
ma!gala is not the author of the colophons, which would have been 
written by another monk, or requested by a lay sponsor. It was not 
unusual for high-ranking Thai monks to dictate their composition to a 
scribe, who was responsible for writing it on palm leaves on their 
behalf.34 In this regard, the eulogistic depiction of Sirima!gala would 
not be misplaced if he were of a noble origin, or at least related to the 
secular power. It is very common in Thai religious texts (epigraphs and 
religious writings) to depict dignitaries, who are often introduced as 
their sponsors or even their authors, as scholars in matters of Pali and 
Buddhist scriptures. An illustrative case is King Lidaiya (1347–1368), 

                                                             
33 According to local sayings, Sirima!gala received his ch#y# from King 

Mueang Kaew himself, although there is no extant source that allows us to 
confirm this. 

34 One example is the Thonburi version of the Traibh(mikath# (1776), entitled 
T#-r# bh#p Traibh(mi chap)p hlva" (“The Great Three-Worlds Treatise 
Illustrated”). The manuscript says that it was ordered by King Taksin (1767–
1782) and copied in the residence of the sa"ghar#ja, who dictated the story 
together with Pali verses to an artist and scribe whose name was *r$ 
Dharm"dhir"ja (see Krom Silpakorn 1999: 6).  
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whose knowledge in Pali scriptures is underlined both in inscriptions 
(EHS 11.1) and in the Traibh(mikath#, which is ascribed to him (see 
Archaimbault, Cœdès 1973: 3). Similarly, Ratanapañña (the author of 
Jkm) places himself and his work in the frame of the highest religious 
hierarchy and royal circle (Jkm 115, 185).35 More broadly, written 
sources show that monks, especially high-ranking ones, were connected 
with the ruling elite.36 In Lan Na, it was the prerogative of the king to 
appoint the abbors of the most important monasteries, who were 
endowed with the title (mah#-)sa"ghar#ja, and temples were more often 
sponsored by rulers or their families.37 
 Actually, later colophons that are written by copyists of Siri-
ma!gala’s works also plead in favour of the assumption that he was a 
high-ranking figure linked to the political power. A very interesting case 
is a Cakkav#%ad!pan! manuscript dated CS 900 (1538), stored at Phra 
Sing monastery in Chiang Mai.38 As only eighteen years separate this 
copy from the original, Sirima!gala was possibly alive at that time, 
which would make this manuscript rather exceptional (Hundius 
1990:94, von Hinüber 2000: 123).39 The cover folio states that the copy 
was ordered by “the lord Mah"sa!ghar"ja Candara#s$ arañ[ñ]av"si”, 

                                                             
35 Pagination of Jkm refers to the edition of A.P. Buddhadatta (PTS, 1962). 
36 There are several examples in Thai history where the head of the sa"gha 

belonged to the ruling family. An illustrative example is the case of the 
supreme patriarch of Siam Vajirañ"%avarorasa (1860–1921), who was the son 
of King Rama IV, and the half-brother of King Rama V. 

37 See previous note. 
38 This manuscript is now available to scrutinize and download from the Digital 

Library of Northern Thai Manuscripts (code number 010704024_06). Supaphan 
na Bangchang (1990: 405), and after her Daniel Veidlinger (2006: 94), 
mention another copy bearing the same date and the same sponsor’s name, 
kept at the Pupph"r"ma monastery. One can suspect that only one manuscript 
exists, which had been displaced at the time of Supaphan’s survey (the fact 
she does not mention the copy of Phra Singh supports this hypothesis). 
Moreover, Supaphan seems to confuse the present-day Pupph"r"ma monas-
tery, which is located in inner Chiang Mai, with the Suan Dok monastery, 
whose Pali name is also Pupph"r"ma. 

39 One could also suppose that this manuscript was copied directly from Siri-
ma!gala’s original, while later versions might have been subject to changes or 
alterations. 
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showing that Sirima!gala was connected with the forest-dwellers 
lineage (Veidlinger 2006: 94) and that his work was, during his life or 
just after, already recognised by leading figures of the Buddhist hier-
archy in Lan Na. Manuscript copies from later periods and originating 
in other areas confirm this connection. This is the case of the oldest Pali 
manuscript of the Ma!g-d found so far, dated CS 1009 (1647). This 
palm-leaf manuscript is stored at Maha That monastery (&'(4!.>.$? v)t 
mah# dh#tu) in Yasothorn (northeast Thailand), but it probably ori-
ginated in Vientiane, which was at that time the capital of the Lao 
Kingdom of Lan Xang. Indeed, hundreds of texts were brought to this 
monastery after the sacking of Vientiane by the Siamese in 1828 (Iijima 
2005: 346).40 The colophon of this manuscript indicates that it was 
ordered by Venerable “Mah"sa!ghar"ja Bodhijotaka arañ[ñ]av"so”, that 
is, a patriarch within the forest-dweller congregation (presumably in 
Vientiane). Moreover, two Cakkav-d manuscripts copied in Nan (in 
present-day Northern Thailand), which was at a time a m,,a" dependant 
of Lan Na, are also said in their colophons to have been made at the 
behest of the ruler himself (see Hundius 1990: 88-100). One of them, 
dated CS 1185 (1833) was copied by the Venerable Khruba Kanchon 
(:%@A.+'7<* gr(p# kañcana) (1789–1878), an araññ#v#sin monk ori-
ginally from Phrae (about 200 kilometres east of Chiang Mai), famous 
for having collected and copied thousands of manuscripts throughout 
the region (Chiang Mai, Nan, Chiang Saen, Luang Prabang, etc.). He 
did this often under the patronage of rulers, in particular those of Nan 
and Luang Prabang, suggesting political issues were at stake beyond the 
religious fervour (ibid. 34–36, Veidlinger 2006: 96ff.). It is noteworthy 
that royal sponsoring of Ma!g-d is also found in Burma and Cambodia, 
as several colophons mention the support of Burmese and Khmer 

                                                             
40 The date of this manuscript is not given in the provisional inventory 

established by Akiko Iijima, which only mentions one Ma"gala[ttha]d!pan! 
without any details (Iijima 2005: 355). Date and content of the colophons are 
given in the catalogue established by Mahasarakham University, Thailand. I 
thank Prof. Weena Wisaphen from the Research Institute of Northeast Art and 
Culture at Mahasarakham University for letting me consult this valuable 
document. I am also grateful to the abbot of Maha That monastery in 
Yasothon, who was kind enough to confirm the date given in the manuscript. 
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dignitaries.41 In this connection, many Ma!g-d manuscripts are finely 
crafted, with palm-leaves gilded and decorated with vermilion bands, 
which denotes their origin at the highest level of society. Last but not 
least, Ma!g-d received the attention of King Rama III (1824–1851), as 
he ordered its translation into Siamese in 1821, before his enthrone-
ment ; this was partly published in 1876–1877 (Gerini 1904: 108–109). 
Later on, at the very beginning of the 20th century, prince Wachirayan 
Warorot (&B9%7.C&D%%) Vajirañ"%avarorasa) (1860–1921) produced a 
modern printed edition in Thai script including a scholarly apparatus, 
which has been often reprinted (see bibliography).  
 Apart from the colophons, Sirima!gala’s writings give no explicit 
information about him. One can only notice a remarkable command of 
the Pali language, as well as an extraordinary scholarship in Pali scrip-
tures from Sri Lanka and Burma. In parenthesis, the references Siri-
ma!gala gives in his works provide us with information on the canoni-
cal and postcanonical texts that circulated at this time in Lan Na. 
Furthermore, they shed light on several Pali works that have not found 
their way into our times. For instance, Vess-d$p mentions several lost or 
hitherto unknown texts such as S#rasam#sa, Ganthapotthaka, and 
G#th#d!paka — the latter being written by Sirima!gala himself (see 
Nakorn Khemap"l$ 2006: 39 ; Yamanaka 2011: xvi–xvii, and above). 
Sirima!gala also refers to some Pali scholars who were his contem-
poraries. Ñ"%avil"sa, in particular, must have been known to him, at 
least through his work if not in person ; not only does he quote passages 
of the Sa"khy#pak#saka in his writings (Supaphan 1990: 402), but also 
he wrote a voluminous exegesis of this very text, namely, the Sa"khy#-
pak#saka-$!k#. The Vess-d$p mentions three other authors from 16th-
century Lan Na, Anomadassi-thera, Mah"pussadeva (or Pussadeva, or 
Phussadeva) and Ratanapa%+ita. The first one is unknown to us, but the 
second could be the author of the Saddabindu-abhinava$!k# (Khemap"l$ 
2006: 39 and above). As regards to Ratanapa%+ita, he must have been 
very well-known by Sirima!gala, as he refers to him and to his work no 
less than 40 times in Vess-d$p (id. ; Supaphan 2011: 264).42 These 

                                                             
41 A Burmese example is a manuscript entitled Ma"galatthad!pan! kya-:, dated 

1894, copied at Ma!gala Bhu# Khy, monastery. The colophon says it was 
ordered by Minister S$ri-jeyya-ky,-cv" (see Nyunt, Cicuzza 2014b: 117).  

42 Both Supaphan na Bangchang and Bhikkhu Nakorn Khemap"l$ believe that 
this Ratanapa%+ita actually is Ratanapañña, the author of Jkm. However, 
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references made to scholars and texts of his lifetime show that 
Sirima!gala was not a reclusive scholar who spent all his life isolated 
from the Buddhist community. Rather the opposite : it appears that he 
was fully in communion within the Chiang Mai sa"gha. It is therefore 
all the more surprising that he never quotes, nor even mentions, the few 
authors who are familiar to us today, such as Bodhira#si, Ñ"%akitti, or 
Ratanapañña. 

SIRIMA(GALA IN LOCAL HISTORIOGRAPHY 

Apart from his own writings, ancient sources tell us little about Siri-
ma!gala. As regards the epigraphic corpus, it provides interesting 
elements on the religious figures of Lan Na, but adds at the same time 
confusion. On the one hand, stone inscriptions, especially those of the 
15th and 16th centuries, regularly refer to high-ranking monks by giving 
their names. On the other hand, religious titles are often used as proper 
names, so that it is difficult to identify individuals with certainty. More-
over, epigraphy also shows that many religious names have been widely 
shared within the Buddhist communities of Lan Na. An illustrative case 
is that of “Ratanapañña”, which has been discussed above. In this con-
nection, a pa+/ita named Ratanaphray" appears in an inscription from 
Phayao (BY39) dated 1495,43 but is is not clear whether it refers to one 
among the “Ratanapañña” we know through their Pali composition.44 
Additionally, the same inscription mentions a certain high-ranking 

                                                                                                                           
excerpts that are reproduced in Vess-d$p are not in Jkm, neither do they occur 
in texts ascribed to the other “Ratanapañña”, that is, Vajiras#rattha-sa"gaha 
and M#tikatthasar(pa-Dhammasa"ga+! (see Khemap"l$ 2006: 39). Moreover, 
the two names are not entirely similar. Even if this were the case, Ratanapañña 
was a rather common name for monks at this time, and thus could refer to 
different persons (see p. 75, note 17). 

43 Lorrillard, Michel, “Règne de Phra Muang Kèo (1495–1526)”, unpublished 
paper (hereafter referred to as “Mueang Kèo”) ; Prasert %a Nakhorn et al. 
1991: 177–80. 

44 It is not unusual in the Thai world that Indic names are spelt in different 
ways, especially as local pronunciation might lead to confusion. In Northern 
Thai dialects, in particular, the consonants ñ and y (or ny) may have the same 
phonetical value /j/. Moreover, words or personal names can occur with a 
Sanskrit as well as a Pali etymology or spelling, depending on sources and 
context. 
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monk named Mah" Ñ"%akitti, which could refer to the reknowned Pali 
scholar of the same name (see above). But here again, more evidence is 
needed to confirm this. Also noteworthy is the mention, in an inscription 
dated 1496 found in Chiang Saen (JR03), of a sa"ghar#ja named 
Ñ"%avil"sa, who might be the author of the Sa"khy#pak#saka (Cœdès 
1925: 120). If so, this would confirm Sirima!gala’s proximity with the 
ruling elite, as we have said that he obviously knew Ñ"%avil"sa, whether 
directly or indirectly. As for Sirima!gala himself, the available data are 
difficult to interpret. “Ma!gala” as a proper religious name (or as a part 
of it) appears frequently in epigraphy, showing it was in common use in 
Lan Na. There is a Sr$ Ma!gala mentioned in two inscriptions from the 
Phayao area, one of which (LB 10) is a royal edict written on the occa-
sion of the installation of s!m# stones in a monastery in 1496.45 Its 
content attests that this monk was a religious dignitary who was desig-
nated by King Mueang Kaew to inscribe and install the stones. It is 
nonetheless not possible to ascertain that this is the same person as the 
author of the Ma!g-d. 
 Sirima!gala’s name does not appear in the great Thai Buddhist 
chronicles, such as Jinak#lam#l! (Jkm), C#madev!va-sa (Cdv), The 
Chiang Mai Chronicle (TCM),46 or The Annals of Yonok (PY).47 This 
might seem surprising, especially in the case of Jkm, which records in 
great detail religious events that occurred in Lan Na up to 1527, the end 
of the decade during which Sirima!gala wrote all of his works. This 
silence could be explained by the fact that Sirima!gala chose to spend 
these years in an unobtrusive place, keeping his time for writing his 
monumental pieces. Indeed, Jkm focuses on religious events connected 
with royalty and kingship. Monasteries such as Pa Daeng (Rattavana-
mah"vih"ra), Chet Yot (Mah"bodh"r"ma) and Phra Singh (S$ha&"r"ma) 
were at the core of royal religious sponsorship, while Sirima!gala’s 
abode (Suan Khuan) was probably less visited. On the other hand, we 
have seen that there is reason to believe that Sirima!gala was probably 
well-connected with the high religious hierarchy and the secular power. 
The fact is other famous Lan Na scholars such as Ñ"%akitti, Brahma-

                                                             
45 Lorrillard, “Muang Kèo”. 
46 $8*.*E5F*345"03BG20H!4- T#-n#n b,,n2 m,,a" J!a" hmai1. 
47 E0I.&(.%D2*+ Ba-0#vat#ra Yonaka. 
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r"japaññ", or Bodhira#si are also not mentioned in Jkm, despite their 
having been very active and certainly of great reknown at that time. 
Among the Pali authors known to us, only the name of Ñ"%avil"sa 
occurs in this text. His name is actually just listed among several other 
mah#theras coming from different cities of Lan Na, who gathered in 
Mah"bodh"r"ma in the year CS 873 (1511) on the occasion of the con-
struction of an uposatha hall and the installation of s!m# stones, under 
the patronage of King Mueang Kaew (Jkm 106). This Ñ"%avil"sa may 
well refer to the author of the Sa"khy#pak#saka and/or to the sa"gha-
r#ja of Chiang Saen whose name is found in the above-mentioned 
inscription, but it would be unwise to assert it. The same list also gives 
the name of a certain Suma!gala, whom some scholars identify with 
Sirima!gala, unconvincingly arguing that monks in the list are said to 
have been well-versed in the Vinaya and other canonical scriptures 
(Supaphan 1990: 325). Although the dates are consistent, there is indeed 
no substantiated evidence that both names (which are in any case not the 
same) refer to the same person. Moreover, a “Mah"thera Suma!gala 
Medh"v$” appears in an inscription dated the same year (1511), where 
this monk is linked to the Kao Tue monastery (&'(3+F.$5F" v)t kao2 t,,2), 
which was situated near the Suan Dok monastery.48 This monk can thus 
hardly be Sirima!gala. Finally, some claim that Sirima!gala was among 
the eighteen mah#theras described in Jkm as being “versed in the 
Scriptures” who were invited by Mueang Kaew in 1523 to come to the 
S$ha&ar"ma (Phra Singh monastery) on the occasion of the cremation of 
the king’s dead daughter (Jkm 125, see also Penth 1994: 245–46). The 
fact that Sirima!gala refers to the S$ha&ar"ma in his colophons gives 
some credibility to this assumption, but this does not constitute 
evidence. 
 Although Jkm does not mention Sirima!gala’s name, it might refer 
to one of his works. In 1519, King Mueang Kaew had an ordination 
ceremony for no fewer than three hunderd monks organized in Pa 
Daeng monastery (Rattavanamah"vih"ra). This was a large ceremony 
that was attended by dignitaries of neighbouring m,,a". The participants 
were invited to anoint the S$ha&a Buddha statue (Phra Sihing) ; they then 
listened to “the Mah#-Vessantara introduction that he [the king] had 
himself sponsored, and to the exposition of the Dhamma entitled Mah"-
Vessantara” (attan# likh#pita- Mah#-Vessantara-nid#nañ ca Mah#-

                                                             
48 Lorrillard, “Muang Kèo”. 
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Vessantaran n#ma dhammapariy#yañ ca su+i) (Jkm 120). This Mah#-
Vessantara “introduction” (nid#na) that King Mueang Kaew is said to 
have ordered could actually be the Vessantarad!pan!, which Sirima!gala 
had composed shortly before in 1517 (Cœdès 1925: 132–33). This is 
particularly likely since Sirima!gala refers several times to Mueang 
Kaew in Vess-d$p, even more than in his other works. He explicitly 
mentions the king in the colophon, showing considerable deference 
towards him (r#j#bhir#jassa manujindassa sabbar#j(na- tilaka-
bh(tassa). He then expresses the wish that the “lords [of the land] still 
protect the population in accordance with the Dhamma” (eva- 
dhammena r#j#no jana- rakkhantu sabbad# ti) (Vess-d$p 516).49  
 While Sirima!gala seems to be absent from ancient Thai sources, 
late Burmese historiography does mention him. The S#sanava-sa, the 
famous Burmese chronicle that was written in 1861 by Paññ"s"mi, lists 
several Pali texts and authors that originated in Yonakara''ha (i.e. Lan 
Na), including Ñ"%avil"sa, Uttar"r"ma, and Sirima!gala (S"s 51 ; Cœdès 
1915: 39).  

tattha nagare Ñ#+avil#sa-thero Sa"khy#pak#sakan n#ma 
pakara+am ak#si. ta- $!ka- pana patta-La"ka-therassa vih#re 
vasanto Sirima"galo n#ma thero ak#si. Visuddhimaggad!pani- 
pana saññatta-araññav#s! Uttar#r#mo n#ma eko thero, Ma"gala-
d!pani- Sirima"galathero, Upp#tasanti- aññataro thero. 
In that very city [of Chiang Mai], the Elder Ñ"%avil"sa 
composed a book entitled Sa"khy#pak#saka. Then an Elder 
named Sirima!gala, while residing in the monastery of an 
Elder who had travelled to La!k", wrote its $!k#. Moreover, an 
Elder named Uttar"r"ma, who was considered a forest-dweller, 
[wrote] the Visuddhimaggad!pan! ; the Elder Sirima!gala [also 
wrote] the Ma"gala[ttha]d!pan!,50 and another Elder the 
Upp#tasanti. 

As noted before, this passage, albeit very short, gives additional — and 
noteworthy — information concerning Sirima!gala, saying he was 

                                                             
49  Pagination according to the 2006 edition of Nakorn Khemap"l$ (see bibli-

ography). 
50  This text is sometimes titled Ma"galad!pan! instead of Ma"galatthad!pan!, 

especially in Burma. 
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staying in a monastery whose abbot had travelled to La!k".51 In other 
words, S"s suggests that this “Elder” was among the Lan Na monks who 
are said to have reached the island of La!k" in 1423 and then 
established the reformed tradition of the S!ha%abhikkhus at the Pa Daeng 
monastery (Saksri 1970: xix ; Veidlinger 2006: 94). This passage is, 
however, puzzling, as the use of the present participle implies that Siri-
ma!gala was living with this Elder at the time he was writing the Sa!kh-
p-' ($!ka- pana patta-La"ka-therassa vih#re vasanto Sirima"galo n#ma 
thero ak#si). This would mean the same Elder was the abbot of Suan 
Khuan monastery, where Sirima!gala says he composed Sa!kh-p-'. The 
problem is this text was completed in 1520, that is, almost a century 
after the Thai S!ha%abhikkhus came back from La!k". This situation is 
thus impossible in terms of chronology. One hypothesis is that this 
Elder was not among the monks who travelled to La!k", but was a pupil 
of one of them. 
 Another hypothesis is that this passage of S"s refers confusingly to 
an earlier time in Sirima!gala’s life. In this case, this abbot could be 
Buddhav$ra, of whom Sirima!gala says in Ma!g-d he was a pupil. In 
this case the chronology is plausible, provided Sirima!gala was at least 
fifty years of age when he wrote his first works (1517 or before). This is 
actually very likely if one considers the depth of knowledge demon-
strated in his writings ; it seems also to be confirmed by the use of the 
honourific title mah#thera that he attributed to himself in Vess-d$p, 
Sa!kh-p, and Cakkav-d, as this title is normally conferred upon monks 
who have spent at least twenty years in the monastery (Suphon 1999: 
23).52 Therefore, Sirima!gala would have been born in mid-15th 
century, so that he might have been a s#ma+era around 1460 or later.53 
If one accepts Buddhav$ra was in his twenties when he set out on his 
journey to La!k" (1423), he might have been alive at this time, although 
already an old man. Unfortunately, no monk bearing the name of 

                                                             
51  Javier Schnake points out that the Sinhalese editor of the Cakkav-d, who also 

mentions this passage, understands “Pattala!ka” as to be the proper name of 
the abbot. One can doubt the relevance of this reading. In any event, it 
explicitly connects the thera to the Sinhalese lineage (S!ha%aga+a). 

52  In Lan Na, the title mah#thera seems to have been used by the three factions. 
53 This corresponds to the assumption of some Thai scholars, according to 

which Sirima!gala was born during the reign of King Tilokar"ja (1442–1487) 
(Nopporn 1980: 13 ; Saduphon 1999: 23 ; “History of Tamnak monastery”). 
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Buddhav$ra occurs in Thai epigraphy or historiography, and it is thus 
not possible to learn more about him. 
 Another Burmese document, the Pi$akat Thamai", which enumer-
ates Pali scriptures and authors known in Burma at the time of its 
writing (1888), also mentions Sirima!gala (as well as other scholars 
from Lan Na). However, information given in this text is partly inaccur-
ate, as it ascribes to him two pieces that were actually written by Ñ"%a-
kitti, namely the A$$has#lin!-atthayojan# and the Sammohavinodan!-
atthayojan# (Likhit 1969: 277). 
 As for recent sources, Sirima!gala and his life have been the subject 
of several biographies in Thailand, which have circulated in the form of 
books, booklets, or notices. Many of them, however, are not reliable. 
The truth is that in large part what has been written on Sirima!gala in 
Thailand owes more to conjecture than to fact. First of all, the local 
tradition has it that Sirima!gala was of the lineage of King Mangrai 
(1263–1292), the first king of Lan Na,54 and that he became a monk 
because he was reluctant to take the throne (see Supaphan 1990: 386 ; 
Saduphon 1999: 33–35). It is also believed that Sirima!gala was a son 
(one of ten) of King Sam Fang Kaen and that he ordained in order to 
escape, when his brother, Thao Lok, seized power from his father and 
became king under the name Tilokar"ja (Sa-nguan 2009: 382).55 
Although TCM and PY confirm the coup of Tilokar"ja, neither of them 
mentions Sirima!gala, nor do they make any allusion to a son of Sam 
Fang Kaen who took refuge in a monastery. Above all, the time frame 
does not match : even if one supposes Sirima!gala was only twenty 
years old, or even a teenager, at the time of Tilokar"ja’s coup (1441), it 
would imply he was almost one hundred years old when he wrote his 
works (1517–1524), which is hardly conceivable (Supaphan 2011: 18).  
 Another common belief is that Sirima!gala himself had been to 
La!k" to be reordained in the Sinhalese tradition (Saddhatissa 1989: 

                                                             
54  All kings of Lan Na until the Burmese stranglehold (1558) actually belong to 

that lineage. 
55  Sa-nguan relies on another paper by Saen Thammayot, which it was not 

possible to examine in the frame of this study.  
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42).56 This is very unlikely, as written sources do not record other Lan 
Na monks having travelled to the island subsequent to those who 
accompanied Dhammagambh$ra and Medha!kara — which obviously 
happened before Sirima!gala was born. Here one can suppose that the 
historiographers have relied on the inscription of Vana -r"m monastery 
(JR04, Phayao, dated 1499), which gives the name of two theras who 
were among the twenty-five Lan Na monks who had been to La!k", one 
of these being “Mah" S"rama!gal"”.57 Further unreliable information 
circulating in Thailand is that Sirima!gala was the spiritual teacher 
(upajjh#ya) of King Mueang Kaew (Saddhatissa, op. cit. ; Khemap"l$ 
2006: 35). The biography of Sirima!gala that is displayed at Tamnak 
monastery passes on this rumour, and even states that Mueang Kaew 
built the Rattavanamah"vih"ra (Pa Daeng monastery) in honour of the 
great monk, which is, of course, a nonsense based on historical sources 
concerning this place.58 According to other sayings, he eventually took 
on the position of supreme patriarch of the Lan Na kingdom (id.), which 
is here again not supported by any evidence. 
 A more consistent source is a manuscript partly dedicated to Siri-
ma!gala and his life. Unfortunately, this manuscript has been lost, and 
all we know about it comes from the testimony of the scholar and royal 
attendant Tho Jum na Bangchang ("84.$2= DJB?-4 C A.0BF.0, 1897–1987), 
who reported its content after he found it in 1921 at Khuang Singh 
monastery (&'(6-&0)90!= v)t khva"1 si"h), located a few kilometres north of 
Chiang Mai city.59 This manuscript was written by a monk named Phra 
                                                             
56  This is also what is written in the biographical notice that is displayed at the 

entrance of Tamnak monastery. A similar notice is found below the statue of 
Sirima!gala that is situated within old Chiang Mai, near the Nam Ping river 
(see p. 104, n. 85, for details). 

57  See Lorrillard, “Muang Kèo”, and Prasert %a Nakhorn et al. 1991: 9. 
58  This detail occurs only in the Thai version of the text. The adjacent English 

translation just indicates that Mueang Kaew “built a temple for him to reside 
in”. 

59  Tho Jum na Bangchang’s record about Sirima!gala is included in a book 
published by Silpakorn University, entitled *8B4 <'0!&'(3BG20H!4- (N#-jam 
c)"hv)t j!a" hmai1), pp. 59–60 (date of publication unknown, probably the 
1920s or 1930s). It was unfortunately not possible to find this publication. 
Its content, however, is summarized in Saduphon 1977: 232–33, Supaphan 
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Siwichai (E%KI%G&9B'2 Bra. 1r!vij)y), who was the abbot of the Ho Phra 
monastery (&'(!"E%K v)t h&' bra.)60 and who allegedly wrote the biog-
raphies of several prominent figures of Lan Na, including Sirima!gala. 
On palæographical grounds, Tho Jum na Bangchang reckoned the 
manuscript to date from Mueang Kaew’s reign (1495–1526), which 
means that it could have been written soon after Sirima!gala’s death. 
This is of course unverifiable, and, to be honest, doubtful, as palæo-
graphical analysis is certainly not sufficient for dating a Thai manu-
script.61 According to this text, Sirima!gala was born in the city of 
Chiang Mai, in a family whose father was a mahout. Sirima!gala’s birth 
name was Siri Ping Mueang (I%G,90345"0 siri/0r! pi" m,,a"), which was 
given to him after the wind blew so hard on the day of his birth that the 
family home tumbled down. His mother, who was about to deliver, ran 
out and took refuge at the foot of a bodhi tree, which in Northern Thai is 
also called “mai sri” ( #4FI%G mai2 0r!, “the sacred tree”). He is said to have 
ordained as a novice (s#ma+era) at a young age. When he was 13 years 
old, he urged the inhabitants to build a new monastery in his village. 
This monastery was called Ve&uvana-vih"ra, but became commonly 
known under its vernacular name, Pa Phai Kao Ko (&'(,-.#L-3+F.+" v)t p#1 
phai1 kao2 k&'), meaning “the temple with the nine bamboo clumps”. Siri 
Ping Mueang stayed permanently in this monastery and, after some 
years, he received the full ordination (upasampad#). From there, he took 
the name of Sirima!gala, which was given to him by King Mueang 
Kaew himself. Sirima!gala spent some years in the Ve&uvana-vih"ra, 
then Mueang Kaew appointed him as the abbot of Mah"bodh"r"ma 
(Chet Yot monastery). He obtained on this occasion the rank of #c#rya. 

                                                                                                                           
1990: 384–85, Saduphon 1999: 29–33, Khemap"l$ 2006: 35, and Supaphan 
2011: 16–17. 

60  No temple of this name seems to exist today around Chiang Mai, but a 
school located in the vicinity of Phra Singh monastery is named Ho Phra. As 
modern schools in Northern Thailand are sometimes built on monastery 
lands, it is not impossible that a Ho Phra monastery existed on this location 
in former times. 

61  Moreover, although the oldest northern Thai manuscripts are dated from the 
end of the 15th century, only a few go back that far. It is rare to find Thai 
manuscripts older than two or three hundred years. 
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Therefore, his full religious name (ch#y#) became Sirima!gal"c"rya. 
Later on, Sirima!gala was appointed as the abbot of Suan Dok monas-
tery (Pupph"r"ma) and remained there until his death.  
 This manuscript is the only source giving a more or less complete 
chronology of Sirima!gala’s life. For that reason, it is not possible to 
cross-check most of the biographical elements it contains, such as 
details about his family or his social origin. Only Sirima!gala’s lay 
name (Siri Ping Mueang) can be compared with the one indicated in the 
Ma!g-d colophon, but it turns out to be different (see above). One can 
only say that the alleged occupation of Sirima!gala’s father does not 
necessarily contradict the hypothesis that he was of noble rank. Indeed, 
Thai royal courts have their own herds of elephants, especially as the 
white or albino elephant (BF.03L5"+ j#"2 ph,,ak) is considered sacred and is 
the symbol of wealth, royal virtue, and power. The function of royal 
elephant keeper in Lan Na was certainly not considered a degrading 
position but quite the opposite, a position of status. The M(las#san# 
even relates the case of a nephew of the king of Chiang Mai who was 
his mahout, before he brought the Sinhalese tradition of Buddhism in 
Chiang Tung. Although not specifically significant, it may be noted that 
the Burmese Pi$akat Thamai" indirectly connects Sirima!gala to the 
royal elephants, by stating that he lived during the reign of a king who 
was the owner of four white elephants from Vijayapura (Likhit 
Likhitanonta 1969: 277), which was the capital of the Shan (Tai) 
kingdom of Piny".62 Parallel to this biography, Tho Jum na Bangchang 
records that he read in another manuscript that Sirima!gala used to ride 
an elephant when he entered Chiang Mai, which would support the 
hypothesis that his father worked as an elephant keeper. He also says 
that he had the opportunity to see with his own eyes Sirima!gala’s 
elephant saddle stored at the Tamnak monastery, although nowadays no 
saddle is visible there.63 In any event, it would be surprising that a 

                                                             
62  The kingdom of Pinya, located in central Burma, existed in the 14th century. 

It was subsequently absorbed by the Burmese kingdom of Ava. 
63  Venerable Bhik.u Caruñ Paññ"dharo, who was a resident of Tamnak monas-

tery in 1977, confirms that an elephant saddle was indeed stored there in the 
past, but that it had since been moved to the Chiang Mai museum 
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saddle would have remained intact for four centuries. One can also 
doubt that Sirima!gala, whose works bear witness to his knowledge of 
and respect for the Vinaya, would have travelled riding on the back of 
an elephant, as the monastic code of the Pali tradition clearly prohibits 
such a practice.  
 Some other information given in this biography is puzzling, and 
some even seems to contradict that given by Sirima!gala himself in his 
writings. First, it is surprising that it remains silent about Suan Khuan 
monastery, where Sirima!gala must have spent a subsequent part of his 
life. On the other hand, the name of the monastery that Sirima!gala is 
said to have had built, Ve&uvana-vih"ra, is confusing. Following the 
Thai erudite Mah" Vu++hiñ"%o, some scholars believe this is the same 
place as the Ve&uvana-vih"ra that is mentioned in Jkm (121) and PY 
(368) (Saen Monvithun 1958: 154 ; Saksri 1971: xviii ; Saduphon 1977: 
6 ; Saduphon 1999: 24 ; Supaphan 2011: 19–21) — and which would 
also be the actual Tamnak monastery (see below for discussion of this 
matter). The fact is the Ve&uvana-vih"ra that these chronicles refer to is 
actually the Umong monastery, located to the west of the Chiang Mai 
city wall, in which King Mueang Kaew enshrined relics in 1520 (Penth 
1994: 201, 266-7).64 Umong monastery (&'("?D40:= v)t um2"g) is also 
called in other local chronicles Pa Phai Sip-et Kor monastery 
(&'(,-.#L-)9A3"M(+" v)t p#1 phai1 sip 3t k&'), which means “the monastery of 
the eleven bamboo clumps” — thus not “of the nine bamboo clumps”, 
as Sirima!gala’s temple is called in his biography. It turns out that 
Ve&uvana is a name that is quite widespread in Northern Thailand for 
Buddhist monasteries, in particular for those affiliated to the S!ha%a-
bhikkhus, as it refers to an emblematic place in the life of the Buddha.65 

                                                                                                                           
(Saduphon 1999: 33). While various accessories for a mahout are kept at 
Chiang Mai museum, their age and provenance are unknown. 

64  Sometimes Ve&uka''h"r"ma. Its complete vernacular name is Wat Umong Suan 
Phutthatham (&'("?D40:=)&*E?J>>%%4 v)t um2"g svan Buddhadharrma), not to 
be confused with the Umong Thera Chan monastery (&'("?D40:=4!.3N%<'*J%= 
v)t um,!g mah" thera C/ndr) that is located in inner Chiang Mai (see Penth 
1974). 

65  There is today, for example, a Weluwan (P. Ve&uvana) monastery located 
about 5 kilometres east of Chiang Mai. Moreover, the Pali name of the Ku 
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It would not be surprising that two monasteries situated at the south or 
southwest of Chiang Mai both bore the name of Ve&uvana. These would 
have been distinguishable by their respective vernacular designations, 
namely “the monastery with nine bamboo clusters” (Sirima!gala’s 
abode) and “the monastery with the eleven bamboo clusters” (i.e. 
Umong monastery).  
 The mention of Sirima!gala having been appointed as the abbot of 
Mah"bodh"r"ma (Chet Yot monastery) also raises questions. According 
to Jkm (112) and PY (362), the abbot of Mah"bodh"r"ma, whose 
honourific name or title was Mah"bodh"r"m"dhipati Mah"s"mi, was 
appointed by King Mueang Kaew as the patriarch (sa"ghar#ja-adhipat!-
sa"gha) of the S!ha%abhikkhus in 1517, and thus moved to Rattavana-
mah"vih"ra (Pa Daeng monastery). It is thus theoretically possible that, 
as the biography states, Sirima!gala would have been then assigned to 
replace him at the head of this monastery. It is, however, supported by 
little evidence. Moreover, in 1517, Sirima!gala had just completed the 
writing of Vess-d$p, while Sa!kh-p-' and Cakkav-d were composed 
three years later, in 1520. Considering the significance of both texts in 
terms of volume and complexity, a period of three years for writing is 
already impressive. It is thus unlikely that Sirima!gala would have been 
able to achieve this while being at the same time the abbot of one of the 
most important monasteries in Lan Na, especially as this task is parti-
cularly heavy, not only in terms of internal responsibilities, but also with 
regards to the relationship with the secular power. Additionally, Siri-
ma!gala states in his colophons that he was staying at Suan Khuan at 
the time of completing Sa!kh-p-' and Cakkav-d. This means that in any 
event, he would have left the Mah"bodh"r"ma in the meantime to go back 
to his previous abode. In sum, it is more likely that Sirima!gala stayed 
permanently at Suan Khuan during this period, and thus that it was another 
monk who was appointed as the abbot of the Chet Yot monastery. 

                                                                                                                           
Tao monastery (one kilometre north of Chiang Mai) is also Ve&uvana-vih"ra 
(mentioned in TMC 197). One can also mention another old Ve&uvana-
"r"ma (built in 1488) that is located in Lamphun. A stone inscription (n. 67) 
found in San Makha monastery (in Lamphun) clearly connects this 
Ve&uvana-"r"ma to the S!ha%abhikkhus lineage and to the Pa Daeng 
monastery” (see Penth et al. 1999: 160–61). 
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 As for Sirima!gala having been appointed as the abbot of Suan Dok 
monastery (Pupph"r"ma) and having resided there until his death, it is 
not supported by evidence either. It is also inconsistent with the pre-
vious allegation according to which Sirima!gala was once the abbot of a 
monastery affiliated to the Pa Daeng lineage, namely the Mah"bodh"-
r"ma. But if one were to accept such a possibility, his appointment to 
Pupph"r"ma could have taken place only after 1524, the year of the 
completion of Ma!g-d, his last known work.66 In this regard, Tho Jum 
na Bangchang asserts that in 1925 he saw in the vicinity of the Suan 
Dok monastery a reliquary bearing an inscription saying it shelters Siri-
ma!gala’s bones (a$$hi bra. Sirima"gal#c#ry). Unfortunately, this 
alleged reliquary was removed two years later by villagers, while the 
place is now located within the precinct of the airport (Supaphan 1990: 
385 ; Sadupon 1999: 35).67  
 In the final analysis, only little information on Sirima!gala that is 
given in Thai historiography can be considered as relevant, as it mainly 
rests on unexamined or unverifiable assumptions.68 On the other hand, 
these writings reflect the devotional respect Thais have for Buddhist 
figures and their need to place them within both an historic and hagio-
graphic religious tradition. To adopt a critical perspective toward the 

                                                             
66  According to Jkm (127), King Mueang Kaew honoured the abbot of Suan 

Dok in 1524, and filled him with incalculable wealth (Pupph#r#me […] 
anagghaparikkh#rehi ther#dhipatino p(jetv# paves#pesi). The chronicle 
doesn’t give the name of this abbot but, in any case, it can’t be Sirima!gala, 
as this event took place at the very beginning of the year (10th day of the 
month of M"gha, i.e. Friday 15 January 1524). 

67  Tho Jum na Banchang also states that he read a document handwritten by 
Prince Damrong Rajananubhab, in which the latter attests having found a 
source according to which Sirima!gala was once the abbot of Ton Khanun 
monastery (lit. “the monastery of the jackfruit”). This name appears to be 
the sobriquet of Chet Yot monastery (P. Mah"bodh"r"ma). Here again, Tho 
Jum na Banchang gives no other evidence than his own testimony. This 
might simply be a confusion with Ñ"%akitti, who is said to have resided in a 
monastery also called “Jackfruit grove” (Panas"r"ma) (see Saddhatissa 
1989: 41). 

68  Not to mention the fact that all the things Tho Jum na Banchang writes about 
strangely disappear. 
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life, work, or acts of these figures would certainly be seen as misplaced 
if not outrageous. Ultimately, they do not tell much about Sirima!gala, 
but they do tell a lot about Thai culture and local Buddhism. 

WHERE DID SIRIMA(GALA WRITE HIS WORKS? 

I noted above that Sirima!gala mentions in his colophons the place 
where he wrote each of his pieces, namely Suan Khuan (svan khv)ñ) for 
Vess-d$p, Sa!kh-p, and Cakkav-d, and “a secluded place that is situated 
one league south of Chiang Mai” (Navapurassa dakkhi+a-dis#-bh#ge 
g#vute $h#ne vivitte) for Ma!g-d. The identification of this (or these) 
place(s) has been the subject of several discussions in Thailand, but it is 
now widely agreed that all colophons refer to the same place, namely 
the present-day Tamnak monastery (&'($8!*'+ v)t t#-hn)k), located 
approximately 5 kilometres south of inner Chiang Mai (viz. Bimala-
dharrm 1953: 21–30 ; Supaphan 1990: 388 ; Hinüber 1996: 179 ; 
Saduphon 1999: 24 ; Nakorn Khemap"l$ 2006: 35 ; Supaphan 2011: 21–
24).69 This place has therefore been renamed Tamnak Suan Khuan 
Sirimangkhalachan monastery (&'($8!*'+)&*6&'7)9%94'0:;.<.%92= v)t t#-hn)k 
svan khv)ñ Sirima"gal#c#ry), in homage to Sirima!gala. 
 There are reasons, however, to question these views. As for Suan 
Khuan, colophons specify that it is “located at the southwest of the 
S$ha&ar"ma” (S!ha%#r#massa dakkhi+a-pacchima-dis#ya pati$$hite), 
which recognisably refers to the Phra Singh monastery (&'(E%K)90!= v)t 
bra. si"h) (Cœdès 1925: 132). This monastery, one of the most impor-
tant ones in inner Chiang Mai, owes its current name to the presence of 
the Phra Sihing image (S$ha&apa'ima). It also shelters one of the biggest 
cetiya in Chiang Mai, which was probably built even before the temple 
itself. As for King Mueang Kaew, the ruler of Lan Na at Sirima!gala’s 
time, not only did he support renovation and construction works in this 
monastery, he also made it a place of representation of power, as it was 
there that rulers of smaller principalities came to pledge allegiance to 
him (Jkm 119, Notton 150–51) ; it was also this monastery that Mueang 
Kaew chose for organising the funeral of his dead daughter (Jkm 125ff., 
and above). Yet several Thai scholars argue that the S$ha&"r"ma refers in 
Sirima!gala’s colophons not to Phra Singh monastery, but to the Mah"-
                                                             
69 See also The Life and Work of Bra. Mah# Hm,,n1 Vu//hiñ#+o 1957: 41. 
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bodh"r"ma (Chet Yot monastery), which is located about 3 kilometres 
northwest from Chiang Mai (Saen Monvithun 1958: 138 ; Nopphon 
1980: 235 ; Supaphan 2011: 19, 25, 263–64).70 However, the arguments 
put forward are not convincing. One of these is that the designation 
“S$ha&"r"ma” would be related to S!ha%a (i.e. La!k"), while the etymo-
logy of the vernacular name of the temple, Phra Singh (E%K)90!= bra. 
si"h), would be si"gha, or s!ha (“lion”, i.e. the Buddha). Admittedly, 
Phra Singh monastery is also known under another Pali name, Si!gha-
vara-vih"ra, but texts from this period often display confusion between 
si"gha (or s!ha) and s!ha%a, which are anyhow linguistically related.71 
According to chronicles, Phra Singh monastery was first called Mah"-
vih"ra, and then took the name of S$ha&"r"ma after King Kue Na (circa 
1355–1385) had the Phra Sihing image (S$ha&a-pa'ima) brought from 
La!k" (Jkm 86–91, 102 ; CMC). Thus, whichever etymology is accepted, 
the vernacular name of this temple refers, directly or indirectly, to La!k". 
In any event, this name was given to the monastery before Dhamma-
gambh$ra’s mission to La!k", meaning that it is not related to the forma-
tion of the S!ha%aga+a in Lan Na (circa 1430). On the other hand, it 
coincides with the establishment of the first Sinhalese trend by Sumana 
(circa 1370). Another argument raised by scholars to contest the identi-
fication of S$ha&"r"ma with Phra Singh monastery relies on the “bio-
graphy” of Sirima!gala related by Tho Jum na Bangchang (see above). 
According to this text, Sirima!gala was for a period of time the abbot of 
Mah"bodh"r"ma, and as such was connected with this temple. They 
deduce from this that the place he refers to as S$ha&"r"ma in his colo-
phons must be the Mah"bodh"r"ma. One can only notice how fragile the 

                                                             
70  Saen Monvithun, in his Thai translation of Jkm, seems to be the source of 

this identification. 
71  The Sv-p' glosses s!ha%a as “the lion prince”, taking the suffix la in the sense 

of “catching” (l#ti) (Crosby 2004: 75). Moreover, Supaphan na Bangchang 
has noted that some sources write Sih"r"ma, instead of S$ha&"r"ma. She 
deduces that two distinct monasteries might have existed, S$ha&"r"ma and 
Sih"r"ma, the latter only being the Pali name of Phra Singh monastery 
(Supaphan 2011: 264). The truth is, misspellings are habitual in ancient Thai 
sources, and that the two names very likely refer to the same monastery. 
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foundations are on which this view rests.72 Whatever the case may be, 
cross-checking passages concerning the S$ha&"r"ma that are recorded 
both in Jkm (written in Pali) and in TCM (written in Thai) leaves no 
doubt regarding the identity of this monastery with the Phra Singh 
monastery.73 
 Nevertheless, one might wonder why Sirima!gala mentions the 
S$ha&"r"ma in his colophons. As Phra Singh monastery is situated at the 
very centre of Chiang Mai, such a reference is indeed by no means help-
ful in locating Tamnak monastery, which is situated several kilometres 
south of the city walls.74 This was actually another argument used by 
some modern scholars in asserting that “S$ha&"r"ma” cannot in this 
instance be the Phra Singh monastery. In fact, the problem occurs only 
if one admits that Tamnak monastery is the same place Sirima!gala 
refers to as Suan Khuan in his colophons. There is, however, material 
                                                             
72  The same scholars raise other arguments, which are summarized below in 

order to give a clearer idea of the hypotheses or assertions that circulate in 
Thailand about Sirima!gala: Mah"bodh"r"ma was affiliated to the S!ha%a-
pakkha, while Phra Singh monastery would have been affiliated to the old 
Mon tradition. Taking for granted that Sirima!gala was a S!ha%abhikkhu, 
they conclude that he could not have resided in Phra Singh monastery. Not 
only is there no real evidence of Sirima!gala’s affiliation to the S!ha%a-
pakkha (see below), but sources do not support the affiliation of Phra Singh 
monastery to the old Mon tradition. Evidence rather shows it was primarily 
connected with the first Sinhalese trend led by Sumana (see above). Some 
studies also assert that Ñ"%akitti and Ratanapañña once resided at Mah"-
bodh"r"ma (Supaphan 2011: 26). Assuming that Sirima!gala must have 
been close to them, they deduce that he must have resided in the same 
monastery. None of these arguments is supported, or even suggested, by 
evidence. 

73  For instance, both texts report that Mueang Kaew ordered simultaneously the 
construction of two religious buildings (vih#ra), one in the Phra Singh 
monastery (Jkm “S$ha&"r"ma”), one in the Maha Chedi Luang monastery 
(Jkm “Mah"cetiy"r"ma”) (Jkm 119, CMC 160). H. Penth (1994: 245–246) 
also identifies S$ha&"r"ma with Phra Singh monastery. 

74  It must be added that Tamnak monastery is, strictly speaking, located to the 
south of Phra Singh monastery rather than southwest. Certainly, the road 
coming from the southern gate of Chiang Mai is slightly oriented towards 
the southwest, but people from ancient Lan Na must have assumed that its 
orientation was clearly southward.  
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evidence that tends to contradict this assumption, namely two old manu-
scripts actually stored at Lai Hin monastery in the city of Lampang (about 
100 kilometres south of Chiang Mai). These manuscripts are two Pali 
J#takas of the Ti-sanip#ta and Pa++#sanip#ta. Both bear colophons 
indicating they were copied at a monastery named Suan Khuan in CS 
876 (1514) and ordered by an “important faithful layman” (mah#-
up#saka) whose name was Bua Kham.75 The colophon of the second 
text provides additional details, saying that this very monastery is 
located “within the walled city, near the gate of the Flower-garden (svar 
khv)r nai vya" cim1 pa.t( svar t&'k)”.76 The fact is there is no record of 
a gate in Lampang that is called “Flower Garden” (Suan Dok), nor of a 
monastery with the name of “Suan Khuan”. The mention of “the gate of 
the Flower-garden” actually leaves little doubt that it refers to the 
western gate of Chiang Mai, which nowadays still bears this very name, 
opening onto the road that leads westward to Suan Dok monastery 
(Pupph"r"ma) and beyond to Mount Suthep.77 This city gate is already 

                                                             
75 “1 p! k#p se/ sakr#ja /ai 876 ti-sanip#ta j#taka mah#-up#saka bva g#- t#" 

mei" s#" káp vát svar khván”. “Pa++#sanip#ta káp vá/ svar khvan nai vya" 
cim pa.tu svar /øk lee. 12{?} p! k#p se/ sakr#ja /ai 876 pa++#sanip#ta 
j#taka mah#up#saka bva g#- t#" mei" s#" káp vát svar khván lee” (in 
Hinüber 2013: 106–107). Both manuscripts are readable online through the 
Digital Library of Northern Thai manuscripts (http://lannamanuscripts. 
net/en) (codes PNTMP: 030104092_01, and 030104005_00). 

76  Cim1 <9-4 is a Northern Thai word that is equivalent to Central Thai (Siamese) 
H+;F klai2, meaning “near”, “close to” (see Udom 1991: 195 ; I am also grate-
ful to Phongsathorn Buakhampan for having confirmed this meaning). The 
reading of the colophon by O. von Hinüber (2013: 107) is thus not entirely 
accurate, as he understands cim as a proper name, and thus wrongly 
translates as “in the city of Cim”. 

77 The presence at Lampang of manuscripts that originated in Chiang Mai is not 
surprising, especially in the case of Lai Hin monastery. Indeed this monas-
tery is famous for its manuscript collection, since the araññav#sin monk 
Kes"rapañña endeavoured at the end of the 17th century to collect Pali texts 
from different areas. The oldest manuscripts in Thailand, dating from the 
end of the 15th century are stored in Lai Hin monastery (see Hinüber 2013, 
and also Veidlinger 2006: 93). As for Tamnak (“Suan Kwan”) monastery, it 
does not hold any manuscripts. Yet there is a manuscript respository (!"#$% 
h&' trai), but it is very new and at present empty. See p. 104, note 84. 
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mentioned under this name in local chronicles ; what is more, in terms 
that are similar to that of the colophon : 

 [In year 1367] the prince [Phayu] took his father’s remains and 
deposited them in the [walled] city of Chiang Mai, near the Suan 
Dok Gate (nai vya" j!a" hmai1 b#y prat( svar t&'k), where he had a 
cetiya built to enshrine them ; and he built a temple there for the 
monks to live in. At the time, everyone going to the market saw the 
temple, which came to be called the Li Chiang Phra. Later the 
Buddhasi!gha [image] was in the temple, and it came to be called 
Phra Singh monastery to the present day. 

(TCM 65)78 

Significantly, TCM here associates the Suan Dok gate with the Phra 
Singh monastery, which is actually located in close proximity to the 
east. PY, which also relates this event, specifies that the ashes of King 
Kham Fu (1334–1336)79 were deposited at 100 fathoms (Th. &. v#) from 
the Suan Dok Gate (PY 187). This perfectly matches with observations 
that can be made today, as excavations undertaken in 1925 uncovered 
the ruins of a cetiya containing the king’s remains within the enclosure 
of the Phra Singh monastery (Notton 1932: 84). Therefore, the Suan 
Khuan monastery which the colophon refers to as situated “within the 
walled city and near the Suan Dok gate” must have been established in 
inner Chiang Mai, between this very gate and the Phra Singh monastery, 
which are only (approximately) 300 metres apart from each other. 
Although the latter is nowadays the only Buddhist monastery that is 
located near the Suan Dok gate, it is not impossible that another one 
existed in its vicinity in the past. As a matter of fact, a 19th-century 
manuscript listing all temples within the city wall of Chiang Mai at that 
time precisely mentions a monastery named “Suan Khuan”. What is more, 
Suan Khvan appears in the list immediately after the Phra Singh monas-
tery, thereby indicating the geographic proximity of the two temples.80 
                                                             
78  Transl. Wyatt & Aroonrut Wichienkeo 1998: 103–104. 
79  1338–1345 according to TMC. 
80  Leporello manuscript of the Harald Hundius collection. The colophon indicates 

it was ordered by a high ranking official of the principality of Lampang 
(khun-n#" L#-p#"), who originated in Phayao. This official said (folio 58) 
to have inventoried 161 temples in Chiang Mai (62 within the wall, and 99 
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 Such information sheds new light on the place Sirima!gala described 
in his works (Vess-d$p, Sa!kh-p-', Cakkav-d) as “situated to the south-
west of the S$ha&"r"ma, and commonly known by its Thai name, Suan 
Khuan” (S!ha%#r#massa dakkhi+a-pacchima-dis#ya pati$$hite deyya-
bh#s#ya Svan Khvan ti p#ka$an#me).81 It clearly refers to the same 
monastery that is mentioned in the Pa++#sanip#ta manuscript dated 
1514, which was situated between the Suan Dok gate (to the west) and 
the Phra Singh (to the north-east). In this regard, Suan Khuan must have 
been a modest and discreet temple, otherwise the reference to S$ha&"-
r"ma would have not been necessary to Sirima!gala, as well as that to 
Suan Dok gate for the copyist of the Pa++#sanip#ta manuscript. It is 
also significant that both refer to Suan Khuan only by its vernacular 
name. Sirima!gala at least would certainly have used the Pali name if it 
had existed, especially as the presence of these two Thai words clashes 
within a text that is entirely written in Pali. This absence of a Pali name 
suggests we are dealing with a simple monastic abode, which perhaps 
did not have an ordination hall (s!m#). On the other hand, Suan Khuan 
must have been an active place in terms of Pali literacy, as not only did 
Sirima!gala spend years writing his works in this monastery, but Pali 
texts were also ordered and copied there, such as the two J#takas 
mentioned above. It was probably a quiet place where monks could 
write or copy manuscripts in complete tranquillity. Therefore, there is a 
greater understanding of the mention by Sirima!gala of the S$ha&"r"ma 
(Phra Singh monastery), since he lived in its close vicinity. The 
presence in the manuscript repository of Phra Singh monastery of the 
oldest copy of a text written by Sirima!gala, namely the Cakkav-d dated 

                                                                                                                           
outside) in the year CS 1182 (a year ko$-si), that is, in 1820. The names 
“Bra. Si"” and “Svar Khvar” are given on folio 53. Once again, my 
gratitude goes to Phongsathorn Buakhampan for having provided me with a 
sample of this manuscript. 

81  To be precise, this sentence could well be interpreted as “situated at the 
southwest quarter of the S$ha&"r"ma”, meaning within the monastery rather 
than outside it. It is actually the way G. Cœdès (1915: 39) has translated this 
passage : “dans la partie Sud-Ouest du S$ha&"r"ma”. However, mention 
made of a v)t bearing the name Suan Khuan, in both 1514 manuscript and 
19th century list of Chiang Mai monasteries, invalidates this reading. 
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1538 mentioned before, is another indication of Sirima!gala’s connec-
tion with this temple. This also pleads in favour of the supposition that 
he participated in some royal or important ceremonies held in Phra 
Singh monastery (see above).  
 Having denied the possibility that S$ha&"r"ma was actually the Phra 
Singh monastery, Thai scholars could not have imagined that the place 
named Suan Khuan would actually be located in inner Chiang Mai. It 
follows from this that, contrary to what is generally accepted today in 
Thailand, the place Sirima!gala refers to as Suan Khuan in Vess-d$p, 
Sa!kh-p', and Cakkav-d can hardly be the present-day Tamnak monas-
tery, as it is located several kilometres south of the old city of Chiang 
Mai. The actual name of “Suan Khuan Sirima"gal#c#ry” that has been 
added to that of Tamnak is therefore the result of a mistake, mainly due 
to the assumption that the “Suan Khuan” and “a secluded place situated 
at one g#vuta south of Chiang Mai” referred to in Sirima!gala’s various 
writings were a single place. The fact this is not the case actually 
explains why the colophon of Ma!g-d differs from that of his previous 
works (Vess-d$p, Sa!kh-p, and Cakkav-d), while making no mention of 
the S$ha&"r"ma in Ma!g-d.82 
 But although Tamnak monastery is not Suan Khuan, could it still be 
the “secluded place” Sirima!gala refers to in the Ma!g-d colophon? 
Certainly the situation of Tamnak village is, even today, beyond the 
major roads. Despite the urbanization that has deeply changed the 
landscape since Sirima!gala’s time, it retains a feeling of peace and 
tranquillity. According to local tradition, the name Tamnak ($8!*'+ 
t#-hn)k) was given to this village only in 1796 after King Kavila 
                                                             
82  One might ask why Sirima!gala would have moved from Suan Khuan 

monastery to a place located outside Chiang Mai. Although it is not possible 
to provide a definitive answer, one can at least formulate a hypothesis. The 
Annals of Yonok relate that Chiang Mai experienced a flood disaster in 
CS 886 (1524), that is, precisely the year Sirima!gala completed the Ma!g-d. 
The flood affected in particular the eastern part of the town, around the Tha 
Phae (or Chiang Rueak) gate, and caused massive damage with a high 
number of deaths (PY 371, Saduphon 1999: 24). It could have been a reason 
for people impacted to move, and Sirima!gala could have been one of those. 
If so, he probably looked beyond the city wall for a safe, quiet place to 
complete his work. 
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(1775–1813) and his entourage spent four nights there, in a pavilion 
built for the occasion (the word t#mhn)k refers in Thai to a residence for 
the ruling elite or the ku$i of a sa"ghar#ja).83 Historical sources are, 
however, silent on this episode. As for Tamnak monastery, it is in large 
part a classical Thai monastery, which includes the usual religious 
buildings, such as a vih#ra, an ordination hall, residences for monks 
(ku$i), a manuscript repository,84 and several chapels. One must also 
notice a statue representing Sirima!gala that has been installed just 
before the vih#ra, and another one that stands inside a small chapel.85 
All these structures are of recent construction.  
 Other architectural elements, however, suggest that this place might 
have been a Buddhist monastery for centuries. First, an ancient, massive 
entrance gate together with ruins of a brick surrounding wall (and 
probably of another smaller gate) give an imposing and majestic 
character to the whole. Although the gate has obviously been recently 
restored, it might evoke the style of Lan Na architecture of the 16th 
century. Local tradition says that these ruins are those of the Ve&uvana-
vih"ra, the alleged abode of Sirima!gala (Saksri 1971: xviii). The 
“History of Tamnak monastery” (,%K&'$9&'($8!*'+ prav)ti v)t t#mhn)k) 
that is displayed at the entrance states that it was built in the mid-15th 
century, during King Mueang Kaew’s reign.86 This statement actually 
results from a confusion with the Ve&uvana-vih"ra that is mentioned in 
Jkm and PY, which we have proved to be another monastery (see 
above). Second, an older and now abandoned vih#ra adorned with a 
beautiful carved wooden pediment, possibly dating from the 18th or 

                                                             
83  The Life and Work of Bra. Mah# Hm,,n1 Vu//hiñ#+o 1957: 42. See also 

Supaphan 2011: 20.  
84 This repository is actually an exact replica of the one in Phra Singh monas-

tery, probably because Sirima!gala refers to this monastery in his writings. 
85 There is another statue representing Sirima!gala in Chiang Mai. It was 

installed in 1998, at the angle of Chareung Prathet and Tha Phae avenues, 
not far from the Ping river. It represents Sirima!gala holding a Ma"gala-
tthad!pan! manuscript. These images of Sirima!gala attest his popularity in 
present-day Northern Thailand. 

86  Other sources give the dates BE 2038 (1495), BE 2050 (1507), or BE 2053 
(1510) as the date of construction. None of them is supported by evidence. 
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19th century, is still standing in close proximity to the gate. Thirdly, a 
cetiya is present just behind the old vih#ra, but recent restoration makes 
it difficult to estimate the date of its construction. Lastly, a centuries-old 
bodhi tree stands near it, a sign that this location has been a religious 
site for ages. For reasons that remain to be cleared up, an old vih#ra, 
cetiya, and bodhi tree are located outside the ancient boundary wall. 
New buildings, however, have been erected inside the wall. 
 On-site observations made in the 1940s attest that more ancient 
architectural elements were visible then, including the surrounding wall 
and smaller gates at the four cardinal points (see Bimaladharm 1953: 
26ff.). According to some, these ruins and ancient buildings were those 
of an ancient monastery that was destroyed or abandoned in the second 
half of the 16th century, after the Burmese seized Chiang Mai 
(Supaphan 2011: 23).87 Later publications attest that Tamnak monastery 
was still in ruins at the end of the 1960s (see Saksri 1971: xviii). 
Thereafter, inhabitants of Tamnak village invited a charismatic monk, 
the Venerable Paññ" Siridhammo, to reside in this monastery and to 
become its abbot. Between 1977 and 1986 this monk undertook, 
together with the provincial responsibility of the sa"gha of Chiang Mai 
province (3<F.:CK<'0!&'( cao2 ga+a c)"ghv)t), the rehabilitation of the 
monastery and the construction of the new buildings of the present-day 
Tamnak monastery (Saduphon 1999: 22 ; Supaphan 2011: 24).  
 While it is commonly assumed today in Thailand that Sirima!gala 
once resided in the place that is today the Tamnak monastery (or more 
exactly in its older part, on the other side of the gate), when and how 
this assumption became established is not entirely clear. It seems that 
the one who is at the origin of this identification is the prince Damrong 
Rajanubhab (1862–1943). Relying on the details given by Sirima!gala 
about his abode in Ma!g-d colophon (“Navapurassa dakkhi+a-dis#-
bh#ge g#vute $h#ne”), he would have reviewed all the temples located 
within a distance of 2,000 fathoms (i.e. one g#vuta) from the southern 
wall of Chiang Mai. He found Tamnak monastery was the location that 
corresponded most, especially thanks to the presence of the old  

                                                             
87 See also “History of Tamnak monastery”. 
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archæological remains.88  
 The truth is the correspondence is rather approximate : distance from 
Tamnak monastery to the southern gate of the old city is in fact more 
than five kilometres, while one g#vuta is equivalent to 0 yojana, that is, 
a little less than three kilometres. Subsequently the study of the royal 
attendant Tho Jum na Bangchang, discussed earlier, certainly reinforced 
Prince Damrong’s hypothesis. In his study (circa 1930), he clearly 
identifies Tamnak monastery with the Ve&uvan"r"ma, or Pa Phai Kao 
Ko monastery (“the temple with the nine bamboo clumps”), which 
Sirima!gala’s biography indicates to have been his place of residence 
for many years (see above). His assumption draws on the fact that Jkm 
and PY mention a Ve&uvana-vih"ra monastery also located “at the 
southwest of Chiang Mai” (Nabbisipurassa dakkhi+a-pacchimadi-
santar#%akone) (Jkm 121, PY 368), which may appear as analogous to 
that given by Sirima!gala to locate his own abode (S!ha%#r#massa 
dakkhi+a-pacchima-dis#ya pati$$hite). However, we have shown that 
not only is the Tamnak monastery not the place Sirima!gala refers to in 
his colophons, nor is it the “Ve&uvana-vih"ra” mentioned in Jkm.  
 Taking all this into consideration, arguments supporting the idea that 
Tamnak monastery was the place where Sirima!gala wrote the Ma!g-d 
are very fragile. First, the geographical situation of this monastery 
matches only approximately with the details given in the Ma!g-d 
colophon (i.e. “situated at one league south of Chiang Mai”). Second, 
this situation might as well apply to several other places in the vicinity, 
especially as many old temple structures have been excavated over the 
past few years in the surroundings. Furthermore, this statement results 
for its greater part from a confusion related to the name of Ve&uvana-
vih"ra, which Thai scholars wrongly identified with Tamnak monastery. 
Finally, Sirima!gala does not specify in this very colophon that he was 
residing in a temple. He only mentions a secluded place ($h#ne vivitte) 
that allowed him to live in solitude, which rather suggests a simple 
monk’s abode or hermitage, and certainly not a large monastery surrounded 

                                                             
88  Mah" Vu++hiñ"%o attests he read the record of Damrong’s survey and 

findings in the prince’s correspondence (see The Life and Work of Bra. 
Mah# Hm,,n1 Vu//hiñ#+o 1957: 39). 
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by walls and massive gates.89 In the end, no reliable data allows us to 
connect Sirima!gala to present-day Tamnak monastery. This connection 
rests only on a series of suppositions that are not supported by the 
evidence so far. Still, it appears from subsequent studies that monks and 
laypeople in Chiang Mai had by around 1940 already acknowledged 
that Tamnak monastery was Sirima!gala’s abode (see Bimaladharrm 
1953: 24–25), probably after Prince Damrong’s conclusions.90 At that 
time, however, the name Svan Khv)ñ Sirima"gal#c#ry had not been 
included yet. The “History of Tamnak monastery”, displayed at the 
entrance of this temple, leads to the conclusion that this additional name 
was added only later on, after academic studies had been published on 
Sirima!gala and his work, and had, inaccurately, identified Tamnak 
monastery both with Ve&uvan"r"ma (Umong monastery) and Suan 
Khuan monastery (viz. Bimaladharrm 1953: 24–26 ; Saksri 1971: xviii ; 
Supaphan 1990: 387 ; Saduphon 1999: 24).91 Ironically enough, these 
misinterpretations and confusions caused Tamnak monastery to gain its 
present reknown, not only in Chiang Mai, but also in other regions of 
Thailand, so much so that members of the royal family came on an 
official visit in 1973 (see Saduphon 1999: 32). 

WAS SIRIMA(GALA A S4HA5ABHIKKHU? 
As said at the beginning of this paper, a radical change in Pali writings 
is perceptible in Lan Na from the 15th to mid-16th century which cor-
responds to the emergence of the S!ha%aga+a and the development in 
Chiang Mai and neighbouring principalities of a network of monasteries 
affiliated to the Pa Daeng monastery. A large number of new texts 
demonstrate their authors’ undeniable mastery of the Pali language in 

                                                             
89  Certainly it is also possible that a monastery was built on the same location 

after Sirima!gala’s death, but even so, this only brings additional supposi-
tions. 

90 The Venerable Bimaladharrm -sabha Thera relates that when he asked 
monks and officials of Chiang Mai in 1943 to lead him to the place where 
Sirima!gala had resided, they straight away conducted him to Tamnak 
monastery. They left Phra Singh monastery and then travelled about six 
kilometres southwest. 

91 Supaphan na Banchang’s book on Pali literature in Thailand (1990) is given 
as the main source of this notice. 
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comparison with previous and subsequent literary religious productions 
in the area. Sirima!gala’s works, which were all written in the first 
decades of the 16th century, clearly belong to this “fresh sap” in Thai 
Buddhism (Cœdès 1925: 32). It is thus generally assumed that Siri-
ma!gala belonged to the S!ha%aga+a (Saksri xvi-xvii, Saddhatissa 1989: 
43), that is, the second araññav#s! trend founded by Dhammagambh$ra. 
This remains, however, a supposition, and further analysis is needed to 
determine whether it can be taken for granted. 
 In truth, reliable information we have on Sirima!gala does not allow 
a definitive conclusion about his affiliation to one or the other of the 
three factions that coexisted in Lan Na at that time. On the one hand, it 
has been demonstrated above that Suan Khuan monastery, where 
Sirima!gala wrote at least three of his works, was located within the 
walls of Chiang Mai, in the close vicinity of the Phra Sing monastery 
(S$ha&"r"ma). One might thus conclude that he was a town-dwelling 
monk (g#mav#sin), and as such that he was affiliated to the old Mon 
tradition. However, the term araññav#s! should perhaps not be under-
stood too literally when dealing with Lan Na (and probably when deal-
ing with Sri Lanka earlier). Indeed, one can only observe the high 
concentration of monasteries within the walls of Chiang Mai,92 while a 
large number of them were established after the installation of the two 
factions that claim to belong to the forest-dwelling tradition. Even 
monasteries affiliated to the S!ha%aga+a, such as Pa Daeng (Rattavana-
mah"vih"ra) and Chet Yot (Mah"bodh"r"ma), although complying with 
the rules of the Vinaya on this matter (see below), were close to the city 
and located in inhabited places. Contrary to the common view, Bud-
dhism in Southeast Asia was for a long time of an “urban” nature, which 
is also true for the so-called forest-dwelling trends.  
 As for the Phra Singh monastery, we have seen that it was supported 
by kings, especially by Mueang Kaew who had organised the funeral 
ceremony for his daughter there. It is not clear, however, to which lineage 
this monastery was affiliated, as monks of the three ga+as are said to 
have participated (Jkm 125). Certainly, its Pali name (S$ha&"r"ma) refers 
to La!k", but we have seen that it predates the return of the S!ha%a-
bhikkhus from the island (circa 1430) and the establishment of the Pa 
Daeng monastery. The name of Phra Singh is a direct consequence of 

                                                             
92  The same can be said for other old Thai-Lao cities, such as Sukhothai, 

Lamphun, or Luang Prabang. 
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the installation of the Phra Sihing image (S$ha&apa'ima), which is said to 
have originated in La!k" (above). It is thus very likely that Phra Singh 
monastery was at first connected with the first Sinhalese trend, 
established by Sumana around 1370. This does not mean, however, that 
this situation prevailed for later periods. It may also be that “royal” 
monasteries of inner Chiang Mai, which were sponsored and frequented 
by kings, were not clearly affiliated to one of the three ga+as that 
coexisted in Lan Na, even if rulers could have unofficially supported 
one of them. 
 On the other hand, when Sirima!gala wrote the Ma!g-d some years 
later (in 1524), he had obviously moved from Suan Khuan to a place he 
describes as secluded and at a distance from the city. His insistence in 
the colophon on his delight at staying in solitude is probably intended to 
highlight that he conformed to the forest-dwelling tradition. However, 
this does not necessary mean that Sirima!gala was affiliated to the Pa 
Daeng lineage ( f#y1 p#1), as some monks of Suan Dok lineage ( f#y1 
svan) also claimed to belong to an araññav#s! tradition. Suan Dok was 
indeed divided in two branches, one — probably the vast majority — 
gathering the village-dwelling monks (g#mav#sin), who were devoted to 
the study of texts (ganthadhura), the other one gathering forest-dwelling 
monks, who practised introspective meditation (vipassan#dhura) (Bizot 
1993: 50).93  
 But the mention of the distance of one league (g#vuta) between 
Sirima!gala’s residence and Chiang Mai is significant, as the geogra-
phical remoteness from the city of a forest-dwelling monastery has 
precisely been an issue between monks of both trends. Indeed, this 
attribute was contested with the monks of Suan Dok monastery by 
Dhammagambh$ra and his companions when they came back from their 
journey to La!k", arguing that this monastery was too close to the city. 
Indeed the Vinaya states that a monk’s residence can be considered a 
forest dwelling only if it is located at least at 500 bow lengths from a 
village or a city (#raññaka- n#ma sen#sana- pañcadhanusatika- 
pacchima-) (Vin IV 183). Hence, they established the Pa Daeng 
monastery one kilometre west of the Suan Dok temple, at a greater 
distance from the Chiang Mai city walls. The fact is all monasteries 

                                                             
93  The distinction between vipassan#dhura and ganthadhura is still meaningful 

today in Thailand and Laos, although the “forest-dwelling” is much more 
controlled and structured than in the past. 
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whose affiliation to the S!ha%aga+a is definitely ascertained, such as 
Tapod"r"ma,94 Mah"bodh"r"ma, Ve&uvan"r"ma, and Rattavanamah"-
vih"ra, are situated a certain distance from the historical centre of 
Chiang Mai.  
 Another element that supports the hypothesis that Sirima!gala was a 
forest-dwelling monk comes from the 1538 dated manuscript of the 
Cakkav#%ad!pan! (above), stored at the Phra Singh monastery. The word 
that immediately follows the title says the copy was sponsored — if not 
during the lifetime of Sirima!gala, certainly soon after — by “the lord 
Mah"sa!ghar"ja Candara#s$ arañ[ñ]av"si”. 
 It happens that a high-ranking monk named Candara#s$, who came 
from Khel"!ga-nagara (i.e. Lampang), is listed among the S!ha%abhikkhus 
who are said to have attended the above mentioned ceremony for install-
ing the s!m# at the Mah"bodh"r"ma (Wat Chet Yot) in CS 873 (1511) in 
the presence of King Muang Kaew (Jkm 106–107, see also above p. 87). 
 The Cakkav-d manuscript from 1538 would thus connect directly at 
least Sirima!gala’s writings to the “fay Pa” lineage, and also to the 
highest religious hierarchy, if not to the king himself. Here we must 
remember the possibility that the Vess-d$p was preached during the 
ceremony supported by Mueang Kaew at Rattavanamah"vih"ra in 1519, 
when 300 monks received their ordination. If this is the case, it would 
add another argument in favour of this hypothesis. 
 The passage of the S#sanava-sa mentioning Sirima!gala also sup-
ports the idea of his affiliation to the Pa Daeng lineage. As said before, 
Paññ"s"mi states that Sirima!gala once resided in a temple whose abbot 
was an Elder who had visited La!k" ( patta-La"ka-therassa vih#re 
vasanto Sirima"galo) (S"s 51). We have seen that several interpreta-
tions of this statement are possible. One possibility is that this Elder was 
the abbot of Suan Khuan at the time Sirima!gala resided there writing 
the Sa!kh-p-' (1520) — though in this case this abbot would not himself 
have travelled to La!k". This would mean that Suan Khuan monastery 
was affiliated to the S!ha%aga+a. Here its location in the city centre 
would raise questions concerning the local understanding of the 
“araññav#s!” qualification. Another less likely possibility is that this 
Elder is Buddhav$ra, the master Sirima!gala refers to in Ma!g-d. In this 
case, Sirima!gala would have been directly instructed by a S!ha%a-
bhikkhu. Both hypotheses actually link Sirima!gala to the “fay Pa” (f#y1 
                                                             
94 Known under its Thai name as Wat Ram Poeng (&'(%-83,90 v)t r#m1 p6"). 
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p#1) lineage. However, the information given by Paññ"s"mi about this 
“Elder who had visited La!k"” is too loose to be taken for granted. 
Furthermore, the fact that it comes very late in the historiography (S"s 
was written in the 19th century) makes it all the more questionable.  
 Sirima!gala’s affiliation to the “fay Pa” is also supported by his 
biography as recorded by Tho Jum na Bangchang and summarized 
above. This document states that Sirima!gala was once the abbot of 
Mah"bodh"r"ma (Chet Yot monastery), which was, after the Rattavana-
vih"ra, the most important monastery of the S$ha&aga%a. However, we 
have suggested that this is very unlikely considering the time frame, as 
this would have happened during the same period Sirima!gala produced 
some of his major works, which it is clear he in fact wrote in other 
places. Furthermore, the same document says that Sirima!gala was then 
appointed as the abbot of Suan Dok monastery (Pupph"r"ma) and 
resided there until his death. This is confusing, as this monastery was 
the very centre of Sumana’s lineage ( f#y1 svan), and thus in direct 
opposition with the S!ha%abhikkhus of the Pa Daeng monastery. If 
regular monks of the “fai Suan” and the “fay Pa” might not have 
continuously been in open conflict, it is unlikely that the abbot of the 
Suan Dok monastery would have been subsequently appointed as the 
abbot of the rival faction. Here again this illustrates how limited the 
credit is that can be given to this “biography”. 
 Ultimately, what pleads the most in favour of the hypothesis that 
Sirima!gala was a S!ha%abhikkhu are the four texts of his composition 
that have reached us. The huge number of quotations and textual 
references that Sirima!gala used to compose them show a high level of 
literacy and knowledge in Pali scriptures. The variety of the Pali sources 
on which Sirima!gala relies for his writings is astonishing ; not only 
does he extensively quote canonical scriptures and commentaries of all 
kind, but he also mentions grammatical works, cosmological treatises 
and later texts, some of which are not widely spread.95 Interestingly 
enough, Sirima!gala refers to some Pali texts that originated in Burma, 

                                                             
95  For Vess-d$p, Sirima!gala’s Pali sources are listed in Supaphan 1990: 400–

402 and Khemap"l$ 2006: 40–41 (see also Yamaka 2011: xii–xvii for further 
analysis); for Cakkav-d, see Supaphan 405–406 ; for Sa!kh-p-', ibid. 423. 
For Ma!g-d, see the second part of the present study (forthcoming). 
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such as the Ma+is#ramañjus#,96 the B#l#vat#ra-$!k#,97 the Candasuriya-
gatid!pan!,98 the Nep#tikapada-vibhatta,99 and, above all, the Sadd-
an!ti.100 Scrutinizing references and quotations in Sirima!gala’s 
writings shows that they correspond to Pali texts that were available in 
15th-century Burma, as is apparent in the Kaly"n$ inscription (1476), 
especially Vinaya commentaries and manuals (Sp, Sp-', Vmv, Vjb, Kkh, 
Kkh-', Vin-vn, Vin-vn(p)', P"lim, etc.) (cf. Hinüber 1996: 159–60).  
 The evident Burmese influence in Sirima!gala’s works (which is 
also observable in the writings of other Lan Na scholars of the 15th–
16th centuries)101 leads to questioning the authenticity of records of Lan 
Na monks having visited La!k". Indeed, one might be surprised that, on 
the one hand, connections with the island are highlighted in Thai 
historiography, while, on the other hand, Buddhist cultures that are geo-
graphically closer are more discreetly mentioned. Indeed, the presence 
of a Pali trend of Buddhism that is attested among various populations 
throughout the region for centuries (Pyu, Mon, Burmese, Khmer, 
Sukhothai) does not entail the conclusion that the use of Sinhalese 
Buddhism was a complete innovation at that time. The historiographical 
tradition of Northern Thailand certainly mentions Mon and Burmese 
civilizations, but barely assigns to them Lan Na’s own affiliation to 
                                                             
96 The Ma+is#ramañjus# is an exegesis of the Abhidhammatthavibh#vin! 

(Abhidh-s-mh'). It was written in 1466 by Ariyava#sa, a Burmese monk 
living on the banks of the Irawaddy (Bode 1909:42). 

97  This $!k# of the B#l#vat#ra was composed by a monk named Uttama, who 
was born in Pagan (Burma). He is also the author of the Lingatthavivarana-
$!k# (Bode 1909: 22). 

98  An astrological treatise written by a Burmese scholar named Uttama!ga 
(Hinüber 1996: 185). Its date of composition is unknown, but it is obviously 
older than Cakkav-d (1520), which quotes it. 

99 Nep#tikapada-vibhatta seems to be a commentary on the Abhidh#na-
ppad!pik# (a Pali lexicon written by Moggall"na at Sri Lanka in the 12th 
century). This text, which is rarely found in publications and catalogues, 
was written in 1351 by a high-ranking Burmese officer (Bode 1909: 27, 67).  

100 A Pali Grammar written in 1154 by Aggava#sa of Pagan (Bode 1909: 16). 
101 For example, the Saddabindu-vinicchaya (or °abhinava-$!k#), written by a 

scholarly monk originated in Haripuñjaya (i.e. Lamphun, Northern 
Thailand), is a commentary on a Pali Grammar, the Saddabindu, which was 
composed in Pagan in the 13th century. The Saddabindu seems to be 
unknown in Sri Lanka (Lottermoser 1987: 79). 
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Buddhism. Lower Burma, in particular, is depicted as an intermediary 
stage towards La!k" (Lorrillard 2018: 161), but not really as an 
important religious centre. Another fact that makes these records 
suspicious is that Lan Na sources show numerous inconsistencies and 
contradictions (in particular between records of the supporters of Pa 
Daeng and those of Suan Dok). Curiously enough, they also echo 
similar events that are said to have happened in other places at other 
times. Indeed, analogous events are related for Ava (Burma), where the 
monk Chapata established the S!ha%asa-gha congregation in 1181. The 
Sukhothai epigraphy also records the establishment in the Mon country 
(R"maññadesa) of an araññav#s! lineage by a certain Udumbara-mah"-
s"m$ who came from La!k" (EHS 11.1, Jkm 84), of whom Sumana is 
said to have been the pupil in Martaban.  
 Lao chronicles give another example in saying that Buddhism was 
introduced in Lan Xang kingdom by a religious mission of monks 
coming from La!k" and sent by the king of Mah"-Nagara (Angkor 
Thom).102 But it is the Kaly"n$ inscriptions that presents the most aston-
ishing similarities with the Lan Na accounts : these relate the journey of 
22 Peguan monks in La!k" (between 1476 and 1479), who subsequently 
introduced the Sinhalese lineage into Burma through a new procedure 
for ordinations and the custom of installing s!m# stones (cf. Taw Sein-
Ko 1892: 16-22). While it is true that according to these sources, the 
Thai mission to La!k" (circa 1420) predates that from Pegu (1476), it is 
striking that Burmese and Thai sources use, to a certain extent, the same 
proper names, toponyms and vocabulary — first and foremost the 
Kaly"n$ river on which both group of monks are said to have received a 
new ordination.103 In this regard, a comparison between the Kaly"n$ 
inscriptions and Jkm remains to be undertaken. One might also notice 
that references made to La!k" in Thai historiography are often legen-
dary. One example is the mention by several chronicles (Jkm, Cdv, Mls) 

                                                             
102 Michel Lorrillard (2001) has convincingly shown the artificial character of 

these events. 
103 On this matter see Cœdès (1925: 32). In addition, it should be noted that Jkm 

extensively borrows from the Mah#va-sa (as well as other Sinhalese chroni-
cles), which also relates the history of Buddhism in Sri Lanka from the 
perspective of reformists of the Mah"vih"ra, rivals of the two other monas-
teries, Abhayagiri and Jetavana. It is difficult not to see the resemblance 
between the two chronicles, both in terms of events and ideology.  
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that the Burmese king Anuruddha visited La!k" by riding on his horse 
through the air in order to bring back the Tipi$aka to Pagan, because the 
local scriptures were not correct (Penth 1994: 2). All this encourages us 
to see Lan Na historical records with caution, and to consider the possi-
bility that some of their account — especially those dealing with the 
journey of Thai monks to La!k" — is more literary schemes than 
historical facts. 
 At a broader level, the idea that Buddhism is a direct borrowing from 
La!k" has certainly political and symbolic issues that remain to be 
explored, as well as the fact that more often than not Burma is con-
cealed in Thai historiography. Yet the influence of Lower Burma on 
Sukhothai, and indirectly on Lan Na, is beyond doubt (Lorrillard 2018: 
169–70). Monks from 14th-century Lan Na, especially those close to the 
kings and linked to Suan Dok monastery, were used to going to Pagan 
and even participated in religious events there (Penth 1994: 72–73). In 
view of the geographic proximity with Burma, and of the dynamism 
towards Pali literacy that started in Ava, Martaban, and Pagan prior to 
the advent of the Lan Na kingdom, it is very likely that Pali scriptures 
were disseminated from the Irrawaddy valley rather than directly from 
Sri Lanka. Conversely, evidence shows that several Pali texts written in 
the 15th and 16th centuries in Lan Na circulated widely in Burma.104 
Furthermore, it has been explained above how the Pali writings that 
originated in Lan Na borrowed extensively from the Burmese Buddhist 
corpus. In the same vein, stylistic analysis shows that Buddha statues 
that were said to have come from La!k", such as the Phra Sihing 
Buddha image, were very probably crafted in Southeast Asia and based 
on a Burmese model. 
 It should also be emphasized that the “Tham” (>%%4 dharma) script, 
used in Northern Thailand and Laos for writing Buddhist texts, is close 
to the Burmese script while rather different from the Sinhalese script, 
which would be another indication of the Burmese influence on Lan Na 
Buddhist literacy. It just so happens that Tham script was precisely 
widespread from the 15th century, when the S!ha%abhikkhus are said — 
in the Mls — to have returned from La!k" with a new script that 
included 41 consonants (akkhara) in order to accurately write Pali (cf. 

                                                             
104 Among Lan Na Pali texts that are found in Burmese manuscript collections, 

we find the Ma!g-d, the Vess-d$p, the Sa!kh-p and its $!k#.  
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Sommai Premchit & Swearer 1977: 87).105 While it is commonly agreed 
that Tham script derives directly from the Mon script through the 
Haripuñjaya civilisation, the important historical gap between the latest 
Mon written testimonies (very beginning of the 13th century) and the 
appearance of Tham script (end of the 14th–15th centuries) raises 
serious questions for this connection. It is more likely that Tham script 
derives from a Mon-Burmese template that was used in Lower Burma at 
the turn of 15th century (Lorrillard 2018: 169–71). 
 As for the Burmese sources, such as S#sanava-sa and the Zimme 
Yazawin (“Chronicle of Chiang Mai”), they reflect concerns about 
Buddhism in Lan Na, and even consistently highlight the influence of 
Burma in matters of religion. S"s even suggests, although not in a 
straightforward way, that the development of an important Pali literature 
in the Yonakara''ha is the result of policies conducted by King 
Bayinnaung (1551–1581), who sent an Elder named Saddhammacakka-
s"mi to Chiang Mai with the task of “purifying the religion” (s#sanañ 
ca visodhetu-) in the kingdom (S"s 51). As Burmese seizure of Lan Na 
is supposed to have happened only in 1558, that is, much later than the 
composition of the first original Pali texts in Lan Na, one certainly 
might question this chronology. Still, the discrepancy between Burmese 
and Thai sources concerning the relationship between the two cultural 
domains in terms of Buddhism is noteworthy.  
 Finally, the Sinhalese historiography seems not to have kept traces 
of these early Thai missions, contrary to the later (18th century) visit of 
Siamese monks from Ayutthaya, which has been accurately recorded 
(see Supaphan 1988: 185). In any event, even if we believe in the 
authenticity of the journey to the island of La!k" made by Dhamma-
gambh$ra and his companions, we cannot help but be astonished by 
what seems to be a wilful omission of Burmese influence on Lan Na.106 

                                                             
105 The oldest testimony for Tham script could, however, be earlier, in the form 

of a short inscription from Sukhothai, dated 1376 (Penth 2004: 59 ; see also 
EHS 11). Nevertheless, it must be noted that this inscription is mainly 
written in Sukhothai script ; only the last line, a Pali verse, is written in 
Tham script. It is thus possible that this last line was added at a later period. 

106 The concealment of the contribution of Burma on Northern Thai culture still 
prevails today in Thailand. 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper has attempted to give a picture of a major Pali scholar in Lan 
Na in the particular context of the “golden age” of the kingdom, which 
lasted barely a century (mid-15th to mid-16th centuries). Scarcity of 
sources, in addition to the lack of reliability of some of them, makes the 
task difficult. In particular, the recent writings that are dedicated to 
Sirima!gala offer conjectures rather than certitudes. Luckily, the greater 
part of Sirima!gala’s writings have survived. These actually constitute 
the most reliable information we have about this prolific author.  
 Sirima!gala was probably born within the first decades of the reign 
of Tilokar"ja (1442–1487). His birth name was Uru, and he likely took 
the name under which he is actually known later on during his long and 
outstanding religious career. We do not know where he spent the first 
part of his religious life, as biographical elements available are not 
reliable. However, one can infer from his honourific titles (siri, mah#-
thera, #c#rya), and from the very high degree of knowledge of Pali 
scriptures he demonstrates, that Sirima!gala had already spent many 
years as a Buddhist monk at the time he wrote his main work. What we 
do know is the place where he was residing while he composed the 
Vessantarad!pan! (1517), the Cakkav#%ad!pan! (1520), and the Sa"khy#-
pak#saka-$!k# (1520), namely a small monastery commonly known as 
Suan Khuan located in close proximity to Phra Singh monastery 
(S$ha&"r"ma) in the centre of the city of Chiang Mai. Suan Khuan 
monastery was apparently a place where Pali texts were composed and 
copied. It was, moreover, very likely connected with S$ha&"r"ma in 
some way : not only does Sirima!gala repeatedly refer to this monastery 
in his colophons, but copies of his writings were ordered and repro-
duced there during his lifetime, or soon after. It is also probable that 
Sirima!gala participated in ceremonies organized in this monastery.  
 Sometime between 1520 and 1524, he moved from Suan Khuan to a 
secluded place situated outside Chiang Mai, a few kilometres (one 
g#vuta) south of the city walls. There he wrote the last of his composi-
tions (as far as we know), the Ma"galatthad!pan!. It is asserted today in 
Thailand that this place is the actual Tamnak monastery, but there are 
serious reasons to question this identification. In any case, Tamnak 
monastery is not the place Sirima!gala used to call Suan Khuan in his 
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colophons, contrary to what the actual name of the monastery (v)t 
t#-hn)k svan khv)ñ Sirima"gal#c#ry) implies.  
 Several elements, such as his religious name and the way he 
describes himself, suggest that Sirima!gala was a high ranking monk, 
possibly of a noble origin. But one must be more than cautious with the 
speculations put forward by modern scholars who would like to see him 
as having been appointed by kings to honourary functions, and even as 
belonging to the royal lineage. Certainly, his texts were known and 
widespread among the highest ranks of several cities in Lan Na, and 
even in other kingdoms, not only during his lifetime but also afterwards. 
There is even a probability that the Vess-d$p was sponsored by King 
Mueang Kaew himself, who would have had it recited during an ordina-
tion ceremony which took place in 1519 at the Pa Daeng monastery.  
 Other evidence, such as his proximity to the S$ha&"r"ma, leaves little 
doubt that Sirima!gala was an araññav#sin monk, in the sense that term 
was understood in Lan Na at that time. His alleged connection with an 
Elder “who had visited La!k"”, as well as the colophons of manuscript 
copies of his work, even reflects an association with the S!ha%abhikkhus 
of the Pa Daeng monastery. But the most convincing argument about 
Sirima!gala’s affiliation to the S!ha%aga+a is his own writings, which 
fall within the advent of the golden age of Lan Na and the development 
of Pali literature in the region. In this regard, it remains to be determined 
to what extent Sirima!gala and the other scholars of his time were 
connected to Burmese trends of Buddhism. Whether or not we believe 
in the reality of the expedition of the S!ha%abhikkhus to La!k", the 
influence of Burma on their followers is undeniable. Only an in-depth 
study of the Pali writings that have been produced in Lan Na can shed 
light on the impact that Burmese or Sinhalese Buddhism had on their 
authors. To do this, it would be best to start with Sirima!gala’s own 
works, as these are for the most part accessible to us. 
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KEY TO MAP OF CHIANG MAI 
1. Wat Phra Singh (S!ha%#r#ma) 
2. Wat Suan Khuan [now disappeared] 
3. Wat Chedi Luang (Mah#cetiy#r#ma) 
4. Wat Umong Thera Chan  
5. Wat Buppharam 
6. Wat Ku Tao (Ve%uvanavih#ra) 
7. Wat Khuang Singh 
8. Wat Chet Yot (Mah#bodh#r#ma) 
9. Wat Suan Dok (Pupph#r#ma) 
10. Wat Kao Tue [subsequently integrated into Wat Suan Dok] 
11. Wat Pa Daeng (Rattavanamah#vih#ra) 
12. Wat Umong Suan Puttharam (Ve%uvanavih#ra, Ve%uka$$h#r#ma) 
13. Wat Ram Poeng (Tapod#rama) 
14. Wat Tamnak Suan Khuan Sirima"gal#c#ry 

A. Chang Pueak Gate 
B. Chiang Ruak Gate (present-day Tha Phae Gate) 
C. Chiang Mai Gate 
D. Saen Pung Gate 
E. Suan Dok Gate 
F. Chang Moi Gate 

🁢  Old city walls 
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Pali ekakkharas Revisited 
Javier Schnake 

PALI LEXICOGRAPHY 

Indian literature written in Sanskrit has a long, rich lexicographic tradi-
tion, with the composition of glossaries or lists of words (nigha!"u) that 
are rare, unexplained or of difficult understanding in sacred texts. The 
Nirukta composed by Y!ska (ca. third century CE) is probably the most 
famous and the oldest witness of such works. Then, many specialized 
dictionaries on some groups of words or subjects have been developed. 
These lexicons can be synonymous, exposing lists of terms with one or 
more words having the same meaning (ek#rtha, sam#n#rtha), or homo-
nymical, compiling words with one or more meanings (anek#rtha, 
n#n#rtha). Among them are the ek#k$arako%as (“lexicons of mono-
syllables”) which deal with particles and monosyllabic terms that can be 
polysemic. Claus Vogel lists about eleven such texts (Vogel 2015 : 102–
104). These ek#k$arako%as are well known in the Sanskrit tradition as 
used mainly in two types of exercises : games on linguistic matters, such 
as riddles or learned poems, and Tantric practices where the meanings 
of the hidden characters are used in magic formulas and esoteric 
diagrams (Vogel 2015 : 102). 

Pali literature is far from being so prolific in this field of knowledge. 
The most ancient lexicographic work known is the Abhidh#nappa-
d&pik#,1 a vast dictionary of synonyms composed in the twelfth century 
by Moggall!na Thera in Ceylon. However, it is not the only lexicon that 
has reached us. There are, for example, the Dh#tumañj's# (fourteenth 
                                                             
1 The colophon is clear regarding the place and time of the Abhidh#na-

ppad&pik#’s composition : it has been elaborated at Pulatthipura (today 
Polonnaruva in Ceylon) under the reign of Mah! Par!kramab!hu. The identity 
of the author (Moggall!na) has been controversial, but he has to be distin-
guished from the Sinhalese grammarian. See the introduction of the Abhi-
dh#nappad&pik# edition for more details (Abh ix–xvi). 
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century) and Dh#tup#"ha (composed earlier) which list verbal roots 
(dh#tu)2 or the Abhidh#nappad&pik#-s'ci (nineteenth century) which 
arranges the entries of the Abhidh#nappad&pik# in a different way. A 
compendium focused on monosyllables was also composed in the 
sixteenth century, the Ekakkharakosa which we will come back to 
below. The list of Pali lexicons is however quite short compared to 
Sanskrit, even if we take into account the possibility that other texts 
have been lost. 

Despite this fact, the organization of linguistic entities has been a 
preoccupation since the early days of Pali Buddhism. Just as Sanskrit 
lexicography draws its source in Vedic literature, so the Tipi"aka con-
tains in germ what will be systematized later in specialized works. It 
must be admitted that this interest is mainly focused on synonyms. 
Indeed, the enrichment of linguistic resources is primarily for the pur-
pose of spreading the Buddha’s words to the greatest number, in a 
complex social and cultural context, and linguistic diversity. Unlike the 
Brahmin attitude towards Sanskrit, the Blessed One prescribes monks to 
diversify and expand their vocabularies to best fit their audience. The 
Ara!avibha(ga-sutta (M III 230) is the locus classicus on the subject, 
expressing perfectly in this well-known formula the need to adapt and 
vary one’s own language : 

janapadanirutti) n#bhiniveseyya, samañña) n#tidh#veyy# ti. 
M III 234,32 

One should not insist on local language, and one should not 
override normal usage. 

Bhikkhu Ñ!#amoli and Bhikkhu Bodhi 1995 : 1084,25f. 

This injunction warns against a misrepresentation of the language that 
would make it an object of attachment, as well as a use of words that 
would not be within the understanding of the audience. Language obeys 
social conventions and conveys ideas and concepts whose signifiers 
vary according to dialects and contexts. The Buddha suggests speaking 
                                                             
2 Rudolph O. Franke described these two works and mentioned also a third roots 

lexicon whose date and authorship are unknown, the Dh#tvatthad&pan& (Franke 
1902 : 69–76 ; 1903 : 317–318). It seems to focus on the material expounded in 
the Saddan&ti Dh#tum#l#. 
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in a language understandable to all, the role of synonyms being then 
essential. Enriching the lexicon aims to a certain extent at “populariz-
ing” the words of the Buddha. It is then one of the preferred methods in 
canonical literature for spreading the Dhamma (Nandawansa 2001 : 5). 

In parallel, the old layers of the Pali canon organize these elements. 
The first case is the Padabh#jan&ya section (“explanation of individual 
words”), the old commentary on the P#timokkha of the Vinaya-pi"aka 
(Norman 1983 : 166), which offers a precise analysis of rules word by 
word. It gives a clear explanation essentially in the form of lists of 
synonyms. This method is also formulated later in the Mah#niddesa, 
which, in addition to groups of synonyms, presents etymological con-
structions to account for the meaning of certain terms. For instance, 
eleven synonyms of the word “snake” are commented on : 

sappo vuccati ahi. ken’ atthena sappo ? sa)sappanto gacchat& 
ti sappo, bhujanto gacchat& ti bhujago, urena gacchat& ti urago 
(…)  

Nidd I 7,28 –8,1 
sappa (the creeper) means the snake. How is it the creeper ? 
“He creeps forward”, such is the creeper (sappo) ; “He moves 
forward contorting”, such is the serpent (bhuja-go) ; “He 
advances on the chest (he crawls)”, such is the crawler (ura-go) 
(…). 

Subsequent developments contained in the Nettippakara!a and Pe"ako-
padesa are an essential step towards the realization of lexicons (Law 
1933 : 634 ; Norman 1983 : 166 ; Nandawansa 2001 : 8). These guides for 
commentators to interpret and to transmit the word of the Master both 
define sixteen modes of transmission (h#ra) of the teachings. The syno-
nyms are one of the essential vectors of this diffusion, as described in 
sections entitled Vevacanah#ra (“mode of transmission by synonyms”) 
(Nett 53,1–56,24 ; Pe" 96,4–23). The commentators go on with this 
activity of lexical enrichment. They fully understand the use and 
functions of synonyms and also develop the field of homonyms and 
other grammatical resources (particles, prefixes, etc.) (Nandawansa 
2001 : 9-10). 
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MONOSYLLABLES (ekakkharas) 
In this general context, monosyllables are of very minor importance. 
They are present from the earliest days of Pali literature but do not 
follow the same way and systematic forms as synonyms. As they are 
very rare, their polysemic potential is still of little interest. They often 
occur within a formula or group of words which are repeated identically 
in various places, as for example the syllable s# that has been used for 
“dog” many times in the Pali canon in the sentence “not where a dog 
was waiting” (na yattha s# upa""hito) (D III 41,6 ; M I 77,34f. ; etc.). 

The late canonical literature expands their field of application, 
particularly the Mah#niddesa. This commentary inserted in the Pali 
canon includes monosyllables in its glosses. For instance, the syllable 
dh& which means “wisdom” (dh& vuccati paññ#) is called on to explain 
the meaning of dh&ra, “the sage”. It defines it “as one who possesses 
wisdom” (t#ya paññ#ya samann#gatatt# dh&r#) (Nidd I 44,24). Com-
mentators then integrated these monosyllables into the range of 
semantic tools, as being able to enrich the meaning of certain terms. 
These ekakkharas thus take part in artificial constructions of the mean-
ing or semantic etymologies, which strive to motivate the hidden link 
that exists between words and the things they designate. They reveal 
semantic contents that are unrelated to a morphological or linguistic 
analysis governed by grammatical conventions (see Balbir 1991 ; Kahrs 
1998a, 1998b ; Bronkhorst 2001). Contrary to a historical approach, 
their intention is more to unveil the essence or deeper meaning of a 
notion (Kahrs 1998b : 142–143) and to create verbal associations with 
“(des) valeurs symboliques et figurées” (Renou and Filliozat 1947 : 
§ 110). For instance, the syllable ka) participates in the etymology of 
the word kandara (cliff) at various places : 

kandaran ti ka) vuccati udaka), tena d#rita), udakena bhinna) 
pabbatapadesa). 

Sv I 209,25f. ; Nidd I 98,8f. ; etc. 

The word ka) means water. A mountainous place dug by water 
(ka)), that is split (d#rita)) by it, is “a cliff” (kan-dara)). 

Or the word dukkha) (suffering) defined many times by the addition of 
the respective meanings of du and kha) : 
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idha iti aya) saddo kucchite dissati, kucchitañ hi putta) duputto ti 
vadanti.  kha) saddo pana tucche, tucchañ hi #k#sa) khan ti 
vuccati.  idañ ca pa"hama-sacca) kucchita) aneka-upaddav#dhi-
""h#nato, tuccha) b#lajanaparikappitadhuvasubhasukhattabh#v# 
virahitato.   tasm# kucchitatt# tucchatt# ca dukkhan ti vuccati. 

Vism 494,27–32 ; Pa"is-a I 54,26–28 ; Vibh-a 84,2–7 ; etc. 

Here the word du (“bad”) is met with in the sense of vile (kucchita) ; 
for they call a vile child a du-putta (“bad child”). The word kham 
(“-ness”), however is met with in the sense of empty (tuccha), for 
they call empty space “kham”. And the first truth is vile because it is 
the haunt of many dangers, and it is empty because it is devoid of 
the lastingness, beauty, pleasure, and self conceived by rash people. 
So it is called dukkha) (“badness” = suffering, pain), because of 
vileness and emptiness.  

Bhikkhu Ñ!#amoli 2010 : 506, § 16 

Thus, the use and handling of these syllables suggest the existence or 
constitution of a background of references, from which commentators 
draw their knowledge. Ekakkharas are of particular interest because of 
their semantic potential, including the way they allow us to elucidate 
etymologies. 

LATE PERIOD3 
To the best of our knowledge, two works have organized and greatly 
exploited largely these monosyllables for different purposes : the Abhi-
dh#nappad&pik# elaborated by Moggall!na (twelfth century) and supple-
mented by its "&k# (fourteenth century), and the Saddan&ti composed by 
Aggava$sa (twelfth century).  

The Abhidh#nappad&pik# evidences an interest for ekakkkharas, but 
in an unorganized form. They are present among the abundance of syno-
nyms, and it is difficult to count their exact number without a thorough 
study of this work. However, the number of words treated and the multi-
plicity of meanings associated with these syllables largely exceed the 

                                                             
3 We designate by “late” the post-commentarial period (fifth century), without 

being now able to be more precise. Only reliable and available sources could 
help to delineate these developments with precision.  
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Saddan&ti (see below), as illustrated by the word sa). The Abhidh#na-
ppad&pik# gives nineteen different meanings while the Saddan&ti shows 
only four :4 

sa) s#ma) ca saya) (…). 
 Abh 1144 
sa) is oneself and by itself (…) 

#nande sañ ca di""h# ’tha (…). 
 Abh 1151 
sa) and di""h# are for joy (…). 
sa)!samodh#nasa(khepasamantattasamiddhisu, 
samm#bhusasah#ppatth#bhimukhatthesu sa(gate, 
vidh#ne pabhave p'j#punappunakriy#disu. 
 Abh 1170 
sa) is for combination, summary, totality, and prosperity, 
Correct, abundant, with, little thing, and turned towards, meeting, 
Performance, origin, tribute, repeated action, etc. 

Moreover, the Abhidh#nappad&pik#-"&k# gives helpful indications regard-
ing the use of these monosyllables and the existence of some lexicons. 
First, it perfectly integrates other monosyllables in some of its glosses 
by way of etymological constructions. There are many examples, such 
as the gloss of gotta) “the clan” : 

go vuccati abhidh#na) buddhi ca, “te t#yat&” ti gotta) 
gotram pi “gava) sadda) t#yat&” ti v# gotta). 

Abh-" 332 
go means naming and knowledge. “It preserves (t#yati) 

them” such is the clan (go-tta), go-tra)). 
Or “it preserves sound and knowledge (gava))” ; it is the 

clan (go-tta)). 

In addition, some explanations reflect a certain degree of elaboration. To 
some extent this can be explained by the fact that some of them are Pali 
adaptations of passages found in Sanskrit works, such as the 

                                                             
4 See Sadd 245,4–246,3. tatra sa) vuccati santacitto puriso (…) sa) vuccati 

dhana) (…) tath# sa) vuccati sukha) santi ca (…). 
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Vi%vaprak#%a, a Sanskrit lexicon written in 1111 CE by Mahe%vara. This 
is the case for ko and ka) : 

ko brahmatt#n&lakkesu sam#ne sabban#mike, p#vake ca 
may're ca sukhas&sajalesu kan ti.5 

Abh-" 1198 
ko is for Brahma, for self, wind, sun, equal, pronoun ; 
ka) is for fire, peacock, as well as happiness, head, water. 

 Finally, this commentary refers (in nominative or locative form) to an 
ekakkharakosa on six occasions.6 This term could be understood either 
as “lexicon of monosyllables” or as the title of a work (Lexicon of 
Monosyllables). This is unlikely since the Pali treatise having this name 
was composed two centuries later (the Ekakkharakosa) and since these 
monosyllables are not referenced in a Sanskrit work called Ek#k$ara-
ko%a (see below). In any case, these references to one or more lexicons 
(kosa) of the genre, in addition to the elements previously mentioned, 
suggest that textual sources focusing on monosyllables were sufficiently 
structured (although not yet determined) and were circulating at the turn 
of the first millennium.  

The second work, the Saddan&ti, occupies a central place when the 
analytical study of lexicon is concerned. This masterpiece offers an 
exhaustive description of the Pali language, not only in a grammatical 
way, but also philologically and hermeneutically. It is not surprising to 
see that it participates actively in the development of the Pali lexico–
logical tradition. It contains a large number of lists of synonyms and 
homonyms (Nandawamsa 2011 : 11), and an entire section is dedicated 
                                                             
5 It refers to Vi%vaprak#%a 24.  
  ko brahm#tm#nil#rke$u %amane sarvan#mni ca, 
  p#vake ca may're ca sukha%&r$ajale$u kam.  
6 Abh-" 84. “# tu kodhamud#""&s'” ti hi ekakkharakose vutta). 
 Abh-" 156. “pasaddo paramatthe p&” ti hi ekakkharakose vutta). 
 Abh-". 262. “a pume m#dhave ñeyyo, pa"isedhe tad’ abyaya) ; & satthe ca  
   viruddhatthe, sadisatthe payogato” ti. hi ekakkharakose vutta).  
 Abh-". 661. “d# d#nacchedadh#t'” ti hi ekakkharakose, […].  
 Abh-" 743. “# tukodhamud#""&s'” ti hi ekakkharakoso.  
 Abh-" 1162–1163. “po siy# paramatthasmi), p#tu v#tesu p# bhave” ti 
   ekakkharakose vutto. 
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to the roots or dh#tu (the Dh#tum#l#, Sadd chapters 15 to 19). In addi-
tion, the Saddan&ti focuses on monosyllables and organizes them in a 
specific section (Sadd 239,6–246,8). They are examined in alphabetical 
order (from ka to sa)), in the context of noun declensions and the 
establishment of the genres of the words considered. Compounds con-
structed on this basis are supported by examples and quotations taken 
from various texts. Thus, the introductory stanzas of the tenth section of 
the Padam#l# present a series of sixteen monosyllables that retain 
Aggava$sa's attention : 

viñnn'na)  
gambh&ra-buddhi-c#rattha) pavakkh#mi yath#bala) : (…) 
ko vi s# c' eva bh# r# ca th& dh& k' bh' tath' eva ka) kha) go 
mo m# ca sa) yan ta) ki) icc #di ca ekik# ti. 

Sadd 236,1–8 

I will expose the things that deepen the intelligence of wise 
people, according to their ability : (…) 

The elements “ko vi s#” and “bh# r# th& dh& ku bh'”, 
Then ka) kha) go mo m# ca sa) yan ta) ki)”. 

For instance, the word r# is presented in this way : 

r# vuccati saddo. Aggaññasutta"&k#ya) hi “r# saddo tiyyati 
chijjati etth# ti ratti satt#na) saddassa v'pasamak#lo” ti 
vutta) — tasm# r!saddassa saddav#cakatte ratt& ti pada) 
nidassana). (Sadd 237,1–4) 
r# means noise. For it is said in the Aggaññasutta-"&k! : the 
night (ra-tti) is the time of the cessation of noise for beings, as 
r# (means) noise, tiyyati (means) “it is cut” here. That is why 
when we express “noise” with the word r#, the word “night” 
(ratti) is an example. 

Aggava$sa was mainly inspired by the exegetical literature in Pali to 
illustrate this set of monosyllables, but not only that. Indeed, in his entry 
on mo, he justified the grammatical passage from m# to mo, both mean-
ing moon, stating that “the method has been understood according to the 
Ekakkharakosa [in Sanskrit], and it has to be said with the o letter as in 
‘mo is Siva as well as the moon’ ” (ekakkharakosato naya) gahetv# 
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“mo Sivo candim# c’ ev#” ti ok#rantavasena vattabbatt#) (Sadd 243,19f.). 
In the Saddan&ti edition Helmer Smith identified the source of reference 
(Sadd 243, n. 8), namely the Ek#k$arako%a, a Sanskrit lexicon com-
posed by the grammarian Puru'ottamadeva at the same period in 
Orissa.7 This fact illustrates the penetration and adaptation of Sanskrit 
technical works in Pali erudite circles at that time, and illustrates similar 
connections between the Abhidh#nappad&pik# and the Amarako%a, the 
Vuttodaya and the V*ttaratn#kara, or also parts of the Subodh#la(k#ra 
and the K#vy#dar%a.8 The Saddan&ti also exhibits the meticulous interest 
in language artifices present during this period, monosyllables then 
becoming objects of study in their own right. In the absence of other 
available sources, this grammar marks a milestone in the history of Pali 
lexicography dealing with the ekakkharas.   

The presence of monosyllables was enlarged through their inclusion 
in works where playing with linguistic elements is at the centre, such as 
the enigmatic and poetic genres targeted at a learned audience. They are 
still used to shed light on etymological points, as for instance in the 
Vidaddhamukhama!+ana-"&k#, a commentary on the undated compen-
dium of learned riddles, the Vidaddhamukhama!+ana (Balbir 2007 : 
346–360) : 

bh#ti #bh#t& ti bh# ra)s&. bha) karot& ti bh#karo suriyo. 
Vid-" ole g!, lines 4f. 

It lights, illuminates (is the meaning of) bh# (which means) 
ray. It produces light, (therefore it is) bh#kara (which means) 
sun. 

attha) dh#ret& ti dh& paññ#. 
  Vid-" ole ku, line 3 

It supports a meaning, (therefore it is called) dh& (which means) 
wisdom. 

                                                             
7 See the Ek#k$arako%a edition of Ram Kumar Rai (2005 : § 27) which men-

tioned ma, %iva% candram# (…).  
8 For instance, the section dealing with riddles (pahe-ik#) is based on the 

classification provided by the K#vy#dar%a ; see Subodh 33 (footnote 1). 
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But ekakkharas also become parts of more complex compositions, 
allowing different levels of understanding. The Subhodh#la(k#ra, a 
treatise on poetics composed in Ceylon by Sa(gharakkhita (twelfth 
century), integrated these tools in its technical demonstrations. Among 
the multiple “embellishments of speech” or ala(k#ras developed in this 
work, silesa (polysemies) and pahe-& (enigmas) are a fertile soil for 
ekakkharas. The first method, the silesa, is characterized by the prin-
ciple of “simultaneity” of a significant element, here the use of 
polysemic terms.9 For instance :  

s#rad#malak#bh#so sam#n.taparikkhayo, 
kumud#karasambodho p.!eti janata)!sudh&.  
 Subodh 290 

(Meaning 1) 
It has a pure light in autumn, 
It carries the decline, 
It is the awakening for lotus 

groups, 
It rejoices the assembly of 

people, 
It is the pure (i.e. the moon). 

 

(Meaning 2) 
He promises the excellent, 
He has the pure light that comes 

from the head, 
He ended (suffering) and brought 

peace, 
He is the awakened source of joy 

on earth, 
He rejoices the assembly of 

people, 
He is the sage (i.e. the Buddha) 

The work done on the linguistic chain permits a statement with a double 
meaning. Monosyllables allow manipulations of the compounds, giving 
different readings according to the different divisions of words. The two 
commentaries (the por#!a-° and abhinava-"&k#) are here indispensable : 
s#rado (in autumn) and s#ra-do (he promises the excellent) ; amalak’-
#bh#so (it has a pure light) and amala-k’-#bh#so (he has the pure light 
that comes from the head), where ka designates the head ; sam#n&ta-
parikkhayo (it carries the decline) sam’-#n&ta-parikkhayo (he ended 
[suffering] and brought peace) ; kumud’-#kara-sambodho (it is the 

                                                             
9 See for instance the works of Yigal Bronner on the subject (Bronner 2010, 

2014). 
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awakening for lotus groups) and ku-mud’-#karasambodho (he is the 
awakened source of joy on earth), where ku designates the earth ; sudh& 
(it is the pure) and su-dh! (he is the sage), where su is for beautiful and 
dh& wisdom. 

Certain types of enigmas (pahe-ik#) also include monosyllables in 
their construction.10 The ubhayacchann# type (“the two are hidden”) 
illustrates this pattern : 

ala(karonto bhuvana) sassiriko sadevaka), 
kasmi) sañj#tasa)vaddho ko na ten’ upalimpat. ti. 
 Subodh-p" 63,6f. 
(Meaning 1) 
He is resplendent, 
He embellishes the world 

including the devas, 
Where (kasmi)) does one rise 

and develop (spiritually) ? 
Who is not stained thanks to 

him ?  
(answer : the Buddha)  

(Meaning 2) 
It is resplendent, 
It always embellishes the world 

and the water (ka)), 
It was born and grows in the 

water (kasmi)), 
Water does not adhere to it.  
(answer : the lotus) 

Here, the “container” and the “contained” are hidden (Sternbach 1975 : 
49) : the enigma makes use of specific linguistic elements, here the 
ekakkharas, to play alternatively with the different meanings of the 
term. In this example, ka is the key word : it promotes first the elabora-
tion of an interrogative statement, ka being the interrogative pronoun 
“where” (kasmi)), and then gives the answer to this question since ka 
means also “water”, in the accusative (ka)) and locative (kasmi)) 
cases. 

The Vajiras#ratthasa(gaha composed by Ratanapañña in Lanna in 
1534 CE illustrates another way to use these minimal linguistic units.11 
This compendium, dedicated among other things to linguistic matters, 

                                                             
10 See for instance Gerow 1971 : 210–217 and Porcher 1979 for more details on 

the subject. 
11 The critical edition of this text is forthcoming (Ratanapañña’s Vajiras!rattha-

sa(gaha and Its )&k!, Bristol : The Pali Text Society.) 
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devotes four short chapters to different types of enigmas, probably 
inspired by the Pali Vidaddhamukhama!+ana. Again, ekakkharas parti-
cipate in the process, for instance in the antap#dottara chapter (“the 
answer is at the end”) which plays with the spatial position of questions 
and answers in the stanza, as well as with the different divisions of 
compound words. Here, the first three verses contain the questions, 
while the last details the respective answers : 

ko khe dhamme ca k# ko c’ abbhantare y#ti ko ’!!ata), 
k’ o!ata) ko aghanta) ko v. dhi m#narahorah#.  
 Vss 128 
Who moves in the sky ? Who (travels) in the Dhamma ? 
And who (moves) between the clouds ? Who (leads) to arrogance ? 
Who (makes) a bow ? Who (leads to suffering) ? 
Who (puts) an end to suffering ? 
The bird, wisdom, the moon, pride,  
The one who has no arrogance, loneliness, the Arahant. 

Three monosyllables are used by the author in his demonstration : v& 
for bird, dhi for wisdom, and m# for moon.  

ko khe !k!se y#ti  ? – v! saku#o. 
k# dhamme y!ti  ? – dhi pann!. 
ko ca abbhantare antarikkhe y!ti  ? – m" cando. 
ko u!!ata) y!ti  ? – m#no. 
ko o!ata) y!ti  ? – m#na-raho m!na-rahito. 
ko agha) dukkha$ y!ti  ? – raho sok&. 
ko aghanta) dukkhass’ anta$ y!ti  ? – arah#.  

 Vss-" 128 

The Vajiras#ratthasa(gaha offers another puzzling mechanism des-
ignated as pañhasamottara (“the answer is in the question”). Ratana-
pañña proposes compositions of his own but also borrowed from other 
works such as the Saddan&ti which can hardly be suspected of promot-
ing recreational matters, underlining then an essential point : all these 
riddles were probably not just for the entertainment of mind, this genre 
having gained a singular and serious status among scholarly circles. For 
instance : 
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u!hak#le kam icchanti kam icchanti pip#sit#, 
pacc#mitt# kam icchanti kam icchanti du[k]kha""it#. 
 Sadd 281,23f. ; Vss 133 

(Questions) 
What (ka)) do you want 

when it's hot ? 
What (ka)) do thirsty people 

want ? 
What (ka)) do enemies want ? 
What (ka)) do people who 

suffer from suffering want ? 

(Answers) 
When it's hot, we want wind (ka)).  
Thirsty people want water (ka)).  
Enemies want the head (ka)).  
People afflicted by suffering desire 

happiness (ka)). 

Here, the monosyllable ka is simultaneously the interrogative pronoun 
(“what”) and a polysemic word with several meanings that are perfectly 
attested in the corresponding technical literature : wind, water, head, and 
happiness.  
 Monosyllables and their potentialities were well known by learned 
monks in Northern Thailand during its “golden age” (15th–16th cen-
turies). This is not surprising as Lanna was an active centre of Pali 
studies where scholar monks showed in their works a deep interest in 
the rules underlying the structure of language (Schnake 2018 : 98–106). 
A prolific author such as Ñ!#akitti12 made use of these ekakkharas and 
elucidated the etymology of some notions with their help. The volumi-
nous Abhidhammatthasa(gaha-vibh#vin&-attha-yojan#13 offers examples, 
dissecting the meaning and morphology of the terms with the help of 
various linguistic tools (roots, morphology, etc.). The Saddan&ti is here 
called upon several times and is clearly one of the sources of reference, 
as shown for instance by the gloss of karu!# (“compassion”) : 

ka) rundhat& ti v# karu!# y# dhammaj#ti, ka) sukha) rundhati iti 
tasm# s# dhammaj#ti, karu!# dutiy#tappuriso.  kasaddo sukhattha-
v#cako.  tena vutta) : 

                                                             
12 See von Hinüber 2000 : 123–34 for more details concerning this Lanna 

scholar monk. 
13 This title is given in CPD as Abhidhammatthasa(gaha-vibh#viniya Pañcik# 

n#ma Atthayojan#. 
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k#ye brahmani vate [sic] ca sirojalasukhesu ca14 
kasaddo vattati t&su pum# ; t&su napu)sako ti.  

 Sadd 281,15f. 
dukkha) kusat&15 ti ka) sukha). 

 Abhid-a-mh-y 5, 11-16 
 “It does not take into account (its own) happiness” such is com-
passion (ka-ru!#) born in the Dhamma, or else “it ignores (its own) 
happiness (ka))” because it is born from the Dhamma. “Compas-
sion” (ka-ru!#) is a tappurisa compound. The word ka has the 
meaning of happiness, because it is said : 

The word ka is used for body, Brahma, 
Wind, and head, water and happiness ; 
Masculine for three, neutral gender for three. 

Happiness (ka)) is “what slices the suffering”.  
Surely Ñ!#akitti made use of these polysemic syllables in his other so-
called attha-yojan#s. Only a study of those available would provide 
confirmation. 

As said earlier, the Vajiras#ratthasa(gaha and its "&k# display 
interest in ekakkharas in learned riddles. In addition, this compendium 
also offers a synthesis of monosyllables modeled on the list provided by 
the Saddan&ti. The Vajiras#ratthasa(gaha-"&k# also glosses these lin-
guistic units, but adds an element concerning the circulation of these 
lexicons. Indeed, in the section dealing with the word go, it is said : 

Visuppak#sapakara!e pana : 
gosaddo saggara)s&su vajir#jjunav#r&su, 
dis#nayanacandesu pasumhi vacane bh'v& ti vutta). 
 Vss-" 223–225 
It is also said in the work (named) Visuppak#sa : 
The word go is for heaven, ray, diamond, Ajjuna tree, water, 
Direction, eyes, moon, cattle, speech, earth. 

The Visuppak#sa is very likely the Vi%vaprak#%a already mentioned, 
whose stanza dealing with go is close in content to the Vajira-

                                                             
14 Compare Smith’s ed. of Sadd: k#ye Brahman& v#te ca s&se jalasukhesu ca.  
15 Probably derived from Sanskrit ku$!ati “to cut, to fill” as indicated in A 

Dictionary of P#li (cf. *kus2). 
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s#ratthasa(gaha-"&k#.16 It is still difficult to determine the diffusion of 
this lexicon in Southeast Asia, and to know whether it had been adapted 
in Pali, especially since it is absent from any work of reference. How-
ever, it seems to have exerted an influence among learned circles from 
Lanna at this time. Indeed, there is another text that probably made use 
of this literary source. The Saddabinduvinicchaya composed by Dhamma-
kitti Phussadeva a few decades before the Vss (end of the fifteenth 
century) also illustrates the word go in its n#makappa section through a 
stanza very close in content to that of the Vajiras#ratthasa(gaha-"&k#, 
which suggests a common background.17 
 The compilation of monosyllables finds a culmination in a work 
totally dedicated to the topic, the Ekakkharakosa. This text also sheds 
light on these linguistic units and on their allegorical value during the 
same period. 

THE EKAKKHARAKOSA 
Composed in 1525 by Saddhammakitti this huge work from Taungu 
(Burma) requires the support of its commentary, the Ekakkharakosa-"&k# 
(same period), in order to be fully apprehended. Unique in the Pali 
literary landscape, it is a major contribution in the lexicographic field, 
especially since this work is still living in Burma : this “minor” gram-
matical text18 enjoys a certain popularity and is a part of the monastic 
curriculum. Composed in anu""hubha meter, the Ekakkharakosa deals 
with all the letters of the alphabet, each of them liable to be the subject 
of multiple entries (e. g. ka, ki, ki), ku). A total of 136 different mono-
syllables which define proper nouns, roots, prefixes and particles are 
listed and explained. Clearly the Ekakkharakosa surpasses the Saddan&ti 
in this field of knowledge. To measure the significant contribution of 

                                                             
16 See Vi%vaprak#%a 4cd-5ab. 
     gau, svarge v*$abhe ra%mau vajre candramasi sm*ta, 
     arjune netra-dig-b#na-bh'-v#g-v#ri$u gaur mat#. 
17 Sadd-v 94,17f. 
     gosaddo saggara)s&su vajir#nunev#disu 
     dassane nayanantesu pasumhi vacane bhuv& ti. 
18 For a description of these “minor” grammatical texts, see the introductory 

part of Sadd-v and Ruiz-Falqués 2017 : 28–29. 
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this text to this linguistic discipline, let us take as an example the 
monosyllable vi :  

vi tu dh#t’ upasaggesu pakkhipakkhandanesu ca, 
sa)sibbane vin#s#ya) padissati payogato 
vividh#tisay#bh#ve bh'satt’ issariy’ accaye, 
viyoge kalahe p#tubh#ve bh#se ca kucchane, 
dur#nabhimukhatthesu moh#nava""hit&su ca, 
padh#ne dakkhat#khede sahatth#do ca dissati. 
vi exists to designate a root, a prefix, bird, and springing,  
Sewing together, destruction, 
Multitude, abundance, absence of, being decorated, suprem-

acy, fault, 
Separation, conflict, appearance, language, and contempt. 
And it appears for far, diverted from, ignorance, unstable, 
Effort, dexterity, regret, with one's own hands. 

Twenty-five different meanings are here referenced, all subjected to 
analysis in the Ekakkharakosa-"&k# :  

 “vin#yako vindo” ti #d&su pakkhimhi.  “v&na) n#yako adhi-
pati (ti) vin#yako supa!!asa(kh#to garu-o.  v&na) saku!#na) 
indo s#m&” ti vindo garu-o ti attho. 

“vin#yako ti vindo” ti etth’ eva visaddo pakkhandane hoti. 
tattha hi “vin#ti pakkhandat&” ti vi  saku!o ti attho. 

“nibb#nan” ti ettha vidh#tu sa$sibbane hoti.  tattha hi 
“vin(#)ti sa)sibbat&” ti v#na).  tato “v#nato nikkhantan” ti 
nibb#nan ti attho.  

Ekakkh-" 512,16–21 

It is for bird as in “the lord of birds, the king of birds”. “He is the 
lord (n#yako), the ruler of birds (v&na))” such is the lord of birds 
(vi-n#yako), the Garu+a (otherwise) called the Supa##a. He is the 
king (indo), the ruler of birds (v&na))” such is the king of birds (v’-
indo), the Garu+a. Such is the meaning.  
  “Lord of birds (vin#yaka)” means “king of birds (vi-inda)”. Here, 
the word vi is for jumping. For here vi means “he jumps (vin#ti) 
(which is equal to) pakkhandati”. The meaning (of vi) is bird 
(saku!o)  
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 In “Nibb!na” the root vi is for sewing together. Indeed, “it 
weaves, entwines” such is the attachment (v#na)). Therefore Nibb!na 
is “the eradication of attachment”. Such is the meaning.  

Little information is available about this lexicon and its sources, this 
work having not received much attention from Western scholars.19 The 
Ekakkharakosa is mentioned in works dealing with Pali literature,20 but 
did not arouse more curiosity,21 and was sometimes described with 
imprecision.22 The author collected a lot of information from many 
works he did not quote explicitly (Saddan&ti, Abhidh#nappad&pik#, 
Kacc#yana, etc.), the voluminous commentary increasing the number of 
examples by various borrowings from Pali literature (J#taka, Vida-
ddhamukhama!+ana, P#dar'pasiddhi, Dhammasa(ga!&-m'la"&k#, etc.). 
Saddhammakitti’s motivations to compose this text came in a troubled 
political context in Burma, as reported by scholars23 and as detailed in 
the following extract from the S#sanava)sa : 

So the Thera Saddhammakitti wrote the Ekakkharakosa. Indeed, in 
the year 887 of the Kali era (i.e. 1525 CE) the light of the S!sana 
disappeared throughout the kingdom of Tambad&pa for fear of the 

                                                             
19 Exception being made of Paul Grimblot who considered preparing the 

transliteration of the text and of its commentary (Grimblot 1862 : 753). 
20 For example, Bode 1909 : 45 ; Law 1933 : 634 ; Norman 1983 : 167, etc. 
21 Rudolf O. Franke said of this text that it was “ohne Bedeutung für die Pali-

Kenntnis” (“without importance for our knowledge of Pali”) (Franke 1902 : 
77, n. 2).  

22 In the introduction to his edition Subh,ti incorrectly described the Eka-
kkharakosa as “a small vocabulary of words of various meanings ending in 
certain final letters” (Subh,ti 1865 : vii), an assertion later repeated by Mabel 
H. Bode in her edition of the S#sanava)sa (S!s 23, n. 3). 

23 Mabel H. Bode stated that “the Ekakkharakosa was written to keep alive 
sacred learning, then in mortal danger from the great destruction of books in 
the land” (S!s 23,21–24,22) ; or as K.R. Norman also summed up the 
situation : “during the difficult period of persecution in the fifteenth century, 
and in the belief that survival depends on correct understanding of the texts 
his book was intended to help with the proper understanding of Pali” 
(Norman 1983 : 167). 
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families called Jaluma (who were of) wrong views.24 Thus, many 
manuscripts were destroyed by fire. There, observing that he felt 
anxious and thought, “If the study of the doctrine perishes, then the 
doctrine by the practice will disappear ; when the doctrine by the 
practice is gone, what will become of the doctrine by the penetration 
of meaning ? (Therefore) he wrote this text.” This is said in the 
commentary.25 

Surely the S#sanava)sa refers to the following passage from the 
Ekakkharakosa-"&k# : 

At this moment, the master (thought) in this kingdom, the continuity 
of the S!sana through the existence of the study (of texts) (pariyatti) 
will be interrupted in a short time. When the continuity of the study 
has been interrupted, the continuity of the practice (pa"ipatti) will be 
interrupted. When the continuity of practice will be interrupted, 
recluses and householders who failed in (this) practice will have a 
bad destiny ; they will disappear.26  

The text describes a well-known process that goes well beyond this 
local context : the destruction of the S!sana by the successive dis-
appearance (antaradh#na) of teachings/study (pariyatti), practice (pa"i-
patti), and the penetration of these teachings (pa"ivedha) which is not 
explicitly mentioned here. This process, detailed in Buddhaghosa’s 
                                                             
24 It refers to the Shan ruler Salun, remembered in Burmese history as the 

conqueror of the Ava Kingdom in about 1523 CE. Salun placed his son 
Thohanbwa on the throne, reputed for his roughness and brutality against 
Buddhist monks (see Phayre 1883 : 87f. and 93)  

25 S!s 76,1–9. Ekakkharakosam pana Saddhammakittithero ak#si. so hi kaliyuge 
satt#s&-adhike a""hasate sampatte micch#di""hik#na) Jalumasaññit#na) 
kul#na) bhayena sakale pi Tambad&para""he s#sanobh#so mil#yati.  bah'ni 
pi potthak#ni aggibhayena nassessu).  tad# ta) pavatti) passitv# sace 
pariyattidhammo vinasseyya pa"ipattidhammo pi nassissati pa"ipattidhamme 
nassante kuto pa"ivedhadhammo bhavissat& ti sa)vega) apajjitv# ima) 
gantha) ak#s&ti ta""&k#ya) vutta) vutta). 

26 Ekakkh-" 428,12–16. tasmi) ca k#le ayam #cariyo imasmi) ra""he sambh'to 
pariyattis#sanava)so acira) pacchijjeyya. pariyattiva)se pacchinne pa"i-
pattiva)so pacchijjeyya, pa"ipattiva)se pacchinne pabbajit# gaha""h# ca 
pa"ipattiya) virajjhitv# duggatig#mino yebhuyyena bhaveyyu). 
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commentaries, highlights the value of the study (pariyatti) to the 
expense of the two others, an elementary condition to sustain the living 
of the S!sana.27 Focus on pariyatti aims to counteract, or rather delay 
from the Buddhist perspective, this destruction of the Buddhist com-
munity. The composition of the Ekakkharakosa intended to reverse this 
process, as expressed in its commentary : 

Free of the fear aforementioned, sons of good family, modest and 
devoted, confident, left household life in order to find a way out in 
the S!sana. They produced renewed efforts by memorization and 
learning, etc., of canonical texts, commentaries, etc., and by this 
work (i.e. the Ekakkharakosa) as a support they will have the certain 
knowledge. In accordance with this, they will have a perfect 
practice. In these circumstances, the continuity of study and practice 
will become prosperous and flourishing and will last without 
interruption for 5,000 years. In this context, the one whose spirit is 
guided by compassion composed this work thinking “here in the 
Tamba kingdom, having found pleasure in gift and discipline, in the 
fulfilment by the study, beings could reach liberation, the divine 
abodes”.28  

Thus, the compilation of what best embodies the value of the syllable, 
because of its range of meanings, is considered according to this extract 
as a concentrate of the Buddhist doctrine. Beyond a work of lexical 
synthesis, the development of this work is then placed in a soteriological 
perspective. It corroborates the views of Pagan’s grammarians who no 
longer view the study of language as a way to normalize the Pali lan-
guage, that is to say the study of its structure and its forms. They offer 
above all an exhaustive description of the language, and promote a 

                                                             
27 See Sv III 898,18–21 ; Ps IV 115,10–13 ; Vibh-a 431,27–30. 
28 Ekakkh-" 428,22–30. (…) yath#vuttabhayesu v'pasantesu, lajjipesal# saddh#-

sampann# kulaputt# s#sane nissara!atth#ya pabbajitv# ima) pakara!a) 
niss#ya p#-iy’ a""hakath#d&su savanuggahadh#ra!#divasena punappuna) 
uss#ha) katv# yath#bh'ta) bujjhissanti.  tadanus#rena ca samm#pa"ipatti) 
pa"ipajjissanti.  eva) sati pariyattipa"ipattiva)so ca puna pi iddho ph&to 
sa)vutto hutv# y#va pañcavassasahassapariyanta) aviccheda) apa-
vattissati.  evañ ca sati idha tambara""he satt# pariyattiparip'ra!esu d#na-
s&l#d&su abhirat# hutv# saggamokkhal#bhino bhaveyyun ti karu!#sañcodita-
m#naso hutv# ida) pakara!am ak#si. 
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method to correctly interpret and transmit the Pali texts in order to 
sustain and keep the pariyatti alive (Ruiz-Falqués 2015 : iii).29 The 
Saddan&ti which influenced many of these Pali works during these times 
is in that way unequivocal. It perfectly reflects this vital and conceptual 
orientation, as expressed in the parable concluding the text :  

This has been composed by me (to support) the study, the 
practice, and the penetration (of meaning), 

This is why we have to listen to this : 
“Is the study (pariyatti) the basis of the S!sana of the Master, 
Or is it the practice (pa"ipatti) ?” 
It was said “the study !” 
Indeed, it was said by the Blessed One, the Buddha, 
The kinsman of the sun, (regarding) what makes the S!sana 

last for 5,000 years : 
“As long as the Suttanta exists, as long as the Vinaya illumi-

nates, 
They see the sky when the sun rises, 
When the Suttanta is gone and the Vinaya is lost, 
Darkness happens in the world like the sun at bedtime, 
When the Suttanta is protected, practice is preserved, 
The sage is established in practice, he is not deprived of the 

liberation of the attachments.”30 

                                                             
29 Note that this concern for the end of the S!sana also reached the Sukhothai 

and Lanna kingdoms during the 14th–16th centuries. For instance, King 
Lidaya evoked the different steps leading to this fatality in the Nagara Jum 
inscription dated 1357 CE (Griswold and Prasert 1973, 98–102), and 
composed the Traibh'mikath# (1345 CE) to delay this deadline (Cœdès 1957, 
348–51). Lanna scholar monks showed a sharp interest in the structure of 
language in some works, surely in order to sustain the pariyatti (Schnake 
2018, 98–105), and the importance of grammar is clearly formulated in the 
Padaeng Chronicles, in their task to preserve the monastic rules and the 
symbolic order (Schnake 2018, 93–97). 

30 Sadd 926,30–927,27.  
  pariyattipa"ipattipa"ivedh#na) eva me 
  atth#ya racita) eta), tasm# sotabbam ev’ ida). 
        “pariyatti nu kho m'la) s#sanassa mahesino 
  ud#hu pa"ipatt&” ti.  “pariyatt&” ti d&paye. 
  vutta) h’eta) Bhagavat# buddhen#diccabandhun# 
  pañca vassasahass#ni s#sana""hitik#rin# : 
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Beside the linguistic contribution to Pali lexicographical knowledge, the 
elaboration of the Ekakkharakosa can surely be appreciated in this 
optic : preserving the sacred word of the Buddha from final destruction, 
and making it last. 

CONCLUSION 
It is still difficult to have a definitive idea regarding the history of these 
ekakkharas. Although they have had some success in the Sanskrit tradi-
tion, their developments have been more uneven in the Pali field. The 
origin of ekakkharas is the correct observation of ek#k$aras particularly 
in the Vedic language, but also in Tantric literature as mystical letters. 
This observation was expanded and generalized in a creative way to be 
used as a tool to explain words unclear to traditional commentators, 
surely drawing on an unidentified common fund. Little used in the early 
days, these monosyllables infiltrated later disciplines focused on the 
study of language to serve as a help for composition before being 
studied in a more objective way.  
 The range of meanings of these small linguistic units shows the 
richness of the resources studied by the experts of the language and 
testifies to the vitality of this discipline by the numerous influences and 
borrowings of which each lexicon is the object. From knowledge as it 
stands today, it seems that many textual sources circulated, but their 
references and methods of access still elude us. In this context, the 
influence of Sanskrit lexicons cannot be underrated, both in their form 
and content, but further investigations are needed to identify them with 
precision. The Saddan&ti had a pivotal role in the organization of the 
ekakkharas and certainly prevailed as a model in its time, before the 
massive Ekakkharakosa (supplemented by its commentary) became the 
centrepiece in this field of knowledge. Beside the contribution it makes 
to lexicographic studies, one should take into account the vital and 

                                                                                                                           
        “y#va ti""hanti suttant# vinayo y#va dippati, 
  t#va dakkhanti #loka) suriye abbhu""hite yath#, 
  suttantesu asantesu sammu""he vinayamhi ca 
  tamo bhavissati loke suriye attha(gate yath#, 
  suttante rakkhite sante, pa"ipatti hoti rakkhit# 
  pa"ipattiya) "hito dh&ro yogakkhem# na dha)sat&”ti. 
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social issue at the origin of its composition, namely the conviction that it 
would help avoiding the end of the Buddha’s teachings by perpetuating 
pariyatti. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
The system of abbreviations follows the A Critical P#li Dictionary.  
Other texts are : 

Abh-"   Abhidh#nappad&pik#-"&k# 
Ekakkh-"   Ekakkharakosa-"&k# 
Vss  Vajiras#ratthasa(gaha 
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Sadd-v   Saddabinduvinicchaya 
Vid-"   Vidaddhamukhama!+ana-"&k# 
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Therag!th! 168 

Martin Straube 

Therag!th! 168 runs as follows : 

tvañ ca me maggam akkh!hi añjasa" amatogadha" ; 
aha" monena monissa" Ga#g!soto va s!garan ti.  

And do you show me the straight path which plunges 
into the death-free. By sage-hood I shall know it, as the 
stream of Ganges will [eventually] know the sea.1  

Th-a II 44,16 glosses the verbal form monissa" with j!nissa" “I will 
know”, thereby relating it implicitely to the verb mun!ti “knows, 
understands”. This derivation of monissa" from a verbal root mun is 
made clear by Aggava!sa in his Saddan"ti who at the same time 
addresses the problem of the unusual root vowel o.2 The verb mun!ti3 is 
attested once in the Pali canon (Dhp 269) in its present 3rd singular 
form. In addition, the word muta “apprehended, sensed, perceived” has 
been considered as a past perfect participle of mun!ti,4 but is probably 
to be explained as a phonetic by-form of mata (related to maññati, 
Skt. #man),5 while some other forms seemingly related to mun!ti are 

                                                             
1 Norman 2007. 
2 Sadd 498,6ff., under the s"tra muna ñ!$e : an!gatavacane uk!rassa vuddhi-

vasena aha" monena monissan ti r%pantarañ ca dissati. tattha monissan ti 
j!nissa" ; “due to v&ddhi of the vowel u in the future tense [the root muna] 
shows a diffierent form, thus : aha" monena monissa". There, monissa" 
means ‘I will know’.” 

3 It is probably related to OIA #mn! ; see Norman 1999, p. 27, n. 6 ; Oberlies 
2019, vol. I, p. 326, n. 4. 

4 CPD s.v. a-muta. 
5 Muta is probably the product of sound change of a to u, caused by the pre-

ceding labial m- ; cf. Norman 1999, p. 247ff., esp. p. 250. 
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most likely artificially modelled after muta.6 Notwithstanding its rare 
occurence, mun!ti is used by commentators to explain the words muni 
and mona.7 
 Since a future form monissa" would be the second occurrence of an 
otherwise rare verb in the Pali canon, it deserves special attention. In 
addition to the grammatical problem of how to explain the root vowel o, 
the meaning “I will know” appears odd in the given context. In the well-
known simile in p!da d we would expect “as the stream of Ganges will 
reach the sea”, rather than “know”. Moreover, p!da c lacks a subject of 
comparison to s!gara" which therefore has to be supplied from the first 
half of the stanza. But, to take maggam as the subject of comparison 
only adds another oddity to the simile, since magga is the “path” or 
“means” by which one will reach the goal, not the goal itself, as is the 
ocean for the river that flows in. 
 All these problems disapear if we read monissa" as mon’ issa", as 
sandhi form for mona" issa", with issa" as future 1st singular of eti 
“goes”.8 Then we may translate the second half of the stanza as follows :  

By [living] the way of life of a muni I will reach the state 
of a muni, as the stream of the Ganges will reach the sea.  

 C.A.F. Rhys Davids arrived at a syntactically very similar trans-
lation by taking the simile seriously and discarding the commentary’s 
explanation of monissa". However, she did not draw any conclusions 
with regard to the printed Pali text :9 

So I in silent study pondering 
Shall to the silence of the seers attain,  
As glides great Gang!’s river to the main.  

                                                             
6 A II 25,16ff. : mutv! motabba" mutam na maññati, amuta" na maññati, 

motabba" na maññati, mot!ra" na maññati. 
7 See, e.g., Spk I 26,28ff. : monan ti catumaggañ!$a".  ta" hi mun!t' ti mona".  

catusaccadhamme j!n!t' ti attho, ad S I 4,19*. 
8 Similar forms are attested ; cf. DoP s.v. eti2 : issati, iss!mi. 
9 Rhys Davids 1913, p. 132 with note 3. 
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 As one can see, other interpretations of the multifaceted term mona 
are possible, including “silence” which in its basic meaning of “not 
speaking” is undeniably attested at Dhp 268,10 but could also be taken 
as “quietude, inner peace”. In the given context I am inclined to take 
monena as referring to the way (magga) mentioned in the first line, 
understood in a general sense as the way of life of a muni. The 
expression mon’ issa" could perhaps be translated more idiomatically 
as “I will become a muni”, but, it is this peculiar mode of expressing the 
concept of becoming something by combining an abstract noun with a 
verb of going to or reaching — “I will reach the state of a muni” — that 
allows for the simile of the river reaching the sea. Similar statements 
playing with mona and muni and their different (shades of) meanings 
are well attested in early Pali stanzas.11 And what is more, the often 
quoted simile of the river flowing and dissolving in the ocean now 
appears meaningful in our stanza since being a muni may be aptly 
compared with the ocean. This is in line with a number of passages in 
old Pali texts where the unmoved, deep and unfathomable ocean is 
compared to a wise person or a sage.12 

                                                             
10na monena mun' hoti m%(har%po aviddasu.The commentaries usually gloss 

mona with ñ!$a “knowledge, understanding” which is however hardly the 
meaning attached to mona in the old texts. The evidence of Dhp 268 forced 
the author of the Dhp-a to acknowledge the inadequacy of the traditional inter-
pretation : k!ma" hi moneyyapa)ipad!sa#kh!tena maggañ!$amonena muni 
n!ma hoti, idha pana tu$h'bh!va" sandh!ya monen! ti vutta". (Dhp-a III 
395,9ff.) 

11Cf., e.g., Ud 9,7* : yad! ca attan! vedi muni monena br!hma$o, 43,20* : 
munino monapathesu sikkhato, and especially Sn 723 : yo ca j!na" yatatto, 
j!na" na bahu bh!sati / sa mun' monam arahati, sa mun' monam ajjhag! ti, 
where mona refers to moneyya “the characteristics of a muni” (discussed from 
Sn 700 onwards), but is here obviously used in a word play with the meaning 
“silence” (cf. Sn 720f.). In addition to the parallels from the Pali canon, the 
line maunena vidv!n uta y!ti mauna" at Mhbh 5 : 43, *254 : 3 may also be 
compared, even though mauna was surely understood in a different way there. 

12 Cf., e.g., S IV 376,23ff. ; Sn 920 ; Th 372, 660 ; Mil 21,20. 
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The P!li Tipi"aka Recension Carved on the Kuthodaw Pagoda 
Stelae and Its Relation to Other Burmese Versions 

Royce Wiles, Chris Clark, Tamara Ditrich, Mark Allon 

ABSTRACT 
This article presents details on the background (and subsequent 
influence) of the Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions (Mandalay, Myanmar), 
supplementing and extending an earlier paper by Allon et al. (2016). In 
particular, this article puts forward new material on the Tipi!aka editing 
projects undertaken during the reign of King Mindon (reigned 1853–
1878) and the so-called Sixth Council (1954–1956). By examining what 
is known about the processes that occurred for these apparently unified 
recensions and the subsequent publishing initiatives linked to each, the 
article attempts to clarify and underline the importance of the P"li text 
of the Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae and its significance for contemporary 
editors, readers, and translators of Therav"da canonical texts. Also 
included are indicatory results of new textual studies comparing four 
canonical extracts using nineteenth century manuscripts from Mandalay, 
the Kuthodaw stelae inscribed version, and printed versions linked to 
the Fifth and Sixth Councils, as well as those of the Pali Text Society 
(PTS). 

CONTENTS 
1. Introduction 
2. The Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae : background and findings  
 2.1. Western sources and historical references 
 2.2. King Mindon’s copies of the Tipi!aka and the Fifth Council  
 2.3. Printings of the Kuthodaw recension by Hanthawaddy and  
   other presses (1893–1939) 
 2.4. The editing work of the Sixth Council 

2.4.1. Setting up editorial procedures and sources for the Tipi!aka 
2.4.2. Processes of editing 
2.4.3. Detailing the contributions from Sri Lanka and Thailand 
2.4.4. Printing and proofreading of the finalised text 
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 2.5. Study of selected texts  
2.5.1. Previous scholarship 
2.5.2. Text comparisons 
2.5.3. Description of the main features of the four text extracts  

  from the Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions and comparison  
  with other sources 

2.5.4. Summary of preliminary findings 
3. Abbreviations 
4. References 
5. Appendices 
 5.1. Hanthawaddy and other printings of the Kuthodaw texts (ca.  
   1893–1939) 
 5.2. Extracts of earlier published accounts 

5.2.1.  Max Müller (1895, 503–505) on the Kuthodaw 
5.2.2. Arnold Wright (1910, 139) on Philip Ripley and the  

   Hanthawaddy Press 
5.2.3.  Ludu Daw Ahmar (1980, 53–57) on Philip Ripley 

1. INTRODUCTION 
From 1860 to 1868 King Mindon (reigned 1853–1878) of Myanmar — 
the country known then in Western sources as Burma — had the 
complete Therav"da Buddhist canon in P"li (the Tipi!aka) carved onto 
729 marble stelae using Burmese script and installed at a specially 
constructed monument in his new capital in the north of Myanmar 
(Ludu Daw Ahmar 1980, 52).1 The inscribed marble stelae were set up 
vertically and each separately housed at the specifically constructed 
Kuthodaw Pagoda not far from the new royal palace complex in 
Mandalay. By transferring P"li texts from manuscript to stone King 
Mindon did something new, extending the range of the traditional and 
routine religious duties of Myanmar kings, namely, to take steps to 
conserve and transmit the Buddha’s teachings for the good of the realm 
and the teaching (s!sana). Myanmar has a particularly rich and well-
established history of stone inscriptions (both religious and non-
religious) in a number of languages ; however this was the first time the 

                                                
1 There are, in addition, four stelae in the Burmese language.  
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P"li canon was carved onto stone in its entirety ; the Kuthodaw was at 
the time of its production unique in the Therav"da world.2  
 The Kuthodaw inscriptions (which survived unscathed both 
Japanese and British bombing of Mandalay during the Second World 
War) preserve a complete and perhaps unified recension of the P"li 
canon, and as such they constitute a unique inscriptional witness of the 
Therav"da textual tradition of Myanmar outside the range of influence 
of Western textual methods and practices. This paper follows an earlier 
one (Allon et al. 2016) reporting on a collaborative project to conserve, 
document, and study the texts on the stelae in Mandalay — that paper 
details official permissions, documentation of the site, conservation 
planning, cleaning, photography, etc., and provides a detailed descrip-
tion of the first phase of the larger project aiming to comprehensively 
study the monument and the textual recension it preserves. That material 
will not be repeated here ; however, some additional historical material 
located since that paper was published will be included below. 
 In order to explore the nature of the recension of the P"li canon 
inscribed in stone, this paper firstly gives some background on the 
Kuthodaw Pagoda and overviews preliminary findings from textual 
research. In particular, new information on the so-called Fifth Council 
(1871) and the editorial procedures of the Sixth Council (1954–1956) 
are presented to move towards a clearer understanding of the (currently 
opaque) textual work of those two projects. Their work has had a 
decisive formative influence on the versions of P"li texts accessible 
today on-line. This paper also attempts to put forward evidence that the 
P"li text preserved on the stelae of the Kuthodaw Pagoda (and the 
subsequent printed editions based on those) are a significant inter-
national resource for all interested in the transmission (and constitution) 
of the Therav"da canon in Myanmar and in wider South and Southeast 
Asia. Recourse to the readings preserved on stone in Mandalay can 

                                                
2 Within Myanmar it became a model for other sites to house inscribed versions 

of the P"li commentarial corpus (Sandamuni Pagoda) or contemporary writ-
ings in P"li and Burmese (i.e. writings by Ledi Sayadaw at Monywa, Sagaing 
region) (Bollée 1968, 495). 
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assist editors, readers, and translators of P"li texts to better comprehend 
the Tipi!aka texts as transmitted within Myanmar from ancient times.  
 The broader focus of the overall project is to explore questions of 
how the texts as inscribed at the Kuthodaw relate to both earlier manu-
script traditions within Myanmar and subsequent printed versions of the 
canon published in Myanmar — all in order to situate the text version 
on marble within the much larger range of international sources for P"li 
textual scholarship and research. This paper is intended to supplement 
previous accounts and will present : 

 1. Additional background on the Kuthodaw Pagoda from 
Western sources. 

 2. Further details about the Fifth Council held nearby in the 
Royal Palace in 1871 after the stelae had been carved.  

 3. New information on subsequent printings of the Kuthodaw 
inscriptions by the Hanthawaddy and similar presses from 
1893 to at least 1939. 

 4. New material on the editing procedures adopted by the influ-
ential Sixth Council (1954–1956), which took the Kuthodaw 
inscriptions as a starting point. 

 5. A review of characterisations of the value of the Kuthodaw 
inscribed texts by Bollée (1968) and Clark (2015a ; 2015b), 
the only scholars to previously examine the inscribed text 
closely. 

 6. New indicatory findings from four short textual examinations 
which compare the Kuthodaw text with readings from manu-
scripts and printed editions. 

 The clarification of the differences between the inscribed and pub-
lished versions of canonical texts deepens scholarly appreciation of the 
alterations (major and minor) introduced over the past centuries to P"li 
texts by documenting (the many times silent) editorial practices and 
conventions, which are as yet poorly described or understood. A major 
value of using the stelae texts is that they present a Myanmar version of 
the P"li canon uninfluenced by Western scholarship. As far as we know, 
the Kuthodaw texts have only been used by two Western scholars for 
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P"li textual work (details below). The reasons for this lack of use by 
scholars from outside Myanmar seem to be threefold : 

 1. The long periods of restrictions on foreigners visiting Myan-
mar and travelling within the country meant that it was often 
very difficult for non-Myamnar-based scholars to access the 
inscriptions. 

 2. For those scholars who managed to access the site, the stelae 
were mostly locked away in individual pagodas and not easy 
to read or photograph without considerable preparatory steps 
(unlocking, cleaning, dousing with water, arranging lighting, 
etc.) and so no fully legible images seem to have been 
available (the complete set of high resolution photographic 
images prepared for this project will be released online for 
public access overcoming both of these two limitations). 

 3. While scholars outside Myanmar had little to no access, for 
Myanmar-based scholars it seems the publication of the state-
sponsored Sixth Council edition of texts from the mid-1950s 
onwards resulted in a setting aside of the Kuthodaw’s nine–
teenth-century inscriptional versions (authorised as they were 
by the Fifth Council in 1871) ; presumably the Kuthodaw 
versions (like those that preceded the Fifth Council) were 
perceived as surpassed and improved upon by the extensively 
publicised and drawn out editorial work of the nationally 
significant Sixth Council in the 1950s. 

 Undoubtedly important scholarship on the Kuthodaw and its history 
exists in Burmese ; however, it has not yet been possible to make use of 
work by interested Myanmar scholars (apart from Ludu Daw Ahmar’s 
indispensable work) or to systematically search through printed mater-
ials in Burmese on the monument. With that said, the material presented 
here is heavily reliant on English language materials with the conse-
quent limitations that entails. 
 Before gathering together a number of historical sources concerning 
the Kuthodaw, it is as well to mention in passing (since a comprehen-
sive history of the role of the Kuthodaw has yet to be written) that it is 
not possible to consider the construction of the impressive Kuthodaw 
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inscriptional monument without regard to the context of British 
encroachments in Lower Myanmar in the mid- to late-nineteenth cen-
tury prior to full annexation. The larger question of the reasons for the 
entire Buddhist scriptural text corpus being carved into stone for the first 
time in Myanmar by King Mindon can presumably be considered as an 
element of (renewed ?) focus on scriptures per se, perhaps even with an 
element of “scripturalist” import.3  
 The setting up of such an outstanding public monument as the 
Kuthodaw, and the subsequent public event of the Fifth Council, played 
a significant role in King Mindon’s self-promotion and push towards 
legitimation as a Buddhist monarch (see for example the royal procla-
mations cited below explicitly linking Mindon with A#oka, the great 
Buddhist monarch of the legendary past). As observed by Braun (2012, 
6), “The Fifth Council allowed Mindon to reassert the strength of 
Buddhism as a coherent whole in royal Burma and, by extension, his 
authority under the banner of the dhammar!ja.” No doubt much more 
research is possible into the role of the monument within Mindon’s 
political agenda. The focus here, however, is on the place of the text 
inscribed on the stelae for P"li textual history within Myanmar. 
 A final introductory comment is needed to address the question of 
the relative importance (or otherwise) of the Kuthodaw recension for 
P"li textual studies, i.e., with particular reference to the Burmese tradi-
tion. As stated by Rhys Davids and Carpenter (1886, xi–xii ; emphasis 
added) : 

As to the Suma$gala[vil"sin%] itself, there is a marked difference between 
the text as handed down in Ceylon and the text (so far as we can judge 
from our one Burmese manuscript) as handed down in Burma. The 
variations are more frequent than important. It will be seen on referring to 
our notes that they amount on average to at least five or six words on each 
printed page, but that there are only about half a dozen cases in the whole 
volume in which the variations make any substantial difference in the 

                                                
3 With reference to Therav"da countries, Collins (1990, 115, n. 51) described 

“scripturalism” as “a religious attitude arising as a reaction to a wide range of 
phenomena in the experience of colonialism and modernity”, as part of a 
“search for indigenous resources to combat foreign dominance” leading to “an 
emphasis on the noble ideals of the early texts”. 
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sense. The variations do not therefore constitute what could fairly be 
called another recension. One synonym is used for another, one particle 
for another of closely similar sense, a word of no particular importance of 
the context is added or admitted, a rare or difficult word is replaced by a 
more common or easy one, an historical present is used instead of a past 
tense or vice versâ, an active is put in the place of a medial form of a verb, 
or slight alterations in the order of words are introduced for the sake of 
supposed improvement in the style.  

 We do not wish to overstate the significance of the Kuthodaw 
version for constituting P"li editions, but nor do we want to undervalue 
the inscriptions a priori. However : 

a false sense of security sometimes concerns whole traditions of 
transmission, as the case of the P"li canon shows. For historical reasons 
European editions have almost exclusively relied on Ceylonese materials 
and tended to ignore the Burmese tradition, which forms a separate 
branch, but not without complicated interactions between these 
“branches”. … Nalini Balbir has described some reactions of editors of 
Therav"da texts, who thought they knew that early Buddhism was found 
in Ceylonese sources and nowhere else, and had to accept gradually the 
existence of other materials. The conviction about the validity of some 
sources was apparently so strong that editions produced by the Pali Text 
Society were sometimes based on merely a single manuscript, not because 
the text was transmitted to posterity in a codex unicus, but because more 
material was deemed unnecessary. 

Hanneder 2017, 153–54 
 Without reasonable and systematic efforts to examine the preserved 
text in detail, it is not clear that dismissing the inscriptions as a “late” 
source is justified. As will be seen when we present the findings of more 
detailed comparisons below, there are indications that the tradition 
represented on the stelae contain readings of importance and of use to 
editors. Scholars in Myanmar may question any need to examine the 
text of the Fifth Council when the Sixth Council has already concluded 
its exacting and painstaking work. To this we can only reply that the 
lack of documentation about Sixth Council textual emendations and 
alterations to the text, i.e., what changes were introduced in those (now 
widely used) editions, prompts us to at least wonder if that large project 
did have time to review each and every difference when the changes 
were made silently. The sections of the Tipi!aka from the Sixth Council 
were edited by different groups of monastic scholars ; were the decisions 
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they took with regard to changing the text uniform ? A summary of what 
we know about how the two councils worked with the texts is included 
below to start to explore this. 

2. THE KUTHODAW PAGODA STELAE : BACKGROUND AND fiNDINGS 
 2.1. WESTERN SOURCES AND HISTORICAL REFERENCES 
In this section we will present — in approximate chronological 
sequence — materials significant to the appreciation of both the nature 
and history of the Kuthodaw monument and text recension. There is as 
yet no comprehensive study of the monument nor its inscriptions and so 
the material presented below can be only a contribution towards such a 
cumulation. Ludu Daw Ahmar’s important booklet (first published in 
1972, available in Burmese and English) on the monument is excep-
tionally important because it is founded on earlier scholarship from 
Myanmar, but it does not provide detailed citations identifying which 
material she has drawn from each of the listed sources (most are in 
Burmese). 
 Considerable detail on the Fifth Council and new material about the 
versions printed in Myanmar from 1893 onwards are included below. 
These printed editions have not yet been fully described or critically 
assessed, perhaps due to their scarcity and inaccessiblility. Our prelimi-
nary assessment suggests that these printings based on the Kuthodaw 
stelae can offer improved readings of the Kuthodaw text itself, which is 
significant for future would-be editors of P"li texts. With help from 
scholars in Thailand and Japan and from the Library of Congress we 
have managed to obtain reproductions of some volumes of these rare 
sets (details are given in Appendix 1). 
 A major importance of the Kuthodaw then, is its preservation of a 
complete, purposeful and traditional editing (i.e., recension) of the P"li 
canon by the most important of the Myanmar Sa$gha of the time. Lest 
anyone think that Therav"da texts are immune to the normal vicissitudes 
of textual transmission, there is widespread evidence of variants in P"li 
texts. For example, Hardy (1901, viii) commented : 

the various readings of other commentaries which are referred to in 
Dhammap"la’s commentary by “keci pa!hanti” [some read] or “apare 
vadanti” [others say] or “p"!ho pi” [there is though a reading] and the like 
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… we have here a specimen amongst many of Dhammap"la’s accuracy in 
giving an account of all textual possibilities. 

 The role of Myanmar in transmitting the P"li canon is well known, 
e.g., the numerous references to Burmese script sources in the editions 
of the PTS (founded in 1881 and so ten years after the Fifth Council in 
Mandalay), complete online versions of the P"li canon largely based on 
Myanmar sources, etc. 

 2.2. KING MINDON’S COPIES OF THE TIPI&AKA AND THE FIFTH  
         COUNCIL  
Almost all scholarly works in English which discuss the Fifth Council 
refer back to an important work by the well-known Mandalay-based 
scholar, journalist and activist, Ludu Daw Ahmar (1915–2008). Her 
1973 booklet in Burmese entitled Kambh!" #a kr$% chui% c! #up& was 
translated into English by Than Tun as The World’s Biggest Book and 
first published in 1974. The English version has been through second 
and third editions and is still in print. Myo Myint (1987, 185), for 
instance, refers to the Burmese version, while Braun (2013, 23–28) in 
turn cites Myo Myint 1987, amongst other sources, for information on 
the Kuthodaw Pagoda.4 Ludu Daw Ahmar does not give individual 
citations or footnotes in the booklet and so it is never clear which (if 
any) of the ten listed references she is drawing on for which details ; 
only scholars accessing the original sources will be able to deepen our 
knowledge of these matters. 
 Myanmar rulers have a long history of copying and transmitting the 
canon as part of their standard state activities, for example during the 
reign of King Bagyidaw a royal order was made on 2 January 1820, 
stating :  

Copies of the Pitaka (on lacquered plaques with letters) in gold, (on paper 
with letters) in ink and (letters incised) by stylus (on palm leaf) left by 
former kings in [the] Royal Library, are in (various stages of) decay ; the 
king wants new copies made in all three styles, i.e., written in gold, ink 
and by stylus ; get all good scribes and all experts in preparing the material 
for writing ; there is a register of these specialists and their descendants in 

                                                
4 Myo Myint (1987, 185, n.46) mentions that most of his account is based on 

the 1972 Burmese language version of the book by Ludu Daw Ahmar. 
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all parts of the kingdom ; get all of them here and put them under Maha 
Dama Thin Gyan, Min Daing Bin Amat Minister King’s Counsellor, for 
reorientation (in their old art). 

Than Tun 1988, 50 
The editing of the P"li Tipi!aka under King Mindon involved three 
separate (but interlinked) projects, the sequence of which has been 
frequently conflated or confused : 

 1. EDITING THE TIPI&AKA : 1856 TO 11 MARCH 1865 (Ludu Daw Ahmar 
1980, 16–20) : this involved very senior monks checking texts and 
then preparing a carefully proof-read and complete manuscript copy. 
Work began in 1856, involved 134 monks and 100 scribes.5 

 2. CARVING OF THE TEXT EDITED BETWEEN 1856–1865 ONTO MARBLE 
(THE KUTHODAW TEXTS) : 14 October 1860 to 4 May 1868 (Ludu 
Daw Ahmar 1980, 20–22, 50–52). Before the first editing project 
was completed, the second was begun, which involved the carving 
on marble stelae of that edited text. Three senior monastic leaders 
were in charge with six lay individuals also helping to supervise, 
and 50 masons.6 

 3. THE FIFTH COUNCIL : 15 April to 12 September 1871 
Ludu Daw Ahmar 1980, 52. 

                                                
5 “Four presiding monks called ‘Sayadaws in charge of the religion’ were 

editors-in-chief. One of them was in fact the Supreme Head of the Religion 
whom we called Thathanabine. All of them had titles conferred on them by 
the King as the most learned men in the land in matters of religion. Next to 
them were thirty senior monks acting as senior editors, then fifty monks as 
editors and another fifty more as sub-editors. There are eighty-four thousand 
sections in the Pitaka and these editors were severally and separately held 
responsible to make each section correct before it was handed over to the 
copyists numbering up to 100 with their own group leaders, all under the 
command of the Keeper of the Library. But the scribes were not left to their 
own devices. Three senior monks, viz. (1) Sayadaw of Dakkhinarama, 
(2) Sayadaw of Sidawmyinwun Taik and (3) Sayadaw of Zibani were in 
constant attendance to explain any doubts as to spelling, grammar, etc. in the 
text copied. Scribes works were also to be checked by clerks of the Hluttaw 
and other courts.” (Ludu Daw Ahmar 1980, 16–17) 

6 “Even before the copying of [the] pitaka on palm-leaves, etc. was complete 
the King ordered another on stones. Senior monks assigned to supervise the 
making of the stone copy were : (1) Sayadaw of Queen Taungsaungdaw, 
(2) Sayadaw of Myadaung Myosa Thaynat Wungyi and (3) Sayadaw of 
Sidawmyinwun Tike. Lay supervisors were [six in number]” (Ludu Daw 
Ahmar 1980, 20–21). 
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Published accounts of the Fifth Council rely almost exclusively on Ludu 
Daw Ahmar (1980) and perhaps only sources in Burmese will be able to 
add to what has been rehearsed already. A royal order from 10 Septem-
ber 1871 describes the Fifth Council : 

King Ajatasatthu [sic] convened the First Buddhist Synod, Kalasoka the 
Second, Asoka the Third and Dutthagamani the Fourth7 when the 
Buddha’s Teachings were reduced to writing on palm leaves. These kings 
supported the Dhamma Sak Authority of Law, by their Ana Sak — Power 
of Enforcement, and in that way the Buddha’s Religion had had a lasting 
effect on all people for many centuries. Following their example the king 
had convened the Fifth Buddhist Synod on 15 April 1871. Eight members 
of the Council of Royal Preceptors at the Hall of Good Law led the 
convention when 2,400 monks met to recite all the Buddha’s Teachings in 
the Great Prasada of Earth Palace. The Convention shall be over on 12 
September 1871. With the beat of drum the good news would be declared 
in the capital and messengers would take the information to the provinces 
so that all people in the kingdom could join the festivals that would start 
by a cannon fire as soon as the recitations are over.  

Than Tun 1989, 178–1798 
This is the only original source seen so far to specify the dates of the 
council. A later proclamation from 31 May 1878 built upon this, stating 
(additions in square brackets are those of the editor, Than Tun) : 

Pariyattisasana — Learning the Buddha’s Teachings [Patipattisasana — 
Practicing the Ways given in the Buddha’s Teachings, Pativedhasasana — 
Gaining Insight into the Buddha’s Teachings] ; these are the mainstays of 
Buddhism and all the ancient kings who professed to be the defenders of 
the Buddha’s Religion devoted their best efforts to keep the Buddha’s 
Teachings [which were later reduced to writing in the form of the three 
Pitakas] free from any addition or omission. They sponsored to hold the 
Sangayana — Convention to recite all the Buddha’s Teachings in the 
original form. After the convention the text would be copied again 
completely edited to make it free from any mistake and to use the edited 

                                                
7 D%p XX 19–21 states that the king was Va!!ag"ma'i. 
8 Mindon is described as being busy with “the founding of the Kuthodaw, the 

Royal Merit pagoda, where the Books of the Law are engraved on three 
hundred and seventy marble slabs [sic] ; the holding of the Fifth Great Synod, 
in which two thousand four hundred monks took part and the Three Baskets of 
the Law were recited over a period of five months” (Scott 1924, 296f.). 
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text in all monastic schools. It is very important to encourage these 
educatioional [sic] institutes that produced most able teachers as well as 
talented pupils [to carry on with the Buddhistic studies for many many 
generations in succession]. In all these phases, the king’s help was 
essential in the nature of extending generous aids and subsidies to these 
establishments. These certainly would help the Buddha’s Religion last [for 
the whole span of five thousand years]. Bearing this in mind the king had 
(1) the Pitaka Text incised on [729] stone stelae, (2) the learned were 
given the Four Requisites of Monks, (3) the Fifth Buddhist Synod was 
convened in Earth Palace and (4) religious examinations were held regu-
larly and sumptuous rewards were given to successful candidates.  
 Order : In order to make the king’s help to the Religion an Asadi-
sanuggha [sic] — Effort with no equal, fire a cannon three times to begin 
the Religious Examination on each day of its duration. This Order was 
passed on 31 May 1878. 

Than Tun 1989, 235 
It is notable that before this, in 1861, there is a report of Mindon having 
Abhidhamma text carved on “stone posts”, during the period when the 
Kuthodaw stelae were being inscribed (1860–1868) : 

A European visitor to Mandalay in 1861, Adolf Bastian, gives us another 
example of the particular importance of the Abhidhamma to King 
Mindon. He records that one day he came upon workers in one of the 
palace courtyards engraving the Abhidhamma on stone posts that the king 
had ordered set up as milestones along all the roads of the kingdom. 

Braun 2013, 72 
We have not located any specific details of how the Fifth Council 
conducted its work in terms of decisions or choices it made ; it does 
seem to have been a reciting of each Tipi!aka text as already “purified” 
and worked through by the earlier royal projects (Braun 2013, 25). 
Documenting the participation by Ledi Sayadaw at this Council, Braun 
states “Recitation during the council was not done en masse. Instead, a 
monk would recite a text or part of a text to the assembled monks and, 
in particular, to a learned senior monk who would listen for errors” 
(Braun 2013, 26). The confusion over the sequencing of the carving of 
the Kuthodaw and the holding of the Fifth Council has been commented 
on by both Ludu Daw Ahmar (1980, 52) and in more detail by Braun 
(2013, 26). 
 There have been very few significant studies on the Kuthodaw 
Pagoda in Western scholarship. Indeed, in the introduction to his exami-
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nation of two portions of the stelae recension, Bollée (1968) was only 
able to identify four such prior studies (Müller 1895 ; Ferrars and Ferrars 
1900 ; O’Connor 1907 ; Leumann [1925] 1998). We think it important to 
present those accounts here in one place, assembling the scattered 
scholarly information available on this monument. We have therefore 
chosen to review and quote from a small number of earlier scholarly and 
other accounts of the Kuthodaw, mainly for historical purposes, in that 
their negative judgements perhaps contributed to the academic neglect 
of the contents of the inscriptions, even before the political restrictions 
preventing Western scholars access to the site for so many decades.  
 With the PTS producing editions and the availability of the King 
Chulalongkorn series of the Tipi!aka (1893–1894) in some European 
centres, notices about the Kuthodaw inscriptions failed to ignite 
European interest in any serious way (e.g. Leumann [1925] 1998, 430). 
The earliest substantive published description of the monument is that 
of Max Müller from September 1895. An enlarged photograph of the 
Kuthodaw had been sent to him by Mr Ferrars, “a member of the Burma 
Forest Department” (1895, 504) with the further information that 

the text, as engraved on the marble slabs, was critically revised and edited 
by a Royal Commission, consisting of ten learned men under the 
presidency of the famous Rahan [i.e. monk], U-Nye-ya. It is stated that 
three copies of the same text were prepared at the same time on palm-
leaves, and sent by the king to three European libraries. What libraries 
they were I have not been able to find out.  

Müller 1895, 504 
 Reading Müller’s essay on the Kuthodaw, the tone may come as a 
shock to some (see Appendix 5.2.1 for the full text of the relevant 
passage). Müller is usually regarded as one of the founding fathers of 
modern religious studies ; however, the essay (meant for a literary 
magazine) reveals animus and judgement against the utility of the 
monument and it is seen as less valuable to have the Buddhist texts on 
stone when 

[a] small copy of the New Testament, which our University Press turns 
out for a penny a copy, is more useful, has more power for good in it, 
quite apart from its intrinsic value, than the whole of this gigantic 
structure which no one reads, nay, which but few people understand. 

Müller 1895, 504 
 Max Ferrars is mentioned by Müller as the informant on the ground 
in Mandalay ready to undertake the complete photographic documenta-
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tion of the site should some learned society or government agency deign 
to fund it — apparently no one took up this offer and it was only very 
recently that complete sets of images were prepared. Before that there 
seem to have been a number of earlier individual or group projects : 
Willem Bollée took a partial set of images in 1968 (Allon et al. 2016, 
225), while Ludu Daw Ahmar mentions that “Recently a mission from 
West Germany was here to photograph every face of the inscriptions” 
(1980, 56–57) (no further information traced, though perhaps she is in 
fact referring to Bollée) and then, in 2006, Alpha Computer made a 
complete set of images but because they were of a low resolution, the 
text is not very legible (Clark 2015b, 107 ; Allon et al. 2016, 225). 
 The next account to add material of interest is the Ferrars’ own, 
included in their sumptuous and superbly illustrated volume showing 
the full range of their photographic talents in Burma. This account 
included one of the first known published photographs of the Kuthodaw 
itself (1900, 171), which appears to be taken from Mandalay Hill.9 On 
the Kuthodaw they state (1900, 121–122) that 

[t]he late King Mindôn Min caused the whole of the Pâli text of the 
Tripitaka to be engraved on 729 marble slabs, 4 feet by 3 feet. These, set 
under as many stucco canopies, are known as the Kûthodaw or Law-kama-
yazín — the royal work of merit. … They constitute the most important of 
the King’s religious foundations. A number of years were spent by a 
committee of learned yahán [i.e. monks] in editing the text. Certain 
portions have since been transferred to type, and in time the whole of this 
text will be available in print. 

 The next account is by O’Connor (1907) whose observations are 
quoted in full below. These are more descriptive and of the traveller’s 
guide variety with a romanticising tone, but importantly he included 
several black and white photographs of the site, including the pagodas 
(p. 45), one of the carved gateways used to access the site (p. 47), the 
first known published photograph of a stela with the caption “A page of 
the Kutho-daw” (p. 49) and an aerial view from Mandalay Hill (p. 61). 

                                                
9 Additionally, the British Library has images of the Kuthodaw Pagoda taken 

during the 1880s. Images of the site from 1885 (e.g. shelfmark : photo 15/6(33)) 
and 1886 (e.g. shelfmark : photo 312/(34)) seem to show very few trees inside 
the site, whereas an image from 1895 (shelfmark : photo 88/1(29)) shows 
numerous trees inside the site. 
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Significantly, O’Connor also identifies contemporary use being made of 
the stone stelae to correct another version of the canonical text which (if 
based on observations and not poetic licence) belies Max Müller’s 
inaccurate assessment from afar (quoted above) that no one read the 
inscriptions :  

Let us turn back through the courtyard of the Taik-taw to the most 
wonderful object in all Mandalay, the Kutho-daw or Lawka Marazein 
Pagoda, where the Buddhist scriptures stand carved in stone. Here is the 
biggest Bible in the world, each page of it a monolith of white marble the 
height of a man. And each of these pages, 729 in number, has a temple to 
itself. The white temples stretch away in long avenues like an army of 
soldiers, and if you get them in a line and look down it, you will see the 
great stones within like colossal mile-posts, receding far into the distance. 
There are rows upon rows of them facing east and west and south and 
north, and in their midst there towers up a lofty white pagoda with a 
golden spire. There are great and exquisitely carved gateways at the 
cardinal points, and there are rows of trees now between the temple 
avenues. A great stillness pervades this place, broken only by the chaunt 
[sic] of a novice’s voice droning the graven text to a man prone within one 
of the temples correcting his copy of the life-giving book. 
 Outside as you come away you will find kneeling at the far end of one 
of the white stone aisles which culminate in the central pagoda, a group of 
worshippers : old women with white hair, and little children with shut eyes 
and folded hands, and wrinkled elders whose race is nearly run. They 
kneel here in humility without, because they are a people of exquisite 
instincts and because they think much of this place which enshrines in 
imperishable stone the message of their master ; the wisdom that they 
believe will guide their footsteps into the pathway of eternal peace. 
 Of the Kutho-daw it need only be added that the text was revised, the 
accuracy of the carving was certified to, by the most learned monks and 
officials in the city. The work extended over five years, and it was shared 
in by all the Ministers of the King.  

O’Connor 1907, 48–50 
 This last sentence is the first mention we have traced of a time 
period for the carving of the entire monument. Additional incidental and 
largely derivative brief comments on the Kuthodaw are scattered 
throughout works from the British colonial period ; most being akin to 
the example below :  

Farther east [of the Sandamuni Pagoda] is the Kuthodaw, the most 
splendid monument of king Mindon, consisting of a pagoda 100 feet high 
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surrounded by 729 others, in each of which is a marble slab inscribed with 
a part of the Buddhist scriptures in Burmese and P"l%. Great care was taken 
to collate the various manuscripts so as to arrive at the most correct version, 
and the whole stands as a complete official record of the sacred writings. 

Imperial Gazetteer of India : Provincial Series, Burma, Vol. 2, The 
Minbu, Mandalay, Sagaing, and Meiktila Divisions ; and the Native 
States 1908, 94 

 There are further references merely in passing and without adding 
new information (e.g., Finot 1915, 129, n.2). Credner’s account in 1947 
(56–57),10 however, includes the (mis-)information not traced before, 
that the editing of the texts by the Fifth Council had taken three years 
and only subsequently was the text carved on stones. This error had to 
be explicitly corrected by Braun (2012). 
 Next comes a short descriptive note in 1925 by Leumann (reprinted 
in 1998) instigated by the same Max Ferrars mentioned above who had 
attempted to attract interest in the Kuthodaw through Max Müller. 

                                                
10“Zum Teil sind diese Stupenfelder in Burma erst junger Entstehung. So 

stammt die großartige Anlage Kuthodaw erst aus den 70iger Jahren des 
vorigen Jahrhunderts. Sie ist von dem um die Pflege der buddhistischen Lehre 
besonders verdienten König Mindon Min, dem vorletzten der burmanischen 
Herrscher, errichtet worden, um in ihr die reine Form des Tipitika, des Pali-
Kanons als wichtige Grundlage der Lehre der Nachwelt in möglichst 
unvergänglicher Form zu erhalten. Auf einem Konzil buddhistischer Priester 
und Schriftgelehrter hat er den ursprünglichen Text des Kanons in 
dreijährigen Arbeiten feststellen und das Ergebnis in 729 Steintafeln 
einimeißeln lassen. Jede dieser Tafeln ließ er in einen kleinen Stupa 
einmauern, die sich nun — 729 an der Zahl — um eine Zentralstupa 
grüppieren. So liegt diese eigenartige Schöpfung, bis auf unsere Tage 
unversehrt im schimmernden Weiß des rechteckig angeordneten Stupenwaldes 
erhalten, zu Füßen der auf der Höhe eines kleinen Inselberges errichteten 
älteren Arakan Pagode, die selbst eines der bedeutendsten Heiligtümer des 
Buddhismus in Burma darstellt. Weit schweift der Blick von der Höhe über 
das Kuthodaw und das dahinter im Grün der Fruchtbaumgärten fast ver-
schwindende Mandalay, über die weite Reisfeldebene des Irawadi, die im 
Osten durch den Steilanstieg des Shanplateaus begrenzt wird, sich nach Süden 
ins Unendliche verliert, durchstrahlt gewissermaßen von der Heiligkeit dieses 
kultischen Mittelpunktes der alten Königsstadt Mandalay.” 
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Leumann mentions that there had been no follow-up to or outcome from 
Müller’s notice and yet the Kuthodaw inscriptions ought not be for-
gotten ; Ferrars had supplied Leumann with a copy of the very same 
enlarged photographic image (29 x 39 cm) sent to Müller 30 years 
earlier. Leumann ([1925] 1998, 431) was able to identify the stela as 
presenting part of the Vinaya and stated that it was possible to read the 
text to check the PTS edition of Oldenberg. Leumann’s quoting of a few 
lines of the text is the first published use of the Kuthodaw recension by 
a Western scholar, followed by Willem Bollée in 1968 (discussed 
below).  
 As far as we are aware, however, no study has attempted to clarify 
or identify the sources for the readings of the Kuthodaw Pagoda 
recension, to make clear presumed changes introduced by its redactors, 
or to expand on the influence it had on the subsequent manuscripts or 
printed editions of the canon in Myanmar and elsewhere (those topics 
will be taken up after a brief presentation of the comments by earlier 
scholars on the Kuthodaw).  
 The Fifth Council (held in 1871) reputedly had 2,400 monks recite 
the text. Whether or not non-Myanmar monastics were present is 
unclear.11 There is a suggestion that the printed versions of Fifth 
Council texts might have been withdrawn from sale after the publication 
of the Sixth Council’s revised version. According to Conze’s 1954 
report, once the Sixth Council completed its work, “the sale of all other 
editions [including the Fifth Council ones presumably] will be 
forbidden” (Conze 1954, 6 ; see also Bollée 1968, 497). This suggestion 
is repeated by Ruiz-Falqués (2017, 367), who states, “A different 
version of the canon, published by the Handhawaddy [sic] Press, can 
still be found, but it is not easy and has been systematically removed 
from monastic library shelves and Pali bookshops.” 
 Putting this possibility to a half dozen learned monks in Mandalay in 
late 2017, however, drew a blank and none had any inkling of this 

                                                
11 One late source written immediately before the Sixth Council mentions this 

possibility as evidence that Myanmar and Sri Lanka have assisted each other 
throughout history to preserve the Buddha’s teachings : “During the reign of 
King Mindon too, when the Fifth Great Buddhist Council was held at 
Mandalay, many Sinhalese bhikkhus attended the Synod at the invitation of 
the King” (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1953, 1(4), 4). 
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having been the case, so it cannot yet be confirmed that this did in fact 
happen in an organised manner. Perhaps the new printings from the 
Sixth Council may just have been easier to get hold of while the old 
editions were frail and less likely to stand up to use or the climate. 

2.3. PRINTINGS OF THE KUTHODAW RECENSION BY HANTHAWADDY 
AND OTHER PRESSES (1893–1939) 

In line with king Mindon’s stated aim of strengthening the transmission 
of Buddhist teachings, the Kuthodaw stone inscriptions did, it seems, 
become the authoritative basis for early printed editions of the Tipi!aka 
in Burma. Information on these printed versions is sketchy and 
incomplete ; however, given their relevance to our own readings of the 
Kuthodaw texts it is necessary to review what we know about them.12 
These printed versions are exceptionally rare and as far as we are aware, 
only one Western scholar, C.A.F. Rhys Davids, has used these editions 
to establish or check readings (Dukap I (1906, ix), Tikap I (1921, xii), 
Yam I (1911, ix).13 After a review of the meagre details about them that 
have been published up to now, we will outline new information 
extracted from newly accessed copies of some of these early printings. 
 The main source of information up to now has been the paragraphs 
below from Ludu Daw Ahmar’s indispensable guide to the history of 
the Kuthodaw : 

Thirty years after the stone pitaka was completed, the paper pitaka was 
made for the first time. Mr Philip H. Ripley of the Hanthawaddy Press was 

                                                
12The new source for hitherto unreferenced information on the printing of the 

Kuthodaw Pagoda and Fifth Council versions has been the Burmese language 
introductions from some of the early P"li editions published by the Hantha-
waddy and Thudhamawadi presses between 1893 and 1939 (listed with some 
details on the translations utilised in Appendix 1, 5.1 below), in particular the 
P"cittiya edition (1893, [ka]-ca). Other information has come from the 
editions of the Mah"vagga (1900, unnumbered page preceding title-page), 
Sa(yuttanik"ya Vol. 2 (1900, unnumbered page preceding title-page), 
Pariv"ra (1900, unnumbered page preceding title-page), Vinayapi!aka Culla-
vagga (1911, two unnumbered pages preceding title-page), and A$guttara-
nik"ya Vol. 1 (1939, two unnumbered pages following the title-page). 

13We thank Peter Jackson for drawing our attention to these uses. 
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the pioneer in this work. One volume of this book (Royal Octavo size) had 
400 pages approximately and there were thirty-eight volumes in a complete 
set. A printed book would make the Pitaka cheap and the public opinion 
was against it. So only when the Taunggwin Thathanabine expressed his 
happiness to hear the news that the pitaka would soon be available in book 
form, that Mr Ripley regained his courage to proceed with the work of 
printing. It was in about 1900 and Mr Ripley took all care to make his 
copies perfect. He had the galley-proofs checked against the “stone Pitaka” 
at Mandalay. In fact he claimed that his books were “true copies of the 
Pitaka inscribed on stones by King Mindon”. He also had the titles to 
various chapters printed in the same handwriting as they appeared on the 
stones. People who were once proof-readers under him like Hanthawaddy U 
Ba Yin and Saya Zeya (U Yaw) often recalled that the old gentleman took 
enormous pains to make the pitaka he printed free of mistakes. He printed a 
declaration on each book that he would give a reward of Rs. 50 for each 
word that did not agree with the corresponding word on the “stone pitaka”.  

Ludu Daw Ahmar 1980, 53–54 
 Ripley was amply rewarded for all the care he took in printing the 
Pitaka in exactly [sic] as it appeared on stones. Many sets of his books were 
sent even outside Burma where Theravada Buddhism prevailed. Soon other 
printing concerns followed suit. One of them was the Tampadipa Time Press 
which in 1912 printed books on pitaka with the same claims as Ripley. It 
even used a picture of [the] “stone Pitaka” cave as its trade mark. Ripley 
had established a tradition that all printed Pitaka books must have the “stone 
Pitaka” as the standard work. 

Ludu Daw Ahmar 1980, 56 
 None of the printed copies available to us (listed in Appendix 1 
below) have this declaration of the fifty rupee reward, nor the “stone 
pi'aka” cave trademark. Ludu Daw Ahmar gave the printing date as 
about 1900 but we now have information that there were printings in 
1893 (of the P"cittiya). In 1893 Ripley resigned his post and travelled to 
England to study printing and it seems likely that he returned with 
printing equipment and enhanced technical knowledge. A previously 
unremarked source (Wright 1910, 139) of additional (and corroborating) 
information, which dates from 1907, is too lengthy to reprint here but is 
given as 5.2.2 in the appendices below.  
 Additional information has been found which sheds light on these 
printings and who was responsible for them. A review of the activities 
of the S"sanahitak"ri Association (i.e., “Association for the Benefit of 
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the Buddha’s Teaching”) published in Burmese in 1893 (as the intro-
duction to a re-printing of the P"cittiya section of the Vinaya) states that 
from 1890 onwards a group of learned monks and lay people in 
Rangoon organised meetings, discussions, and fundraising as part of an 
eventual five-point programme to both preserve and propagate the 
Dhamma in Burma.14 Once official permission had been granted to form 
an association, the S"sanahitak"ri Association resolved on 17 July 1892 
to prioritise the production of a well-edited and well-printed version of 
the Tipi!aka for the benefit of both teachers and students of the 
Dhamma.15 Nothing else is yet known about this group but their five-
point programme also mentions plans to invite European teachers of the 
Dhamma (to Myanmar presumably) and so they seem to have been 
similar to groups in Sri Lanka16 which were reacting to British colonial 
rule and missionary initiatives by beginning their own home-grown 
Buddhist defence and propagation models. It is possible, for example, 
that they were in part reacting to Judson’s complete Burmese language 
translation of the Bible, which had been in publication since 1835. By 
November-December 1893 this new Association was able to announce 
that it had completed publication of the entire Tipi!aka in Myanmar. So 
far none of these texts have been located or examined ; however, copies 
may exist in Myanmar libraries or in the British Library collections.  
 This review of the history of the publications says the Association 
had, between sometime in 1892 and November-December 1893, initial-
ly printed 1,000 copies of the two first sections of the Vinaya — the 
                                                
14We have had assistance with a number of Burmese language introductions 

found in the early editions of P"li texts published in Myanmar. In December 
2017, with the assistance of Daw Yi Yi Maw (University of Arts and 
Humanities, Mandalay), Dr. Tin Tin Nwe rephrased these stylised and formal 
introductions into contemporary Burmese. Those rephrasings were then trans-
lated into English and the resulting versions polished somewhat for fluency 
and style before being reproduced in this article. 

15 Multiple benevolent societies with religious aims were in existence by 1894 
under British rule (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/1, 1953 , 8). 

16For convenience, we use the term “Sri Lanka” here and throughout the article, 
despite its usage being anachronistic at times. For similar reasons, we also 
consistently use the terms “Thailand” and “Cambodia” throughout this article. 
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P"r"jika and P"cittiya — in “durable format” because those, they said, 
were the basis of the existence of the monastic orders and, therefore, of 
the entire Buddhist teachings. When those 1,000 copies had been sold, 
the funds raised were used to prepare, print and bind a subsequent 
complete edition of the Tipi!aka. This account of their activities appears 
in a volume (again P"cittiya) published by the Hanthawaddy Press 
(“Ha(s"vat%”) in Rangoon in November-December 1893. It is not clear 
if the earlier complete Tipi!aka appeared under the name of the same 
press but that seems likely given the explicit need stated to have good 
fonts and accurate printing. It is also not yet clear if any of these 
particular volumes have survived. The earliest Hanthawaddy publication 
(non-Tipi!aka) we have traced dates from 1891 (Taw Sein Ko’s An Ele-
mentary Grammar of the Burmese Language). 
 Remarkably, the same programme review provides information 
about the text printed in this first complete printing of the Tipi!aka in 
Burma : 

In line with the [Association’s] decision [to publish the Tipi!aka], 
permission was gained to copy from the basis of the Fifth Council text 
prepared under the supervision of Sayadaws appointed officially and by 
the king’s senior advisors. The La$k"r"ma Sayadaw, Venerable Nanda-
mañju in Mandalay and the Kyaundawyar Monastery Sayadaw, Venerable 
Ravinda in Rangoon, who are the equals of those learned Sayadaws 
mentioned above [at the Fifth Council in 1871], made every effort to copy 
the text accurately and to use a first class printing house to print the text 
with correct spelling and punctuation under the supervision of the P"li 
expert Mr Phyey and using excellent quality paper and binding materials.  

1893, P"cittiya edition introduction ;  
for details see Appendix 1, 5.1 

 To recap then, the first (presumably complete) printing of the 
Therav"da Tipi!aka in Myanmar so far traced was produced under the 
auspices of the S"sanahitak"ri Association probably through the 
Hanthawaddy Press in Rangoon. It is not made explicit here whether the 
version reportedly completed in 1893 was in fact based on the Kutho-
daw inscriptions or some other format of the Fifth Council version ; 
however, the title-pages of editions appearing from the Hanthawaddy 
Press from 1900 explicitly refer to the Mandalay stelae, using wording 
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that is strikingly similar to the sentence found at the top of the verso 
side of each stela. 
 The history of these printings of the Fifth Council texts based on the 
Kuthodaw inscriptions is still unclear. Most of the copies so far 
examined have no preliminary matter to explain how the text has been 
constituted, other than a note on the title-page which states that the 
prints follow the text of the Fifth Council inscribed in stone in 
Mandalay.17 To judge by the variety of donative notices appearing in 
the volumes from the Hanthawaddy and the Thudhamawadi Presses, 
there seem to have been multiple print runs between 1893 and 1939 
funded by a variety of well-to-do families or individual donors. We 
have not seen a complete set of any printed series as yet, instead we 
only have had access to scattered scanned editions. Ludu Daw Ahmar 
(1980, 53) states that the Hanthawaddy set was complete in 38 volumes. 
The extant copies that we have been able to locate are listed in 
Appendix 1 below (5.1).18 
 The introduction to a 1939 Hanthawaddy printing of the fifth volume 
of the A$guttaranik"ya provides additional information. It is signed by 
the British-Burma Film Company and states that when this company 
purchased the compound of the Hanthawaddy Newspaper Press in 
Rangoon along with everything therein to set up a film production 
facility, they found in storage there “multiple copies of high quality 
[printings] of the pi'akas, the commentaries and sub-commentaries as 
well as Myanmar paraphrases (nissaya)”. Over 9,000 copies as unbound 
text blocks were in need of binding and covering before they could be 
released. Rather than destroy these or otherwise let them go to waste, 
the company wanted to bind and distribute them, but the cost was 
prohibitive and so they seem to have bound and released some but were 
also actively requesting donors to contribute to this and reminded pious 

                                                
17The title-pages of editions from Thudhamawadi Press, however, do not 

explicitly state that they are based on the Fifth Council recension. 
18 We wish to thank Professor Shimoda for making available scans from the 

library of the University of Tokyo and also the Dhammachai Tipitaka Project 
for sharing scans they made of the collection at the Mangalarama monastery, 
Taung Gyi, Shan state. 
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Buddhists that the sponsoring of the distribution of the Tipi!aka itself is 
as meritorious as the building of a caitya. 
 Setting apart the commercial tone of the two Thudhamawadi print-
ings seen (which are keen to encourage buyer loyalty to their editions), 
the Hanthawaddy printings sporadically contain a range of short donor 
panegyrics and lists of names, but no indications of how the text there 
printed was constituted. Possibly (as in the case of the British-Burma 
Film Company invitations) arrangements were made with individual 
donors to cover the binding and covering of pre-printed text-blocks or 
fascicules.  
 In terms of the nature of the text printed in these early editions, they 
are somewhat corrected versions of the text on the Kuthodaw stelae 
(more details on the relationships between these editions and the later 
printings are given in the section on text comparisons below).  

 2.4. THE EDITING WORK OF THE SIXTH COUNCIL 
Moving on to the influential editing work of the Sixth Council held in 
Rangoon (now Yangon), Clark (2015a) investigated a range of sources 
relating to the Sixth Council, specifically looking at why the event was 
held, the way in which it was presented to the general public, and the 
nature of the resultant printed series of the Tipi!aka. Regarding the last, 
he provided a detailed analysis of a section of one text, with comments 
on its editing methodology and sources. This section of the present 
article will build upon Clark’s findings with the inclusion of additional 
information, particularly regarding the manner in which the editing 
project as a whole was undertaken and the ways in which the editing 
groups were organised. Additionally, it will document the explicit and 
repeated positioning of the Kuthodaw stelae text as the basis for the 
Sixth Council’s text editing work and to identify what steps were taken 
to review and revise that text. 
 In terms of the Sixth Council’s explicit aims, the P"li preface 
(Nid"nakath") to the printed edition states : 

Then the great elder monks decided to hold a Dhamma Council and 
announced, “It is necessary to hold this Dhamma Council ; it is not the 
case that it is unnecessary to hold this. Therefore, we will now bring 
together [printed ?] books of the Tipi!aka with the stone inscription[s] of 
the Fifth Council, make them a corpus and will hold a Dhamma Council 
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having corrected the texts beforehand. By this means we will remove 
readings produced by careless writing that have arisen in contemporary 
[printed] books due to changes to the tradition. Having established the root 
text of the teachings — corrected and purified — and having printed it, the 
long-term preservation of the Buddha’s teaching will be accomplished by 
disseminating it throughout the whole world, in various countries and 
various places.…”19 

 More clarity about the text editing processes of the Sixth Council 
can be reached here than has been hitherto recorded by tracing official 
statements about what was to occur prior to the printing of the texts and 
confirming these against later published accounts.20 As far as we are 
aware, these details have never been discussed in academic articles and 
so it is necessary to present them in some detail. After reviewing the 
Sixth Council’s own statements on the editing structures and processes, 
some information will be given on the involvement of international 
Therav"da monastic scholars (mostly from Sri Lanka and Thailand) and 
on the proofreading procedures for Sixth Council printed texts.  

2.4.1. SETTING UP EDITORIAL PROCEDURES AND SOURCES FOR THE 

TIPI&AKA 
An early overview statement of the sources and processes used to edit 
the Sixth Council series appears in a publicity bulletin (The 
Sang!yan!21 Monthly Bulletin) published in English to broadcast news 
of the preparations for the Council (1/1, 1953, 11) : 

                                                
19 atha kho te mah!ther! “dhammasa(g$ti) kariss!m!” ti katasanni''h!n! eva) 

pativedesu) “kattabb! yev’ es! dhammasa(g$ti. n’ es! na kattabb!. tasm! 
maya) d!ni pi'akapotthak!ni pañcamasa(g$tisil!lekh!ya sam!netv! t!ni 
yeva sar$ra) katv! p!*isa)sodhanapubba(gama) dhammasang$ti) kass!ma.  
y!ya !dhunikapotthakesu parampar!parivattanavasena sañj!t! pam!da-
lekhap!'h! ca nir!kar$yissanti.  visodhitañ ca suparisuddha) p!vacana-
m+la) labhitv! ta) mudd!petv! sakalaloke n!n!ra''hesu n!n!desesu by!pana-
vasena buddhas!sanassa cira''hiti ca s!dhiyissati. (“Nid"nakath"” 1956, iv) 

20 We rely on English versions of the material cited here ; undoubtedly more 
documentation exists in Burmese sources, but those seem not to have been 
fully exploited by anyone yet. 

21English language publications in Burma at the time of the Sixth Council 
frequently transliterate P"li words differently to standard spellings used today 
(e.g. sang!yan! instead of sa(g!yan!). In this article, we reproduce the 
spellings found in the original publications. 
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The Union Buddha S"sana Council [of Burma] is in possession of some of 
the Tipitakas, formerly scrutinized and edited by the learned Sayadaws of 
Mandalay under the auspices of the Young Men’s Buddhist Association of 
Rangoon. The remaining portions which were left unedited are being 
scrutinized and edited by eighty groups of learned Mah"theras who are 
entrusted with the responsibility of purifying the Texts, scrutinizing, 
comparing, editing, classifying and arranging all the teachings of the 
Buddha.  

 It is not clear which “Tipi!akas” are meant, or indeed, even if printed 
volumes are indicated, although that does seem most likely.22 As stated 
by Clark (2015a, 95–96, 101), the editions of the Sixth Council very 
publicly took the marble stelae of the Kuthodaw as their historical basis 
and the Sixth Council texts include limited variant readings from 
parallel printed editions of the Tipi!aka from the PTS, Thailand, Sri 
Lanka, and Cambodia. No evidence has so far come to light of any use 
of manuscripts in preparations for the editing of the texts. 
 The announcement of the preparations for scrutinizing and (re-)edit-
ing the canonical texts continues, “The P"li Texts adopted by the Fifth 
Great Buddhist Council and inscribed on 729 marble slabs at Mandalay 
will form the basic Texts” (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/1, 1953, 11). 
 The photo accompanying this announcement (reproduced as Figure 
1) makes clear that the marble inscriptions (validated after carving by 
the Fifth Council) are the antecedents of the Sixth Council work. 
Subsequent statements in the same bulletin underline this.23  

                                                
22 On the very next page of the same issue we read “The Buddha S"sana Council 

gave the [Laotian] Mission [of 1953] the … P"li Text of Five Nik"yas in 38 
volumes, comprising 1 set of Tipitakas”. The Hanthawaddy edition is reported 
to have had “thirty-eight volumes in a complete set” (Ludu Daw Ahmar 1980, 
53) and that was also instigated by Mandalay-based Sayadaws (see section 2.3 
above). These two features suggest this reference is to that set ; however, the 
involvement of the Young Men’s Buddhist Association of Rangoon is 
unexplained so we cannot be sure. When the text quoted adds “remaining 
portions which were left unedited” that may refer to the Milindapañha and 
other texts not printed by the Hanthawaddy edition, but this too is speculation. 

23 “The Groups for Correcting the Texts are now busy with their editing and 
comparing their scripts with the inscriptions on the marble slabs. Thus, this 
Kutho-daw Pagoda had a great bearing on the Fifth Great Buddhist Council 
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 As comprehensively demonstrated by Braun (2013, 23–28), the 
carving of the Kuthodaw stelae occurred prior to the Fifth Council, 
nevertheless multiple publications of the Sixth Council (e.g., The 
Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin, 1/1, 1953, 11) state the opposite. 

 
FIGURE 1 : MONKS BESIDE THE KUTHODAW PAGODA STELAE 

The bulletin goes on to say (emphasis added) : 
The P"li Texts as extant in printed form in Sinhalese script in Ceylon, in 
Siamese script in Thailand, in Cambodian script in Cambodia, together 

                                                                                               
and the Kaba-Aye (World Peace) Pagoda and the Kutho-daw Pagoda are now 
closely connected with the proceedings of the forthcoming Chattha San-
g"yan"” (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/2, 1953, 1). In April 1953 the 
Laotian Mission visited “various places of religious interest” and at “Manda-
lay, they watched the responsible Bhikkhus comparing their scripts with the 
inscriptions on the marble slabs” (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/1, 1953, 12). 
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with the Texts published by the Pali Text Society, England, will form the 
basic Texts for collation. The Commentaries (Atthakath"s) and Sub-
Commentaries (Tik"s, Anutik"s and Yojan"s) will be basic Texts for 
reference.24  

The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/1, 1953, 11 

2.4.2. PROCESSES OF EDITING 
The official outline of the form and functions of the organisation 
running the Sixth Council were set out in “The Cha!!ha Sang"yan" 
Sangha Council Rules, 2496 BE” (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/2, 
1953, 2, 11). In theory at least, these “Rules” are the basis for the 
actions undertaken by the Council and its Committees and Sub-
committees, including those which edited, printed and ultimately 
distributed the texts we term the Sixth Council series. As a way to 
overview that material we have arranged the same information as a chart 
in Figure 2 below, which shows the Committee structures ; Text box 1 
which follows, lists the “duties” of each committee extracted from the 
published Rules. Sub-committees 1 to 3 under the Bh"ranitth"raka 
Committee ultimately produced the texts published as Cha!!ha 
Sang"yan" versions (these are asterisked in the diagram). 
 

                                                
24 In 1954 (a propos of a visit by Drs I.B. Horner and Butler) the following 

account was published, “The P.T.S. edition of the Tipi!aka has to be employed 
by the Text-editing Text Re-editing Groups in their respective works. The 
other day, Miss I.B. Horner and Prof. Butler visited the Th"thana Yeiktha and 
watched the Mah"theras and Theras reediting and scrutinising the P"li texts 
with reference to various editions of the Tipi!aka, including that of the P.T.S. 
and various Commentaries, Sub-commentaries and Vy"kara'as (Grammars). 
The Bhikkhu-editors dividing into four Groups scrutinised the P"li texts with 
the Mandalay Inscriptions also” (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/2, 1954, 10). 
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     Groups for Correcting the Texts (Rules §5-6) 
 

Those groups were to consist of senior bhikkhus (ideally 
at least 20 years standing) throughout Burma, and, it was 
hoped, in Thailand, Ceylon, Cambodia and Laos, sub-
divided into: 

 
1. Editorial Board: to edit the texts ‘as instructed’; 
2. Correcting Board: to check the work of the 

Editorial Board; and 
3. Scrutinising Board: to scrutinise the work of the 

above two Boards. 

     Ov!d!cariya Sa"gha N!yaka Committee  (Rules §3-4) 
 

1. Bhikkhus with the title Aggamah!pa"#ita 
2. Union Ov!d!cariya mah!theras; 
3. Union Vinayadhara mah!theras; and 
4. Bhikkhus elected by the Bh!ranitth!raka 

mah!theras 
a. two from Northern Shan states 
b. two from Southern Shan states 
c. two from Kachin state 
d. one thera from each of the 

districts of Burma proper 
e. three mah!theras from Burma 

(elderly learned mah!thera) 
f. five thera representing the 

Sa"gha from Ceylon 
g. five thera representing the 

Sa"gha from Thailand 
h. three thera representing the 

Sa"gha from Cambodia 
i. two  thera  representing the 

Sa"gha from Laos 
 

Advises the Bh!ranitth!raka mah!theras and the 
Union of Burma Government and the Union Buddha 
S!sana Council 

Elects 

forms 
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     Bh!ranitth!raka Committee (Rule §7) 
 
29 members, also referred to as “Wunzaung 
Sayadaws” : 

1 .  25 mah!theras elected by the Ov!d!cariya 
Sa"gha N!yaka Committee (portraits and 
names printed in The Cha$$ha Sang!yan! 
Souvenir Album 1956, 232f.); and 

2.  One thera from each of Ceylon, Thailand, 
Cambodia and Laos from among the bhikkhus 
of those respective countries who serve on the 
Ov!d!cariya Sa"gha N!yaka Committee 
 

Supervises all monastic participation in the Sa"g!yan!, as 
instructed by the Ov!d!cariya Sa"gha N!yaka Committee. 
Can set up subcommittees to undertake specific tasks. 

     Sub-committees 

1. Texts Distributin g and Directing Group (P!li-
vibh!ga-nayopadesaka) 

2. Texts Correcting Group (P!li-visodhaka) 
3. Finally Editing Group [sic] (P!li-pa$i-visodhaka)  
4. Burmese Translation Final Group (Maramm!-

bh!s!-pa$i-visodhaka) 
5. Works and Programme Subcommittee 

(Sang%ti-vidh!yaka) 
6. Discipline and Behaviour Advising Group 

(Sikkh!-vidh!yaka) 
7. Group to Answer the Discourses 

(Kath!- visajjaka) 
8. Reception Subcommittee 

(Veyy!vacca-k!raka) 
9. Information and Bhikkhus Relation 

Subcommittee (Pavattisam  pavedaka) 

Figure 2: Cha##ha Sa"g!yan! Committee  Structure 
Based on The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/2, 1953, 2, 11 

Elects 

forms 
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TEXT BOX 1 : Tasks of the Sub-committees of the Bh!ranittharaka Committee 
(The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/2, 1953, 11) 
10. Duties of the Texts Distributing and Directing Group [P!li-vibh!ga-
nayopadesaka] : 
 (a) To edit the different kinds of Texts ; 
 (b) To distribute the Texts to the Groups concerned for editing,  
  and to call for the edited Texts within the allotted time ; and 
 (c)  To instruct the detailed methods of correcting the Texts,  
  such as division of sentences, clauses, punctuation, and  
  phrases ; fixing headings ; indexing ; character-sifting ; and dif- 
  ferentiation of editions. 
11. The duties of the Texts Correcting Groups [P!li-visodhaka] are to correct 
the Texts edited by the Editing Groups, by collating with the author-
ised Texts and Commentaries. 
12. The Burmese Translation Group [Maramm!-bh!s!-pa"i-visodhaka] : 
Its duty is to translate the Texts into Burmese, in accordance with the 
instructions given to them, and with reference to the Texts, Commentaries, 
and Sub-commentaries. 
13. The Sangayana Works Sub-committee [Sang#ti-vidh!yaka]  : 
Its duties are 
 (a) To select the Bhikkhus who will chant in the Sang!yan! ; 
 (b) To select the Bhikkhus in order of precedence ; 
 (c) To instruct in the methods of chanting, articulation, and pausation ; 
 (d) To draw up a timetable for the Sang!yan! ; 
 (e) To draw up a programme for the Chattha Sang!yan! ; and 
 (f) To invite the Bhikkhus to the Sang!yan! and provide them with  
  board and lodging. 
14. Sikkha vidhayaka [Sikkh!-vidh!yaka] Group : 
Its duty is to see that the Bhikkhus behave well in all the four kinds of 
postures, in accordance with the Rule of the Viniya [sic]. 
15. The duties of the Katha visajja [Kath!-visajjaka] Group are 
To verify and rectify all the controversial points, 
 (a) that have arisen from within the S!sana ; and 
 (b) that have arisen from outside the S!sana. 
16. Reception Sub-committee [Veyy!vacca-k!raka] : 
Its duties are 
 (a) To procure the four requisites of the monks, namely, the build- 
  ing, robes, food and medicine ; 
 (b) To keep the above in order ; 
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 (c) To wash, label, patch and dye the robes of the Bhikkhus parti- 
  cipating in the “chanting” ; 
 (d) To arrange food for the Bhikkhus in accordance with the  
  Vinaya ; 
 (e) To accept invitations from outside and to allot the Bhikkhus for  
  such invitations ; 
 (f) To attend to any sick Bhikkhu ; 
 (g) To keep the dormitory and the latrines in hygienic order ; 
 (h) To provide water for bathing, cleansing, and washing the face ; 
 (i) To keep the towels, napkins, blankets, and bedsheets clean and  
  tidy ; 
 (j) To arrange the journeys of such Bhikkhus. 
17. Information and Monks Relation Sub-committee [Pavattisam pavedaka]: 
Its duties are 
 (a) To be conversant with all matters relating to the Chattha  

Sang!yan! … 
 (b) To know about all the “Sang"ti” Bhikkhus … 
 (c) To take information about the Sang!yan! matter in hand ; 
 (d) To contact all the Bhikkhus participating in the Sang!yan! ; 
 (e) To make reports to the Bh!ranitth!raka Mahatheras once a   
  week, or urgently in cases of emergencies ; 
 (f) To carry out their duties smoothly in connection with the San- 
  g!yan! matters or the Bhikkhus participating in the Sang!yan! ; 
 (g) To propagate in P!li, Burmese, and other languages the follow-

ing [information] throughout the world, so as to let the people 
of the world revere Buddhism : (1) Origin of the Chattha 
Sang!yan! ; (2) Organisation and allotment of duties ; (3) How 
the Union Buddha S!sana Council acts in this respect ; (4) That 
the Chattha Sang!yan! is an international one [etc.]  

 
A major point in clarifying the textual work done by the Sixth Council 
committees is that the review of the texts prior to reciting them was 
planned in three consecutive stages by the first three sub-committees of 
the Bh!ranitth!raka Committee, with each stage being a pre-condition 
for the work of the next one.  
 The first sub-committee appointed by the oversight Bh!ranitth!raka 
Committee was the “Texts Distributing and Directing Group” (P!li-
vibh!ga-nayopadesaka). It made decisions about the distribution of 
various texts for expert review. Once decisions had been made regard-
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ing who would review what, the various texts were handed over to Sub-
committee 2, the “Text Correcting Group” (P!li-visodhaka).  
 The Text Correcting Group was made up of multiple sub-groups, 
which were to consist of senior monks (of at least 20 years standing) 
throughout Burma as well as — it was initially hoped — in Thailand, 
Sri Lanka, Cambodia, and Laos ; although in the end Cambodia and 
Laos were not able to contribute in this way. This Sub-committee had 
three sub-layers (Rules §5–6) : 

 1. an Editorial Board to edit the texts “as instructed”, 
 2. a Correcting Board to check the work of the Editorial Board, 
 3. a Scrutinising Board to review the work of the two preceding  
    Boards. 

 Once these three sub-groups had completed their review work on 
texts, they were ready to be handled by the third Subcommittee, the 
“Final Editing Group” (P!li-pa"i-visodhaka). 
 No explicit instructions about these editing tasks have been located 
or published so far, but subsequently published progress reports do 
make clear the nature of the tasks done by each subcommittee (in the 
case of the Second Subcommittee, 118 “Text Correcting Groups” in 
Myanmar alone are mentioned below, while details of the structure of 
editorial committees in Sri Lanka are mentioned separately below). In 
some cases a certain inexactitude of the translation from the original in 
Burmese may be hindering appreciation of what the various stages 
involved, especially with the term “edit”. 
 The first Sub-committee, the “Text Distributing and Directing 
Group” (P!li-vibh!ga-nayopadesaka), formally had the following pre-
liminary duties : 
 (a) To edit the different kinds of Texts ; 
 (b) To distribute the Texts to the Groups concerned for editing, and to call  
  for the edited Texts within the allotted time ; and 
 (c) To instruct [in] the detailed methods of correcting the Texts, such as  
  division of sentences, clauses, punctuation, and phrases ; fixing head- 
  ings ; indexing ; character-sifting and differentiation of editions. 

The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/2, 1953, 11 
 This last wording in Rule §10 suggests that explicit (printed or 
written) instructions were in fact promulgated as “detailed methods 
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(naya) of correcting the texts” to guide how the separate groups were to 
edit the basic texts prior to them being corrected. 
 Who were the individuals editing the texts ? Beginning with the issue 
published in September 1953, The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin lists the 
names and some details about the learned ordained individuals respon-
sible for editing various texts (with the article “Cha##ha Sang!yan!” 
Broadcast by Thiripyanchi U Sein Maung, Chief Executive Officer, 
Union Buddha S!sana Council, Rangoon on 8 July 1953 : translation 
The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/5, 1953, 5). As an example, one of 
the individuals involved named there is described in this way in 2001 : 
“Venerable U Silananda [1927–2005] has been a Buddhist monk for 
over fifty years. He holds two titles of Master in Dhamma and had 
taught at the Atithokdayone Pali University and served as the external 
examiner at the Department of Oriental Studies, The University of Arts 
and Sciences, Mandalay, Myanmar. He also was the chief compiler of 
the comprehensive Tipitaka P!li–Burmese Dictionary and one of the 
final editors of the Pali Texts, Commentaries, and Sub-Commentaries at 
the Sixth Buddhist Council, held in the Rangoon, Myanmar, in 1954” 
(Silananda 2001, 261). It is notable that different groups of around half 
a dozen monks and senior monks (thera and mah!thera) are responsible 
for named divisions of the canon (these names do not appear in the final 
editions). 
 A July 1953 update from the Executive Officer of the Union S!sana 
Council on progress with preparation of the texts (published September 
1953) clarifies the procedure under Stage Two and mentions all three 
stages which seem to correspond to the three levels of sub-committee 
visible on the chart (Figure 2 : Sub-committees 1–3) (numbers in square 
brackets below have been added for clarity) :  

I should like to inform you how far the work has proceeded in respect of 
[1] correcting, [2] editing, [3] re-editing and scrutinising the Text which is 
to be commonly adopted by the Cha##ha Sang!yan!. The Discourses of the 
Omniscient Buddha comprise the Tipi#aka or Five Nik!yas which have 
been printed in 88 different books [volumes ?].25 About six or seven 

                                                
25These 88 printed “books” were presumably the outcome of the first phase 

(Subcommittee 1) ; see also the “eighty groups” cited above. Those versions 
were prepared for the various groups working as Subcommittee 2 “to correct 
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months ago [late-1952], these books were distributed among 118 Text-
Correcting Groups [Sub-committee 2 on Figure 2 presumably] formed 
from the learned Bhikkhus all over the Union [of Burma], together with 
the various editions of the Text and relevant Commentaries and Sub-
commentaries, for the purpose of collating, correcting, and return of the 
same to the headquarters. … So, at the present juncture, the whole Vinaya 
Pi#aka has been re-edited. When the Thai and Ceylon members of the Text 
Re-editing Group [presumably the P!li-pa"i-visodhaka] arrive here this 
month (July 1953), this Vinaya Pitaka will be scrutinised by them in 
conjunction with the Mahatheras selected by the Bh!ranitth!raka Commit-
tee (Wunzaung Sayadaws) for this specific purpose. When these Vinaya 
books receive the common approval of all the members, they will be 
printed at the Council’s huge printing works at Yegu, Rangoon as the 
Tipi#aka commonly adopted by all the Therav!da countries. 

The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/5, 1953, 5 
Again : 

Next, I should like to tell you something more about the re-editing of the 
P!li Texts. As I have mentioned in my previous talks, the three Books on 
D"gha Nik!ya have been completely re-edited by the Burma Re-editing 
Groups. When similar books which are now being re-edited in Ceylon 
arrive here, both will be compared and passed by the Bh!ranitth!raka 
Mah!theras. The five books on Vinaya which have already been approved 
by the Bhar!nitth!raka Mah!theras will be printed at the Council’s 
Printing Press at Yegu, when the same is formally opened on the 25th 
October 1953. 

The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin, 1/7, 1953, 6–7 
 So, in the terms used by the Council, the first step was to establish a 
correctly printed text (the 88 books mentioned as “pre-revised ver-
sions”), and the second step was the “correcting” of that text. After 
these two steps were completed, Subcommittee 3, the “Final Editing 
Group” (P!li-pa"i-visodhaka), took the material in hand (mentioned in 
Rule § 9 but no further explanation found). This is the stage when the 
international Sa$gha members (from Sri Lanka and Thailand only, since 
Cambodia and Laos were not able to send representatives to Burma, as 
stated in The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/6, 1953, 7–8) became 

                                                                                               
the texts edited by the editing groups by collating with the authorised texts 
and commentaries” (Rule §11). See below for the reference to the distribution 
of “pre-revised versions” for checking in Sri Lanka.  
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involved in finalising the texts, in both Mandalay and Rangoon. This 
was the final stage before the printing of the Sixth Council versions.  

2.4.3. DETAILING THE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SRI LANKA AND THAILAND 
In terms of editorial contributions, the Rules above specify “Groups for 
Correcting the Texts shall also be formed in Thailand, Ceylon, Cam-
bodia, and Laos” (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/2, 1953, 2, Rule 
5) but only Sri Lanka and Thailand seem to have been able to do this. 
 It is necessary to make explicit here the contributions of Sri Lankan 
and Thai editing sub-groups that have only been documented by Clark 
(2015a, 97) up to now ; the published reports suggest considerable con-
sultation on the constitution of the text.26 In terms of Sri Lankan 
involvement in the text editing for the Sixth Council recension, in 
January 1953 an official Burmese mission to Sri Lanka had arrived in 
Colombo (emphasis added) : 

                                                
26 A separate Sri Lankan Tipi#aka text re-editing initiative is reported to have 

begun in Sri Lanka in 1950, prior to the 1952 resolution by senior Burmese 
monastics to hold the Sixth Council (The Cha""ha Sang!yan! Souvenir Album 
1956, 36). Seeing that some passages of the texts as published were “devoid 
of their meaning … [w]ith this reason in view, we, the Bhikkhus representing 
the three sects of Ceylon, competent in the task, and led by Mah!n!yaka and 
Anun!yaka Theras, assembled at the Vidyala$k!ra Pirivena in the year … 
[1950] of the Christian Era, on the fifteenth day of August, and inaugurated a 
Dhamma Sang!yan!. It took us as long as three years and six months to 
complete the first stage of this Dhamma Sang!yan!, in which we rehearsed 
every letter, every word, and every sentence of the Buddha Vacana, compared 
the different texts, local and foreign, modern and ancient, and arranged 
together and examined the different variations in readings. In the second stage 
which is now in progress, we are rehearsing, discussing, and comparing the 
Buddha Vacana, paragraph by paragraph, sentence by sentence, and meaning 
by meaning. The third stage of this Dhamma Sang!yan! will follow, it is 
hoped, at the close of the Lent this year. This will be known as Pancasatika 
Sang"ti or Pancasatika Sajjh!yana and will rehearse, consider and examine 
carefully the whole of the Tipi#aka, according to etymology, tradition, and 
usage, before an assembly of Bhikkhus over five hundred in number.” (The 
Cha""ha Sang!yan! Souvenir Album 1956, 96) 
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It was on this occasion that the Honourable U Win, formally handed to the 
Prime Minister of Ceylon, the Honourable Mr Dudley Senanayake, the 
pre-revised versions of the Burmese Tripitaka Texts which the Buddha 
Sasana Council in Rangoon expected the Ceylon monks to examine and 
revise in the light of the Tripitaka Texts available in Ceylon. 

The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/8, 1953, 2 
 A considerable network of scholar monks and qualified lay indivi-
duals was subsequently set up in Sri Lanka to comply with the Sixth 
Council’s request for a review of the Tipi#aka ahead of the Sixth 
Council recitation. A central body of 16 mah!theras and groups of five 
monks (distributed at 29 locations throughout Sri Lanka) were nomi-
nated to review individual texts and report back to the central body 
which sat in Colombo. They would in turn review the editing work in 
the presence of one of the five members from the 29 locations, pre-
sumably so they could explain any of their decisions that were 
questioned. The groups of five theras doing the editing were from 
various pirivenas (monastic education centres) and temples (The 
Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/8, 1953, 2–3). These revised texts were 
returned to Burma in due course : the first mission in July 1953 and the 
second in November 1953 (The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/8, 1953, 
4), with announcements of further deliveries not yet found.  
 The Thai involvement is somewhat less well documented so far, but 
a number of senior monks did visit both Mandalay and Rangoon to 
work through the texts after their revision by the Burmese national 
teams. The phrasing below suggests there were more extensive groups 
set up in Thailand, but no account of them has yet turned up : 

Bhikkhu Phra Dhammadhiraja Mahamun, Bhikkhu Chawin Saradam and 
Bhikkhu Kiet Sukitti, representing the Cha##ha Sang!yan! Text Re-editing 
Committee in Thailand came to Burma by air on the 21st. July 1953, for 
the purpose of revising and scrutinising the Tipi#aka Texts that have been 
re-edited by the Text Re-editing Groups of Burma. On the same day a 
Buddhist Mission headed by Venerable Polwatte Buddhadatta Mah!thera 
arrived at Rangoon bringing the First instalment of the Tipi#aka revised by 
the Ceylonese Sangha. These two Buddhist Missions met at Rangoon and 
they both visited Mandalay. Venerable Buddhadatta Mah!thera and the 
Thai Theras remained at Mandalay to scrutinise the Texts that have been 
re-edited by the Text Re-editing Groups of Burma. The other members of 
the Ceylonese Mission returned to Rangoon and thence to Ceylon. The 
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Thai and the Ceylonese Bhikkhus began their work at Mandalay a day or 
two after their arrival and in one month they completed their work and 
returned to Rangoon. On reaching Rangoon, Bhikkhu Chawin Saradam 
returned to Bangkok by air before the Vassa of 1953. Temporarily 
residing at the Th!thana Yeiktha and working daily except on Fast-days, 
the Thai and Ceylonese Bhikkhus scrutinised the Tipi#aka that have been 
re-edited by the Text Re-editing Groups of Burma. On completing their 
work after a period of over four months, they returned to Thailand by air 
on the 12th December 1953. 

The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/8, 1953, 11 
 Before the arrival of the international editors in Burma, a July 1953 
update from the Executive Officer of the Union S!sana Council (Ran-
goon) on progress with preparation of the texts (published September 
1953) reports : 

During May last [1953], a Text Re-editing Group [Subcommittee 3] has 
been formed from among the Theras and Mahatheras who are well 
conversant with Buddhist literature, for the purpose of re-editing the cor-
rected books with reference to various editions of the Tipi#aka ; Vy!karan! 
and relevant Commentaries and Subcommentaries. 

Emphasis added, The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/5, 1953, 5 
 Elsewhere, in a broadcast in September 1953, it is stated : 

Now, we should like to inform you how the relevant P!li Texts, which 
have been re-edited by Text Re-editing Groups of Burma have been 
collated with the corrected Vinaya Books brought to us by the Ceylonese 
Mission. As previously arranged, Ceylon, Thailand, Cambodia and Laos 
were to send a representative each to work in co-operation with the Text 
Re-editing Groups of Burma. The learned Theras and Mah!theras of 
Cambodia and Laos were unable to send their representatives, but gave 
their assent to the decisions to be arrived at by the Mah!theras of the 
remaining Therav!da countries. Venerable Buddhadatta Mah!thera, repre-
senting Ceylon, and Bhikkhu Phra Dhammadhir!ja Mah!muni, represent–
ing Thailand arrived here in July last [1953], for the purpose of scruti-
nising the P!li Texts in conjunction with the Text Re-editing Groups of 
Burma. They went to Mandalay and began their work in co-operation with 
eight other Mah!theras from the Text Re-editing Groups of Burma. They 
have ably scrutinised the Five Books on Vinaya and completed their task 
very smoothly in 20 days. 

The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/6, 1953, 7 
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     2.4.4. PRINTING AND PROOFREADING OF THE FINALISED TEXT 
With so much time and effort having gone into editing the texts, it was 
important that no errors of typesetting mar the final publications. The 
typesetting, printing, and binding of the finalised texts was a huge 
undertaking and the first tenders for the supply of materials were let in 
April 1953, although printing did not get underway until 7 AM on 25 
October 1953. A “Printing Department Report” appeared in 1953 (The 
Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/9, 1954, 11) which details that by that 
time the specially built printing facility had ordered 350 tons of white 
printing papers, 70 tons of strawboard for binding, and 43 kilometres of 
book cloth from London. Fifty typesetters/compositors were employed 
and 5,400 kilograms of P!li type in Burmese characters ordered to add 
to the 2,700 kilograms on hand. 
 In terms of proofreading, the stages were outlined as follows : 

The first proof-reading is done by four lay persons who passed the 
Lectureship Examination in Buddhist Literature, and have headed 
[sic] by Saya Nyan, a learned P!li scholar. 
The second proof-reading is done by four Sayadaws who have passed 
the Lectureship Examination in Buddhist Literature. 
The third and the final proof-reading is done by the following 
Mahatheras : 
(1) Sayadaw U Kondañña, Agga Maha Pandita, Chauk-htat-gyi 

kyaung-taik, Rangoon. 
(2) Venerable A.P. Buddhadatta, Agga Maha Pandita. 
(3) Sayadaw U N!gavamsa, Bhagaya Tawya, Rangoon. 
(4) Venerable Mah!si Sayadaw, Agga Maha Pandita. 
(5) U Visuddha, Vijjala$k!ra Sayadaw. 
Working daily from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. these five Mah!theras are doing 
this final proof-reading. 

The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin 1/10, 1954, 10 
 The textual output for each of the five separate sessions of the Sixth 
Council was on hand prior to the relevant sitting, with the very first 
sitting at twelve and a half minutes after twelve on the full moon of 
Kason 1316 (Burmese Era), 17 May 1954.27 
                                                
27 Most academic reviews consistently ignore the major contributions made to 

Burmese language versions of texts and the production of the multi-volume 
Tipi#aka P!%i-Myanmar dictionary. A full listing of the publications of the 
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 In summary, the link to the Mandalay inscriptions was explicitly and 
repeatedly made in the lead up to the Sixth Council to set up a con-
tinuity with the previous councils. Considerable attempts were made to 
consult learned individuals (lay and monastic) from other Therav!da 
countries, with missions to Sri Lanka and Thailand well-documented 
and the involvement of senior monks in settling the final texts apparent. 
The subsequent intentional publicising of this suggests a push to legiti-
mise the Council as a truly international affair (Clark 2015a). In spite of 
this publicity, it is unclear how Sri Lankan or Thai monastic authorities 
regarded the publications of the Sixth Council. Subsequent publication 
of Tipi#aka versions in Therav!da countries suggest that, while respect-
ing the Sixth Council work and contributing to it, the editions emanating 
from that Council did not in fact supplant those current in individual 
Therav!da countries though some took into consideration the variants 
                                                                                               

Sixth Council has yet to be made, thus an indicatory list is given here (most 
extracted from the scanned versions on the website of the “Kaba Aye Buddha 
[sic] Research Library” (http://www.kbrl.gov.mm/catalog/index/2). 

  The Sang!yan! Monthly Bulletin (English) 
  Sa$g!yan! (Burmese language bulletin series) 
  Revised (re-edited) texts of the Tipi#aka : Vinaya (5 volumes) ; Suttanta (23  

   volumes) ; Abhidhamma (12 volumes) 
  Revised (re-edited) texts of the A##hakath! (Commentaries) (50 volumes,  

   first published 1958–1959) 
  Revised (re-edited) texts of the &"k! (Sub-commentaries) (31 volumes, first  

   published 1960–1961) 
  Nissaya (word-by-word translations of the Tipi#aka texts into Burmese) (8  

   volumes) 
  Burmese translations of Tipi#aka texts (projected 40 volumes ; by 2011 only  

   29 volumes published) 
  English translations of selected Tipi#aka texts (22 volumes) 
  Tipi#aka P!%i-Myanmar dictionary 
  Publications about the Cha##ha Sa$g!yan! (by the Ministry of Religious  

   Affairs and Culture) (18 volumes)  
  *Cha""ha sa%g!yan! phva$&' pvai mhat& tam&( kr#( = The Cha""ha Sang!- 

   yan! Souvenir Album (1954) 
  Cha""hasa%g!yan! mhat´ tam´“ / The Cha""ha Sang!yan! Souvenir Album  

   (1956) 
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and decisions made by Sixth Council editors. The appearance of variant 
readings in the Sixth Council editions stems from the editing decisions 
made by this complex and distributed process. 
 The simplified chart below attempts to outline the nature of the 
relationships between these editions : 

 
   Re-edition of canonical texts 
   continues by King Mindon 
   (based on Burmese manuscripts  
   and oral tradition) ' Carving of the re-edited text 
  ( onto marble stelae of the 
 Fifth Council recitation 1871 ) Kuthodaw Pagoda 1860–1868 
   ( 
  Printed editions of the Kuthodaw ( 
  Pagoda (Fifth Council) text 
  ( 
  Sixth Council re-edition of texts (based on the 
  Kuthodaw Pagoda recension plus printed  
  versions from Thailand, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, 
  PTS) 1954–1960 

Figure 3 : SUMMARY OF THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG BURMESE EDITIONS 

 2.5. STUDY OF SELECTED TEXTS 
Part of the project being reported on here is the preparation of a 
transcription of the texts on the Kuthodaw marble stelae into Roman 
script, which was begun in 2016 in collaboration with monastic scholars 
at the Sitagu International Buddhist Academy in Mandalay. An eventual 
aim of the overall project is the provision of an electronic edition of the 
Kuthodaw Pagoda text to accompany the high-resolution digital images, 
as a resource for researching P!li canonical text editions. Continuing on 
from the background information given above, in this section a closer 
examination is made of the relationships between the Kuthodaw stelae 
versions of a sample of texts, the early-twentieth century Myanmar 
printed versions and the Sixth Council published versions, and some 
manuscript versions. After a brief review of the only two known earlier 
studies on the Kuthodaw recension, this section will present an indica-
tive summary of new explorations on Kuthodaw text samples, namely, 
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(1) P!cittiya of the Suttavibha$ga ; (2) Dhammasa$ga*" (M!tik! only) ; 
(3) Buddh!padana of the Apad!na ; and (4) M+lapariy!ya-sutta of the 
Majjhimanik!ya. 

  2.5.1. PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP28  
In the first published Western scholarly examination of the text versions 
either on or associated with the Kuthodaw Pagoda, Bollée (1968, 496–
97) — working from photographs29 — collated two lengthy text extracts 
to compare the edited P!li text printed in PTS, Thai, Sri Lankan, and 
Burmese editions. Bollée examined the entire S!maññaphala-sutta (D I 
47–86), a text already examined in detail by Hamm to compare other 
Asian editions (1962, 1973), and the Ku*!laj!taka (J! V 415–56).30 
 Bollée found that for the sutta 

[BKP], the text of the stone slabs, differs in 21 instances from Ee, the 
European [i.e. PTS] edition, and [BeChS], the Burmese edition of the VIth 
Council text (Rangoon, 2500/1956). In 75 cases [BKP] goes with [BeChS] 
against Ee. … In 11 out of 12 instances the variae lectiones denoted with 
the abbreviation ka in [BeChS] are identical with [BKP]. 

Bollée 1968, 496 
                                                
28Abbreviations : BTh refers to the Burmese script manuscripts commissioned by 

King Tharrawaddy and given to Arthur Phayre by King Mindon (currently in 
the British Library) ; BKP refers to the Burmese recension preserved on the 
Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae ; BeH to the Hanthawaddy series ; BeChS refers to the 
Sixth Council Cha##hasa$g"ti series ; and Ee to the PTS series in Roman script. 
For details, see below. 

29 Bollée notes that during his trip to the site in January–February 1965 the 
stelae had to be moistened before being photographed (with flash) for the text 
to be more legible. He took photographs of the Sutta- and Abhidhamma-pi#aka 
sections and those films (but not prints) are now in the Universität Hamburg 
(Asien-Afrika-Institut, Bibliothek). Sixty-seven films and around one thou-
sand photos are stored there which are not currently indexed (Birte Plutat, 
email to Mark Allon, 15 August 2013 ; see Allon et al. 2016, 225). In addition, 
“The late Dr Hermann Kopp possessed a copy of Wilhelm Geiger’s folio 
edition of the Vinaya slabs [from the Kuthodaw]” (personal email Willem 
Bollée to Mark Allon, 14 August 2013) ; however, as yet there is no trace of 
this (see Allon et al. 2016, 225).  

30 Bollée’s sigla have been altered to match those used here : i.e. Bm = BKP and 
Be = BeChS. 
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 This positively confirms (as expected) that the text printed by the 
Sixth Council (BeChS) does cite variant readings from the Kuthodaw 
stelae and the Kuthodaw text is a direct influence on the Sixth Council 
edition for the text Bollée examined. For his second text, the Ku*!la-
j!taka, Bollée collated BKP with BeChS (Rangoon, 1960) and noted : 

when collating [BKP] with [BeChS] (Rangoon, 2504/1960) 118 different 
readings apart from evident writing or inking errors. From material 
collected for a new edition of this J!taka [BKP] could be collated with 
other editions, too. In 11 cases Ce (J!takatthakath! [sic], Colombo, 1937), 
alone or together with other versions, reads the same as [BKP] against 
[BeChS] … In the other instances [BKP] stands alone or is followed by 
other Burmese editions only. … The different readings indicated in 
[BeChS] with the abbreviation ka can be identified in 26 out of 31 cases 
(inclusive of two repetitions) with [BKP]. 

Bollée 1968, 496 
 Based on these two detailed and extensive collations, Bollée’s 
conclusion (1968, 496) — echoing that of Hamm — was that the 
Burmese (and other editions from Asia) “represent only the tradition of 
their own respective countries, holds true rather for [BKP] than for 
[BeChS], all the more because the [BKP] slabs were ready before the Vth 
Council, even allowing for the revision” ; i.e., the Kuthodaw Pagoda 
versions are more distinctively faithful to an identifiably Burmese 
recension of the text than BeChS. This accords with the descriptions of 
the methods used to prepare the Sixth Council editions, the use of 
published versions from surrounding countries and the PTS printings.  
 Bollée goes on to conclude that BKP

 : 
was probably used by most of the later Burmese editions, whether this is 
stated explicitly in them or not. In the case of the Ku)!laj!taka the 
Ha,savat" Press edition (Rangoon, 1939), in which da*-as divide the 
words in the prose passages as on the stone slabs, is almost identical with 
the [BKP] version. The text is printed in the traditional way, whereas in the 
other pre-war editions of the J!taka P!%i published by the Sudhammavat" 
Press (Rangoon, n.d.) the verse lines are printed one beneath the other, 
but, just as in the Ha,savat" editon, they are not numbered. It also corrects 
many errors of [BKP].  

Bollée 1968, 497 
 It is significant that the printed versions of the Hanthawaddy 
(Ha,savat") and presumably other presses are correcting “errors” from 
the stelae texts and as such have undergone revisions and improve-
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ments. In summary, Bollée (1968, 497) outlines the importance of the 
Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions in this way : 
 1. Most of the Burmese editions have [BKP] as their authentic basis. 
 2. This text, above all, allows a more detailed criticism of the edition 

of the VIth Council, e.g. with respect to the unspecified different 
readings marked in [BChS] with the abbreviation ka. 

 3. Here and there [BKP] has a better, or — which often occurs in P!li 
— equivalent reading. This can be important in cases where the text 
of the PTS edition is unsatisfactory, as e.g. in the case of Pe"ako-
padesa, or where it is based on Oriental prints only. 

 4. [BKP] is at least not contaminated with Ee and can, therefore, be 
better compared with other Oriental editions. 

 5. The Mandalay slabs — one of the most important monuments left 
by King Mindon — form the first complete Tipi#aka text handed 
down to us which a Buddhist council officially approved of. 

 A second set of studies to use the Kuthodaw texts supplements this 
description. In his unpublished PhD thesis, Clark (2015b) made a study 
of the Apad!na, including an edition and translation of the text’s second, 
third, and fourth chapters. In preparing the edition, he worked with a 
wide range of Myanmar textual material, including images of the 
Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae.31 Importantly, Clark (2015b, 106) proposed 
that British Library manuscript IO Man/Pali77 is the possible exemplar 
of the Apad!na text inscribed on the Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae. This 
suggestion is consistent with the latest year mentioned in its long 

                                                
31 Clark’s description (2015b, 107) of his use of the Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae for 

his work reads : “Kuthodaw Pagoda marble stelae associated with the fifth 
Buddhist council (stelae numbers 665–687) located in Mandalay, Burma. The 
text was inscribed on these particular stelae between 1866 and 1867. Digital 
colour photographs were taken by myself in 2011. Because some of the stelae 
were unclean and the camera resolution was not ideal, the inscribed text was 
often difficult to read clearly. Besides these photos, I examined a DVD-ROM 
containing digital photographs of the stelae. … While the stelae were cleaned 
in preparation for this project, the camera resolution is poor and therefore, 
again, the inscribed text was often difficult to read clearly. … [I]t appears that 
[British Library manuscript IO Man/Pali78] is a more faithful and careful 
reproduction of [British Library manuscript IO Man/Pali77] than the Kutho-
daw Pagoda stelae.” 
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colophon, 1857. Elsewhere, Clark (2015a) made a detailed study of a 
section of the Sixth Council edition of the Apad!na, with the aim of 
shedding light on the editing methodology and sources used to produce 
that edition. He found that the sample text was “eclectically edited by 
freely adopting readings from the Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae and several 
early printed editions from South and Southeast Asia, with preference 
given to readings that are most easily understood” (Clark 2015a, 106). 
Further, he noted that, “The Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions contain a 
reasonably large number of spelling mistakes” (Clark 2015a, 103) and 
“The editors of the [Kuthodaw Pagoda] recension, which represents a 
thoroughly revised version of the P!li canon made during the founding 
years of Mandalay, have emended the received text in order to avoid 
hypermetric p!das wherever possible” (Clark 2015a, 104). This sug-
gests that the recensions of the Fifth and later the Sixth Council have 
had a strong normative influence on the textual traditions in Burma and 
are therefore of relevance to scholars making use of the widely 
distributed Sixth Council reprinted and reformatted texts available now 
(e.g. the Digital P!li Reader ; Igatpuri version of 1993–1998, etc.) 
(Grönbold 2005, 47–49, 56). As shown above, promotional material on 
the Sixth Council explicitly stated that the Fifth Council stelae 
inscriptions were the starting point for their review of the canonical 
texts ; these textual studies support this.  
 According to Clark, readings from the Kuthodaw version of that text 
had influenced later manuscripts and printed versions. This is supported 
by eye-witness statements such as this from 1951 : 

On other days the long white colonnades of gleaming shrines are empty, 
save for an occasional visitor ; or for a few Monks in the Yellow Robe, 
who, kneeling within the little shrines, are busily comparing with the stone 
inscription a new-written palm-leaf manuscript of Sutta, Vinaya, or 
Abhidhamma ; and marking on it where the text differs, or the copyist has 
erred. 

Maung Tsain 1951, 20 

  2.5.2. TEXT COMPARISONS 
To make a start on using the digital images produced in the first stage of 
this project (Allon et al. 2016, 236), the inscribed versions of four 
selected text extracts from the Kuthodaw stelae were worked through in 
detail, comparing them (in this first instance) with other Myanmar 
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versions32 and the respective PTS versions (because these have been so 
widely used in contemporary Western scholarship).  
 The sources of the texts compared here are listed below in chrono-
logical sequence. See the individual sections below for futher details on 
individual sources for textual comparison. 

• 29 Burmese script manuscripts commissioned by King Tharra-
waddy, given to Arthur Phayre by King Mindon in 1855 and 
currently held in the British Library (BTh). This manuscript set 
predates the Kuthodaw inscriptions ; indeed, Oldenberg (1882, 
59) suggests that the manuscripts date to 1841–42.33 

• Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions (BKP). 
• Fifth Council editions published by the Hanthawaddy (Ha,-

s!vat") (BeH) and other Myanmar presses (1893 onwards, 
especially the 1900 versions) (these are listed below at 5.1.1).34 

• Pali Text Society (PTS) editions (Ee).35 

                                                
32 As Balbir (2009, 4) has identified, there are “risks of conflating Buddhist 

traditions from different provenances and thereby producing an artificial 
mixture”, i.e., “a kind of phantom text” (Hinüber 1996, 36). 

33 The set is currently located in the British Library at Or. 3403-80. It is 
generally regarded as being of high quality (Oldenberg 1882, 59). Although 
presumed to be a complete version, British Library staff were unable to locate 
the section of the Majjhimanik!ya which contains the M+lapariy!ya-sutta. For 
more information on this set, see Herbert (1975). As far as we have traced, 
these manuscripts were used for the Khuddakap!#ha (1870) and for at least the 
following PTS editions : Vinaya (1879–1883), Thera- and Ther"-g!th! (1883), 
Majjhima-nik!ya I (1888), Itivuttaka (1889), D"gha-nik!ya (1890–1911), 
A$guttara-nik!ya (1885–1900), Nettipakara*a (1902), Sutta-nip!ta (1913), 
Sutta-nip!ta commentary (Paramatthajotik! II, 1916) and Mah!niddesa (1917). 

34 The statement “In this way the 5th council edition has skipped printing 
technology” (Ruiz-Falqués 2017, 366) is not quite accurate in this regard since 
the Hanthawaddy editions (and perhaps others) printed the Fifth Council text. 

35 With the Pali Text Society named after “the Early English Text Society” 
(Rhys Davids, 1942, 81) it is not clear how (if at all) the editing methods and 
conventions of that and similar groups influenced the editing style of the PTS 
itself. The nature of existing PTS editions has been well overviewed by Balbir 
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• Sixth Council publications or the Cha##hasa$g"ti Pi#aka series 
(BeChS) (Grönbold 2005, 47–48) and subsequent reprintings 
and transcriptions as noted.36 

 The initial goal of the comparison was to situate the Kuthodaw 
inscriptions in relation to these versions of the selected texts. 

GENERAL REMARKS ON BUDDHIST TEXTUAL TRADITIONS 
We have chosen to initially explore the Burmese recension(s) by 
examining text passages from the Kuthodaw stelae in relation to other 
Burmese versions of the same texts. There are some general and 
distinctive features of the P!li manuscript (textual) tradition to be 
identified first, which have been written about in Europe for as long as 
manuscripts from the country have been used by European scholars. 
Fausbøll’s 1861 comments on the Burmese manuscripts available to 
him (notwithstanding Balbir’s characterisation of his work (2009, 2)) 
are a useful starting point : 

The other signed B, is a MS. [i.e. manuscript] in the Burmese character … 
this is, like most of the Páli MSS. in Burmese writing, a very bad one, and 
as for the text contained therein, it appears to be a later, revised or rather 
would-be emended edition, as one may directly see on looking over the 
readings and attending to the real discrepancies. As far as I am aware, all 
the Burmese copies of the Sacred Páli Writings represent such a revised 
edition. 

 1861, 1 

                                                                                               
(2009), who notes that the work of the PTS was never systematic and as such, 
heterogeneity is the rule. Some PTS “editions” are merely “transcriptional” 
(2009, 3). Even those PTS editions based on more extensive groups of 
manuscripts seem to have produced conflated texts.  

36 This edition includes in footnotes variant readings or references to the follow-
ing sources : S" = S"ha%apotthake dissam!nap!#ho [Sri Lankan], Ka-S" = 
Katthaci S"ha%apotthake [Sri Lankan], Sy! = Sy!mapotthake [Thai], Ka, = 
Kambojapotthake [Cambodian], I = I$galisapotthake [PTS], Ka = Katthaci 
Marammapotthake (= BKP

 ?) [Burmese], &#ha = A##hakath!, ? = “Siy! nu kho 
por!*ap!#ho” ti takkitap!#ho.  
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 He expanded on this repeatedly : 
As to the difference between the Singhalese (C) and the Burmese (B) 
Redaction of the J!taka-Book, I still hold the same opinion that I 
expressed in my “Five J!takas” [1861, cited above]. 

1872, ix 
On the whole it seems that C retains older forms and expressions, whereas 
B replaces them by more modern, more common, or more regular ones.  

1872, x 
B sometimes adds and sometimes omits a few words. The additions seem 
on the whole to have the character of minor ameliorations of the style ; of 
the omissions some may have arisen from the carelessness of the copyist, 
but some also seem to be intentional.  

1872, xi–xii 
B represents a later, corrected edition.  

1872, xii37 
 This article will not take up these matters in detail but a comparison 
of these comments with the more detailed summary of these features by 
Stede (PTS Cullaniddesa edition 1918, xii–xix) would be a starting 
point for future discussions to characterise the nature of P!li manu-
scripts from Myanmar.  
 On the nature of the manuscript textual tradition itself, both Hinüber 
and Norman have pointed out the artificial and changing nature of the 
P!li used in canonical texts (Hinüber 1982 ; 1983 ; 1996, 5 ; Norman 
1983, 6–7 ; 2006). Smith did this eloquently in his introduction to Agga-
va,sa’s Saddan#ti (1928–1954, volume 1, vi) : 

Therefore, with the conviction that our P!li is a function of that of the 
twelfth century — and that a knowledge of the Burmese and Sinhalese 
philology of that period is indispensable for those wishing to go back, 
through the recension of Buddhaghosa and Dhammap!la, to a P!li that has 
interest linguistically — I have begun the study of standardised P!li (la 

                                                
37See also his comments about the manuscripts from Mandalay “Although the 

MSS. are, on the whole, carefully written, as remarked before, still they share 
with nearly all Burmese MSS. such blunders as br.hma*a for br!hma*a, 
gandha for gantha, ni#hita for ni##hita, etc.” (Fausbøll 1896, 2). 
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norme palie) taught by Aggava,sa in the three volumes that make up the 
Saddan"ti.38 

 Kahrs (1992) has raised significant questions about the importance 
and even the competency of Aggava,sa’s work. Importantly, he has 
also identified issues with the examples from the P!li canon quoted in 
the work. Unanswered questions remain about how and to what extent 
the work of Sanskrit grammarians influenced the schools of grammar 
that grew up for P!li and Prakrits (Kahrs 1992, 8). Pind (1995, 297), 
however, has an opposite view and states, “There is no proof that the 
grammatical literature has had any influence on Therav!da scribes : in 
spite of minor divergences, P!li literature is remarkably consistent, as 
shown by the many canonical quotations in the grammatical literature.” 
The role of the preliminary studies below is more to start to map these 
differences as they relate to the tradition from Myanmar, in particular as 
recorded in stone by the Kuthodaw Pagoda texts. 
 A final general point concerns the -by-/-vy- alternation in P!li. In 
BKP, BTh and BeH -vy- is consistently written as -by-, which is followed 
by later Burmese editions, such as BeChS. Because we are examining the 
textual tradition from Myanmar here, that is accepted as the spelling for 
P!li words in the extracts. 
 The four text extracts selected to be analysed and compared and the 
sources used are the following : 

1. VINAYA-PI&AKA : SUTTAVIBHA/GA P0CITTIYA 1 :  
SAMPAJ0NA-MUS0-V0DA (abbrev Vin IV, P!c)39 

The sources compared were : 
• BTh

 : manuscript IO P!li 2 (Oldenberg 1882, 59) in the Phayre 
collection at the British Library ; leaves ka–k# 

                                                
38“C’est donc dans la conviction que notre pali est une fonction de celui du 

12me siècle — et que la connaissance de la philologie birmane et singalaise de 
ladite époque est indispensable à qui voudra remonter, à travers la recension 
Buddhaghosa-Dhammap!la, à un pali d’intérêt linguistique —, que j’ai 
entrepris l’étude de la norme palie enseignée par Aggava,sa dans les trois 
volumes qui forment la Saddan"ti.” 

39The abbreviation “P!c” for the P!cittiya is taken from Ñ!*atusita 2014, xviii. 
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• BKP
 : Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions, lines 1–42 on stela 17a ; 

inscription completed on 30 January, 1862 
• Ee

 : Oldenberg, Hermann (ed.). 1882. The Vinaya Pi"aka% : One of 
the Principal Buddhist Holy Scriptures in the P!li Language, Vol. 
IV. London : Williams and Norgate, pp. 1–4 

• BeH
 : Vinaññ‘” pi!akat‘, p"cit‘ p"#i to‘. 1900. Rangoon : 

Hanthawaddy Press, pp. 1–640 
• BeThu

 : Vinayapi!aka, p"cit‘ p"#i to‘. 1911. Rangoon : 
Thudhamawadi Press, pp. 1–6 

• BeChS
 : P!cittiyap!*i. 1967 ; 2005 ; 2008. Cha##hasa$g"ti Pi#aka 

series. Yangon : Buddhas!sana Samiti, pp. 1–641 

2. ABHIDHAMMA-PI&AKA : DHAMMSA+GA,- : M.TIK. (Dhs) 
The sources compared were : 

• BTh
 : manuscript IO P!li 22 (Oldenberg 1882, 61) in the Phayre 

collection at the British Library ; leaves k!–k# 
• BKP

 : Kuthodaw Pagoda inscription, lines 1–41 on stela 112a ; 
inscription completed on 25 December, 1862  

• Ee
 : Müller, Edward. (ed.). 1885. The Dhammasa$ga)i. 

Oxford : Henry Frowde for the Pali Text Society, pp. 1–842  
• BeH

 : Abhidhamm"pi!akat‘, Dhammasa$ga%& p"#i to‘. 1908. 
Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press, pp. 1–6 

                                                
40BeH refers to the versions published by the Hanthawaddy (Ha,s!vat") Press 

which are explicitly linked to the Fifth Council version on the title-pages ; we 
have followed the Library of Congress transliteration of Burmese, but the 
usual problems with rendering this language into Roman script remain. 

41The 1967 edition in Burmese script was reprinted in 2005 and then again as a 
romanised version in 2008 (Vinayapi"aka, P!cittiyap!*i. Yangon : Buddha-
s!sana Society) : “Romanized from Myanmar version printed in 1997. P!%i 
Series 02.” It is notable that the reprints carefully retain the same page breaks 
as the earlier editions in every case. No misprints were noted in the text 
comparison of these various reprintings. 

42This edition is based on one Burmese and one Sinhalese manuscript, but no 
variants are given, no critical apparatus is established, nor is there sufficient 
information to locate or identify these manuscripts nowadays. 
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• BeChS
 : Dhammasa$ga)#p!*i. 1961. Cha##hasa$g"ti Pi#aka 

series. Rangoon : Buddhas!sana Samiti, pp. 1–1643 

3. SUTTA-PI&AKA : BUDDH0PAD0NA OF THE APAD0NA (Ap) 
The sources compared were : 

• BTh
 : manuscript IO P!li 21 (Oldenberg 1882, 61 / § 21 ; 

Mellick 1993, 36–40) in the Phayre collection at the British 
Library ; leaves ka–k#44 

• BKP
 : Kuthodaw Pagoda inscription, lines 1–40 on stela 665a ; 

inscription completed on 25 August, 1867 
• Ee

 : Lilley, Mary E. (ed.). 1925. The Apad!na, Vol. 1. London : 
Oxford University Press for the Pali Text Society, pp. 1–6 

• BeH
 : Ther!-apad!n‘ p!*i to‘. 1909. Rangoon : Hanthawaddy 

Press, pp. 1–5 
• BeChS

 : Suttantapi"ake Khuddakanik!ye Apad!nap!*i, Vol. 1. 
1997. Cha##hasa$g"ti Pi#aka series. Yangon : Ministry of 
Religion, pp. 1–7 

4. SUTTA-PI&AKA : M1LAPARIY0YA-SUTTA 
OF THE MAJJHIMA-NIK0YA (M I) 

The sources compared were :45 
• BKP

 : Kuthodaw Pagoda inscription, lines 1–66 on stela 356a ; 
inscription completed on 16 February, 1865 

• Ee
 : Trenckner, V. (ed.). 1888. The Majjhima-nik!ya, Vol. 1. 

London : Pali Text Society, pp. 1–6 
• BeH

 : M/lapa))!sa p!*i to‘. 1909. Rangoon : Hanthawaddy 
Press, pp. 1–7 

                                                
43This edition was reprinted in 1997 and romanised in 2008 (Dhammasa$ga)#-

p!*i. Yangon : Buddhas!sana Society. Romanised from Myanmar version 
published in 1997. P!%i Series 29). 

44This manuscript contains a relatively small number of corrections, which fall 
into two categories. Corrections belonging to the first type appear to have 
been made by the original scribe using a stylus. Corrections belonging to the 
second type are more frequent and appear to have been made by a later hand 
using a pencil. 

45The Phayre manuscript (BTh) of this text was not available in the British 
Library when we sought it. 
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• BeChS
 : Majjhimanik!ya m/lapa))!sap!*i, Vol. 1. 1956. 

Cha##hasa$g"ti Pi#aka series. Rangoon : Buddhas!sana Samiti, 
pp. 1–8 

2.5.3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN FEATURES OF THE FOUR TEXT  
EXTRACTS FROM THE KUTHODAW PAGODA INSCRIPTIONS  

AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER SOURCES 

PUNCTUATION AND GENERAL ORTHOGRAPHIC REMARKS 
The Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae (BKP) present their contents in Burmese 
script as scripta continua, i.e., without spacing between “words” ; there 
are a few exceptions as detailed below. The only punctuation marks 
included in the inscriptions, as in the manuscript tradition, are da)0as in 
single || or double sets || ||. Generally, single da)0a sets || mark small 
syntactic units and double sets separate larger units (usually marked in 
modern printed editions by a full stop or a new paragraph). No actual 
single da)das | have been observed in the BKP inscriptions. 
 In the Apad!na extract studied here, single da)0a sets || mark the 
end of a p!da, except for the final p!da of a verse which is marked by a 
double set || ||.46 Occasionally da)0as are (probably in error) omitted ; 
e.g., at Dhs BKP (112a,22) a single || is missing. A pair of da)0as is also 
used to enclose the abbreviation (pa or la standing for peyy!la) which 
stands in for passages which are meant to be repeated (these are thus 
markers of abbreviation).47 Occasionally, wider spaces are left where 
the surface of the stone is irregular (or otherwise unsuitable for carving 
and inking) or the spacing between lines requires a larger gap for clarity 
(i.e. to avoid any overwriting of complex graphemes for conjunct 
characters extending above or below the line). The lines of text though 

                                                
46In one instance (Ap BKP 665a,2–3), where the end of a p!da coincides with the 

end of a line, the double da)0a is erroneously omitted. Please refer to the 
Referencing section at the end of this article for an explanation on how we cite 
text for the Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae and manuscripts. 

47For example, in the extract from the P!cittiya studied here, || pa || occurs 6 
times, and || la || 70 times. The reasons for this distribution of usage are not 
clear yet. 
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are not always perfectly horizontal, which may reflect the manner in 
which they were originally laid out and carved.48 
 The appearance of the inscribed BKP text matches the indigenous 
palm leaf manuscript tradition of the Tipi#aka on which the inscriptions 
are modelled. The Phayre manuscript (BTh) versions of the extracts 
studied here are also written in scripta continua, with single da)0a || 
sets marking small syntactic units and double da)0a sets || || separating 
larger units. As an example, in comparison with the Kuthodaw Pagoda 
stelae, in the Dhs Phayre manuscript missing da)0as appear to be much 
more common (e.g., Dhs BTh ka-r,1 ; ka-v,6–7 ; k"-r,6), seemingly due to 
frequent scribal errors,49 or extra da)0as are frequently inserted 
between words, which may reflect the oral recitation of the text, 
grouping several words into one unit (e.g., Dhs BTh k!-r,7–8 ; k!-v,4–5 ; 
ki-v,3). Interestingly, this is not observed in BKP.  
 The editions of the Hanthawaddy (BeH) and other presses (1893 
onwards) fall into line with this style of text presentation and print a text 
which is in appearance similar to BTh and BKP

 ; however, some shift in 
style to match the conventions of the new printing technology can be 
noted. In BeH there is in general a similar usage of da)0as as in BKP, but 
BeH does not reflect occasional omissions of da)0as found in BKP and 
BTh. In BeH there are the occasional beginnings of discernible breaks 
between phrases or words (or even between members of compounds), 
seemingly at random, and the usage of paragraphing (e.g., Dhs BeH 1–7) 
and using indentation marks ; similarly, in Ap BeH (1–5) paragraphs 
separate apad!nas ; and in M I BeH (1–7) they mark each bh/mipari-
ccheda, presumably under the influence of Western styles of printing.  

                                                
48Bollée (1968, 494) describes a possible method for the carving (however it is 

not clear on what basis) : “The procedure at the Vth Council was, therefore, 
probably the following : First the text was engraved on stone, then the council 
discussed it, and finally the necessary alterations were made on the slabs.” 
Braun mentions that “so far as I know no errors were found” (Braun 2013, 25). 

49Although it is claimed by Oldenberg (1882, 59) and other PTS editors that the 
Phayre manuscripts used are of a high quality, the extracts studied here have a 
significant number of errors and this judgment needs to be reviewed for each 
text. In addition, opening leaves of texts seem to be well-made and accurate, 
but deeper into the manuscript standards are different in a number of cases. 
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 It would seem that reprintings of the Fifth Council texts by other 
presses (e.g. “Thudhamawadi”, “Ratanad"pa”, etc.) follow this style for 
P!li texts. Only the printings of the Sixth Council begin to include 
regular and larger spaces between “words”, paragraphs and punctu-
ations, in all likelihood even more influenced by Western models for 
presenting P!li with word division.50 In the extracts studied here we 
have paid particular attention to punctuation of the texts in an attempt to 
explore if those conventions can be used to discern lines of influence 
between manuscript, inscriptional, and printed editions.  
 Punctuation in the Cha##hasa$g"ti editions (BeChS) of the selected text 
extracts seems to reflect influences from the European PTS editions 
(Ee), which predate BeChS and, in the case of M I, Dhs, and P!c, also the 
Hanthawaddy editions. BeChS adds paragraphs, word breaks, and head-
ings ; however, its usage of da)0as is slightly different to BKP and BTh. 
For example, in the Apad!na extract, a single da)0a | marks the end of a 
p!da, except for the final p!da of a p!dayuga which is marked by a 
double da)0a ||, whereas paragraphs are used for separating apad!nas. 
In the M+lapariy!ya-sutta (M I) a combination of traditional 
punctuation with da)0as, and European punctuation (such as commas, 
m-dash, quotation marks) are used ; a single da)0a | appears where BKP 
and BeH use a single set ||, and a double da)0a || where BKP and BeH use 
a double set || ||. The romanised edition of BeChS from 2008 uses capital 
letters, hyphens separating compound members (only between final and 
initial vowels), as well as full stops for da)0as ; thus, its presentation is 
very close to PTS editions (Ee) which include headings, paragraphs, 
word breaks, capitalisation (of the first word of a sentence and for 
proper nouns), hyphenation, and punctuation (full stops, commas, 
colons, semi-colons, carets (ˆ) over long vowels resulting from sandhi, 
em-dash in peyy!la passages, hyphens in compounds).  

ORTHOGRAPHY 
The orthography of nasals in BKP varies among the four texts examined. 
In the Suttavibha$ga P!cittiya (P!c) the class nasals before consonants 

                                                
50The Library of Congress standard for converting Burmese script to Roman 

script states “For Burmese words, leave a space after each syllable. For 
loanwords, use the same word division as in the original language. Apply the 
same practice to loanwords with modified forms in Burmese” (Burmese 2011, 
3). P!li words, e.g., are seen as loan words in this system. 
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(instead of anusv!ra) are mainly used, except before velar consonants 
where BKP (as well as BTh, BeH and BeChS) sometimes write anusv!ra  
(-%-) and at other times the appropriate class nasal (-$-). Similarly, in 
the extract from Dhs all Burmese sources (BTh, BKP and BeH) con-
sistently use the class nasals before consonants, except for occasional 
anusv!ra (-%-) appearing for velar nasal -$- but only before syllable -ki-. 
 Consistent with prior observations made by scholars working on 
Burmese versions of P!li texts, BKP displays variations in vowel length, 
especially short -i- and long -#-. In the P!c extract two examples of such 
variations were found : P!c BKP (17a,3, 5) (also in P!c BeH 1,10 and 2,1) 
and P!c BeChS (1,11, 17) write khiyanti, khiy!nt!na%,51 whereas P!c BTh 
(ka-r,6) and P!c Ee (1,17) have kh#yanti and kh#yant!na% respectively. 
On the other hand, the word g#ra occurs in P!c BKP (17a,11) with long  
-#-, (likewise P!c BTh k!-r,5), whereas all other witnesses spell gir!. In 
Dhs different patterns were observed : spelling of short -i- and long -#- in 
Dhs BKP would agree with all Burmese witnesses against Ee

 ; e.g. long  
-#- in the word b!h#r! is found in Dhs BKP (112a,26), Dhs BTh (ki-r,6), 
Dhs BeH (4,9) and Dhs BeChS (1,10-12), whereas b!hir! in Dhs Ee (5). 
Similarly, in Dhs all adjectives ending on -iya- in Dhs BKP (as well as 
Dhs BTh, Dhs BeH and Dhs BeChS) are consistently written with short -i-, 
whereas in Dhs Ee the suffix is written -#ya-.52 In the M+lapariy!ya-
sutta, M I BKP and M I BeH quite consistently agree in spelling of short -
i- and long -#- against the other witnesses (e.g., vitar!gatt! … 
vitadosatt! … vitamohatt! (M I BKP 356a,44 (ff.), M I BeH 5,22 (ff.)), 
v#tar!gatt! … v#tadosatt! … v#tamohatt! (M I BeChS 6,5 (ff.), M I Ee 5,4 
(ff.))).  
 Vowel lengths -u- and -/- in BKP frequently differ from other 
witnesses : either BKP writes -/- where others write -u- (e.g., in citta-
sahabh/no (Dhs BKP 112a,24f.) against cittasahabhuno (Dhs BTh  
ki-r,4,5 ; Dhs BeH 4,4–5,7–8 ; Dhs BeChS 10,1–2 ; and Dhs Ee 5), or 
alternatively, -u- in BKP against -/- in other witnesses (e.g., Dhs BKP 
112a,34 writes vijjupam!dhamm!, whereas vijj/pam! dhamm! in Dhs 
BTh ki-v,8 ; Dhs BeH 5,9 ; Dhs BeChS 13,16 ; and Dhs Ee 7), showing, yet 
again, the influence of Dhs Ee on Dhs BeChS. Similarly, in the Apad!na, 
Ap BKP (665a,7) reads ku"!g!ravar/pet! against k/"!g!ravar/pet! in all 
other sources. It is suggested that the orthographic variations between 

                                                
51They presumably follow Sadd 327, 3–5. 
52This may be influenced by Sri Lankan sources. 
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short and long vowels do not occur randomly but may follow some 
distinguishable patterns that require further investigation. 
 In Dhs there is a variation between the phonemes -th- and -dh- : BTh, 
BKP, and BeH write -dh- whereas BeChS and Ee -th- ; for example, 
pa"isandh!roca in Dhs BKP (112a,38), Dhs BTh (k"-r,4) and Dhs BeH 
(5,22), but pa"isanth!roca in Dhs BeChS (15,11–12) and Dhs Ee (7), 
showing influence of Dhs Ee on Dhs BeChS. Occasionally BKP, BTh, and 
Ee all tend to use single consonants against double consonants in BeChS

 ; 
e.g., in the Suttavibha$ga P!cittiya extract sallapento is found in P!c 
BTh (ka-r,5), P!c BKP (17a,2) and P!c Ee (1,10), whereas in P!c BeChS 
(1,8) sallapanto (and six further occurrences in P!c) ; similarly, asuta% 
in P!c BTh (k!-r,5), P!c BeH (2,24) and P!c Ee  (2,17), against assuta% in 
P!c BeChS (2,20).  
 A few (presumed) scribal errors were identified in BKP

 ; e.g., in Dhs, 
-m- is written for -p- : maggaho in P!c BKP (112a,39), whereas pagg!ho 
in P!c BeH (5,26–27), P!c BTh (k"-r,l5), P!c BeChS (16,1–2) and P!c Ee (8). 
In the Apad!na, -"h- is at times written as -""h- (e.g. pa""ham! instead of 
pa"ham! at Ap BKP 665a,5) and -c- instead of -j- (e.g. s#hapañcar! 
instead of s#hapañjar! at Ap BKP 665a,7 and Ap BeH 2,4). Curiously, 
BeH prefers v#riya (e.g. Ap BeH 5,6–11), while Ap BKP viriya (e.g. Ap 
BKP 665a,36–37). In this and other respects, Ap BeChS appears to be more 
similar to Ap BeH than Ap BKP, which may indicate that its base text 
was derived from Ap BeH or some other early printed edition instead of 
Ap BKP itself.  

MORPHOLOGY AND LEXICON 
Both BKP and BeH occasionally disagree with the other witnesses in 
morphological features ; e.g., in the Apad!na, Ap BKP (665a,30) and Ap 
BeH (4,20) write sabbe kaññ! against sabb! kaññ! in other sources. In 
the M+lapariy!ya-sutta, M I BKP (356a,34) and M I BeH (4,23–24) write 
pathavi% m!bhinandati whereas M I BeChS (5,4) and M I Ee (4,11) 
pathavi% m!bhinandi ; or nibb!na% m!bhinandati (M I BKP 356a,37 ; 
M I BeH 4,30–5,1) against nibb!na% m!bhinandi (M I BeChS 5,11 ; M I Ee 
4,21). In Dhs, there is an elision of the morpheme -no- in the compound 
nev!cayag!min!pacayag!minodhamm! in all Burmese sources (i.e. 
Dhs BTh ka-v,4–5 ; Dhs BKP 112a,5 ; Dhs BeH 2,2 ; Dhs BeChS 2,12), where-
as Dhs Ee (2) writes neva-!cayag!mino na apacayag!mino dhamm!, 
presumably reflecting a Sri Lankan manuscript. 
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 Variant readings are very rare in P!c, just occasionally BKP (prob-
ably erroneously) omits a word (e.g., mus! bha)itanti (P!c BKP 17a,43) 
against mus! may! bha)itanti in P!c BTh (k"-r,5), P!c BeH (6,6), P!c 
BeChS (6,8) and P!c Ee (4,19)) or, alternatively, a word is added to mark 
more explicitly the end of a section, e.g., P!c BKP (17a,44) mus!v!da-
sikkh!pada% pa"hama% against pa"hama% at P!c BTh (k"-r, 6) and 
mus!v!dasikkh!pada% ni""hita% pa"hama% at P!c BeH (6,9) and P!c 
BeCh (6,13), although this is para-textual.  
 In Dhs all readings in Burmese sources agree ; however, there are 
several significant lexical differences in relation to Dhs Ee, indicating 
that the latter presumably relied on Sri Lankan manuscripts (the PTS 
edition of Dhs gives no variant readings and uses two unidentified 
manuscripts, one Burmese and one Sri Lankan). The following 
examples were identified in the Dhs extract studied : (1) Dhs BKP 

(112a,34), Dhs BTh (ki-v,7), Dhs BeH (5,7) and Dhs BeChS (13,9–10) read 
sara)! dhamm! || ara)! dhamm! || ||, whereas Dhs Ee (7) sara)! 
dhamm!, sara)! dhamm! ; (2) Dhs BKP (112a,7), Dhs BTh (ka-v,8–k!-
r,1), Dhs BeH (2,6) and Dhs BeChS (3,5) read sammattaniyat!dhamm!, 
against Dhs Ee  (1) sampattaniyat! dhamm! ; (3) Dhs BKP(112a,21), Dhs 
BTh (ki-r,1) and Dhs BeH (3,24–25) read n#vara)!cevadhamm!n#va-
ra)asampayutt!ca || n#vara)asampayutt!cevadhamm!nocan#vara)! || ||, 
whereas Dhs Ee omits this duplet. In Dhs, colophons in BKP agree with 
BeH and BeChS against BTh and Ee (e.g., Dhs BKP (112a,9) and Dhs BeH 
(2,13) and Dhs BeChS (3,28) tikam!tik! ; whereas Dhs BTh (k!-r,3) dv!-
v#satika% ni""hita% and Dhs Ee  (2) tika% ni""hita%).  
 One of the greatest differences between the witnesses of the M+la-
pariy!ya-sutta (M I) is in the titles that head and end the sutta and in 
division titles, perhaps reflecting their para-textual status. Otherwise, in 
the M+lapariy!ya-sutta (M I) BKP and BeH readings agree in virtually all 
cases ; sometimes BeH (seemingly) corrects an error in BKP, e.g., endings 
in muta% mutate sañj!n!ti (M I BKP 356a,26–27) against muta% mutato 
sañj!n!ti (M I BeH 3,30 and so in all other witnesses) ; or deletes particle 
na in te bhikkh/ bhagavato bh!sita% n!bhinandunti (M I BKP 356a,66) 
against te bhikkh/ bhagavato bh!sita% abhinandunti (M I BeH 7,28–29). 
Generally, M I BKP and M I BeH agree and only minor differences are 
found among all other witnesses, e.g., an additional ti in later printed 
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editions, e.g., abhisambuddhoti vad!mi (M I BKP 356a,66 ; M I BeH 7,26–
27) against abhisambuddhoti vad!m#ti (M I BeChS 8,17 ; M I Ee 6,22–23). 
There is one instance in the M+lapariy!ya-sutta where all witnesses 
differ from each other in wording : te bhikkh/ bhagavato bh!sita% 
n!bhinandunti (M I BKP 356a,66) ; te bhikkh/ bhagavato bh!sita% 
abhinandunti (M I BeH 7,28–29) ; na te bhikkh/ bhagavato bh!sita% 
abhinandunti (M I BeChS 8,19) ; Attaman! te bhikkh/ Bhagavato 
bh!sita1 abhinandun – ti (M I Ee 6,24–25). 
 The Buddh!pad!na of the Apad!na appears to contain more variant 
readings than the other texts selected for this investigation. For example, 
we find dh!renti (Ap BKP 665a,18 ; Ap BeH 3,10–12) instead of dh!rentu 
(Ap BeChS 4,12–14 ; Ap Ee 3,16–18), sam!hant! (Ap BeChS 3,18 ; Ap BeH 
2,26) instead of sam!hantv! (Ap BKP 665a,13 ; Ap Ee 2,27) and santi (Ap 
BKP 665a,11 ; Ap BeH 2,18) instead of sandh# (Ap BeChS 3,7 ; Ap Ee  2,16). 
Curiously, in BeH we find tejas! (Ap BeH 4,3) against all other witnesses 
included in this investigation which read cetas! ; indeed, in the case of 
the Apad!na, it cannot be said that BeH is an especially faithful 
reproduction of BKP. At times the readings of Ee are substantially dif-
ferent, e.g. we find the reading suva))aj!l!bhi sa%yutta% rajataj!la-
ma)#hi ca (Ap Ee  3,15) instead of chatt! ti""hantu ratan! kañca-
n!ve*apantik! and the complete omission of the first four verses of the 
text. 

  2.5.4. SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY fiNDINGS  
Overall, the findings of these reviews of four sample sections of the text 
inscribed on the Kuthodaw Pagoda stelae mostly confirm what have 
been identified already as features of the P!li texts transmitted by 
Burmese sources (Bollée 1968 ; Hamm 1962 ; 1973 ; Grönbold 2005 ; 
Clark 2015a ; 2015b). 
• Assuming that the placement of da)0as within P!li texts is guided 

by traditions of text division, we judge from the (generally lighter) 
use of da)0as on the Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions that the 
inscriptions as carved do not present evidence (for these texts at 
least) of direct influence of the da)0a tradition in the manuscript 
tradition represented by BTh, i.e., BTh seems to stem from a 
different manuscript line than BKP. Further exploration of manu-
scripts from Mandalay that pre-date the Kuthodaw Pagoda may yet 
identify a manuscript more closely related to the source tradition.  
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• BeH and BeChS do tend to conserve the da)0a markings from BKP. 
Since BeChS is apparently based on BKP 

(as reflected in BeH) this 
seems to be confirmed. 

• As already known, Ee tends to innovate within the transmitted text 
by omitting repetitive elements, and completely revising 
punctuation and division naming conventions. No Burmese source 
innovates by removing repeated material. Instead, Burmese 
sources generally follow the text patterns passed down by the 
tradition rather carefully in terms of the peyy!la markings ; 
simultaneously though there is evidence of (mostly minor) 
“innovations” in the text as printed in the Sixth Council versions 
which, in terms of printing and layout, have a strong influence 
from Western models of presenting printed texts (including the 
introductions of sections and other headings).  

• As shown for each of the texts discussed, there are idiosyncrasies 
of text presentation (matching what many other editors using 
Burmese sources have found). There are minor differences 
between BTh and BKP 

that include variations in vowel length, the 
use of anusv!ra or class nasals, variation between -th- and -dh- 
and -""h-.  

• There are micro shifts in word division, presentation of con-
secutive words as compounds or not, etc. In a few cases these do 
alter meanings. 

• Variant readings seem to be rare, especially in Dhs, P!c, and M I ; 
Burmese witnesses mostly agree, lexical differences are mainly 
found in relation to Ee. Ap appears to contain more variant read-
ings among its witnesses than the other texts selected for this 
investigation, indicating that, in comparing different editions and 
manuscripts, each text may reflect different sources and idio-
syncrasies of transmission. 

• Although BKP 
is generally aligned with BeH, Ap and Dhs show 

several differences between these two sources.  
• Overall, when contrasted with the BeChS editions, there are no 

indications or evidence in the texts reviewed to suggest that the 
BKP 

texts contain anything other than a Burmese “recension” of the 
texts they present ; while the BeChS edition (as stated in the extracts 
cited earlier) seems to be based on BKP 

as well as a number of 
printed editions (importantly, most likely not directly on any 
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manuscripts) (Clark 2015a, 95).  
• Alterations of the text transmitted by the Fifth Council have been 

silently introduced into the P!li text of BeChS. 
• BeChS reflects influences from Ee, having regularised the texts (e.g., 

insertions of ti, inclusion of the explanatory word ni""hita%) and 
following its example, the inclusion of readings from different (non-
Burmese) transmission lines. 

• BeChS has been characterised by Clark (2015a, 103–105), who 
states that the choice of readings made by its editors “has resulted 
in a text that is more homogeneous, adheres more closely to stand-
ard P!li, and is more easily understood. … Moreover, contrary to 
previous belief, the series does not exclusively represent the 
Burmese transmission of P!li literature ; in fact, it has liberally 
used readings from all its sources, which were produced in 
different countries” (Clark 2015a, 105). In this edition, readings 
have been favoured that 

o produce an orthographically consistent text, and that 
better reflect the corresponding Sanskrit, 

o produce metrically standard 2loka verses containing eight-
syllable p!das, 

o avoid unusual grammatical features (in favour of readings 
that contain standard grammar), 

o produce a sentence more easily understood from a 
semantic viewpoint. 

• Ee is eclectically edited using some witnesses that belong to 
different transmission lines to the other witnesses included in this 
investigation. Therefore, at times the readings of Ee are sub-
stantially different. 

3. ABBREVIATIONS 
BeChS  Burmese script Cha##hasa$g"ti edition (Burmese or Roman script 

versions) 
BeH Burmese script “Fifth Council” text as printed by the Hanthawaddy 

Press 
BKP  Burmese script Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions 
BTh  Burmese script Phayre manuscript(s) ; manuscripts commissioned by 

King Tharrawaddy and given to Arthur Phayre by King Mindon ; now 
housed at the British Library 
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Ee  European Roman script PTS editions 
PTS Pali Text Society 

REFERENCING 
Abbreviations of P!li texts follow the PTS usage plus P!c for P!cittiya 
Manuscripts : text + folio letter/number + recto/verso + line ; e.g., Dhs ka-r,5 = 

Dhammasa$ga*" folio ka, recto, line 5 
Kuthodaw Pagoda inscriptions (BKP) : stela no. + side + line ; e.g., 112a,1 = stela 

112, side a, line 1 ; 112b,1–5 = stela 112, side b, lines 1–5. The counting 
of line numbers in the BKP does not include the header and footers (text in 
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Editions : text + volume + page + line ; e.g., for BeChS, M I 234,2–3 = Majjhima-
nik!ya, volume 1, page 234, lines 2–3 ; M I 234,2–235,10 = Majjhima-
nik!ya, volume 1, page 234, line 2 to p. 235, line 10. The counting of line 
numbers in editions does not include the header. 
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5. APPENDICES 
 5.1. APPENDIX 1 : HANTHAWADDY AND OTHER PRINTINGS OF THE  
  KUTHODAW TEXTS (CA. 1893–1939) 
Very few copies of these early printed books survive, even within Myanmar ; an 
exception is a partial set held in the library of the University of Tokyo (UT). As 
an initial step towards documenting these editions, we reprint here a list of the 
volumes traced so far, with date, standardised P!li title, pagination, place of 
publication and press.  
BL = British Library ; Dh = Dhammachai Tipi#aka Project digital versions ; LC 
= Library of Congress ; UT = University of Tokyo library  
 1. 1893. P!cittiya (Vinayapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 425 pp. [Dh] 
 2. 1900. Dhammasa$ga*" (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy 

Press. 228 pp. [UT] 
 3. 1900. Dh!tukath! and Puggalapaññatti (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : 

Hanthawaddy Press. 77 pp. (Dh!tukath!), 71 pp. (Puggalapaññatti) [UT] 
 4. 1900. Pa##h!na, Vols. 1, 3–5 (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hantha-

waddy Press. [UT] 
 5. 1900. Yamaka (Abhidhammapi#aka), Vols. 1–2. Rangoon : Hantha-

waddy Press. [UT] 
 6. 1900. Vibha$ga (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 

371 pp. [UT] 
 7. 1900. P!#ikavagga of the D"ghanik!ya (Suttapi#aka). Rangoon : 

Hanthawaddy Press. 207 pp. [UT] 
 8. 1900. S"lakkhandhavagga of the D"ghanik!ya (Suttapi#aka). Rangoon : 

Hanthawaddy Press. 200 pp. [UT]  
 9. 1900. Mah!vagga of the D"ghanik!ya (Suttapi#aka). Rangoon : Hantha-

waddy Press. 241 pp. [Dh, UT] 
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 10. 1900. Khandhavagga of the Sa,yuttanik!ya (Suttapi#aka). Rangoon : 
Hanthawaddy Press. 196 pp. [Dh] 

 11. 1900. Sa%!yatanavagga of the Sa,yuttanik!ya (Suttapi#aka). Rangoon : 
Hanthawaddy Press. 293 pp. [Dh] 

 12. 1900. C+%avagga (Vinayapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 442 
pp. [UT] 

 13. 1900 Mah!vagga (Vinayapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 451 
pp. [UT] 

 14. 1900. P!cittiya (Vinayapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 369 pp. 
[BL, LC, UT] 

 15. 1900. P!r!jika (Vinayapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 323 pp. 
[Dh, UT] 

 16. 1900. Pariv!ra (Vinayapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 311 pp. 
[Dh, UT] 

 17. 1905. Yamaka, Vol. 3 (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy 
Press. [UT] 

 18. 1908. Dhammasa$ga*" (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy 
Press. 228 pp. [Dh] 

 19. 1908. Dh!tukath! (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 
77 pp. [Dh] 

 20. 1908. Kath!vatthu (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 
355 pp. [Dh] 

 21. 1908. Pa##h!na, Vol. 2 (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy 
Press. 333 pp. [Dh] 

 22. 1908. Pa##h!na, Vol. 4 (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy 
Press. 282 pp. [Dh] 

 23. 1908. Pa##h!na, Vol. 5 (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy 
Press. 240 pp. [Dh] 

 24. 1908. Vibha$ga (Abhidhammapi#aka). Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 
371 pp. [Dh] 

 25. 1908. J!taka (verses only ; Suttapi#aka) Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Press. 
387 pp. [Dh] 

 26. 1908. Majjhimapa**!sa of the Majjhimanik!ya (Suttapi#aka). Rangoon : 
Hanthawaddy Press. 420 pp. [Dh] 

 27. 1908. P!#ikavagga of the D"ghanik!ya (Suttapi#aka). Rangoon : 
Hanthawaddy Press. 207 pp. [Dh] 

 28. 1908. Sag!th!vagga of the Sa,yuttanik!ya (Suttapi#aka). Rangoon : 
Hanthawaddy Press. 172 pp. [Dh] 
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 5.2. APPENDIX 2 : EXTRACTS OF EARLIER PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS 
  5.2.1. MAX MÜLLER (1895, 503–505) ON THE KUTHODAW 
True, the Buddhist Canon is full of repetitions, but at present we need only think 
of the number of volumes, of pages, and of words, whether repeated or not. It is 
not easy to realise such a number as 8,708,000 syllables, but we may try to do 
so, and then think of the Kutho-daw, which is a Buddhist monument near 
Mandalay in Burma, consisting of about 700 temples, each containing a slab of 
white marble on which the whole of this Buddhist Bible, the whole of these 
eight millions of syllables, has been carefully engraved. The alphabet is Bur-
mese, the language is Pâli, the language supposed to have been spoken by 
Buddha. Well may the Buddhists say that such a Bible on white marble cannot 
be matched in the whole world. I am glad it cannot. Think of the fearful 
expenditure of labour and money. And what is the result ? A small copy of the 
New Testament, which our University Press turns out for a penny a copy, is 
more useful, has more power for good in it, quite apart from its intrinsic value, 
than the whole of this gigantic structure which no one reads, nay, which but few 
people understand. The Kutho-daw is not an ancient monument. It was erected 
in 1857 by Mindon-min, the predecessor of King Thebaw, the last king of 
Burma. No one seems ever to have described this marvellous pile, and I confess 
that unless my correspondent, Mr Ferrars, had sent me photographs of it, I 
should have found it difficult to believe in this extraordinary monument of 
Buddhist piety and Buddhist folly. 
 To judge from these photographs, there are about seven hundred temples, 
forming together a large square, with a higher temple in the centre, visible from 
far and wide. Each temple contains a slab of white marble covered with 
inscriptions, possibly more than one, if the inscriptions contain, as is main-
tained, the complete text of the three Pitakas. Over each slab there is an 
ornamental canopy in pagoda form, which renders photography difficult, but by 
no means impossible. Mr Ferrars, a member of the Burma Forest Department, is 
quite ready to undertake the photographic reproduction of the complete text of 
the Tripitaka, if the Government or some learned society will bear the small 
expense that is required. He has been assured that the text, as engraved on the 
marble slabs, was critically revised and edited by a Royal Commission, 
consisting of ten learned men under the presidency of the famous Rahan, U-
Nye-ya. It is stated that three copies of the same text were prepared at the same 
time on palm-leaves, and sent by the king to three European libraries. What 
libraries they were I have not been able to find out. 
 If a photographic reproduction could be made at a reasonable price, it would 
certainly seem desirable, though, from a specimen sent to me, I am a little afraid 
that some of the letters are no longer quite distinct. The signs of decay are 
visible all over the building ; the moisture of the climate has begun to tell, and 
moss is growing on the walls and cupolas. What a confirmation of Buddha’s 
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teaching that all is perishable and that all that has been put together will come 
apart again ! 
 How much more real good might have been done if this pious and learned 
Buddhist king had been properly advised as to the best way of doing honour to 
the memory of Buddha ! Buddhists in many parts of the world seem very 
anxious that the nations of Europe should gain a correct knowledge of the 
ancient religion of Buddha. In this they are quite justified. Some go so far as to 
send missionaries to convert the world. This seems rather too sanguine a plan ; 
anyhow, before such attempts are made, it would certainly be desirable to 
spread a correct knowledge of Buddhism, and thus to counteract the mis-
chievous misrepresentations of the great sage of Kapilavâstu, scattered broad-
cast by those who call themselves esoteric Buddhists. The importance of 
Buddhist literature for a comparative study of religions is now generally 
recognised, and for philological purposes also a scholarlike knowledge of Pâli is 
of very great importance. 
 It is a great pity that at Oxford there should be no chair of Pâli ; and the true 
admirers of Buddha could hardly show their admiration in a better way than by 
helping to found a lectureship of Pâli language and literature. The King of Siam 
has shown his reverence for the memory of Buddha by helping me to bring out a 
series of translations of the sacred books of the Buddhists. Is there no other 
admirer of the great sage to follow this noble example ? Even a gigantic marble 
structure like the Kutho-daw crumbles to pieces, and the inscriptions remain 
silent in the wilderness. A learned and painstaking teacher of Pâli, though he 
must not expect to gain any converts to Buddhism at Oxford, would certainly 
help to secure to Buddha that position among the wisest and best men of the 
world which belongs to him by right as the recognised guide and teacher of 423 
millions of human beings — as a sage whose utterances even those who belong 
to another religion may read, mark, and inwardly digest, with real advantage to 
themselves — as one whom a former professor in this University declared to be 
“second to One only”. 

  5.2.2. ARNOLD WRIGHT (1910, 139) ON PHILIP RIPLEY AND THE  
             HANTHAWADDY PRESS 
THE HANTHAWADDY PRESS. The story of the growth of the Hanthawaddy 
Press is linked to an unusual degree with the history of the founder and owner, 
Mr Philip H. Ripley. Born in Kyaukpyu fifty years ago [1860], Mr Ripley came 
to Rangoon at the age of seventeen to earn his own living. He first obtained an 
appointment in the Rangoon and Irrawaddy Valley (State) Railway, and sub-
sequently entered the British Burma Secretariat. While there he assiduously set 
himself to master the Burmese language under the capable guidance of the late 
Mr W. Hadford, Government translator. After two years’ steady work he was 
selected for the post of sub-editor of the Educational Gazette, a Government 
publication, and by the time he was twenty years of age he was acting as 
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Burmese translator to the Government. It was about this time that he became 
keenly interested in the art of printing, the taste for which was accentuated by 
his connection with the Government Printing Press in the passing of proofs of 
Burmese matter for the British Burma Gazette. As a hobby, he set up a 
miniature printing press, for the printing and publishing of Burmese literature, in 
a by-lane known as 34th Street, at the back of the Town Hall. General jobbing 
work in English was also undertaken, and he was entrusted with the whole of 
the printing for the Church of England in the Rangoon Diocese. In 1893 Mr 
Ripley resigned the service of Government in order to proceed to England for 
the purpose of studying the method of type-founding, and of improving his 
general knowledge of the art of printing. In this he was eminently successful. 
During the twelve months that he spent in England Mr Ripley visited numerous 
printing works, and made himself thoroughly familiar with the practical details 
of type-founding. On his return to Rangoon in 1897, he brought with him 
complete plant for a type foundry, which he set up in the present commodious 
premises known as the Hanthawaddy Printing Works, at 46, Sule Pagoda Road. 
The building, which is four storeys in height, has a floor space of 6,000 square 
feet. In the new home of the Hanthawaddy Press the printing of Burmese 
literature continues to be the main work undertaken, special attention being 
directed to the publication of Burmese classics, which are found inscribed upon 
palm leaves in the various monasteries throughout the country. The most 
important work in this direction has been the production of the P!li Text of the 
Tripitaka (Buddhist scriptures), after very careful recension. As a young man Mr 
Ripley cherished an ambition to make these writings known, and, in spite of 
discouragement, even from the Buddhist priesthood, he resolutely set about the 
task. The work took many years to accomplish. The complete Tripitaka 
comprises thirty-eight printed volumes. The proofs of this work had to be sent 
for revision to Mandalay, where the whole of these scriptures, engraved on 
marble slabs, are placed round a pagoda at the foot of Mandalay Hill. The 
demand for the volumes is steadily increasing. The Press undertakes not only 
printing in English, Burmese, and Tamil, type-casting, and stereotyping, but also 
bookbinding, rubber-stamp making, engraving, and the making of photo-process 
blocks. During recent years the business has grown steadily, and at the time of 
writing new works are in course of erection in the suburbs of Rangoon, and a 
branch is about to be opened at Mandalay. Among the periodicals and 
newspapers published by the Press are the Rangoon advertiser, an English 
paper, and the Hanthawaddy weekly review, which is printed in Burmese, and 
contains general news, translations of Reuters telegrams, and commercial 
information calculated to be of interest to the Burmese. The firm employ four 
Burmese editors, the chief of whom is an ex-official of the Court of the late 
King of Burma, and over 180 hands are engaged in the works. In the 
management of the business great assistance is rendered Mr Ripley by his wife 
and his two sons, Messrs. Harry and George Ripley. Both sons were educated at 
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Dulwich College, England. The elder served his apprenticeship in printing with 
Messrs. Andrews Bros., London, and subsequently joined a firm of photo-
process engravers. Mr George Ripley studied at the Crystal Palace School of 
Engineering, and afterwards added to his experience by a term of apprenticeship 
at Glasgow in the engineering works of Messrs. Major & Coulson. The London 
agents for the Hanthawaddy Press are Messrs R.D. Galbraith & Co., of 11, 
Billiter Square, E.C. Mr P.H. Ripley is managing director of the Hanthawaddy 
Land Company and he is on the directorate of the Athlone Land Company. He is 
also a member of the board of governors of the Diocesan Schools, Rangoon. 

  5.2.3. LUDU DAW AHMAR (1980, 53–57) ON PHILIP RIPLEY 
Thirty years after the stone pitaka was completed, the paper pitaka was made 
for the first time. Mr Philip H. Ripley of the Hanthawaddy Press was the pioneer 
in this work. One volume of this book (Royal Octavo size) had 400 pages 
approximately and there were thirty-eight volumes in a complete set. A printed 
book would make the Pitaka cheap and the public opinion was against it. So 
only when the Taunggwin Thathanabine expressed his happiness to hear the 
news that the pitaka would soon be available in book form, that Mr Ripley 
regained his courage to proceed with the work of printing. It was in about 1900 
and Mr Ripley took all care to make his copies perfect. He had the galley-proofs 
checked against the “stone Pitaka” at Mandalay. In fact he claimed that his 
books were “true copies of the Pitaka inscribed on stones by King Mindon”. He 
also had the titles to various chapters printed in the same handwriting as they 
appeared on the stones. People who were once proof-readers under him like 
Hanthawaddy U Ba Yin and Saya Zeya (U Yaw) often recalled that the old 
gentleman took enormous pains to make the pitaka he printed free of mistakes. 
He printed a declaration on each book that he would give a reward of Rs. 50 for 
each word that did not agree with the corresponding word on the “stone pitaka”. 
 The reason for Ripley’s such thoroughness [sic] was not entirely business. 
He was an Armenian born at Kyaukphyu and when he was a boy he visited the 
Mandalay Palace with his father known to the Burmese as Commissioner Red 
Head. King Mindon took a fancy to adopt the Little Red Head as one of his 
sons. So he lived in the Palace like a prince and attended an English school run 
by an Anglican clergy called Dr. Marks where most of the King’s sons were 
sent for modern education. Whenever he had to mention the King, he used the 
term “Phondawgyipaya” like the other children of the King. When the King was 
ill for the last time, there were many palace intrigues on naming a successor to 
him. The Little Red Head, then seventeen, did not want to get himself involved 
in any one of these intrigues and so he fled to Rangoon. He was Burmese in 
many ways and when he entered the printing and publishing business, he tried to 
express his thanks to the King he loved by making an extension of the King’s 
project in having perfect copies of the Pitaka. 
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 Ripley was amply rewarded for all the care he took in printing the Pitaka in 
exactly as it appeared on stones. Many sets of his books were sent even outside 
Burma where Theravada Buddhism prevailed. Soon other printing concerns 
followed suit. One of them was the Tampadipa Time Press which in 1912 
printed books on pitaka with the same claims as Ripley. It even used a picture of 
“stone Pitaka” cave as its trade mark. Ripley had established a tradition that all 
the printed Pitaka books must have the “stone Pitaka” as the standard work.  
 Most of the foreigners visiting Burma made it a point to visit the Kuthodaw 
at Mandalay and take photographs of the World’s Biggest Book. Recently 
[1972 ?] a mission from West Germany was here to photograph every face of the 
inscriptions. The mission had to take seven days to finish the task. When the 
Sixth Buddhist Synod was convened at Rangoon, a delegation of 100 monks 
came here to check their text against the text here. It reported that it found no 
serious difference between the two. 
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Boundaries and Domains : 
Understanding Optionality in Buddhappiya’s R!pasiddhi * 

Aleix Ruiz-Falqués 

ABSTRACT 
Since the publication of Paul Kiparsky’s P!"ini as a Variationist 
(1979), the discussion on optionality in Indian vy!kara"a has been 
largely polarised into two views : Kiparsky’s thesis defends the idea that 
P!"ini used different words to indicate different degrees of optionality ; 
others deny Kiparsky’s claim and maintain that the exact scope of gram-
matical options can only be determined by the context. Whereas 
Sanskrit grammarians do not substantiate Kiparsky’s claims, the Pali 
vy!kara"a tradition of the Kacc!yana school recognises two different 
types of options. In this paper I will focus on the treatment of option 
markers in Buddhappiya’s R#pasiddhi (South India, twelfth century). 
The R#pasiddhi is based on the Kacc!yana grammar, but it takes an 
innovative approach towards the general structure of the rules. It also 
alters the mechanisms of optionality in a way that allows for higher 
accuracy in the process of word derivation. As a step forward in our 
understanding of the rich Pali grammatical tradition, this article pro-
vides a definition and classification of markers v!, kvaci, nav!, and 
vibh!s! in the R#pasiddhi. It also shows that the understanding of 
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option markers in Kacc!yana classical scholarship differs significantly 
from Kiparsky’s understanding of linguistic variation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. In the Pali language, one single word can adopt various correct 
forms. For instance, the ablative singular of the word buddha may be 
buddh!, buddhamh!, buddhasm!, or buddhato, and the third person 
singular optative can be care or careyya. In order to account for such 
multiplicity of derivations, Pali grammarians use a set of markers 
inherited from the Sanskrit tradition. The most prominent among them 
are option markers, such as v! or kvaci. Option markers delimit the 
domain of a rule ; they draw the boundary line between what is general 
and what is exceptional, thus distinguishing what is allowed in terms of 
derivation from what is not.1 Therefore, understanding how option 
markers work is essential for the correct interpretation of classical Pali 
grammars. 

1.2. The study of option markers has received considerable attention in 
Sanskrit scholarship, especially after Paul Kiparsky’s publication of 
P!"ini as a Variationist (1979). In this monograph Kiparsky challenges 
the received opinion concerning the function of option markers in 
P!"ini’s A#$!dhy!y% : 

To indicate that a rule is to be applied optionally, P!"ini uses 106 
times v!, 112 times vibh!#!, and 93 times anyatarasy!m. Why 
this variety, when one word would do ? This question has a 
surprising answer, which has remained unknown for over two 
thousand years. Not even the oldest commentators K!ty!yana 
and Patañjali have any inkling of it.2 

                                                             
1 Kahrs (1992 : 233) compares P!"ini’s grammar with a map describing a 

territory that is the language : “If we have a map — and I think it is justified to 
call the linguistic descriptions of the ancient Indian grammarians a map — it 
will tell us a great deal about those who made the map. A basic question is 
this : What features of the territory are represented on the map ? If the territory 
is absolutely uniform, nothing would be represented on the map except the 
borders of the territory. Otherwise, what will be represented on the map is 
really differences of various kinds.” 

2 Kiparsky 1979 : 1.  
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Kiparsky’s “surprising” answer is that these three technical terms 
express three different levels of optionality : v! “or rather”, “pref-
erably” ; vibh!#! “or rather not”, “preferably not” ; anyatarasy!m “either 
way”.3 Kiparsky understands that preferred options reflect a wider 
linguistic usage, and less preferred options reflect marginal, or perhaps 
dialectal, usage. Among Sanskrit vy!kara"a specialists there is a divide 
concerning the validity of Kiparsky’s thesis.4 But regardless of our 
judgement, the importance of his question seems undeniable. For 
economy of language is one of the cardinal principles of vy!kara"a, and 
if all option markers mean the same : why use many and not one ? 

1.3. The same question may be asked about option markers in Pali 
classical5 grammar, where virtually the same technical terms are used. 
So far, there has been little research in this area. Émile Senart, who 
published the first European integral edition and translation of the 
Kacc!yana grammar, openly condemns the manner in which Kacc uses 
option markers. The same goes for R.O. Franke.6 More constructively, 
Helmer Smith analyses option markers in the Saddan$ti in a useful 
sketch in his Cospectus Terminorum (§ 7.3.2.3), although no further 
discussion is given. Ole Pind observes that, in the Kacc!yana and the 
Kacc!yana-vutti, the terms v! and kvaci “are apparently used inter-
changeably, thus making the exact scope of a rule difficult to interpret,”7 

                                                             
3 Kiparsky 1979 : 1. 
4 Strong reservations regarding Kiparsky’s thesis are presented in Palsule 1982, 

Devasthali 1983, and Cardona 2004 : 162ff. Other distinguished reviewers, 
however, have accepted the thesis : Bronkhorst 1982 : 273 ; Smith 1982 : 185. 
For a middle-way assessment, see Deshpande 1984. 

5 By “classical” Pali grammar I mean the Kacc!yana, the Moggall!na, and the 
Saddan$ti, along with their commentaries and offshoots. I use the term classi-
cal in its meaning “exemplary”. For overviews of classical grammatical scho-
larship in Pali, I refer to Franke 1902, Pind 2012, Deokar 2008, Gornall and 
Gunasena 2018, and see also von Hinüber 1983, and Gornall and Ruiz-
Falqués 2019 ; for an overview of the Kacc!yana tradition, see Ruiz-Falqués 
2016. 

6 For Kacc sutta as lacking a systematical approach, see Senart 1871 :14 ; see 
also Franke 1902 : 14 ; for the wrong use of v!, see Senart 1871 : 93. 

7 Pind 2012 : 83. 
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but he also notes that the R#pasiddhi applies some corrections 
concerning optionalily of kvaci and na v!.8 Mahesh Deokar includes 
optionality in his thorough comparative study Technical Terms and 
Technique of the Pali and the Sanskrit Grammars (2008). Deokar points 
out that the minute distinctions that are observed in Sanskrit grammars 
“are not observed so rigorously by the Pali grammarians”.9 Some trans-
lators of the Kacc!yana do not reflect any difference of meaning 
between different option markers ;10 others are more careful and try to 
distinguish them, e.g. Nandisena’s translation.11 Among all translations 
and studies known to me, only those by Thiab Malai and Nandisena 
acknowledge the traditional system of reading option markers.12 The 
intricacies of this system, however, remain to be properly elucidated. 
The present article is intended as a contribution to the vastly unexplored 
field of P!li by!kara"a studies. It focuses on one of the major grammars 
of the Kacc!yana school, namely the R#pasiddhi, composed in South 
India by Co%a Buddhappiya13 around the twelfth century CE.14 

1.4. Buddhappiya’s R#pasiddhi is a recast of the Kacc!yana (Kacc) 
grammar.15 It uses practically all the suttas of Kacc, but their sequence 
is dramatically altered. Furthermore, the old Kacc!yana-vutti (Kacc-v) 
is replaced by Buddhappiya’s own commentary. In the introductory 
stanzas Buddhappiya briefly justifies his project. He states that he has 
                                                             
8 Ibid. 
9 Deokar 2008 : 367, 369. 
10For instance, in his notes to the !khy!ta chapter of the R#pasiddhi, Grünwedel 

translates both kvaci and v! as “arbiträr”, but he is obviously aware of the 
levels of optionality of the vavatthitavibh!s! “bestimmte vibh!sh!” (Grün-
wedel 1883 : 52) ; Ashin Thitzana (2016), translates the four main option 
markers in Kacc v!, kvaci, na v!, vibh!s! as “sometimes”, cf. Thitzana 2016 : 
129 n.11. 

11D’Alwis (1863 : 25–26), for instance, translates v! as “optionally” and kvaci 
as “sometimes.” 

12Malai 1997 : 105 ; Nandisena 2005 : 48. 
13For the most up-to-date biographical sketch of Buddhappiya, see Gornall 

2020 : 69ff. 
14Rachiwong 1995 : 10 ; Gornall and Gunasena 2018 : 33 ; Gornall 2020 : 24.  
15For a critical edition of Kacc!yana and Kacc!yanavutti, see Pind 2013. 
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composed a work that is byatta& “clear” and suka"'a& “well-
arranged”. According to the commentary, “clear (byatta&) means that it 
is particularly clear, easy to see, because of its clarity both in the 
delimitation of the domain of the rules and the derivation of what is 
prescribed by the rules”.16 This is a direct reference to Buddhappiya’s 
innovative system, which represents a significant improvement in the 
use of option markers. As for the adjective suka"'a& it refers to a topic-
wise arrangement that makes the Kacc easier to grasp, much like 
kaumud% grammars did with P!"ini.17 Despite the obvious advantages of 
the new topic-wise arrangement, the alteration of the original sequence 
of rules inevitably disrupts the mechanisms of anuvutti (“recurrence”) 
that control option markers. Buddhappiya solves this problem by expli-
citly indicating which words, including option markers, recur in a sutta. 
And more importantly, he incorporates the concept vavatthitavibh!s! 
(“restricted option”) to the repertoire of option markers. In doing so, he 
achieves higher accuracy than his predecessor Vimalabuddhi when it 
comes to delimiting the domains and boundaries of options. In the 
following sections I will offer a preliminary examination of how this 
system of optionality works. 

2. OPTIONALITY IN BUDDHAPPIYA’S R&PASIDDHI 
2.1. Classical Pali grammarians distinguish two main levels of option-
ality : one for an open “alternative” (vikappa) and one for exceptions to 
a larger rule. The general principle to interpret optional markers in the 
Kacc!yana Pali grammar is laid out in Vimalabuddhi’s Mukhamatta-
d$pan$ (Mmd), otherwise known as Ny!sa, composed around the tenth 
century CE).18 According to Vimalabuddhi, the option markers kvaci and 
nav! (or na v!) have the same meaning ; they generally express the 
correctness of one form, dismissing the other. In contrast, the terms v! 
and vibh!s!, which also have the same meaning,19 generally express an 
                                                             
16R#p-' Be 4,3–5 byatta" lakkha"avisayavavatth!nassa, lakkhiy!bhinipphattiy! 

ca paribyattito abhibyatta& sup!ka$a&. 
17Gornall and Gunasena 2018 : 34. 
18Pind 2012 : 71. 
19For the unclear relationship between the terms bh!#! “language” and vibh!#! 

“dialect” see von Hinüber 2001 : 102–103. Von Hinüber provisionally accepts 
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open option (vikappa) in which it is possible to derive two forms.20 The 
main issue at stake here is whether a word is correct in terms of 
derivation or not. In Pali, option markers have nothing to do with 
frequency of usage in the literature, although they are supposed to 
reflect forms that are attested in the literature (!gama). They are only 
concerned with grammatical correctness, what Sanskrit grammarians 
call s!dhutva.21 Aside from the general principle that has been 
described, option markers do not work exactly in the same manner in 
every Pali grammatical treatise. But exactly how they differ, and why 
grammarians modify the system, is something that requires further 
research. 

2.2. As a grammar belonging to the Kacc!yana school,22 the R#pasiddhi 
uses virtually the same set of option markers : v! 154 times, kvaci 54 
times, nav! 6 times, vibh!s! 4 times (5 if we include saha vibh!s! in 
the vutti of R#p § 351).23 To this list we may also include other words 
                                                                                                                           

Kiparsky’s conjecture that vibh!#! could mean “zu meiden (als Alternative” 
(i.e. an alternative to be avoided) versus v! “zu bevorzugen” (i.e. to be pre-
ferred).  

20Vimalabuddhi’s discussion is in the context of Kacc § 21 iva""o ya& nav! and 
it is about reading nav! as one word (Mmd 32,24ff.), see also Malai 1997 : 105. 
Note that in his critical edition Pind reads na v! always. The principle of the 
two levels was synthesised by Gu"as!gara of Pagan (c. thirteenth century) in 
the Mukhamattas!ra (unedited work), and is quoted in Kacc-nidd Be 154,10–
11 ; Ce 150,13–14, for the context, or lack of context, of this quotation, see Ruiz-
Falqués 2015 : 142. Gu"as!gara’s stanza is quoted by Nandisena (2005 : 48) 
via a quotation found in the Kacc!yana-va""an! (16th c. CE, Burma). 

21Pas III §§ 46–55 ; Joshi and Roodbergen 1968 : 70–78. In the discussion on 
1.1.44 naveti vibh!#!, Patañjali quotes the i#$hi : s!dhvanu(!sane asmin yasya 
vibh!#! tasya s!dhutvam “In this teaching of correct [words], correctness 
applies to that which is optional” (MBh I 104,8). 

22This is the interpretation of the R#pasiddhi-'$k!, problematically ascribed to 
Buddhappiya himself (see 5.4). 

23The numbers include instances in the sutta and the gloss (vutti) properly 
speaking, that is to say the first line of the commentary in which the expanded 
formulation of the sutta is given, including the anuvutti (information recurring 
from previous suttas). Option markers in further sections of the vutti are 
excluded from this count. These sections are no doubt relevant to the study of 
optionality and variation, e.g. the word ca introduces a kvaci option in R#p 
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that control optionality, e.g. ca (= vikappa R#p § 117 = v! ; = aniya-
mattha = v! § 664), $h!ne (= kvaci R#p §§ 40, 42), tu (= kvaci R#p 
§§ 125, 226), vikappena (R#p § 117), nicca& “always” (R#p §§ 135, 
195, 196) and yebhuyyena “generally” (R#p § 36). Keeping with the 
structure of Kacc and Kacc-v, the proper option markers remain v!, 
kvaci, nav!, and vibh!s!. 

2.3. Buddhappiya accepts Vimalabuddhi’s two levels of optionality, but 
he refines the system in the following manner : 

 v# “or” has two meanings :  
  • vikappa “open option” 
  • vavatthitavibh!s!24 “restricted option” (used 42 times),25 which 
   involves three sub-domains : 
   (a) nicca “mandatory” [Ø option] 
   (b) anicca “not mandatory” [= vikappa] 
   (c) asanta “inapplicable” [( kvaci/nav! see below 4.6.] 
 kvaci “in some places” indicates exceptions 
 nav# “or not” is glossed as kvaci (R#p § 21) 
 vibh#s# “optionally” is glossed as v! (R#p-' ad R#p § 360) 

                                                                                                                           
§ 27, or R#p § 488, invoked a number of times in the elaborations of the vutti, 
e.g. R#p §§ 470, 488, 489, 492, 500. A more detailed study on option markers, 
including all the sections of the R#p commentary and other Kacc!yana com-
mentaries, is in preparation. 

24This term is known in Sanskrit grammatical literature. Patañjali uses it in his 
Mah!bh!)ya (ad P!"ini 2.4.56, 3.2.124 and 7.1.56). It becomes part of the 
system of interpretation in later works such as the K!*ik!v+tti (cf. K!* ad P!" 
1.3.70 tad asmin vi#aye nitya&, anyatra vikalpa). vyavasthitavibh!#! hi s! ; or 
K!* ad P!" 2.3.17 vyavasthitavibh!#!vijñ!n!d eva na bhavati). The K!tantra-
v+tti also uses this term, especially in relation with nav! : K!t-v 1.4.2, 1.5.5 ; 
and see K!t-v 4,6.83 : svari#yat%ti paratv!d vikalpo na sy!d vyavasthitav!va-
can!t ; in K!t-v 4.1.72 we can observe the triple domain used in R#p : nitya&, 
na sy!t (= na bhavati) and v! (= vibh!#!). 

25In cases such as R#p § 207 or § 259, the vutti suggests that v! is being used in 
the sense of vavatthitavibh!s!, but that is not explicitly stated in the main 
paraphrase of the sutta ; therefore, we exclude such cases from the present 
study (see n. 24). 
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2.4. There are some exceptions : v! = kvaci in R#p § 676 and probably in 
§ 207 ; v! = sampi"'ana in R#p § 595 (alternatively interpreted as 
vikappa) and R#p § 187, glosses by R#p-' as pakativikappana ; v! = 
katthacivikappanattha R#p § 190 ; kvaci = vavatthitavibh!s! R#p § 461. 
The relatively rare occurrence of anomalies shows that the general 
theory is quite consistently observed. In the following sections I am 
going to briefly examine of how these markers function. 

3. V* AND VIBH*S* 
3.1. The words v! and vibh!s! express vikappa (Skt. vikalpa) “open 
option”. Whether these terms are explicitly glossed as vikappena or not, 
they indicate an option in which the alternation is unrestricted. For 
instance, in R#p § 30 jhal!na& iyuv! sare v! “before a vowel, masc. 
neut. endings i/ % and u/+ may optionally be replaced with iy and uv 
respectively”. The word v! is not glossed, but a series of free alterna-
tives are listed as examples, e.g. bhikkhuv!sane bhikkhu !sane v! (“[one 
can write/say] bhikkhv!sane or bhikkhu !sane [indistinctly]”). 
Similarly, in R#p § 116 n!mhi raññ! v!, we are given two possibilities 
for each word, e.g. r!jena/raññ!. Accordingly, we can form the 
sentences raññ! kata& or r!jena kata&.26  
 The same type of option is expressed by the marker vibh!s!. For 
example, R#p § 360 vibh!s! rukkha-ti"a-pasu-dhana-dhañña-jana-
pad!d%nañ ca allows couplets of coordinative compounds that refer, for 
instance, to species of trees : assatthakapittha& assatthakapitth! v! (“fig 
and wood-apple [trees]”). The word v! is used as the gloss of vibh!s!.  
 Eventually it may be possible to derive more than two forms, e.g. 
R#p § 197 gives a triple option : kammun!, kamman!, kammena. 

3.2. The word v! is often glossed as vavatthitavibh!s! (Skt. vyavasthita-
vibh!#!), which means “restricted option”.27 Buddhappiya is the earliest 

                                                             
26In reality, r!jena only appears as part of a compound (dhammar!jena, 

devar!jena, etc.), never in a sentence such as r!jena kata& (cf. Oberlies § 45, 
2b). 

27“Option limitée” (Smith 1949 : 1146, § 7.3.2.3), “bestimmte vibh!s!” (Grün-
wedel 1983 : 52). 
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recorded Pali grammarian to use this term.28 The usage may have been 
borrowed from the C!ndra tradition of Sanskrit grammar.29 The 
standard expression of R#p is vavatthitavibh!so’ ya& v!saddo “this 
word v! represents a restricted option”. This means that the word v! is a 
vikappa only to a certain extent. This is explained in R#p § 15 v! paro 
asar+p! : 

In the same way that the preverb ! expresses an inclusive limit or 
an exclusive limit, the word v! in some places expresses an open 
option (vikappa) and in some places expresses the delimitation 
( pariggaha) of certain word-forms (r+pa) according to a specific 
restriction (yath!vavatthita). In the present sutta, the latter 
applies. Therefore the word v! here illustrates a grammatical 
operation (vidhi ) which involves [simultaneously] a mandatory 
(nicca) domain, a non-mandatory (anicca) domain, and an 
inapplicable (asanta) domain.30 

                                                             
28For the relative date of the R#pasiddhi, older than the Moggall!na-by!kara"a 

(1165 CE), see Gornall and Gunasena 2018 : 34, n.1. As for the relative dates 
of the R#pasiddhi and the Saddan$ti, they are problematic. Some scholars 
assume that the S!sanava,sa’s dating of Sadd, 1154 CE, is correct (e.g. 
Franke 1902 : 25ff. ; von Hinüber 2001, § 62). Other Burmese sources, as little 
reliable as the S!sanava,sa, point to the thirteenth century CE (cf. Tin Lwin 
1991). Aggava,sa seems to rely on his predecessors for the understanding of 
the term : vavatthitavibh!s!ya& v!saddappayogo !cariye payirup!sitv! 
gahetabbo “The usage of the word v! in the sense of restricted option 
(vavatthitavibh!s!) should be adopted respecting the teachers” (Sadd 889,2–3 
and n. 2). For a detailed examination of the relative chronology : R#pasiddhi > 
Ny!sappad$pa > Saddan$ti, I refer to my forthcoming monograph on Gu"a-
s!gara’s Mukhamattas!ra. 

29Gornall 2017 : 479 : “Au début de sa discussion du chapitre sur les k!raka, le 
commentaire singhalais sur la R#pasiddhi affirme que Buddhappiya, auteur de 
la R#pasiddhi, s’est appuyé sur la C!ndrapañcik! de Ratnamati dans son 
interprétation du mot ‘v!’ (‘facultativement’) dans les S#tra de Kacc!yana.” I 
thank Alastair Gornall for calling my attention to this important point. It is 
possible, too, that the term vavatthitavibh!s!/vyavasthitavibh!#! was bor-
rowed from the K!tantra tradition, where it is widely used, see below § 3.3. 

30R#p 9,1–4 : yasm! pana mariy!d!ya& abhividhimhi ca vattam!no !-upasaggo 
viya v!saddo dvidh! vattate, katthaci vikappe, katthaci yath!vavatthita-
r+papariggahe. idha pana pacchime. tato niccam aniccam asantañ ca vidhim 
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The option prescribed by R#p § 15 is mandatory. For instance, if we 
apply sandhi to the expression yassa id!ni, only the elision of the 
second vowel is allowed : yassa ’d!ni. The option yass’ id!ni is not 
contemplated.31 The same holds true for cakkhu indriya&, which can 
only undergo the ligature cakkhundriya&, never *cakkhindriya&. This 
type of option is called nicca “mandatory”. Other cases fall under the 
category anicca “not mandatory”, equivalent to v! = vikappa, for 
example : moggall!no asi or moggall!no ’si. This is a case of “either … 
or …”, but note that the option is not between eliding the first vowel or 
eliding the second, but between eliding the second or not eliding at all. 
Finally, the category asanta “non-existent” or “inapplicable” is glossed 
as idha na bhavati (“here [the phenomenon of option 2] does not exist 
[i.e. does not apply]”),32 for example : pañca indriy!ni > pañc’ 
indriy!ni, never *pañca’ndriy!ni. 

3.3. Following a method that reminds us of the K!tantra tradition,33 
Buddhappiya frequently synthesises the details of the restricted option 

                                                                                                                           
ettha v!saddo d%peti. The word asanta literally means “non-existent”, i.e. 
instances of the rule are not found. See also R#p-' 14,21–15,6 : yasm! !-
upasaggo viya v!saddo dvidh! vattate, kvaci vikappe, yath! v! "apacce ti 
!d%su, katthaci yath!vavatthit!na& ud!hara"ar+p!na& pariggahe, yath! 
vagganta& v! vagge ti !d%su imasmi& sutte paranayena yath!vavatthitar+pa-
pariggahe vattati, tato niccañ ca aniccañ ca asantañ ca vidhim atra v!saddo 
d%pet% ti yojan! “The connection (yojan!) is the following : Because like the 
preverb !, the word v! operates in two ways : somewhere in the sense of 
option, as in v! "apacce [R#p § 361, Kacc § 346], and in some places as the 
adoption (pariggahe) of the example forms as they have been determined (i.e. 
restricted), as in vagganta& v! vagge [R#p § 49, Kacc § 31], in this sutta it 
operates as adopting the restricted form by taking the following [speech-
sound] (paranayena), therefore the word v! here illustrates an operation that 
is mandatory, and also not mandatory, and also non-existent.” 

31I have only been able to find one exception to this rule in the Burmese edition 
of S!riputta’s sub-commentary on the A-guttara Nik!ya, twelfth century CE 
(cf. A-' Be II 179). I could not find any instance in canonical or a$$hakath! 
texts. R#p GRETIL ed. p.15 yassad!ni yassid!ni, is a wrong reading for yassa 
d!ni, yassa id!ni. 

32In Sanskrit grammars we find an equivalent expression in na sy!t. 
33Cf. Grünwedel 1883 : 69. 
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in “versified summaries” (sa,gahag!th!s), a sort of (lokav!rttikas, 
supplementary rules in verse,34 apt for easy memorisation along with the 
sutta. For instance, in R#p § 15 we read : 

bhavati ca vavatthitavibh!s!ya : 
ava""ato saro ’d!n%t%vev!di& vin! paro, 
na luppat’ aññato d%gho !sev!divivajjito. 

And there is also [the following stanza being the summary] of 
the restricted option : 
 After a-va""a [= a, !], the vowel that follows is not elided, 
except in cases such as id!ni, iti, iva, eva. 
 After a vowel other than a-va""a [i.e. after i, %, u, +, e, or o], 
the following long vowel is not elided. Exception is made in 
cases such as !si eva [where no elision at all takes place].35 

We may turn now to R#p-' to clarify the purport of the stanza : 
In the summary stanza, the syntax (sambandha) is the following : 
“after a-va""a [= a/!], when it is not homogeneous [with the 
next vowel], and when it is the cause (hetu) of the restricted 
option (vavatthitavibh!s!), the next vowel — i.e. i-va""a [i/% ], u-
va""a [u/+], etc. — is not elided, except when [it is the first 
vowel] of words such as id!ni, iti, iva, eva, etc.” Herein, the 
word !di includes examples such as eva& kira me [cf. M III 
25,2]. The long vowel that follows a non-homogenous vowel like 
i-va""a, etc., is not elided, except in cases such as !si eva [cf. 
Vin IV 74 ( ?)].36 

Another example of a summary stanza that clarifies the scope of a 
restricted option is found in R#p § 69 sabbayon%nam ! e, “All forms yo 
(nom./acc. pl.) and ni (nom./acc. n. pl.) [can be optionally] replaced 

                                                             
34Cf. DSG s.v. (lokav!rttika. 
35 R#p Be 9,18–20. 
36R#p-' Be 15,1–6 : sa,gahag!th!ya vavatthitavibh!s!ya hetun! asar+pabh+t! 

ava""ato paro iva""uva""!diko saro $hapetv! id!ni iti iva eva icc evam 
!dika& na luppat% ti sambandho.  etth’ !disaddena eva& kira me ti !di 
sa,gahyati.  aññasm! asar+pabh+t! iva""!dito paro d%gho saro !si eva icc 
!divivajjito na luppati. 
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with ! and e [respectively].” Buddhappiya indicates in the vutti that v! 
recurs. Then he continues : 

The word v! here has the meaning of a restricted option, that is 
why, with regard to this rule, it is stated : 
 “The word v! illustrates the operational rule in this manner : It 
is mandatory (nicca) in the masculine ; not mandatory (anicca) in 
the neuter ; inapplicable (asanta) in masculine/neuter i/% stems 
when they operate as a-endings.”37 

Thus we always find nom. pl. puris! and acc. pl. purise, but never 
nom./acc. pl. *purisayo. Neuter words replace ni with ! and e, but not 
mandatorily, thus : nom./acc. pl. citt!ni, but also nom. pl. citt!, acc. pl. 
citte. Finally, the rule is not applicable to the masculine/neuter stems in 
i/ % such as aggi “fire” : nom./acc. pl. aggayo, but never agg! and agge. 

3.4. The option marker v!38 is used sometimes “for the purpose of 
blocking” (nivattanattha&) other option markers. See for instance R#p 
§ 190, where the term v! is not explicit in the rule, but its governance is 
invoked : v!dhik!ro katthacinivattanattho “the governance of v! is in 
order to prevent the application of katthaci”.39 In its equivalent rule in 
the Kacc!yana grammar (Kacc § 239), the governance of v! is missing 
because the author of Kacc/Kacc-v understands that the effect of 
optionality has already ceased, and the rule should be understood as a 
simple injunction. 

3.5. Furthermore, in R#p §§ 155, 226, and 440, ca is used also as 
katthacinivattanattha& ; in § 201 as katthacipa$isedhanivattanattha& ; 
and in § 141 as kvacinivattanattha&. The words katthaci° and kvacini-
vattanattha& appear to be synonymous. In § 155, for instance, the effect 

                                                             
37R#p Be 45,23ff. :  
 v!saddo ’ya& vavatthitavibh!sattho, tena c’ ettha : 
    niccam eva ca pulli,ge, aniccañ ca napu&sake ; 
    asanta& jhe katatte tu, vidhi& d%peti v!suti. 
38The different meanings of v! are stated in an appendix on nip!tapadas at the 

end of the N!maka".a, cf. R#p Be 132–36. 
39 R#p Be 88,10–14. 
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of ca, glossed as katthacinivatthanattha&,40 is precisely to cancel the 
exceptional nature of the rule and make it open in some cases. The same 
rule is affected by the option marker v!, recurring from the vutti of R#p 
§ 153. This v! yields the following vavatthitavibh!s! : 
   bhikkhuppabhutito nicca& ; voyona& hetu-!dito 
   vibh!s! ; na ca vo no ca amuppabhutito bhave. 

[The ending yo for nom./acc. pl.] is mandatory in words such 
as bhikkhu, etc. 
[The ending yo for nom./acc. pl.] can optionally (vibh!s!) take 
vo or yo in words such as hetu, etc. 
[The endings] vo and no [for nom./acc. pl.] do not apply to 
words such as the [pronoun] amu, etc.41  

Note that the role of ca as blocker of an exception gives, as a result, the 
vibh!s! described in the summary stanza : one can form the plural of 
hetu : hetuyo or hetuno. Thus, one and the same rule can have more than 
one option marker in the interpretation, and these option markers have 
different roles. 

4. kvaci and nav! “exceptionally”42 
4.1. In the R#pasiddhi there are fifty-six rules involving kvaci, of which 
forty-five, the large majority, express exceptions of some sort. Seven 
more rules could be called exceptions too, but the role of kvaci is not 
entirely transparent (§§ 43, 45, 109, 111, 260, 350, 588) ; in three cases 
kvaci seems to mark vikappa (§§ 39, 266, 502) ; and once it is glossed as 
vavatthitavibh!s! (§ 461). 

4.2. The function of kvaci as exception marker is illustrated in 
R#pasiddhi-'$k! ad R#p § 466. The commentary explains that the 
insertion of i is allowed in asabbadh!tuka43 verbal roots when the 

                                                             
40With the alternative gloss noggaha"!nuvattanattha& (“for the sake of trigger-

ing the recurrence of the ending no [from § 151 yona& no]”). This is simply a 
different way of stating the same thing. 

41R#p Be 72,7ff. 
42Deokar 2008 : 368–69 nav! interpreted as “rarely”. 
43That is to say, “non-sabbadh!tuka”. In P!"inian grammar, s!rvadh!tuka 

refers to a specific set of affixes marked with the letter ( (DSG s.v. 
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following vibhatti begins with a consonant, but not when it begins with 
the vowels a or i, and he adds : “It should be understood that this 
distinction (viseso) is established by the governance of the word kvaci” 
(aya& pana viseso kvac% ti adhik!rato siddho ti veditabbo).44 According 
to this statement, the term kvaci indicates a case that is special or 
particular (visesa) as opposed to a general state of affairs. Thus, kvaci is 
often found as a blocker of a more general option marked with v!. It 
should not come as a surprise, then, that the function of the word kvaci 
can also be carried out by its synonym nav!, i.e. “the v! [open option] 
does not (na) [apply]” (see below 4.5.).45 

4.3. As stated above (3.5), the terms kvaci and v! (= vikappa) may both 
affect one and the same rule. Even in such cases they are explicitly 
described as performing different functions. Consider for instance R#p 
§ 336 : 

   na pañcamy!yam ambh!vo kvac% ti adhik!rato, 
   tatiy!sattam%cha$$h%nan tu hoti vikappato. 

 Due to the governance of kvaci, the ending a& is not there 
before the fifth case ending,  
 but it may be there optionally (vikappato) before the third, 
seventh, and sixth case endings.46  

                                                                                                                           
s!rvadh!tuka). In the Kacc!yana school the term is defined in Kacc § 433 (= 
R#p § 458) h%yattan%sattam%pañcam%vattam!n! sabbadh!tuka& “the technical 
term sabbadh!tuka denotes the finite verbal endings of hiyattan% (imperfect), 
sattam% (optative), pañcam% (imperative), and vattam!n! (present)” (trans. 
Deokar 2008 : 205) ; its negation, asabbadh!tuka, is used in Kacc § 518 (= 
R#p § 466) ik!r!gamo asabbadh!tukamhi “in non-sabbadh!tukas, [there is] 
augment i [obtains] ;” see Deokar 2008 : 206 : “In Pali grammars, the main 
function of these two terms [sabbadh!tuka and asabbadh!tuka] is to 
distinguish between the finite verbal endings which take an augment i from 
those which do not.” 

44R#p-' Be 191,4ff. 
45See Kiparsky 1979 : 3 : “Vibh!#! is defined by na v! in 1.1.44 na veti vibh!#!. 

Na v! is not used otherwise, apart from the cases when it arises implicitly 
from the combination of a na continued by anuv-tti with an overt v! stated in 
a rule.” 

46Be 180,22ff. 
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The stanza makes clear that there are two different poles of optionality, 
one is kvaci, the other is vikappa. The commentary explains : “Because 
of the governance of the word kvaci, there is no a& for the fifth vibhatti, 
but a& is optional for the third, seventh and sixth vibhattis.”47 From this 
statement we understand that the function of kvaci is to isolate an 
exception from the main rule, which may or may not be a vikappa.48 
This makes kvaci different from nicca “mandatory”, as kvaci could 
probably be translated as “mandatorily no option is allowed”. The term 
nicca does not presuppose any previous option, whereas kvaci does. In 
the end, however, both terms lead to one single derivation pathway. 

4.4. Another clear example of kvaci functioning as a marker of 
exception is found in R#p § 35 sare kvaci. Buddhappiya explains that 
kvaci (“in some places”), means “in those places where prosody is 
broken, or pronunciation is difficult, and also in those instances where 
sandhi is neglected. The point is that elision (lopa), replacement 
(!desa), and modification (vik!ra) do not obtain [in those cases].”49 

4.5. The term nav! appears six times in the R#pasiddhi (§§ 21, 28, 246, 
247, 256). In §  21 Buddhappiya explicitly glosses it as a synonym 
( pariy!ya) of the word kvaci.50 This is in line with the interpretation of 
Vimalabuddhi (see 2.1). The other five cases of nav! do not clearly 
attest to this equivalence. If it is true that nav! and kvaci have the same 

                                                             
47R#p-' Be 135,24–26 : kvac$ ti adhik!rato a&bh!vo pañcamy! vibhattiy! na hoti, 

tatiy!sattam%cha$$h%na& a&bh!vo pana vikappena hot% ti yojan!. 
48See also the stanza in R#p § 466 (R#p 276,19ff.), where v! and kvaci control 

different domains : 
  asabbadh!tuke byañjan!dimhe v! ’yam !gamo 
  kvac!dhik!rato byañjan!do pi kvaci no siy!. 
49R#p Be 22,5–7 : kvaci chandabhed!sukhucc!ra"a$$h!ne sandhicch!rahita-
$th!ne ca, na lop!desavik!ram !pajjante ti attho. Similarly, euphony and 
metre mark kvaci-type exceptions in R#p § 35 (R#p 22,18ff. : kvac% ti ki& ? 
itismi& chand!nurakkha"e sandhi hoti), R#p § 37 (24,18ff.) sukhucc!ra"a-
chandarakkha"a$$h!nesu and R#p § 38 (25,11ff.) chand!nurakkha"e. And see 
also R#p §§ 53, 54, 57.  

50R#p § 21 (Be 14,6ff.) : nav!saddo kvacisaddapariy!yo ; see also Malai 1997 : 
105. Note that it does not say aya& nav!saddo “this particular nav!”, but 
simply nav!saddo, “the word nav! [in general]”. 
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meaning, the question naturally arises as to why R#p § 21 iva""o ya& 
nav! (= Kacc § 21) does not use the word kvaci. According to 
Vimalabuddhi, the use of nav! in Kacc § 21 serves the purpose of 
blocking a former kvaci. It thus marks an exception to an exception. It 
seems that Buddhappiya has silently accepted Vimalabuddhi’s solution, 
although we should keep in mind that R#p-' is quite critical of 
Vimalabuddhi’s methods regarding optionality.51 

4.6. The recurrence of nav! can only be studied in a string of three 
suttas beginning in R#p § 234. This rule allows the pronominal replace-
ments tava& mama& for the acc.sg. It is followed, with “a frog’s leap” 
(ma"'+kapluti), by § 246, which allows vo no for acc./dat./gen. pl., and 
subsequently by § 247, which allows te, me for acc./dat./gen. sg. In this 
case the word nav! is not blocking any other option marker. In fact, if 
we look at the Kacc!yana parallel (Kacc § 144), nav! is glossed by 
Vimalabuddhi as “vikappena”.52 There are reasons to believe, however, 
that Vimalabuddhi has missed the mark, and here nav! is not equivalent 
to vikappa, but to kvaci, in accordance with the general criterion postu-
lated by Vimalabuddhi himself. The R#pasiddhi, once more, clarifies 
the point : 

Why [does the sutta state] nav! ? [Consider the counter exam-
ples :53] ida& c%vara& tuyha& vikappanatth!ya dammi “I give 
these robes to you for the sake of assigning” ; and : su"!tha 
vacana& mama “listen to my words”.  

                                                             
51Cf. R#p-' Be 21,5–16. Furthermore, in R#p-' ad R#p § 35, the author of the 

commentary disparages Mmd for understanding kvaci as a synonym of v! in 
the commentary upon Kacc § 24 sare kvaci. 

52Mmd Be 138,28. 
53It is customary in Kacc and R#p to give counter-examples by showing how 

the desired result would not be there if a word was missing. The counter 
examples are introduced by the question tag ki&, and thus they are called 
kimud!hara"a “examples of why [a certain word needs to be used in the 
sutta]”. The question could be also rephrased : “What would happen if the 
word X was missing in the sutta ?” The first attestation of the term 
kimud!hara"a in the sense of “counter-example” is in Vimalabuddhi’s Mmd, 
cf. Mmd 26,23 ; 34,27 ; 35,20 ; 39,26, and passim. 
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Here [R#p §§ 246–47], due to the governance of nav! [from R#p 
§ 234], 
these [pronominal] forms, namely vo, no, te, and me, 
do not apply at the beginning of a verse (p!da), 
or when they precede particles such as ca, v!, eva, etc.54 

The expression na honti te (lit. “those [instances] do not exist”) tells us 
that nav! is here a marker of an asanta-type exception. What the word 
nav! means in this string of rules, then, is that the cited pronominal 
forms are forbidden in certain contexts.55 

4.7. The last occurrence of nav! is found in R#p § 256 cat+papadassa 
lopo t’ uttarapad!di cassa cu-co pi nav!. This rule addresses the 
behaviour of the numeral catu (“four”) in compounds that express other 
numerals, such as cuddasa (“fourteen”). Let us look at Buddhappiya’s 
paraphrase in order to unpack the full meaning of the rule : 

When it expresses a numeral and precedes the word dasa (“ten”) 
in a compound, the word catu (“four”) suffers the elision of the 
syllable tu, and the remaining ca may exceptionally (nav!) be 
replaced with cu or co. [Examples :] cuddasa, coddasa, 
catuddasa (“fourteen”).  
On account of the mention of the word api, even when catu is 
not the first word of a compound, if it expresses a numeral, the 
initial syllable ca is elided ; and, exceptionally (nav!), cu or co 
are there [i.e. replace ca]. For instance : t!l%sa&, cutt!l%sa&, 
cott!l%sa&, catt!l%sa& (“forty”).56 

                                                             
54R#p Be 116,3–8 : nav! ti ki& ? ida& c%vara& tuyha& vikappanatth!ya dammi, 

su"!tha vacana& mama. 
  nav!dhik!rato c’ ettha, vo no te me ti ye ime ; 
  p!d!do ca ca-v!-ev!-diyoge ca na honti te. 
55Cf. R#p-bh-' I 276. 
56R#p Be 119,6–12 : ga"ane dasass!dimhi $hitassa catu icc etassa upapadassa 

tusaddo lopo hoti, uttarapad!dimhi $hitassa cat+papadassa cak!rassa cu-
co!des! honti nav!. cuddasa, coddasa, catuddasa.  apiggaha"ena anupapa-
dass!pi ga"ane pad!dicak!rassa lopo, cu-co honti nav!, yath! t!l%sa&, 
cutt!l%sa&, cott!l%sa&, catt!l%sa&. 
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The idea here is that nav! expresses an exception to the main rule 
formulated in the first half of the sutta. The procedure seems to have 
two stages : First, a mandatory elision of tu, and second, an exceptional 
replacement of the remaining ca with cu or co. The interpretation of api 
is not relevant to our discussion, but it confirms the use of nav! as a 
marker of a special case within a general state of affairs. 

5. CONCLUSION 
5.1. A preliminary examination of option markers in Buddhappiya’s 
R#pasiddhi has shown that the system of two levels of optionality, 
originally postulated by Vimalabuddhi in ca. the tenth century CE, seems 
to be functional on the suttas of Kacc!yana and suffers from few 
exceptions. The claim that Kacc!yana grammarians use option markers 
randomly (see 1.3), therefore, needs to be corrected. It is important to 
note, too, that each grammarian may tweak the system according to his 
needs. Thus, Buddhappiya’s system is an improved version of 
Vimalabuddhi’s, and the improvements have to do with the radically 
new approach that Buddhappiya adopted towards the sequencing of the 
rules. Later grammarians of the same school do not hesitate to apply 
Buddhappiya’s refined system to the old sequence of rules in Kacc.57 
Future studies on vernacular commentaries, such as the R#pasiddhi-
sannaya, will no doubt amplify and correct what has been stated in this 
paper. 

5.2 To conclude, let us go back to Kiparsky’s innovative approach of 
option markers in P!"ini, and how it may be related to Pali gram-
marians. Unlike the P!"inian vy!kara"a tradition in Sanskrit, Pali 
grammarians openly discuss the role of different option markers. Their 
description of these technical terms, however, does not fit Kiparsky’s 
thesis, which posits different degrees of “preference”. Rather, Kacc!yana 
grammarians seem to favour a type of analysis that is more in line with 
Kiparsky’s critics.58 Indeed, the distinction of option levels does not 

                                                             
57Chapa'a Saddhammajotip!la, commenting on the old suttap!$ha of 

Kacc!yana, uses the terms nicca, anicca, and asanta, cf. Kacc-nidd Be 12,5–
10 ; Ce 10,24–11,6. 

58Notably Palsule 1982 and Cardona 2004, cf. n.3. 
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seem to be related to frequency of use, or any preference of the users of 
the language, but simply to a hierarchy of domains. It has nothing to do 
with the outside world, so to say. It has to do with the very structure of a 
grammatical treatise composed in the s+tra style. For the sake of 
parsimony, a basic contraposition is established between the general 
rule (utsarga) and the particular or exceptional rule (apav!da).59 In-
between we find what is generally called an alternative or open option. 
To put it in other words : a general rule will state that only X form is 
possible. An open option will posit that both X and Y forms are pos-
sible. A particular or exception rule will state that only Y is possible. 
Thus, we have three different possible domains. These domains are not 
related to statistical occurrence, or to any preference of usage, but 
simply to the sheer possibility of achieving the “perfection of a [word-] 
form” (r+pasiddhi). Accordingly, Pali grammarians use v! and vibh!s! 
to derive an optional form that is as correct as a form given in a general 
rule previously promulgated, and they use kvaci and nav! to mark an 
exception to the option marked by v!/vibh!s!. It is not by chance, per-
haps, that Buddhappiya compares the option marker par excellence, 
namely v!, with the preverb ! in the sense of “limit” or “boundary”, 
both inclusive and exclusive. This comparison subtly suggests a parallel 
with the inclusive option-boundary (vibh!s!) and the exclusive option-
boundary (kvaci). For, as we have shown in this article, option markers 
are not only capable of indicating variation, but they can also indicate 
whether the variation occurs within the general domain of a rule, or 
beyond its boundaries. 

                                                             
59For a detailed introduction to the dialectics between general rules and excep-

tions in P!"inian vy!kara"a, see Cardona 1997 : 404–12 ; for the descriptive 
model that combines general and particular rules in P!"ini, see Kahrs 1992 : 
232–33. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
For Pali texts, I adopted the list of abbreviations of the Epilegomena to A 
Critical P!li Dictionary : http ://cpd.uni-koeln.de/intro/ 

Be = Burmese edition 
Ce = Cinghalese edition 
DSG = A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, Abhyankar, 1961 
GRETIL = Göttingen Register of Electronic Texts in Indian Languages  
 (http://gretil.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gretil.html) 
Kacc = Kacc!yana 
Kacc-v = Kacc!yana-vutti 
K!t = K!tantra 
MBh = Mah!bh!#ya 
Mmd = Mukhamattad%pan% 
Mmd-p' = Mukhamattad%pan%-p+r!"a-$%k! 
Mmd-s!ra = Mukhamattas!ra 
Mogg = Moggall!na 
Mogg-v = Moggall!na-vutti 
Mogg-p = Moggall!na-pañc%k! 
MW = Sanskrit–English Dictionary, Monier Williams, 1899 
P!" = P!"ini’s A#$!dhy!y% 
Pas = Paspa(!h"ika, ed. Joshi and Roodbergen, 1969 
PED = (Pali Text Society’s) Pali–English Dictionary, Rhys Davids and 
Stede, 1921 
R#p = R+pasiddhi 
R#p-' = R+pasiddhi-$%k! 
R#p-bh-' = R+pasiddhi-bh!s!-$%k! 
Sadd = Saddan%ti 

REFERENCES 

PRIMARY SOURCES 
A#$!dhy!y% = Böhtlingk, 1887 
Kacc!yana and Kacc!yanavutti = Pind, 2013 
Kacc!yanasuttaniddesa =  
 Be Suttaniddesap!$h, Rangoon : Zabu Meit Swe Press, 1912 
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Mah!bh!#aya = Kielhorn, 1880 
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Mukhamattad%pan% = Ny!sap!$h. Rangoon : Sudhammavati Press, 1913 
Mukhamattad%pan%-p+r!"a-$%k! = Sa&pya,-$%k!-p!$h, Yangon : Kavi Myat 
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N!madh!tus"c# : An Annotated Index of 
Denominative Verbs in P!li 

Timothy P. Lighthiser 

PREFACE 
This work is an annotated index of denominative verbs in P!li that was 
inspired by the work of Westergaard (Radices linguæ Sanscritæ, 1841), 
Trenckner (Radices linguæ P!licæ, n.d.), Whitney (The Roots, Verb-
forms, and Primary Derivatives of the Sanskrit Language, 1885), 
Andersen (Supplementum ad Radices linguæ P!licæ, 1898), and 
Oberlies (“The Roots and Verb Forms Specific to Epic Sanskrit”, in 
A Grammar of Epic Sanskrit, 2003).  
 Articles within the index usually consist of four kinds of annotation 
prior to the enlisting of the citation(s) of a denominative verb as it is 
attested in the P!li Text Society’s version of a particular P!li text. The 
notes to the first entry, a"kati, a"kayati, a"keti, now follow :1 

1. Etymological : [Cf. Skt a"kay° : a"kayitv!, Baudh!yana-
Dharmas"tra I 110,18, a"kay!m !sa, Mbh 3,299.5, a"kita-, 
R 5,34.2]  

2. Lexical : Dh!tus"c# : aki lak#a$e, Dh!tup I 92 ; a"ka pade 
lak#a$e ca, Dh!tup X 473 ; a"ka lakkha$e, PDh!tup 3, 535 ; aki 
lakkha$e, Dh!tum 10, 745 ; Sadd 22 (I 87), 1295 (X 382)  

3. Commentarial : a"kitaka$$ako ti atha viddhaka$$o chidda-
ka$$o, Ja II 185,23  

4. Philological Ref. : v. CDIAL 100, 104, EWAia, and KEWA 
s.v. a"ká-, cf. Kuiper (1952, 61–62) 

                                                             
1 Mbh = Mah!bh!rata, R!m!y = R!m!ya$a, Dh!tup = Dh!tup!%ha (Sanskrit) ; 
PDh!tup!%ha = Dh!tup!%ha (P!li). The rest of the abbreviations of P!li texts 
follow those in the epilegomena of A Critical P!li Dictionary ; the details for the 
abbreviations of the titles of secondary works, e.g., CDIAL, EWAia, etc., can be 
found at the end in the section entitled Literature. 
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 On occasion, there is a fifth type, “Preverbs” : Verbs with more than 
one preverb are indexed under the etymon instead of the prefix, as in the 
case of kujjati to which the preverbs a (neg.), ava, u, ni, pali, pa%i can be 
appended.  
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and corrigenda and P!li collectanea. Naturally, I must also admit my 
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numerous editors of the versions of the P!li texts published by the P!li 
Text Society ; the various contributors to the P!li–English Dictionary 
and A Critical P!li Dictionary ; Dr Margaret Cone, who readily shared 
some of her Dictionary of P!li files ; Dr Stefan Baums, who enabled me 
to search electronically for denominative verbs registered in the 
Dictionary of G!ndh!r& (which is a work in progress, along with 
Dr Andrew Glass) ; and the teams of creators from the Data Center for 
the Humanities, Digital South Asia Library, Department of Cross-
Cultural and Regional Studies (ToRS), GRETIL, TITUS project, and 
the Vipassana Research Institute, who each put so many Indic texts and 
lexica right under the finger tips of thousands of scholars and students 
around the world. Any error found in the Index is ascribable only to me.  

DENOMINATIVE VERBS 
A denominative verb is one that is usually formed from a synchronically 
occuring noun (or an adjective) to which verbal endings are appended. 
Denominative verbs, in a way, can be seen as nouns (or adjectives) 
which have metamorphosed into verbs formally and semantically. 
Denominative verbs are well represented in the Indo-European language 
family, such as Indo-Aryan, Iranian, etc. For example :  
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Avestan : ba()aziiaiti “to cure” (Ya&t 8. 43) < ba()aza- “cure”  
Vedic Sanskrit : bhi#ajyáti “to act as doctor” (RV 8.22.10d) [beside 

bhi#ákti (RV 8.79.2b)] < bhi#áj- “doctor”  
Epic Sanskrit : svapn!yate “to wish to sleep” (Mah!bh!rata 

7,159.18) < svapna- “sleep”  
Classical Sanskrit : lohit!yati “to become red” (Kum!rasambhava 

8,28c) < lohita- “red”  
P!li : !tur&yati “to feel sick” (Majjhima-nik!ya III 234,23) < !tura- 

“sick”  
A'okan : sukh!payate “to feel pleasure” (Rock Edict VI Girn!r) < 

sukha- “pleasure”  
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit : v*#%!yate “to rain” (M"la-Sarv!stiv!da-

Vinaya) i.36.8, prose) < v*#%i- (or v*#%a) “rain”  
G!ndh!r# : arogyati “to wish for health” (ms. CKD 133) < aroga- 

“health” 

DENOMINATIVE VERBS IN SANSKRIT 
FORMATION 

As shown below, the most productive forms of denominative verbs in 
Sanskrit can be understood as being basically comprised of two to three 
constituent parts. There is a stem, i.e. a noun (or an adjective) which 
ends in either a consonant or a vowel which can remain the same, 
change, or be elided ; 2 a denominative suffix -ya-, or not ; and a verbal 
ending.  

EXAMPLE 1 : +-stem noun > +-stem denominative base 
amitrayati “to act as an enemy” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 amitr+- “enemy” -ya- -ti  

                                                             
2See Whitney (1889 : § 1053–1068) for the details. 
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EXAMPLE 2 : +-stem noun > !-stem denominative base 
svapn!yate “to wish to sleep”  

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 svapn+- > svapn!-  -ya-  -te 

EXAMPLE 3 : an-stem noun > denominative base (post sandhi -an- > !-  
r!j!yate “to act as king” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 r!jan- > r!j!- -ya- -te 

EXAMPLE 4 : j-stem noun > denominative base (post sandhi j- > k-), 
  without suffix -yá-  

bhi#ákti “to act as doctor” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 bhisáj-> bhi#ák- Ø -ti 

MEANING 
The denominative verb in Sanskrit has a vast array of semantic flavor-
ings, but at all times bears, at the minimum, a strong affiliation with the 
stem from which it is derived.  
 Whitney (1889 : § 1058) posits :  

The denominative meaning is, as in other languages, of the 
greatest variety ; some of the most frequent forms of it are : 
be like, act as, play the part of ; regard or treat as ; cause to 
be, make into ; use, make application of ; desire, wish for, 
crave — that which was signified by the noun-stem. 

In order to acquire a better understanding, five examples of these 
flavorings as set forth in the K!'ik!v(tti — a 7th century commentary on 
the A)%!dhy!y# of P!$ini — are below. Each example explicitly lays out 
the condensed meaning of the denominative verb under the focus of the 
commentator. 

N.b. : With the word “crow” (k!ka,) in the third example in 
hand, subjects for the other four examples have been 
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inserted, along with interpolation, all of which has been 
placed between brackets. As the first and second examples 
show, a single denominative verb can be versatile, belong 
to more than one semantic field, with “putr&yati” having a 
desiderative flavoring (via icchati “to desire”), as well as a 
comparative flavoring (via the comparative particle iva 
“like” and !carati “to treat”).  

putr&yati [is equivalent to saying “The father] desires a son of his 
own” (!tmana, putram icchati putr&yati, 3.1.8)  

putr&yati [is equivalent to saying “The teacher] treats the pupil like a 
son” (putram iva !carati putr&yati ch!tram, 3.1.10)  

'yen!yate [is equivalent to saying “The] crow acts like a raptor” 
(-yena iva !carati k!ka, -yen!yate, 3.1.11)  

'abd!yate [is equivalent to saying “The boy] makes a sound” 
(-abda. karoti -abd!yate, 3.1.17)  

sukh!yate [is equivalent to saying “The girl] feels pleasure” (sukha. 
vedayate sukh!yate, 3.1.18)  

DENOMINATIVE VERBS IN P*LI FORMATION 
FORMATION 

Like Sanskrit, denominative verbs in P!li can also be understood as 
being comprised of the same basic components : There is a stem, a 
denominative suffix or not, and a verbal ending.  
 Note, though, in P!li stems do not normally end in consonants. 
Stems usually end with a vowel which can remain the same, change, or 
coalesce with suffix -ya- (i.e., -a-ya- > -e-).  
 Nine examples exhibiting the formation of the constituent parts of 
denominative verbs which are based upon stems ending in +-, !-, /-, and 
0- now follow. 

Example 1 : +-stem noun > +-stem denominative base 
maggayati “to search” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 magg+-  -ya-  -ti  
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Example 2 : +-stem noun > !-stem denominative base 
dh'm!yati “to fume” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 dh'm+- > dh'm!-  -ya-  -ti  

Example 3 : +-stem noun > /-stem denominative base 
dhammiyati “to act in a lawful manner” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 dhamm+- > dhamm/-  -ya-  -ti  

Example 4 : +-stem noun > &-stem denominative base 
!tur&yati “to feel sick” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 !tur+- > !tur&  -ya-  -ti  

Example 5 : +-stem noun > e-stem denominative base 
cu$$eti “to (cover with) powder” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 cu$$+-  -+-ya- > -e-  -ti  

Example 6 : !-stem noun > +-stem denominative base 
kathayati “to talk” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 kath!- >  kath+-ya-  -ti  

Example 7 : /-stem noun > e-stem denominative base 
kitteti “to praise” 

 Stem Stem Vowel +  Verbal Ending 
  Denominative Suffix  
 kitt/- > kitt+- -+-ya- > -e-  -ti  

Example 8 : 0-stem noun > 0-stem denominative base 
ka$1uyati “to itch” 

 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 ka$10-  -ya-  -ti  
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Example 9 : +-stem adjective > +-stem denominative base,  
without suffix –ya- 

namassati “to honor” 
 Stem Denominative Suffix Verbal Ending 
 *namass+- < Vedic  Ø  -ti  
 namasyá- adjective    

MEANING 
Naturally, denominative verbs in P!li also have the comparative and the 
desiderative–like semantic shadings, as well as a strong formal and 
semantic connection with the vowel stems from which they were 
produced. The following K!'ik!-like examples, adduced from the 
Saddan#ti — a 12th century book on P!li grammar — illustrate some of 
the formations and meanings of the denominative in P!li.  

N.B. : The first three have the phrase iva att!nam !carati : 
they are with a comparative sense. Of these, the second is 
also illustrative of onomatopœia, as is the fourth. The fifth 
shows a form based upon the possessive adjective mama 
(my/mine). The sixth and seventh have a comparative 
sense. The eighth has a desiderative sense with the verb 
icchati. The six remaining examples are not with a com-
parative or a desiderative sense ; in these cases, the stems 
function like verbal roots and directly carry the unflavored 
meaning of the noun or adjective upon which they are 
based.  

pabbat!yati [is equivalent to saying “The] Sa,gha in itself is like a 
mountain” (sa.gho pabbatam iva att!nam !carati pabbat!yati).  

cicci%!yati [is equivalent to saying “The] sound in itself is like 
cicci%a” (saddo cicci%a. iva att!na. !carati).  

dh'm!yati [is equivalent to saying “The] substance in itself is like 
smoke” (vatthu. dh'ma. iva att!na. !carati dh'm!yati).  

daddubh!yati [is equivalent to saying “The] sound is like daddubha” 
(saddo daddubha iti !carati daddubh!yati).  
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mam!yati [is equivalent to saying “She] grabs [and says,] ‘This is 
mine !’” (mama idan ti ga$h!ti). 

mett!yati [is equivalent to saying “The] bhikkhu acts like a friend, 
so he feels compassion” (bhikkhu mett! iva !carati mett!yati 
tath! karu$!yati).  

chatt&yati [is equivalent to saying “The lady] uses [what is] not a 
sunshade like a sunshade” (achatta. chattam iva !carati 
chatt&yati).  

putt&yati [is equivalent to saying “The] teacher treats the pupil, who 
is not his son, like a son” (aputta. puttam iva !carati putt&yati 
sissa. !cariyo).  

patt&yati [is equivalent to saying “The father] desires a bowl of his 
own” (attano pattam icchati patt&yati).  

atihatthayati [is equivalent to saying “He] travels across [land] by 
elephant” (hatthin! atikkamati atihatthayati).  

upav&$ayati [is equivalent to saying “She] sings [and plays along] 
with the lute” (v&$!ya upag!yati upav&$ayati).  

da2hayati [is equivalent to saying “He] fortifies [his] virility” 
(da2ha. karoti viriya. da2hayati).  

pam!$ayati [is equivalent to saying “He] exemplifies [virtue]” 
(pam!$a. karoti pam!$ayati).  

kusalayati [is equivalent to saying “The mother] asks about [his] 
well-being” (kusalaya. pucchati kusalayati).  

visuddhayati [is equivalent to saying “The] night becomes clear” 
(visuddh! ratti hoti visuddhayati).  

 In summary, based upon the above, a denominative verb in P!li can 
be said to either have a comparative or a desiderative flavoring added to 
the stem, or not, and if not, it can have just the plain flavoring of the 
noun (or adjective) upon which it is based. So, in P!li, if the noun (or 
the adjective) from which a denominative verb is based is called X, then 
its meaning can be as follows, at the very least :  

to be like X ; to use like X ; to treat like X ; to desire X ; and 
probably, according to Whitney, to act as X ; to play the 
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part of X ; to regard as X ; to cause to be X ; to make into X ; 
to use X ; to make application of X ; to wish for X ; to  
crave X.  

N*MADH*TUS-C. 

a!kati, a!kayati, a!keti “to mark” a!ka- $ “mark” 
[Cf. Skt a"kay° : a"kayitv!, Baudh!yana-Dharmas"tra I 110,18, a"kay!m 
!sa, Mbh 3,229.5, -a"kita-, R 5,34.2]  

Dh!tus"c# : aki lak#a$e, Dh!tup I 92, a"ka pade lak#a$e ca, Dh!tup X 
473, a"ka lakkha$e, PDh!tup 3, 535, aki lakkha$e, Dh!tum 10, 745, 
Sadd 22 (I 87), 1295 (X 382)  

Ct. : a"kitaka$$ako ti atha viddhaka$$o chiddaka$$o, Ja II 185,23 
Ref. : v. CDIAL 100, 104, EWAia, and KEWA s.v. a"ká-, cf. Kuiper 

(1952, 61–62) 
pres. 3 sg. a"kati, Sadd II 325,22, a"kayati, 521,4, a"keti, 521,4  
pp. °a"kita-, Ja II 185,10*, Ap 487,12, Abh 263, Sadd III 859,9  
abs. a"ketv!, Ja I 451,25, II 399,4  

ajjh"yati “to study” $ ajjh"ya- “study” 
[Cf. Skt adhy!ya-, Mbh 1,1.57] 
Dh!tus"c# : Rem. i" adhyayane, Dh!tup II 41, i ajjhayane, Sadd 13 (II 37) 
Ct. : ajjh!yat& ti ajjh!yako mante parivattet& ti, Sv I 247,16, Sadd II 355,15  
pres. 3 sg. ajjh!yati, Sv I 247,16, Mp II 261,12, Sadd II 322,29, 355,15  

a##!yati “to be distressed, hurt” $ a##a- “hurt” or a##i- “calamity” 
[Cf. Skt !rta-, Tait

3

tir#ya-Sa,hit! VI 4,18.6, /atapatha-Br!hma$a IV 5,2.3 
(M!dhyandina), !rti-, Atharvaveda-Sa,hit! III 31,2 (/aunaka), a%%!-
yate, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.17]  

Ct. : a%%&y!m& ti a%%o p&2ito viya homi, Sv II 389,13, a%%iyeyy! ti a%%o 
dukkhito bhaveyya, Ps II 90,17  

Ref. : v. CDIAL 1337 and cf. EWAia s.v. ARD [Rem.] ; cf. BHSD s.v. 
art(t)iyati and BHSG s.v. art&yati/te]  

pres. 1 sg. a%%iy!mi, D I 213,22, S I 131,12*, A IV 377,3, Pv I 10,2, addi-
y!mi, Th# 140 (! addiyati), 3 sg. a%%iyati, Vin I 86,36, M III 300,32, 
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A I 145,28, a%%&yati, M I 423,24, A IV 435,4,8, 2 pl. a%%iyatha, A I 115,6 
foll., 3 pl. a%%iyanti, Vin III 68,16, 69,34  

a!kati, a!kayati, a!keti “to mark” $ a!ka- “mark” 
opt. 1 sg. a%%iyeyya., A I 145,31, 3 sg. a%%iyeyya, Vin III 68,19, M I 120,1, 

A IV 377,2, 2 pl. a%%iyeyy!tha, A I 115,4  
pres.part. a%%iya(t)-, Nidd I 466,6, Pj II 572,8, a%%iyanta-, Vin III 68,21, 

Ja V 114,26´, Pj II 14,3, a%%iyam!na-, Vin III 24,26´, M III 269,11, S IV 
62,25, Sp I 247,11  

ger. a%%iyitabba-, M I 419,27, A I 115,10 
va. a%%ita-, Th 157, Th# 89, 328 (! addiyati), Ja II 269,21*, Mhv 6,21  

abs. a%%iyitv!, M I 419,28, Bv-a 73,15  

atig"$hati “to oppress” $ atig"$ha- “oppressed” 
[Cf. Skt atig!hate : áti g!hemahi dví#a,, RV 2.7.3] 
Ct. : atig!lhit! ti paccatthikehi atip&2it! viluttas!pateyy! viddhasta-

v!han! hutv!, Ja 401,31 
pp. atig!2hita-, Ja V 401,14*  

ativa%%ati “overcolor” $ ativa%%a- “overcoloring” 
[Cf. Skt var$ay° : var$ayatum, R 7,35.17, var$ayati, Y!jñavalkyasm(ti 

3,162.1, vivar$ayati, q.v. BHSD s.v.]  
pres. 3 sg. ativa$$ati, D I 267,18  

ativeg"yati “to overhasten” $ ativega- “overhastening” 
[Cf. Skt ativega-, Mbh 8,54.8, R 5,1.31]  
aor. 2 sg. ativeg!yi, Mp I 428,18  

atihatthayati “to travel across by elephant” $ atihatthin-  
“traveling across by elephant” 

[Cf. Skt atihastay° : atihastayati, Mugdhabodha 21,17] 
pres. 3 sg. (ati)hatthayati, Kacc-v 441, Sadd II 587,8, 823,30, Mogg-v V 12  

atth"peti “to instruct about what is good or profitable”  
$ attha- “good, profitable” 

[Cf. Skt arth!payati, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.25]  
pres. 3 sg. atth!peti, Mogg V 13  
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add"yate “to be moist” $ adda- “moist” 
[Cf. Skt !rdray° : !rdrayanti, /atakatraya 1,51 (Ed. : Chaukhamba Vidya 

Bhavan)]  
Ct. : add!yate ti udakabharito viya addo hutv! paññ!yati, Ja IV 353,1´ 

Ref. : v. CDIAL 1340 and EWAia s.v. ARD 
pres. 3 sg. med add!yate, Ja IV 351,26*  

addiyati “to hurt” $ a##iyati x addita- or $ addita- “hurt” 
[Cf. Skt ardita-, R 4,57.6, ard&yam!na-, D#vy!vad!na 23,27] 
Dh!tus"c# : arda hi.s!y!m, Dh!tup X 365, adda hi.s!y!., Sadd 1498 

(X 285)  
Ref. On a%%- (M Be Ce) and addh- (Ke Se) as alternatives for add- (ad 

Th# 77, 140) v. Norman (1971, 79, 90).  
pres. 1 sg. addiy!mi, Th# 140 (! a%%iyati)  
pp. addita-, Th# 77, 89, 328  

an"thati “to be helpless” $ an"tha- “helpless” 
[Cf. Skt n!dha° : n!dham!na, Rigveda 1.178.3, n!tha° : n!thita-, Athar-

vaveda-Sa,hita 4.36.7 (Paippal!da), n!tham!na-, Buddhacarita 
2,5.4.2]  

Dh!tus"c# : n!th* y!cñopat!pai-vary!-&,#u, Dh!tup I 7, n!dh* y!cño-
pat!pai-vary!-&,#u, Dh!tup I 6, n!tha y!canopa-t!p’-issariy!si.su, 
PDh!tup 129, n!tha y!cana-sant!pa-isser!si.sanesu ca, Dh!tum 185  

Ct. : an!tham!no ti niravassayo an!tho viya, Ja V 18,23´ 
pres.part. an!tham!na-, Ja V 16,1* 

anupadati “to repeat” $ anupada- “a next following word” 
[Cf. Skt anuvad : anuvadati, K!%ha-Sa,hit! 19.4] 
Ct. : anupadant& ti anugacchanti, Sv III 868,33  
Ref. : On -v- ~ -p- v. Oberlies (2001, 76–77 n.6, 79 n.4), von Hinüber 

(2001, §§ 177–79).  
pres. 3 pl. anupadanti, D III 86,26 v.l.  

anuvic"reti “to ruminate” $ anuvic"ra- “rumination” 
[Cf. Skt anuvic!ray° (v. BHSD s.v.)] 
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pres. 3 sg. anuvic!reti, D III 242,8, M I 115,22, A III 87,12, 3 pl. anu-
vic!renti, A III 177,24, 178,16 

opt. 1 sg. anuvic!reyya., M I 116,7 foll., 2 sg. anuvic!reyy!si, A IV 
86,5  

pres.part. anuvic!raya(nt), M I 116,12, A III 382,6, 383,7 
abs. anuvic!retv!, M I 144,5  

andhayati “to make blind” $ andha- “blind” 
[Cf. Skt andhá, RV 1.112.8b] 
Dh!tus"c# : andha d*#%yupagh!te | upasa.h!ra ityanye, Dh!tup X 471, 

andha di%%h'pasa.h!re, Sadd 1511 (X 380) 
pres. 3 sg. andhayati, andheti, Sadd II 548,24  
pp. andhita-, Ja II 327,13*  

"bh"veti “to annihilate” $ "bh"va- “annihilation” 
[Cf. Skt abh!va-, /vet!'vatara-Upani)ad 6.4.2] 
Ct. : abh!vet& ti vin!seti, Nidd-a II 281,17  
pres. 3 sg. abh!veti, Vibh 262,37, Nidd-a II 30,25, Vism 334,25, Sadd II 

5,28, !bh!veti, Nidd II 179,3 (wrong reading accord. to Cone s.v.)  

abhijjhati “to covet” $ abhijjh"- “covetousness” 
Ct. : anabhijjhit! ti na abhika"khit!, Vv-a 200,19, Rem. n!jjhet& ti 

n!bhijjhati, Pj II 568,20  
Preverb : an 
pres. 3 sg. abhijjhati, S V 74,6 foll.  
pp. abhijjhita-, Vin I 287,27 (an+), Sn 40 (an+), Ja VI 445,25*, Nidd II 

84,6 (ad Sn 40)  

abhiniveseti “to adhere to” $ abhinivesa- “adhering” 
[Cf. Skt abhinive-ay° : abhinive-itam, Mbh 4,18.26] 
Ct. : n!bhiniveseyy! ti na adhi%%hahitv! !d!ya vohareyya, Ps V 30,19 
opt. 1 sg. abhiniveseyya., Th#-a 284,2, 3 sg. abhiniveseyya, M III 234,30, 

235,16  
abs. abhinivesitv!, Spk I 64,1  
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abhilepeti “to cover” $ abhilepa(na)- “covering” 
[Cf. Skt lip° : ni […] alipsata, RV 1.191.1, abhilip° : abhilipita- 

Jaimin#ya-Br!hma$a 1.259.12, lepay° : lepayi#y!mi, R 2,9.36]  
Ct. : suva$$en!bhilepayin ti ta. sil!sana. jambonadasuva$$ena 

abhivisesena lepayi. ch!desin ti attho, Ap-a (Be)  
aor. 1 sg. abhilepayi., Ap 84,10  

abhisekayati “to anoint” $ abhiseka- “anointing” 
[Cf. Skt abhi#ekay° : abhi#ekita-, Rasaratnakara 14,43.1]  
pp. abhisekita-, Mhv-% 305,22 foll.  

avam"neti “to disrespect” $ avam"na- “disrespect” 
[Cf. Skt avam!nay° : avam!nayet, Manu-Sm(ti 2,50, avam!nita-, 

Mbh 3,268.13]  
Ct. : sahanto avam!nitan ti vibh!ga. akatv! tehi pavattita. avam!na. 

paribhava. sahanto khamanto, Cp-a 143,11  
pp. avam!nita-, Cp II 5,11, Pv-a 36,7  
abs. avam!netv!, Ja V 246,4  

ahi&seti “to not injure” $ ahi&s"- “not injuring” 
[Cf. Skt hi.say° : hi.sayant-, Mbh 3,188.2] 
Dh!tus"c# : hisi hi.s!y!., Dh!tup X 366, hi.sa hi.s!ya., PDh!tup 

387, Rem. hi.sa vihi.s!ya., Dh!tum 621, hisi hi.s!ya., 
Sadd 1655  

pres.part. ahi.sayat-, Mil 184,25, 185,19  

"kulayati “to disarrange” $ "kula- “disarranged” 
[Cf. Skt !kulay° : !kulita-, Mbh 13,14.105, Kum!rasambhava 5,85]  
Preverb : an 
ger. !kulan&ya-, Pv-a 118,1 (+) 
pp. !kulita-, Vibh-a 243,28  

"gh"teti “to hate” $ "gh"ta- “hate” 
[Cf. Skt !gh!ta-, !gh!tay° (v. BHSD s.vv)] 
Ct. : Rem. kopo hi citta. !gh!tet& ti, Sv III 854,4, cetaso !gh!to ti kopo, 

Mp II 152,12 
pres. !gh!teti, Sv III 854,4 
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pp. !gh!tita-, Nidd I 408,21, 412,15, Pa%is I 130,14 
abs. !gh!tetv!, S I 151,2, A V 172,3, Sn 126,26, Pj II 476,10  

"%"peti “to command” $ "%"- “command” 
[Cf. Skt !jñ!pay° : !jñ!pay!. cak!ra, Ch!ndogya-Upani)ad 5.3.7, 
!jñ!payet, Mbh 12,69.20, R 2,46.17, Rem. !$apayati, K!ty!yana’s 
vt. ad A)%!dhy!y# 1.3.1, v. also BHSD s.vv. !$atta, !$!peti, cf. 
G!ndh!r# a$apemi, CKI 20,28, anavidavo, CKD 152, a$apita, CKI 
20, 29]  

Dh!tus"c# : !$a pesane, PDhatup 576, Dh!tum 805  
Ct. : !$!pet& ti uddissa v! anudissa v! !$!peti, Sp II 445,24, baddha. 
!$!pes& ti br!hma$o pakatiy!pi tasmi. iss!pakato ’va so rañño 
!$!peh& ti vacana. sutv! yasm! pakkos!peh& ti raññ! vutta. tasm! 
na. hatthesu p!desu ca baddha. katv! !$!pess!m& ti baddha. 
!$!pesi, Sp II 294,30, navaka. bhikkha. !$!petun ti ettha yo 
sakkoti uggahetu. evar'po !$!petabbo na b!lo, Sp V 1060,7  

Preverb : an  
pres. 1 sg. !$!pemi, Vin II 290,20, 3 sg. !$!payati, Kacc-v 643, Sadd III 

865,22, !$!payate, 865,15, !$!peti, Vin I 196,25, Kkh 27,37, Mil 57,12, 
3 pl. !$!penti, Mil 29,6, Ps II 373,13  

imper. 2 sg. !$!pehi, Vin I 273,1, II 191,28, Ja II 189,17 foll., Sp II 295,1, 
3 sg. !$!petu, Vin I 276,28, II 290,12, Pj II 61,30, 2 pl. !$!petha, Ja VI 
136,5*, Sp I 10,18, Pj I 95,3  

opt. 2 sg. !$!peyy!si, D II 324,6, 3 sg. !$!peyya, Vin IV 280,28, 291,27, 
302,3, Mil 35,7, 147,12  

aor. 3 sg. !$!pesi, Vin I 73,23, D III 67,15, Ja VI 387,10, Vism 392,1, 3 pl. 
!$!pesu., D II 159,14, 161,31, Ja VI 556,12  

fut. 1 sg. !$!pess!mi, Sp II 295,3, Ps IV 80,13 
pres.part. !$!penta-, Ja VI 23,21´, 448,25, Sp II 369,13, Pv-a 39,13  
ger. !$!petabba-, Sp IV 755,18, V 1060,8 foll.  
pp. !$atta-, Vin I 116,37, Ja VI 104,24´ (an+), Kv-a 141,12, !$!pita-, 

Vin II 292,11, Mhv 39,18, Mil 147,1, Nidd-a I 198,15 (an+), !$!pi-
tatta-, Mil 147,26  

inf. !$!petu., Vin I 116,7, 118,9 foll. 
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abs. !$!petv!, Vin III 54,7 foll., Ja IV 27,13, Ps II 297,33, Spk III 202,18 
(an+) 

"tur'yati “to feel sick” $ "tura- “sick” 
[Cf. Skt !tura-, RV 8.22.10 (v. EWAias. v. turá-, cf. CDIAL 5874), 

G!ndh!r# adura-, DhpK 237a] 
Ct. : !tur&yat& ti !turo hoti gelañña. patto s!b!dho, Ps V 31,28, Rem. 

a%%o ti !turo, Pj II 489,11 (ad Sn 694) 
pres. 3 sg. !tur&yati, M III 234,23, Pj I 146,11  
pp. !turita-, Ps II 129,24, Nidd-a I 94,8  

"roget “to be healthy” $ "roga- “healthy” 
[Cf. Skt !rogyay° (v. BHSD s.v.), G!ndh!r# arogyati, CKD 133]  
Ref. : On ! as a alpha privative in P!li v. Oberlies, 2001 § 6.4 ; cf. von 

Hinüber, 2001 § 160, pace Cone for whom it is a wrong reading 
(v. DOP s.v. arog!peti, Ce).  

caus. 1 sg. opt. !rog!peyya., Vin I 274,7  

"layati “clings to” $ "laya- “clinging” 
[Cf. Skt !l& : !l&yate, Mbh 3,60.13] 
pres. 3 pl. !layanti, S III 190,12, Pe% 109,8, Sv II 464,15, Ps II 174,30  

"lopati “to rip off” $ "lopa- “rip-off” 
pres. 3 sg. !lopati, Th 743, Th-a III 25,11  

"vilati “to become turbid” $ "vila- “turbid” 
[Cf. Skt !vilay° : !vilayitu., /akuntal! 5,21] 
Ref. : On the formal and semantic development of MIA !vila-v. EWAia 

s.v. !bilám. 
pres. 3 sg. !vilati, Mil 259,31, 260,3  

"h"rayati, "h"reti “to take food” $ "h"ra- “food” 
[Cf. Skt !h!rayanti, Mbh 12,56.50] 
Ct. : !h!ret& ti paribhuñjati ajjhoharati, As 401,26, Rem. … añham!no 
!h!rayam!no …, Pj II 284,22 (ad Sn 240) 

Ref. : At Th# 460, one should read !h!risa., not iya, accord. to Norman 
(1971, 163). 
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pres. 1 sg. !h!remi, M I 78,3, 3 sg. !h!reti, D I 166,14, A I 114,2, 
Dhs 231,15, Pp 55,19, 3 pl. !h!renti, S III 240,3, M I 238,26, Pj II 208,1  

opt. 1 sg. !h!reyya., M I 245,18, 247,8, 3 sg. !h!reyya, Nidd I 241,3, 
368,27  

"rogeti “to be healthy” $ "roga- “healthy” 
11 aor. 1 sg. !h!resi., M I 245,21, Spk II 107,14, 3 sg. !h!resi, Vin V 19,18  
pres.part. !h!raya(nt)-, M I 81,7, Vism 418,29, !h!rayam!na-, Pj II 

284,22, !h!renta-, Vin V 19,10, As 401,27  
inf. !h!retu., Ja I 67,29 
abs. !h!retv!, M I 247,17, II 212,9  

uggh"tiyati “to elate” $ uggh"ta- “elation” 
Ct. : uggh!tit! ti uddhum!t!, Mp III 258,20 
pp. uggh!tita-, A III 68,26, 69,6*, Nidd I 168,3 foll.  

ud"neti “to chant” $ ud"na- “chant” 
[Cf. Skt ud!nay° : ud!n 3ayati Taittir#ya-Br!hma$a III 9,6.3 [ámbe 

amb!ly ámbika íti pátn&m ud!nayati], ud!nayati, Mah!vastu III 
111.8 apud BHSD s.v.]  

Ct. : ud!na. ud!nes& ti ud!h!ra. ud!hari, Sv I 140,28  
pres. 3 sg. ud!neti, Vin II 183,26, 3 pl. ud!nenti, D III 218,23, A III 202,13  
aor. 3 sg. ud!nesi, Vin I 3,4 foll., D I 47,9, S I 20,7 foll., Th-a I 36,4  
pres.part. ud!naya(nt)-, Mhv 19,29, ud!nenta-, Ud 18,26, Ja III 216,23, 

IV 270,14, Th#-a I 136,32  
pp. ud!nita-, Dhp-a IV 55,16, Ud-a 314,17 
abs. ud!netv!, Ja I 267,30´, Spk II 89,22, Mhv 27,8  

upakkam"lati “to act” $ upakkama- “action” 
Ct. : upakkama. karoti upakkam!lati, Kacc-v 441  
pres. 3 sg. upakkam!lati, Kacc-v 441 

upaddaveti “to bother” $ upaddava- “bother” 
[Cf. Skt upadrava, Mbh 12,318.20]  
pres. 2 sg. upaddavetha, Sv I 213,23, Ps II 318,28 3 sg. upaddaveti,  
Dhp-a II 70,10 
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upam"neti “to compare to” $ upam"na- “comparison” 
[Cf. Skt upam!na-, A)%!dhy!y# 6.1.204]  
Dh!tus"c# : m! m!ne, Dh!tup II 47, m! m!ne -abde ca, Dh!tup III 7, m! 

pam!$e, Dh!tum 595, 723, m! m!ne -adde ca, Sadd 647, m! 
parim!$e Sadd 1248, 1288  

Ref. : At Th# 382, -upam!niye is the correct reading accord. to Norman 
(1971, 141).  

pp. upam!nita-, Th# 382  

upav'%ayati “to pluck a lute” $ upav'%a- “lute” 
[Cf. Skt upav&$ay° : [v&$ayopag!yati] upav&$ayati, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 

3.1.25] Ct. : v&$!ya upag!yati upav&$ayati, Sadd II 587,20 
pres. 3 sg. upav&$ayati, Kacc-v 441, Sadd II 587,8  

uppa%(eti “to ridicule” 
[0 pa$1aka- “eunuch” (accord. to Smith, Sadd V 1276 ; cf. pace 

CDIAL 9372, Dh!tup I 306 (infra), Pkt ubbha$1a- “abusive”) ; cf. 
Skt pa$1aka-, Maitr!ya$i-Sa,hit! (v. EWAia s.v., cf. Burrow 
(1955, 384), KEWA s.v.)]  

Dh!tus"c# : Rem. bha1i paribh!#a$e, Dh!tup I 306, pa$1a paribh!se, 
PDh!tup 567, Dh!tum 797, pa1i parih!se, Sadd 1417  

Ct. : tattha uppa$1esun ti kittakena bhante k&t!n& ti !d&ni vadant! ava-
hasi.su, Sp III 687,20, uppa$1et& ti uppa$1anakatha., Pp-a 250,1  

pres. 3 sg. uppa$1eti, Vin I 216,2, A III 91,17, Pp 67,12, 3 pl. uppa$1enti, 
Vin I 272,30, III 128,2, Mp III 316,11,15  

aor. 3 sg. uppa$1esi, Ja V 288,9, Mhv 25,88, Th"p LXIV 6, 1 pl. 
uppa$1imh!, Pv-a 175,9, 3 pl. uppa$1esu., Vin III 233,12  

fut. 3 pl. uppa$1essanti, Spk I 179,20, As 273,21 
pres.part. uppa$1enta-, Ud-a 318,19, Pj II 19,8, pass. uppa$1iyam!na-, 

Vin IV 278,9, 345,4, A III 91,18, Ud-a 177,28  
pp. uppa$1ita-, Vin III 233,18, Ps II 414,19  
abs. uppa$1etv!, Dhp-a I 276,6  

ubbha%(eti “to load up” $ ubbha%(a- “loaded up” 
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[Cf. Skt sambh!$1ayate, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.20 [pucchabh!$1a-
c#var!n $i2], bh"$1a- (q.v. EWAia s.vv., cf. CDIAL 9440)]  

Ct. : Rem. c&varehi ubbha$1ikate ’ti c&varehi ubbha$1ikate yath! 
ukkhittabha$1! honti, eva. kate ukkhittabha$1ikabh!va. !p!dite 
’ti attho, Sp V 1127,30  

pp. ubbha$1ita-, Vin I 287,33 

us#yati, usuyyati, usuyy["y]ati, ussuyati “to grumble”  
$ usuyy"-, us)y"- “grumble” 

[Cf. Skt as'y° : as'yán, RV 10.135.2, as'yayitv!, Mbh 3,63.16, as'yet, 
R 2,72.21, abhyas'yya, R 2,8.1, gu$e#u do#!vi#karanam as'y!, K!' 
ad A)%!dhy!y# 1.4.37]  

Dh!tus"c# : s'ya [sic] dos!vikara$e, PDh!tup 238, us'ya dos!vikara$e, 
Dh!tum 342  

Ct. : ma. usuyyas& ti mayha. usuyyasi mayha. issa. karosi, Pv-a 87,25 
Ref. : v. EWAia s.v. as'y, Whitney (1889, § 1061) 
Rem. : Some traditions’ mss have usuyati, us'yati, or ussuyati (v. DOP s.v.). 
pres. 1 sg. usuyy!mi, Ja IV 134,19*, 2 sg. usuyyasi, Pv II 3,21, 3 sg. 

usuyyati, Ja V 114,23´, Sadd III 695,25, us'yati, Ps IV 74,2, 3 pl. 
usuyyanti, Vin I 242,31, II 190,11, us'yanti, Ja III 7,26´  

pres.part. usuyya(nt)-, Ja III 27,2* (an+), usuyy[!y]am!na- [Morris’ 
emendation, m.c.], A I 199,9* (an+), us'ya(nt)-, Ps I 288,14, Ud-a 
256,10, Dhp-a III 346.8, us'yam!na-, Mp IV 171,7, ussuyyant-, Sv III 
784,28  

pp. usuyitta-, Dhs 1121, us'yitta-, Vibh 357,23, ussuyitatta-, Nidd I 440,27  

us)y"yati “to grumble” $ us)y"- “grumble” 
ger. us'y!yitabba-, Mil 402,14 

ussakkati, ussukkati “to be eager” $ ussukka- “eagerness” 
[Cf. Skt autsukya-, Mbh 3,2.64, R 2,108.4, utsuk!y° : utsuk!yam!na-, 

Bha%%ik!vya 5,74.2 ; Rem. utsuka- is a denominal base that belongs 
to the bh*-!diga$a, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.12]  

Ct. : osakkantiy! v! ussakkeyy! ti pa%ikkamantiy! upagaccheyya 
anicchantiy! iccheyya ek!ya sampayoga. anicchantiy! eko 
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iccheyy! ti vutta. hoti, Sv II 397,15, p!dehi ussakkitv! agganakhato 
pa%%h!ya p!dehi abhir'hitv!, Mp III 319,22  

Ref. : On the formation of ussukka- (0 *utsukya- 0 autsukya-) v. 
Oberlies (2001, 54 ; 1995, 129).  

pres. 3 sg. ussakkati, Mil 260,25, Vism 705,12  
opt. 3 sg. ussukkeyya, D I 230,21, Th-a I 179,23  
caus. 3 sg. pres. ussukk!peti, It-a I 116,23, 1 sg. aor. ussakk!pesi., Vv-a 

95,12, ussukk!pesi., Th-a II 270,36, pres.part. ussukk!pent&-, Th#-a 
134,3, 202,36, ger. ussukk!petabba-, Pa%is-a 19,21, pp. ussukk!pita-, 
Th# III 161,15, abs. ussukk!petv!, Ps V 23,26, Spk II 175,11, Ud-a 
165,9, Vibh-a 390,1, inf. ussukk!petu., Sv III 725,7, Th-a II 86,2  

pres.part. ussukka(nt)-, Sv II 397,25, Ud-a 398,11, ussukkam!na-, 
Vism 153,15  

inf. ussakkitu., Vibh-a 419,29 
abs. ussakkitv!, A III 241,7, Mil 260,22, Vism 437,5  

ussineti, usseneti “to be attached to” $ *ussina-, *ussena- 
“attached” 

Ct. : … n’ ev’ ussenet& ti di%%hivasena na ukkhipati …, Mp III 209,3  
Rem. : Perhaps usseneti is formally patterned after pa%ile$eti (0 l&-na + 

pa%i) which occurs earlier in the Sa,yutta-nik!ya, pace CPD, DOP 
s.v. usseneti (0 utse$i) ; it is synonymous w/ apacin!ti, !cin!ti, and 
upad&yati and antonymous w/ viseneti. On suffix na v. Oberlies 
(2001, § 56), von Hinüber (2001, § 492). Cf. BHSD s.v. vi-re$&katv!.  

pres. 3 sg. ussineti, Nidd I 21,14, II 161,15, Kv 93,21, 542,28, 543,7, usse-
neti, S III 89,23, A II 214,3, foll., 3 pl. ussinenti, Pa%is II 167,21  

pres.part. ussinenta-, Kv 614,12 

)nayati “to become less” $ )na- “less” 
[Cf. Skt 'nay° : 'nayi,, RV 1.53.3d, Atharvaveda-Sa,hit! (/aunaka) 

20.21.3d, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.51]  
Dh!tus"c# : 'na parih!$e, Dh!tup X 430, 'na parih!ne, Dh!tum 831, 
'na parih!niya., Sadd 1516 (X 342)  

pres. 3 sg. 'nayati, 'neti, Sadd II 549,27  
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ogumpheti “to string together” $ °gumpha- “stringing” 
[Cf. Skt gu#pitá- (v. EWAia s.v.), gúmphita-, Vaikh!nasa-Mantrapra'n! 

8.3.8.7, gumphitv!, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 1.2.23, guhm- (v. BHSG s.v.)]  
Dh!tus"c# : gumpha granthe, Dh!tup VI 43, Rem. gupha granthe, 

Dh!tup VI 42, gupha ganthe, Sadd 580  
Ct. : ogupphiyant& [sic] ti bhittida$1ak!d&su ve%hetv! bandhanti, Sp V 

1087,8, ogumbetv! [sic] … ti chadana. odhunitv! ghanada$1aka. 
katv! …, Sp VI 1207,1  

Ref. : CDIAL 4205 [2] 
pass. 3 pl. ogumphiyanti, Vin I 194,6 
abs. ogumphetv!, Vin II 117,22, 120,12, 121,12, 141,34  

osa%heti “to make smooth” $ °sa%ha- “smooth” 
[Cf. Skt -lak#$á-, A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.21 (listed as a denominal base ; v. 

EWAia s.v.), -lak#$ay° : sa.-lak#$ya, /atapatha-Br!hma$a VI 5,2.4 
(M!dhyandina), -lak#$ita-, Mah!vastu I 7,2]  

Ct. : kocchena osa$hent& ti kocchena olakkhitv! sannis&d!penti, Sp VI 
1200,27  

pres. 3 pl. osa$henti, Vin II 107,5 foll. 
opt. 3 sg. osa$heyya, Vin II 107,11, Sp I 107,11 
ger. osa$hetabba-, Vin II 107,10  
pp. osa$hita-, Th-a III 86,26 
abs. osa$hetv!, Ja IV 219,16, Pj II 35,26  

ka#aka#"yati “to make (the sound) ka#aka#"”  
$ ka#aka#"- “(the sound) ka#aka#"” 

[Onom. Cf. Skt ka%aka%!(pa)y° : ka%aka%!yya, R 7,61.2] 
Ct. : Rem. ku$%hena chijjam!n! ka%aka%! ti sadda. karoti, Pp-a 193,11 
Ref. : v. Emeneau (1969, 289)  
pres. 3 pl. ka%aka%!yanti, Pj II 67,31, 68,2 Vibh-a 247,34, 248,2, Vism 

264,25,29  

ka%%akayati “to darken” $ *ka%%aka- “dark” 
[Not clear. Cf. CPD, DOP s.vv. ka$$a-, ka$$aka-, ka$$!kita-. Rem. : 

Could ka$$akita- be an error for *ka$hakita- “darkened” (0 
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ka$haka- “blackish” [Sp-%, Be]0 ka$ha-, “black, dark” 0 Skt 
k*#$aka-, “blackish” (Kau'ika-S"tra 11.1.26) 0 k*#$á-, “black, 
dark”) ? Could it be modelled formally after puñjakita- (0 puñjaka- 
0 puñja-) which occurs in the Vin (II 208,31). On $ha 4 #$a v. 
Oberlies (2001, § 18.4), von Hinüber (2001, § 239). Plus, in terms of 
semantics, “darkened” is more applicable to bhitti-, s'ci-, and 
c&vara-, unlike “mouldy”, “mildewed”, and “rusty”.]  

Ct. : ka$$akit! hont& ti malaggahit! honti, Sp VI 1205,27, cf. Sp III 
651,5, VI 1122,5,  

pp. ka$$akita-, Vin I 48,9, II 115,37, 209,7, III 198,6 

ka%(#yati, ka%(#vati, ka%()vayati “to itch” $ ka%(#- “itch” 
[Cf. Skt ka$1'- is a Dravidian loan-word accord. to Burrow (1948, 

369) ; is a denominal base at A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.27 ; ka$1'y° : ka$1'-
yante, K!%haka-Br!hma$a 23.4a : 76,7, ka$1'yan, Mbh 1,139.3.]  

Dh!tus"c# : ka$1u[va] ka$1uvane, PDh!tup 286, ka$1'vanamhi ka$1'vo, 
Dh!tum 416  

Ct. : ka$1uvam!no ti nakh!na. chinnatt! ka$1uvitabbak!le tena 
ka$1uvam!no, Ps III 12,8, Mp III 185,10, Pp-a 233,29  

Ref. : On the change of y to v v. Oberlies (2001, § 14.8b). von Hinüber 
(2001, § 214).  

pres. 3 sg. ka$1uvati, Vin I 205,37, ka$1uv!yati, Ja V 198,3*, 3 pl. ka$1u-
vanti, Vin II 121,1  

aor. 3 sg. ka$1'yi, Ja VI 413,24  
pres.part. ka$1uva(t), Sp III 528,15, ka$1uvanta-, Vin III 117,14, Ps III 

218,11, ka$1'yam!na°, Pj II 116,7, ka$1'vanta-, Dhp-a III 297,12, 
ka$1uvam!na-, Sp III 528,14, ka$1'vam!na-, M I 343,33, A II 207,19, 
Pp 56,15  

ger. ka$1uvitabba°, Ps III 12,8, Mp III 185,10, Pp-a 233,30  
inf. ka$1'yitu., Ps II 21,24 
abs. ka$1uyitv!, Ja V 298,10  

kathayati, katheti, kaccheti “to talk” $ kath"- “talk” 
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[Cf. Skt kathay° : akathita, A)%!dhy!y# 1.4.51, kathayi#y!mi, Mbh 
3,50.20, sa"kathayi#y!mi, Mbh 5,8.30, G!ndh!r# kaseti, Sa2gCm 
31r40, kasayati SC 2 Ea6]  

Dh!tus"c# : katha v!kyaprabandhe, Dh!tup X 389, katha v!kyappa-
bandhe, PDh!tup 582, Dh!tum 816, Sadd 1469 (X 307), katha 
kathane Sadd 1462  

Ct. : kathetave ti kathetabbe, Sp V 1153,27, kaccho ti kathetu. yutto 
akaccho ti kathetu. na yutto, Mp II 308,23, s!kacch!yam!no ti 
pañhapucchanavissajjanavasena s!kaccha. karonto, Mp III 172,14, 
Rem. !cikkh!m& ti kathemi, Mp III 149,14, sa.voh!ram!no ti 
kathento Mp III 172,1  

Preverb : a, sa.  
Ref. : On the rare in nitival suffix -tave (< Vedic -tavái) v. Oberlies 

(2001, 8, 264), von Hinüber (2001, § 497) ; v. Oberlies (2001, 35, 97) 
on sa. 3 s! and thy 5 cch (in s!kaccheti).  

pres. 1 sg. kathemi, Ja II 307,3, Nidd I 246,13, 265,29, 3 sg. kaccheti, D II 
237,5, foll. (sa.+), kathayati, D III 154,6, Sadd II 541,28, katheti, Vin 
IV 168,27, S V 320,10, Kv 415,22, Mil 22,17*, 3 pl. kathenti, Vin IV 
164,15, Th# 522, Nidd I 98,15  

imper. 2 sg. kathaya, Ja VI 413,9, kathehi, Ja IV 184,3, 191,1, Mil 268,4, 
2 sg. med. kathayassu, Nidd II 341,6, 2 pl. kathetha, Dhp-a I 8,7  

opt. 1 sg. katheyya., M III 167,19, 169,6, Ja I 129,14, 2 sg. katheyy!si, 
Sp VI 1364,1, 3 sg. kathaye, A I 199,7, katheyya, D III 220,10, 
Sn 930, Nidd I 389,15*, Kv 513,25, 2 pl. katheyy!tha, S V 419,5, A V 
129,17, Ud 11,18, 3 pl. katheyyu., Nidd I 249,25  

aor. 2 pl. kathayittha, Ja III 441,9, VI 413,19, Ps III 68,18, 3 sg. kathay&, 
Ap 331,12, kath&, Ap 25,3, kathesi, Vin I 15,36, D I 110,1, M II 145,4, 
Ud 49,5, 3 pl. kathayi.su, Ja IV 199,4, 266,11 foll., Sadd 241,19, 
kathesu., Ja X 28,4, 153,4, 371,2, D#p 8,10, Ps IV 147,4  

fut. 1 sg. kathayiss!mi, Ap 63,12, Mil 131,21, kathess!mi, M III 113,25, 
A III 184,17, Kv 415,33, 1 sg. med. kathayissa., Cp-a 20,26, 2 sg. 
kathessasi, Sv I 184,8, 2 pl. kathessatha, Vin IV 164,22, 3 sg. 
kathayissati, Ap 84,14, kathessati, Ja V 459,2, VI 33,23, 66,7, Sv I 
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145,6, 3 pl. kacchissanti, Vin II 75,37, III 159,16 (sa.+), kathessanti, 
Vin IV 164,28, Ja IV 340,17, Ap 304,26  

caus. 1 sg. kath!pemi, Ja II 157,2,8, Dhp-a IV 42, 3 sg. pres. kath!peti, 
Sp IV 907,18, Sv I 145,17, Th-a III 181,2, 3 pl. kath!penti, Sv I 187,4, 
Mp IV 17,17, Vibh-a 350,6, 2 pl. imp. kath!petha, Ja II 157,2,9, Mp II 
151,5, 1 sg. opt. kath!peyya., Ja II 156,20, 1 sg. aor. kath!pesi., 
Mhv 32,44, 3 sg. aor. kath!payi, Mhv 24,4, kath!pesi, Sv I 184,8, III 
822,14, 1 sg. fut. kath!pess!mi, Mp II 151,6, IV 268,3, Th-a III 201,4, 
1 pl. kath!pess!ma, Ps III 17,21, Mp II 136,2, Ud-a 409,6, pres.part. 
kath!penta-, Ja II 157,10, Sp VI 1283,18, Mp IV 268,10, Vv-a 234,17, 
abs. kath!petv!, Ja II 230,4, IV 272,14, Ap 89,18, Sp IV 907,18, inf. 
kath!petu., Ps II 353,16  

pass. 3 sg. kathiyati, Nidd I 127,15, 210,11, 252,22, II 431,4, kathiyyati, 
Ps IV 18,20, kath&yati, Ja I 380,26, III 331,16´, Mil 205,14, Spk I 100,4, 
3 pl. kathiyanti, Nidd I 420,15, kath&yanti, Mp II 205,8, 252,9  

pres.part. kathaya(t)-, Sp I 79,2, kathaya(nt)-, Ap 85,6, Sp VII 1377,32, 
Spk I 289,11, kathayam!na-, Ja I 287,1, II 112,18, V 395,10, Ps II 
168,19, kathiyam!na-, Sv I 158,17, III 723,14, Sp III 578,18, Mp II 
136,22, kath&yam!na-, Sp II 322,10, kathenta-, Vin I 188,22, Ja I 
380,18, Nidd I 219,32, Sp VII 1363,27 (a+), kathent&-, D I 178,18, M II 
1,15, Ja VI 65,29*, kaccham!na-, M II 253,21, A III 181,9, Ps IV 211,1, 
kacch!yanta-, Vin I 169,8 (sa.+), kacch!yam!na-, A II 189,10, foll. 
(sa.+)  

ger. kathetabba-, Ja IV 45,2, V 77,3, Mil 2,16, Sp VI 1364,28, kathitabba-, 
Nidd-a I 4,10,kaccha-, A I 197,19, 198,2 (a+), kacchitabba-, Vin V 
123,15 (sa.+)  

pp. kathita-, Ja VI 86,1, Pa%is II 196,13, Mp III 115,23, As 151,6 
inf. kathetave, Vin I 359,15*, kathetu., A III 393,8, Nidd I 127,20, Sv I 

184,3, Mp I 347,22, kacchetu., Nidd I 177,7 (sa.+)  
abs. kathayitv!, Sp I 82,4, Mp IV 168,4, Vism 97,1, kathayitv!na, Sp I 

67,18*, kathetv!, Vin III 297,8, Ja II 7,1, 107,6 (a+), Mil 9,27, 
kathetv!na, Mhv 44,109  

karu%"yati “to feel compassionate” $ karu%"- “compassion” 
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[Cf. Skt karú$a-, RV 1.100.7 ; karu$a- (= denominal base which 
belongs to the sukh!diga$a), K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.18, karu$!y° : 
karu$!yat&, Mbh 3,10.14 q.v. Oberlies (2003, 261–262), 
karu$!yam!na,, Buddhacarita 3,45.2]  

pres. 3 sg. karu$!yati, Sadd II 587,6, 3 pl. karu$!yanti, Vibh-a 75,22  
opt. 3 sg. karu$!yeyya, Vibh 273,36  
pres.part. karu$!ya(nt), Ap-a 335,34, karu$!yam!na-, Sn 1065, Nidd II 

21,5, Ud-a 271,2  
ger. karu$!yitabba-. Vism 314,22, As 194,11, Sadd II 553,16  

kicchati “to feel miserable” $ kiccha- “miserable” 
[Cf. Skt k*cchrá- (= denominal base which belongs to the sukh!diga$a, 

K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.18), RV 10.52.4, k*cchr!y° : k*cchr!yeta, 
*pastamba-/rautas"tra 10.26.16]  

Ct. : kicchant! ti kilamant! vanapatthesu vasitu. kicchant! kilantacitt! 
ti attho, Th-a III 87,5  

Ref. : On kiccha- 0 k*cchrá- 0 *k*psrá- v. von Hinüber (2001, § 238), 
Tedesco (1957, 201), CDIAL 3420, cf. Oberlies (2001, § 18.1).  

pres. 3 sg. kicchati, Th 1073, Sv I 275,14, Mp III 324,17, Th-a III 140,33  
pres.part. kicchanta-, Th 962  

ki%aki%"yati “to make (the sound) ki%a-ki%a”  
$ ki%a- “(the sound) ki%a” 

[Onom., redupl. ; v. BHSD s.vv. ka"ka$ik!-, ki$i-ki$!yam!n!-, cf. Skt 
ki"ki$&- (q.v. Burrow (1948, 372), Emeneau (1969, 290), KEWA 
s.v., cf. CDIAL 3152), Mbh 4,38.31, R 5,3.7]  

Rem. : The commentary reads ki$iki$!yati.  
pres. 3 sg. ki$aki$!yati, Ja III 315,9*  

kitteti, kittayati “to announce, to praise” $ kitti- “praise” 
[Cf. Skt k&rtay° : k&rtay!, Atharvaveda-Sa,hit! 7.37.1 (/aunaka), 

k&rtayitavya-, K!%haka-Br!hma$a 23.2, k&rtayet, Mbh 12,297.13, 
G!ndh!r# kirti-e, NirdL2 r119]  

Dh!tus"c# : k#ta sa.-abdane, Dh!tup X 155, kitta sa.sadde, PDh!tup 
579, kitta sa.saddane, Dh!tum 812, Sadd 1450  
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Ct. : tattha akittay& ti !cikkhi, Pj II 563,22 
Preverb : a (neg.), abhi, pa, su, 
Ref. : On Pkt ku%%ei 0 *k'rtayati v. Oberlies (1999, 44).  
pres. 1 sg. mid. kittaye, S I 238,23*, 2 sg. kittayasi, Mil 127,5, kittesi, D II 

268,23 (or preterite ? ), Th# 271, Ja IV 321,23*, 3 pl. kittenti, Nidd I 
321,6, 384,1  

opt. 1 sg. kitteyya., Pj II 381,8, 3 sg. kittaye, Ap 77,16, Ap-a TBD  
aor. 1 sg. kittaya., Ap 503,15, kittayi., Ap 411,3 (abhi+), 495,14, 3 sg. 

kittayi, Sn 921, Nidd I 354,20 (a+), Ap 489,7 (abhi+), Nidd I 354,20 
(pari+), kittay&, Vin V 145,29*, Sn 875, Nidd I 281,1 (a+), kittesi, 
Ap 83,18, 3 pl. kittayu., Ap 29,4, 29,8 (a+)  

fut. 1 sg. kittayiss!mi D II 255,16, Sn 935, Th 693, Nidd I 406,16 (pa+), 
kittayissa., Ap 241,21, D#p 1,1, kittess!mi, Pj II 476,17, 2 sg. kitta-
yissasi, Vv 34,5  

pres.part. kittaya(t)-, M III 69,27*, 503,15, Ap 503,15, kittayanta-, Ap 29,5, 
471,17, Cp-a 471,17, kittayam!na- M I 146,37, A III 65,18, Mil 141,12, 
kittenta-, Ja V 362,21, Nidd I 321,6, Ap 77,16 (pa+)  

ger. kittan&ya-, Pv-a 9,3, kittitabba-, Ud-a 204,12, kittetabba-, Vin I 106,5, 
Pj II 381,12  

pp. kittita-, Vin I 106,10, Sn 1057 (su+), Nidd I 306,6 (a+), Mil 184,6 
(pa+)  

abs. kittayitv!, Ap 422,21, kittayitv!na, Ap 432,33, kittetv!, Vin I 106,8, 
V 212,11, Ja I 17,15* (pa+), Sp VII 1401,21 (a+)  

kilikil"yati “to make (the sound) kili-kili” $ kili- “(the sound) kili” 
[Onom., redupl. cf. ki$aki$!yati (supra)]  
Ref. : Cf. BHSD s.vv. kilikila, kilik&late  
pres. 3 pl. kilikil!yanti, Ja V 206,7  

kisati “to become faint” $ kisa- “faint” 
[Cf. Skt k*-a, q.v. (Hara 1995)] 
Ct. : m! kisitth! ti . . . m! kis! bhava m! kilami, Ja VI 495,11´ 
aor. 2 sg. kisittha, Ja VI 495,6*  

kukkucc"yati “to feel bad” $ kukkucca- “bad feeling” 
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[Cf. Skt kuk*tya-, Pañcatantra 237,21 (apud PW s.v.), kauk*tya- (v. 
BHSD s.v.)]  

Ct. : ka kukkucc!yitabban ti sa.ghabhogassa apa%%hapana. avic!ra-
$a. na kukkucc!yitabba. n!ma ta. kukkucc!yati, Mp II 156,44, cf. 
Pp-a 205,24  

Rem. : … ku, p!p!rthe Mah!bh!)ya ad A)%!dhy!y# 2.2.18.  
pres. 3 sg. kukkucc!yati, Vin V 118,38, A I 85,21, Pp 26,2, 3 pl. kukkucc!-

yanti, Vin I 211,28, II 131,12, IV 90,5, 350,13 
pres.part. kukkucc!yanta-, Vin I 210,5, III 65,14, IV 70,25, 234,8  
ger. kukkucc!yitabba-, Vin V 118,38, A I 85,21, Pp 26,21  

kujjati “to curve” $ kujja- “curved” 
[Cf. Skt kubjita-, Nai)adh#yacaritam 18.17-2, G!ndh!r# ukuje, E*L r21, 
$iujidu, E*L r21]  

Dh!tus"c# : kujja adhomukh&kara$e, Sadd 239  
Ct. : … nikkujjeyy! ti tena dinnassa deyyadhammassa appa%iggaha$a-

ttha. pattanikkujjanakammav!c!ya nikujjeyya na adhomukha%ha-
panena | ukkujjeyy! ti ukkujjanakammav!c!ya ukkujjeyya, Mp IV 
159,23, 160,3 nikkujjitv! ti adhomukha6 katv! | ukkujjitv! ti utt!na. 
katv!, Ps III 127,12 [ad M I 414,20], tattha nikujjitan ti adhomukha-
%%hapita. he%%h!mukhaj!ta. v! ukkujjeyy! ti uparimukha. kareyya, 
Pj II 155,30, tattha kujjati nikujjat& ti im!ni carati vicarat& ti pad!ni 
viya sam!natth!ni | adhomukha. karot& ti hi attho | ukkujjat& ti 
uparimukha. karoti | pa%ikujjat& ti mukhe mukha. %hapeti, Sadd II 
349,25  

Preverb : a (neg.), ava, u, ni, pali, pa%i  
Ref. : Vedic kubjá- “crooked” is a loan word from a W. Central Asian 

substrate accord. to Witzel (1999, 342, n. 26). Cf. EWAia s.v., 
CDIAL 3300, Burrow (1938, 720).  

pres. 3 sg. kujjati, Vin II 127,7 (u+), 125,29 (ni+), Nidd I 131,3 (pa%i+), 
kujjeti, Sadd II 349,25 (ava+), 3 pl. kujjanti, Vin II 113,35 (ni+)  

imper. 2 pl. kujjatha, A III 58,2 (pa%i+), 3 sg. kujjatu, Vin II 126,23 (u+), 
125,14 (ni+)  
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opt. 3 sg. kujjeyya, Vin II 127,4 (u+), D I 85,9 (u+), Vin II 125,27 (ni+), 
A IV 345,7 (ni+), 3 pl. kujjeyyu., D III 203,22 (ni+)  

aor. 3 sg. kujji, A III 58,6 (pa%i+)  
caus. abs. ukkujj!petv!, Mhv-% 439,20  
pres.part. kujjanta-, D I 53,13, 55,4, 56,9 (a-ni+), Mp III 345,1, (ava+), 

IV 94,25 (ni+)  
ger. kujjitabba-, Vin II 126,24 (u+) , Sp VI 1209,11 (u+), 125,22 (ni+)  
pp. kujjita-, Vin II 127,10 (u+), 125,29 (ni+), Ja V 266,20 (pa%i+)*, Kv  
598,14 (pa%i+), Sp VI 1209,7 (ni+) 
inf. kujjitu., Vin II 126,30 (u+), 125,22 (ni+), Sp VI 1209,6 (ni)  
abs. kujjitv!, Vin II 269,20, (u+), D II 142,3 (pa%i+), M I 387,14 (pali+), 

414,20 (ni+), kujjetv!, Sp II 333,5 (u+), 333,7 (ni) 

kuhayati, kuheti “to trick” $ *kuha- “tricky”  
[Cf. G!ndh!r# kuhidatva, NirdL2 v19]  
Dh!tus"c# : kuha vism!pane, Dh!tup X 433, kuha vimh!pane, PDh!tup 

633, Dh!tum 875, Sadd 1677 
Ct. : kuhitassa bh!vo kuhitattan ti, Vibh-a 481,19, Vism 26,31  
pres. 3 pl. kuhayanti, Sv I 91,29 
abs. kuhitv!, Ja VI 212,1* 
pp. kuhita-, in kuhitatta- Nidd I 225,28´ 

kha%(eti “to break” $ kha%(a- “broken” ; “piece”  
[Cf. Skt kha$1ay° : kha$1ay!m !sa, Mbh 6,78.33, kha$1ayitu., R 
3,9.13]  
Dh!tus"c# : kha1a kha$1ane bhedane, Dh!tup X 65, kha1i kha$1ane 

bhedane, Dh!tup X 66, kha$1a bhedane, PDh!tup 565, kha$1a 
cchedane 105, kha1i cchide, Dh!tum 140, 795, kha1i kha$1e, Sadd 
351 (I 303), kha1i chede, 1419 (X 44)  

Preverb : a (neg.) 
Ref. : v. CDIAL 3792 and EWAia s.vv. kha$1a- and KHA78 ; cf. Burrow 

(1971, 544–545), Insler (1971, 580), Kuiper (1948, 48). 
pres. 3 sg. kha$1ati, Sadd II 356,8, kha$1ayati, 533,15, kha$1eti, Kv-a 

96,7,  
Sadd II 533,15, 3 pl. kha$1anti, Dhp-a IV 14,1  
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aor. 2 sg. kha$1esi, Ja II 435,6  
pres.part. kha$1enta- Ps II 396,33 (a+), Cp-a 112,30 (a+)  
ger. kha$1itabba-, Cp-a 136,31  
abs. kha$1itv!, Mp I 441,5, kha$1etv!, Ja I 367,32, II 288,2, Sv III 717,16 

(a+), 1055,19, kha$1etv!na, Mhv 5,30 (a+)  
pp. kha$1ita-, Sv III 798,11, Th#-a 200,38, 201,19 [ad Th# 260 which reads 

kha$1!] 

gaggar"yati “to make (the sound) gaggara”  
$ gaggara- “(the sound) gaggara” 

[Onom. ; cf. Skt gaggara-, q.v. Emeneau (1969, 285, fn. 11 ; DED 1168), 
Klaus (187-189) ; Rem. cf. Skt “gharghara-” per Kern (I/7-8) apud 
Oberlies (1995, 132)]  

pres.part. gaggar!yanta-, Sv III 879,5, Spk III 208,30, gaggar!yam!na-, 
Mil 3,7, Sv II 569,25  

gandheti “to scent” $ gandha- “scent” 
[Cf. Skt 4gandh- : ja"gahe, Âg-Sa,hit! 1.126.6, Atharvaveda-Sa,hit! 

9.19.1 (Paippal!da), q.v. Lubotsky (1999), gandhay° : gandhayati, 
Kauç. 115 (apud PW).]  

Preverb : su 
pp. gandhita-, Ap 19,26, 509,24 (su+), Bv-a 171,9  

ga$aga$"yati “to make (the sound) ga$aga$a”  
$ ga$aga$a- “(the sound) ga$aga$a”  

[Onom. redupl.] ; cf. Skt gadgada-, Buddhacarita 8,60.2 ; gu1!yati, gu1u-
gu1!yate, gulugul!yati, q.v. BHSD s.vv.]  

Ct. : ga2aga2!yante ti gajjante, Spk TBD, tattha devo ca vassati devo ca 
ga2aga2!yat& ti devo megho vassati ca ga2aga2! ti ca karonto gajjat& 
ti attho, Th-a II 60,1  

pres. 3 sg. ga2aga2!yati, Th 189, Mil 116,13 
pres.part. ga2aga2!yanta-, D II 132,1, S I 106,20, Th-a I 132,3, gala-

gal!yanta-, A V 114,7 
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gopeti “to guard” $ *gopa- “guardian”  
[Cf. Skt gopay° : gopayan, Mbh 1,142.19, gop!y° : gop!yanti, K!%haka-

Br!hma$a VII 5 : 66.18, gop!yet, Vi)$usm(ti 3,43.1]  
Dh!tus"c# : gupa rak#a$e, Dh!tup I 461, gupa rakkha$e, PDh!tup 181, 

Sadd 548 (X 231)  
Ct. : gopet& ti yath! aññe na passanti eva. gutta%%h!ne %hapeti, Sp III 

555,2 gopeth! ti gopeyya rakkheyya, Sadd II 403,18 ad Dhp 315  
Preverb : a (neg.), su  
pres. 3 sg. gopati, Sadd II 403,16, 403,23, gopayati, Ja IV 448,21*, 448,23´, 

Ps I 27,8, gopeti, Vin I 295,26, III 139,27, Ja V 330,12*, Mil 151,26, 
3 pl. gopayanti, Mp III 269,23, It-a 160,33, gop!yanti, Mp II 205,13, 
gopenti, Nidd I 129,10, II 259,15, Vibh-a 384,22  

imper. 1 sg. gopemi, Ap 555,8, Th#-a 185,28, 2 sg. gopehi, Dhp-a I 300,8, 
3 pl. gopentu, Ja II 34,25´  

opt. 1sg gopaye, Cp II 7,4, 3 sg. gopeyya, Nidd II 368,6, Th-a II 259,7, 
gopeyyu., 3 pl. Mil 143, 3 sg. mid. gopetha, Dhp 315, Th 653, 1005  

aor. 1 sg. gopesi., Ap-a 559,25, agopayi., Ap 74,22, 3 pl. gopayi.su, 
Dhp-a III 488,9  

fut. 1 sg. gopayiss!mi, Mp III 277,22, 1 pl. gopayiss!ma, Sp III 691,11 
3 pl. gopissanti, Nidd I 262,30, Sv III 720,32  

pass. 3 sg. gop&yati, Pj I 217,11  
pres.part. gopaya(t), M I 86,11, Th 729, Nidd I 155,18, 415,22, 

gopayanta-, Nidd-a I 280,34, Mhv 4,32, gopayam!na-, Sv VII 1331,1, 
Nidd-a I 255,24, Vibh-a 186,13, gopenta-, Vin III 53,1, Nidd I 130,24, 
131,1  

ger. gopetabba-, Vin V 125,18, Ja I 8,34 
pp. gopita-, Vin II 184,18, Nidd I 221,5, Ap 75,21, (su+), Mp I 54,13 (a+) 
inf. gopayitu., Dhp-a III 488,10, gopitu., Th-a III 22,24, gopetu., 

Vin III 65,13, Mp III 224,15, 268,14, Pp-a 249,28 
abs. gopitv!, Ap 77,13, Sp II 386,7, gopetv!, Mil 360,7, Sp II 358,2  

gh"tayati “to kill, strike” $ gh"ta- “killling, striking”  
[Cf. Skt gh!tay° : gh!tayati, Mbh 6,24.21, gh!tayet, R 4,52.24, gh!ta-

yasva, 3,54.29, gh!tayi#yati, 4,52.26]  
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Ct. : gh!tay!mase ti gh!tess!mi, Ja VI 491,12, agh!tesun ti vadhi.su, 
Ja III 177,19, Rem. haññant' ti gh!tiyantu, Ps II 332,15, upahaññat& ti 
gh!tiyati, Ps V 31,26  

Preverb : a (neg.)  
pres. 2 sg. gh!tesi, Ja VI 139,20, 3 sg. gh!teti, Dhp 405, Sn 609, Nidd I 

216,24, 3 pl. gh!tenti, Sp I 54,2, 3 sg. mid. gh!tayate, Ja IV 449,17*  
imper. 1 sg. gh!temi, Ja V 182,22*, 1 pl. gh!tema, Vin IV 308,19, 2 sg. 

gh!taya, Mhv 7,36, gh!tehi, Vin III 74,37, Mhv 7,35, 2 pl. gh!tetha, 
Ja I 175,16, Mp I 369,20, 3 sg. gh!tetu, Dhp-a II 43,14, 3 pl. pass. 
gh!tiyantu, 1 pl. mid. gh!tay!mase, Ja VI 491,10  

opt. 3 sg. gh!taye, Dhp 129, 130, Sn 705, gh!teyya, Ja VI 140,2*, Ps III 
345,3, Spk III 61,13, 3 pl. gh!teyyu., Nidd I 397,8, Sv III 801,19  

aor. 2 sg. agh!tayi, Ja V 69,13, agh!tesi, Ja VI 150,5*, gh!tayi,VI 142,3*, 
gh!tayittha, Sp III 588,31, gh!tayesi, Ja VI 139,21*, gh!tesi, Ja III 
176,12´, 2 pl. gh!tayittha, Ja VI 491,16´, 3 sg. agh!tayi, Sn 308, Mhv 
7,37, gh!tayi, Sn 309, Ap 490,6, gh!tesi, Ja VI 141,15*, Mil 201,15, 
Sp I 41,23, 3 pl. agh!tayu., Ja IV 211,3*, agh!tesu., Ja III 177,15*, 
gh!tayi.su, Ja I 254,28, As 245,19  

fut. 1 sg. gh!tayis!mi, Ja VI 151,28*, Cp III 12,6, gh!tess!mi, Vin IV 
225,26, Ps III 329,21, 3 sg. gh!tayissati, Ja VI 424,18, Cp III 12,6, 
gh!tessati, Ja VI 424,22´, Cp-a 225,12, 1 sg. mid. gh!tayissa., Ja VI 
137,12, gh!tessa., Ja VI 137,8*  

caus. 1 sg. pres. gh!tapemi, Cp III 2,9, 2 pl. imp. gh!tapetha, Ja V 230,25, 
3 sg. opt. gh!tapeyya, Ja IV 124,26, aor. gh!t!pesi, Ja VI 140,23´, 
3 pl. gh!t!pesu., Ja IV 211,10´, 3 sg. fut. gh!tapessati, Vin I 343,36, 
pres.part. gh!t!penta-, ger. gh!t!petabba-, Cp-a 191,15, Dhp-a I 
359,5, pp. gh!t!pitatta-, Sp VI 1277,20, inf. gh!t!petu., Ps II 390,25, 
abs. gh!t!petv!, Ja I 260,23  

pass. gh!t&yati, Mil 186,14 
pres.part. gh!tenta, Vin III 89,30, Ja III 203,11* (a+), Ps II 29,11, Spk III  
268,2, pass. gh!tiyam!na-, Ja I 175,17, Ps II 133,24 
ger. gh!taniya, Mil 186,10, gh!tetabba-, Ja V 182,26´, Mil 186,10, 

gh!tet!ya, M I 231,2 
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pp. gh!tita-, Sp V 1023,6, Ps III 349,18, Sv III 926,6  
inf. gh!tayitu., Mil 186,17, gh!tetu., M I 231,2, II 122,1, Ja IV 192,19*, 

Sp I 56,14  
abs. gh!tayitv!, Mil 219,16, As 245,8, gh!tetv!, Nidd I 216,24, Sp V 998,32, 

Vism 602,1, gh!tetv!na, Ja VI 140,2*  

ci!gul"yati, ci!guleti “to move like a wheel” $ *ci!gula- “wheel”  
Dh!tus"c# : ci"gula paribbhamane, Sadd 1618 Ct. : ci"gul!yitv! ti 

paribbhamitv!, Mp II 181,12  
Ref. : v. Morris (1885, 50) 
pres. 3 sg. ci"gulayati, Sadd II 565,16, ci"guleti, 565,16 
abs. ci"gul!yitv!, A I 112,1 foll., ci"gulayitv!, Sadd II 565,16 foll.  

cicci#"yati “to make (the sound) cicci#a”  
$ cicci#a- “(the sound) cicci#a”  

[Onom.] 
Ct. : cicci%!yati ci%ici%!yat& ti eva. sadda. karoti, Pj II 154,24, saddo 

cicci%am  
iva att!nam !carati cicci%!yati, Sadd II 587,12, III 822,20 
Ref. : Cf. Emeneau (1969, 292–293). 
pres. 3 sg. cicci%!yati, Vin I 225,25, Sn 15,9, Pp 36,32, Sadd II 587,5  

ci#ici#"yati “to make (the sound) ci#a/i” $ ci#a/i- “(the sound) ci#a/i”  
[Onom., redupl.] ; v. BHSD s.v. ci%ici%!yati ; cf. Skt ca%aca%!yate (0 

ca%aca%a-), Su'ruta-Sa,hit! 1,29.1]  
Dh!tus"ci : Rem. ca%a bhedena, Dh!tup X 246 ; ca%a bhedane, PDh!tup 

559 ; ca%a bhede, Dh!tum 785 ; ca%a vibhede, Sadd 1393 (X 181)  
Ct. : supra 
Ref. : Cf. Emeneau (1969, 292–293). 
pres. 3 sg. ci%ici%!yati, Vin I 225,25, Sn 15,10, Pp 36,32, Mil 258,28  

cir"yati “to delay” $ cira- “delay”  
[Cf. Skt cir!y° : cir!yam!$a-, Mbh 3,296.14, R 7,59.19, aticirayati, 

D#vy!vad!na 13.109,4]  
Preverb : a (neg.), ati 
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pres. 3 sg. cir!yati, Dhp-a I 16,4, Ja II 444,2´ (ati+), Pj II 187,4 (ati+), 3 pl. 
cir!yanti, Ja I 8,22, Sp I 47,4 (ati+) 

aor. 2 sg. cir!yi, Ja VI 280,4, 2 pl. cir!yittha, Ja III 36,18, 3 pl. cir!-
yi.su, Ps II 291,4 

fut. cir!yiss!mi, Ps III 316,4  
pres.part. cir!yanta-, Ja V 91,27´, II 274,11 (ati+), Dhp-a I 359,21 (ati+), 

cir!yam!na-, Ja V 93,9´, Mp I 425,12 
pp. cir!yita-, Dhp-a I 308,9, III 305,1 
abs. cir!yitv!, Ud-a 313,26, Vv-a 208,15, Ja V 438,27 (ati+)  

citteti “to make colorful” $ citta- “colorful”  
[Cf. Skt citray° : citrayan, Mbh 12,29.88, vicitrayet, La2k!vat!ras"tra 

365.12 (vs) apud BHSD]  
Dh!tus"c# : citra citr&kara$e | kad!ciddar-ane, Dh!tup X 459 ; citta 

cittakara$e kad!cidasane pi, Sadd 1461 (X 370)  
Ct. : sucittit! ti hatthap!damukh!di !k!rena su%%hu cittit! viracit!, Th#-a 

239,11 Preverb : su 
pres. 3 sg. cittayati, citteti, Sadd II 541,8 
pp. cittita-, S III 152,4, Vv 36,5, Th 736, Th# 390 (su+)  
abs. cittayitv!, Mhv 32,6 

c'var'yati “to wish for a robe” $ c'vara- “robe”  
[Cf. Skt c&vara-, A)%!dhy!y#, 3.1.20, /!nkh!yana-/rautas"tra 2.16.2 

(apud PW), Gobhila-G(hyas"tra 4.9.7, Mbh 1,86.12]  
pres. 3 sg. c&var&yati, Sadd II 587,19, III 823,7 

cu%%ayati, cu%%eti “to (cover with) powder” $ cu%%a- “powder”  
[Cf. Skt c'r$ay° : c'r$ayitv!, Mbh 1,71.43, c'r$ay!m!su,, R 6,57.17, 

sa.c'r$ita-, Mbh 7,31.21]  
Dh!tus"c# : c'r$a sa"kocane, Dh!tup X 143, cu$$a sa.cu$$ane, 

PDh!tup 573, Dh!tum 804, cu$$a pera$e, Sadd 1431, c'$a sa.ko-
cane, 1430 (X 18)  

Ct. : cu$$ent& ti mukhacu$$akena makkhenti, Sp VI 1201,17 Preverb : sa.  
pres. 3 sg. cu$$ayati, cu$$eti, Sadd II 535,20, 3 pl. cu$$enti, Vin II 

107,24, 266,35, Sv I 88,31, Spk I 323,4  
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aor. 3 sg. cu$$esi, Ja II 385,9 (sa.+), 387,3 (sa.+), 3 pl. cu$$ayu., 
Mhv 25,46  

pres.part. cu$$ayam!na-, Ja IV 457,23, cu$$iyam!na, Ja VI 185,9, Sp V 
968,18, Cp-a 120,25, cu$$enta-, Ja II 210,21 (sa.+), Spk I 323,4, Pj II 
224,6  

ger. cu$$etabba-, Vin II 107,29, 267,2 
pp. cu$$ita-, Ap 21,14, Mhv 39,3, Dhp-a TBD (sa.+)  
inf. cu$$etu., Ja VI 161,26 
abs. cu$$etv!, Ja II 254,7 (sa.+), Sp III 716,1 Mhv 23,80  

chatt'yati “to use like a sunshade” $ chatta- “sunshade”  
[Cf. Skt chattra, Gautamadharmas"tra 1,2.13] 
Ct. : achatta. chattam iva !carati chatt&yati, Kacc-v 438, Sadd II587,17, 

III 823,2 
pres. 3.sg. chatt&yati, Sadd 587,6, 587,17, 587,27  

takketi “to reason” $ takka- “reason”  
[Cf. Skt tarkay° : tarkayet, Artha'!stra 1,16.29, tarkayi#yanti, 

Mbh 4,56.4, tarkayeta, R 6,9.11, vitarkayant, R 6,37.21, cf. BHSD 
s.v. anuvitarkaya-ti]  

Dh!tus"c# : tarka bh!#!rtha,, Dh!tup X 311, takka vitakke, PDh!tup 
534, Sadd 1294 (X 240), takka vitakkane, Dh!tum 747, takka 
bh!s!ya., Sadd 1309, Rem. 'h vitarke, Dh!tup I 735, 'ha vitakke, 
PDh!tup 348, Sadd 1028, kappa vitakke, Dh!tum 839  

Ct. : anuvitakket& ti vitakk!hata. karoti, Spk TBD, vitakkessat& [sic] ti 
vitakkayissati pavattayissat& ti paj!n!ti, Mp II 270,16, eva. vita-
kketh! ti eva. nekkhammavitakk!dayo pavattent! vitakketha | m! 
eva. vitakkayitth! ti eva. k!mavitakk!dayo pavattent! m! vita-
kkayittha, 271,12  

Preverb : a, anu, abhi, pari, vi  
pres. 3 sg. takketi, D III 242,8 (anu-vi+), M I 115,21 (anu-vi+), S V 67,27 

(anu-vi+), A I 264,10 (anu-vi+), 3 pl. takkenti, A III 177,23, 178,16 
(anu-vi+)  

imper. 2 pl. takketha, Vin III 8,25 (vi+), D I 214,18 (vi+), A I 171,21 (vi+), 
Pa%is II 228,8 (vi+)  
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opt. 1 sg. takkeyya., M I 116,7,9 (anu-vi+), 2 sg. takkeyy!si, A IV 86,5 
(anu-vi+), 3 sg. takkayye, A III 213,25* (anu-vi+)  

aor. 2 sg. takkesi, Ja III 277,15 (pari-vi+), Sv III 663,13 (pari-vi+), 2 pl. 
takkayittha, Vin III 8,25 (vi+), D I 214,19 (vi+), A I 172,21 (vi+), Sv I 
257,7  

fut. 3 sg. takkissati, A I 171,17 (vi+), takessati, Pa%is II 228,4 (vi+)  
pres.part. takkaya(nt)-, M I 116,12 (anu-vi+), A III 382,6, 383,6 (anu- 

vi+), takkenta- D I 119,2 (anu-vi+), Ja III 340,5 (pari-vi+), Sv III 398,22  
pp. takkita-, D I 37,10 (vi+), Ja IV 270,2* (a-vi+), M I 32,2 (pari-vi+), S I 

193,7 (a-pari-vi+) 
abs. takkayitv!, Nidd I 295,4, 295,5 (vi+), D!%h V 4 (abhi+), takketv!, 

M I 144,6 (anu-vi+) 

ta%h"yati, ta%h'yati “to feel thirst for” $ ta%h"- “thirst” 
[Cf. Skt t*#$!y° : t*#$!yate, Mah!s!hasrapramardan#, Pañcarak)! I, p. 5 

(Iwamoto’s version)]  
pres. 3 sg. ta$h!yati, Spk II 78,21, Sadd III 822,26, ta$h&yati, Vibh-a 
150,11, 195,28, Vism 544,22  

tapassati “to perform austerities” $ tapassa- “austere”  
[Cf. Skt tapasya- adj. Kir!t!rjun#ya 3,22.1, tapasy° : tapasyati, /ata-

patha-Br!hma$a 14.6.8.10, Mbh 1,174.2, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.15]  
pres. 2 pl. tapassatha, Dhp-a I 53,3 
pp. tapassita-, Sp I 135,14, Mp IV 82,3  

tuva##eti “to lie down” $ tuvat#a- “lying down”  
Dh!tus"c# : tuva%%a ekasayane, Dh!tum 788, tuva%%a nipajj!ya., Sadd 

1386 Ct. : tuva%%ent&, ti nipajjanti, Sp III 620,25, tuva%%eyyun ti 
nipajjeyu., Sp IV 932,7  

Ref. : tuva%%a- is a rare de-&-word accord. to von Hinüber (2001, § 72) ; v. 
Bollée (1983/84, 112f.), von Hinüber (2000), Tieken (2001, 1996) 
for a discussion.  

pres. 1 sg. tuva%%!mi, Ap 137,18, 3 sg. tuva%%ayati, tuva%%eti, Sadd II 
532,7, 3 pl. tuva%%enti, Vin II 10,10, III 180,15, IV 288,21, Sadd II 532,8 
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opt. 3 sg. tuva%%eyya, Vin II 124,13, 3 pl. tuva%%eyyu., Vin IV 289,1** 
foll., Sp VII 1312,16 

aor. 3 pl. tuva%%esu., Vin V 63,8 63,13 
fut. 3 pl. tuva%%issanti, Vin III 182,26, tuva%%essanti, Vin IV 288,23 foll. 
pres.part. tuva%%enta-, Vin V 76,7, Ap 355,9 
ger. tuva%%itabba-, Vin II 124,12  

thenayati “to steal” $ thena- “thief”  
[Cf. Skt stenay° : stenayet, Manu-Sm(ti 4,256] 
Dh!tus"c# : stena caurye, Dh!tup X 439, thena coriye, PDh!tup 595, 

Dh!tum 832, Sadd 1518 (X 349)  
pres. 3 sg. thenayati, Sadd II 550,6, theneti, Sp II 485,13, Sv I 72,3, 

Sadd II 550,6  
fut. 1 sg. theniss!mi, Sp V 984,24  
pres.part. thenenta-, Ps III 428,26  
ger. thenitabba-, Spk I 298,6 
inf. thenetu., Ja II 411,2  
abs. thenetv!, Ja IV 114,10, Sp II 298,21, Ps III 343,9, Sadd II 550,6  

thomayati, thometi “to praise” $ thoma- “praise”  
[Cf. Skt stomay° : stomita- (q.v. BHSD s.v.), Mvy 2614] 
Dh!tus"c# : stoma -lagh!y!m, Dh!tup X 468, thoma silagh!y!m, 

PDh!tup 604, Sadd 1472, 1565 (X 377)  
Ct. : thomayant& ti sommo cando parima$1alo cando sappabho cando ti 
!d&ni vadant! pasa.santi, Sv II 402,14, Rem. tattha abhiv!detv! ti 
vanditv! thometv! v!, Sadd II 544,28  

Preverb : abhi  
pres. 3sg thomayati, Sadd II 541,33, 557,24, thometi, Vin III 129,7, Mp II 

105,31, 106,11, Sadd II 541,33, 557,24, 3 pl. thomayanti, D I 240,8, 
Sn 1046, Nidd II 12,23, Sv II 402,14, thomenti, Nidd I 321,6, II 163,5, 
Mp III 314,3  

opt. 3 sg. thomeyya, S IV 312,18, foll. 
aor. 1 sg. thomayi., Ap 159,5 (abhi+), thom’ aha., Ap 423,13 (abhi+), 

3 sg. thomesi, Ps V 99,20, Mhv 37,121  
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fut. thomess!mi, Spk II 65,21  
pres.part. thomaya(t)-, Ps III 402,20, thomaya(nt)-, Sn 679, Bv XXVI,12, 

thomayam!na- Ja VI 503,36´, Spk I 114,16, Pj II 412,23, thomenta-, 
Ja V 214,17, Th-a III 7,29, Vv-a 102,21, pass. thomiyam!na-, Spk II 
286,24, Mp III 70,5  

ger. thometabba-, Mp IV 198,7  
va. thomita-, S II 272,2, Bv I,59, Nidd I 169,17, Mp III 313,19  
inf. thometu., Pj II 272,15  
abs. thomayitv!, Bv VI,11, thometv!, Ap 324,7, Sv II 400,17, Mp II 107,3, 

Th-a III 3,24  

da%(eti “to (administer) punish(ment)” $ da%(a- “punishment”  
[Cf. Skt da$1ay° : ada$1ya, /atapatha-Br!hma$a V 4,4.7 (M!dhyan-

dina), da$1ayati, Mbh 12,15.8, da$1!payanti, /ik) 63.13 (v. BHSD 
s.v.), G!ndh!r# da1i-! , AvL2 v17]  

Dh!tus"c# : da$1a da$1anip!te, Dh!tup X 472, da$1a da$1ane, 
PDh!tup 570, da$1a da$1avinip!te, Sadd 1425 (X 381)  

Ct. : ada$1iyan ti … ada$1etabba., Ja IV 193,2´  
Preverb : a (neg.)  
pres. 3 sg. da$1ayati, Pj II 63,27, Sadd II 533,26, da$1iyati, Ja IV 192,10*, 

da$1eti, Ja IV 193,2´, Sadd II 533,26, 3 pl. da$1enti, Ja IV 495,14*, 
498,23, Mil 293,24  

opt. 3 pl. da$1ema, Mil 84,19 
caus. 3 sg. aor. da$1!pesu., Vin IV 224,8, 224,14, 1 sg. fut. da$1!–

pess!mi,  
Ja I 483,21, 1 pl. fut. da$1!pess!ma, Mp II 144,9 
ger. da$1aniya-, Mil 186,8, da$1iya-, Ja IV 192,10* (a+), 192,10*, 193,2´ 

(a+), 193,3´, da$1etabba-, Ja IV 193,2´ (a+), 193,3´, Mil 186,8 (a+)  
pp. da$1ita-, Ja I 234,22  
inf. da$1ayitu., Ja IV 495,15*, 498,24´ 
abs. da$1etv!, Ja IV 193,3´ (a+), 
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daddabh"yati “to (make the sound) daddabha”  
$ daddabha- “(the sound) daddabha”  

[Onom.] 
Ct. : daddabh!yat& ti daddabh! ti sadda. karoti, Ja III 77,12´ ; Rem. 

saddo daddubha iti !carati daddubh!yati, Sadd II 587,14 [v. fn. b, d] 
pres. 3 sg. daddabh!yati, Ja III 77,10*, 77,12´, Ps II 93,7*, 93,8*, Sadd II 

587,5 
pp. daddabh!yita-, Mp II 277,14  

dandhati, dandh"yati, dandheti “to be slow” $ dandha- “slow”  
[0 Skt d*dhra- accord. to Trenckner, q.v. Andersen (1908, 115), cf. 

Geiger § 38, fn. 1 ; cf. Skt dandh!y° (v. BHSD s.v.)]  
Dh!tus"c# : dadhi as&ghac!re, Sadd II 510 
Ct. : dandhat& ti dandh!yati dandhak!tabbakamm!ni dandham eva 

karoti, Ja III 141,9´ 
pres. 3 sg. dandhati, Ja III 141,2*, 141,4*, Sadd II 394,24, dandh!yati, 

Ja III 141,10´, dandheti, Th 293, Th-a II 123,15 (vs. 293) 
opt. 3 sg. dandhaye, Th 291, Th-a II 123,11 (vs. 291) foll., dandhayeyya, 

Th-a II 123,27, dandh!yeyya, Mil 105,11, Sv II 405,19 
aor. 2 sg. dandhayi, Cp I 8,13 
pres.part. dandhayant-, Th-a II 123,29, dandh!yant, Sv III 879,5  
ger. dandhayitabba-, Th-a II 123,29 da5hayati 

da$hayati “to strengthen” $ da$ha- “strong” 
[Cf. Skt d*1hay° : d*1hayati, Satyasiddhi'!stra (pg. 46, Aiyaswami 

Sastri’s ed.)] Ct. : da2ha. karoti v&riya. da2hayati, Kacc-v 441, 
Sadd II 587,21 

pres. 3 sg. da2hayati, Sadd II 587,9  

domanassati “to become sad” $ domanassa- “sad”  
[Cf. Skt durman!y° : durman!yate, Mah!v#racaritam 2.48, Rem. dur-

manas- is a denominal base that belongs to the bh*-!diga$a, K!' ad 
A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.12, daurmanasya-, K!mas"tra 6,2.32 (Nir$ayas!gara 
Press), B(hatsa,hit! 77.06b (Trip!%h#’s version)]  
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Ct. : domanassito ti domanassappatto, Nidd-a II TBD, Rem. dummano ti 
domanassito, Th-a II 239,27  

pp. domanassita-, Nidd I 5,18, Ps V 108,2, Th-a II 278,8  

dol"yati “to swing” $ dola- “swinging”  
[Cf. Skt dol!y° : dol!yam!na-, K!mas"tra 2,8.18]  
pres.part. dol!yanta-, Ja II 385,25, Cp-a 141,10  

doha$"yati “to crave” $ doha$a- “craving”  
[Cf. Skt dvih*d-, dohada, dauh*da] 
Ref. : On the craving of pregnant women in the Indic literature v. 

Bloomfield (1920), Hara (2009).  
pres. 2 sg. doha2!yasi  

dhan"yati “to treasure” $ dhana- “treasure”  
[Cf. Skt dhan!y° : dhan!yati, Taittir#ya-Sa,hit! VII 4,19.3, dhan!yate, 

Mbh 5,131.15]  
Ct. : dhan!yant& ti dhana. viya maññanti, Spk II 336,10  
Rem. : dhan!yanti (supra) occurs in the Burmese edition of the Sa,yutta-

nik!ya ; it does not occur at S III 190,12 (PTS) where man!yanti 
occurs instead. 

opt. 3 sg. dhan!yetha, M I 260,33 
ger. dhan!yitabba-, Th-a III 39,31, Sadd II 401,4  

dhammiyati “to act in a lawful manner” $ dhamma- “lawful”  
[Cf. Skt dharmika-, Ch!ndogya-Upani)ad 8.15.1.2, (a)dh!rmika-, 

Mbh 1,82.15] Ct. : adhammiyam!ne ti adhammiy!ni kicc!ni kuru-
m!ne, SpV 1150,7  

Preverb : a (neg.) Ref. : On °$ya < °ik" v. Oberlies (2001,77), von 
Hinüber (2001,§ 178).  

pres.part. dhammiyam!na-, Vin I 341,14 (a+), 341,17, Sp V 1150,11  

dh)p"yati, dh#peti “to fume” $ dh)pa- “fume”  
[Cf. Skt dh'pay° : °dh'pita-, RV 2.30.10, dh'payantu, K!%ha-Sa,hit! 

16 : 5, vidh'p!yat, Atharvaveda-Sa,hit! 4.19.6 (/aunaka), dh'pya-
m!na-, R 5,17.8]  
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Ct. : dh'pesi. dh'mena sugandha. ak!sin ti attho, Ap-a 458,19, 
dh'pitan ti v!sita. gandhita., Bv-a 171,9  

Preverb : a (neg.), pa, vi, sa., su  
Ref. : Mayrhofer (s.v. DH9P, EWAi) : “dh'-pa möglicherweise nur 

Suffix-Variante zu dh'-má”. At Th 448, one should read –dh'-
m!yito, instead of dh'p!yito, accord. to Norman (1971, 196).  

pres. 3 sg. dh'p!yati, Vin I 180,27, 225,25 (sa.-pa+), S I 169,7 (sa.-
pa+), A II 214,27, Pa%is II 210,1, dhupeti [sic], Kv 93,6 (vi+), 93,8 
(sa.+), dh'peti, A IV 102,18, (sa.+) 102,18 (sa.-pa+) 102,19, 
Mil 252,21 (vi+), 3 pl. dh'p!yanti, A IV 102,16, 102,16 (sa.+), (sa.-
pa+) 102,17, dh'penti, Mil 333,10, 333,11 sa.-pa+)  

aor. 1 sg. dh'pesi., Ap 223,2, 3 sg. dh'payi, Ja I 247,20, dh'pesi, Vin I 
24,37 foll. (pa+), IV 109,6 (pa+)  

pres.part. dh'payanta-, Ja I 73,11, foll., 347,19, dh'payam!na-, Vv-a 
174,29, Dhp-a III 38,9, dh'penta-, Vin IV 132,25 (pa+), Kv 614,12 
(vi+), 614,12 (sa.+)  

pp. dh'p!yita-, S I 40,4, Th 448 (icch!°), dh'pita-, S I 133,17 (pa+), 
Bv VII 25, Sp II 478,25 (a+), Vv-a 186,25 (su+)  

abs. dh'p!yitv!, D III 27,14, dhupetv! [sic], Kv 93,25 (vi+), Sp VI 1264,11, 
dh'petv!, Nidd I 21,15 (vi+)  

dh)m"yati “to fume” $ dh)ma- “fume”  
[Cf. Skt dh'm!y° : dh'm!yam!n!m, Gopatha-Br!hma$a 1.2.9.34, dh'-

m!yayan, Mbh 3,39.26 q.v. Oberlies (2003, 260)]  
Ct. : dh'm!yati pajjalat& ti tejokasi$avasena, Pa%is-a TBD, Rem., 

Pa%is II 210,1 reads dh'p!yati, vatthu. dh'ma. iva att!na. !carati 
dh'm!yati Sadd II 587,13  

pres. 3 sg. dh'mayati, Sp I 65,1, dh'm!yati, Vin IV 54,24, M I 142,21, 
Pv I 6,4, 7,4, Sadd II 587,5  

aor. 3 sg. dh'm!yi, Ja I 347,13, Th-a III 176,9, 176,10 
pres.part. dh'mayanta-, Ja VI 112,4, Ud-a 198,17, dh'm!yanta-, 

Mhv 25,31, Ps II 130,17, Sadd II 497,14  
pp. dh'm!yita-, Spk I 95,25 
abs. dh'm!yitv!, Ja VI 196,9  
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namassati “to honor” $ nama(s)- “honor” 
[Cf.Sktnamasy° : namasy!mas, RV 3.17.4, namasyeta, Mbh 12,156.4, 

namasyasi, R 2,94.52, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.19, Old Avestan 
n:max 3ii!mah&, Yasna 36, 35 ; 8, G!ndh!r# namasyati, Obv2-3, 
namasea, DhpK 3c] 

Dh!tus"c# : namassa vandan!natiya., Sadd 873  
Ct. : namasseyy! ti namo kareyya, Mp II 205,15 namassi.s' ti k!yena 

v!c!ya ca namakk!ra. aka.su, Th-a II 265,8, namassam!n! ti 
namo namo ti vadam!n!, Sv II 402,17, namassant! ti sirasi añjali. 
paggayha namassam!n! ti%%hanti, Th-a III 142,21  

Preverb : a (neg.)  
pres. 1 sg. namass!mi, D II 267,13*, Th 343, Ja IV 134,20*, D#p 11,36, 1 pl. 

namass!ma D II 275,7, Sn 236, Kv 187,7, 2 sg. namassasi, D III 
181,1, S I 234,29*, Ja III 305,6*, 3 sg. namassati, D III 180,5, S I 234,17*, 
A V 268,17, Ja VI 532,4*, 3 pl. namassanti S I 234,20*, Sn 598, Th 690, 
Bv I,24  

imper. 2 sg. namassa, S I 178,29*, namass!hi, Sv III 942,18, 2 pl. 
namassatha, Sn 485, Ap 6,14, D#p 2,50, Mhv 1,69  

opt. 1 pl. namassemu, Sn 995, Nidd II 3,7, 2 sg. namasseyy!si, D III 181,4, 
A V 263,20, Sv III 942,25, 3 sg. namasseyya, A I 132,14*, Dhp 392, 
Ja V 331,6*  

aor. 1 sg. namassi(.), Th# 87, Ap 20,23, 123,2, namassisa., Ja VI 562,15*, 
562,27´, namassissa., Ja VI 100,10*, 102,8, 3 sg. namassi, Ja III 470,30, 
VI 242,3, Mhv 1,36, 3 pl. namassi.su, Sn 287, Th 628, Ap 178,4  

fut. 1 sg. namassiss!mi, Ap 340,4 3 sg. namassissati, Sv III 942,19  
caus. 3 sg. namass!peti, Sv III 942,22, Mp I 415,16  
pres.part. namassa(t)-, Sn 344, Ja V 218,4*, namassanta-, D II 208,16*, 

Th 1083, Th# 143, Th-a III 142,5, namassam!na-, Vin I 3,25, D I 240,8, 
Sp I 1,14*, Sv I 41,5, Spk I 227,2 (a+), pass. namassiyam!na-, Pj II 
315,25  

ger. namassiya-, Ap 48,6, 309,13, Ap-a 293,35, namassitabba-, D III 181,10, 
Ja VI 298,16, Mp I 410,12, namassan&ya-, Mil 278,17, Sadd III 790,5, 
namassan&ya°, Pj I 139,2, namassaneyya-, Sadd III 790,5  
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inf. namassitu., Vv 16,3, Mhv 1,68, Mp II 172,11 
pp. namassita-, Ja II 34,24´, Vv-a 340,23, Th-a III 169,12  
abs. namassitv!, S I 234,33*, Ja VI 16,28, Ap 1,5, Bv II,177, namassitv!na, 

Ap 272,10  

nidd"yati “to become sleepy” $ nidd"- “sleepy”  
[Cf. Skt nidr!y° : nidr!yanti, Mbh 13,148.10, Rem. nidr!yati, nidr!yate 

are enlisted in the K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.13]  
Preverb : a- (neg.) 
pres. 1 sg. nidd!y!mi, Ja IV 343,12, 3 sg. nidd!yati, Ja I 492,10, Pj II 

169,26, Sadd I 367,29, 3 pl. nidd!yanti, Sp I 360,20 
aor. 1 pl. nidd!yimha, Spk II 230,12, 2 pl. nidd!yittha, Ja VI 408,25, 3 sg.  
nidd!yi, Dhp-a III 175,17, 3 pl. nidd!yi.su, J V 13,25  
fut. 1 sg. nidd!yiss!mi, Ja V 262,7, Dhp-a II 183,15  
pres.part. nidd!ya(t), Sp VI 1249,21, nidd!yanta-, Ja I 61,22, Mil 299,10, 

Ja II 404,4 (a+), nidd!yamana-, Ja II 53,13  
ger. nadd!yitabba-, D I 231,9, Dhp-a I 69,14 
abs. nidd!yitv!, Ja III 403,21 ( a+), Ja V 110,5, Spk I 86,5  

nighaññati “to strike down” $ nighañña- “striking down”  
Ct. : nighaññas& ti nikha$issasi, Ja VI 13,27´ 
Ref. : v. Oberlies (1996, 103). 
pres. 2 sg. nighaññasi, Ja VI 13,18*, 3 sg. nighaññati, Dhp 164  

pacala “to nod” $ pacala- “nod”  
[Cf. Skt pracal!y° : pracal!yita-, Amarako'a 3,1.66] 
Ref. : At Th 200, one should read pacal!y& (m.c.), rather than pac!lesi, 

accord. to Norman (1969, 164).  
aor. 2 sg. pac!lesi, Th 200  
pres.part. pacal!yanta-, Ja V 16,8*, Sv III 748,3, Dhp-a I 160,5, pacal!-

yam!na-, A IV 85,13, 344,2, Th 200  
inf. pacal!yitu., Ja I 384,2  

pattiy"yati “to believe” $ pattiya- “belief”  
[Cf. Skt pratyaya-, R 7,88.3] 
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pres. 2 sg. pattiy!yasi, Th-a II 195,14  
opt. 3 sg. pattiy!yeyya, Mp III 41,11  
pres.part. pattiy!yanta-, Th-a III 40,20  
ger. pattiy!yitabba-, Sv III 809,21 
abs. pattiy!yatv!, Ja V 403,22´  

patt'yati “to wish for a profit” $ patta- “profit”  
[Cf. Skt pr!pta-, A)%!dhy!y# 2.3.66]  
pres. 3 sg. patt&yati, Mil 240,14  

papañceti “to diversify” $ papañca- “diversity”  
[Cf. Skt prapañcay° : prapañcita-, Ud!navarga 29,51, (v. BHSD s.vv.), 

prapañcyam!na-, K!mas"tra 3,2.15]  
Dh!tus"c# : paci vist!ravacane, Dh!tup X 153, paca vitth!re, PDh!tup 

542, Dh!tum 757, paci vitth!re, Sadd 1329 (X 109)  
Ct. : appapañca. papañcet& ti na papañcetabba%%h!ne papañca. karoti 

an!caritabba. magga. carati, Mp III 151,1  
Ref. : On papañca-, at Th 519, v. Norman (1971, 204), cf. Sadd II 

528,27.  
pres. 3 sg. papañcayati, Sadd II 528,26, papañceti, M I 112,1 foll., A II 

161,29 foll., Sadd II 528,26, 3 pl. papañcenti, Th-a II 219,11 (ad vs. 
519), Sadd II 528,28, 528,29  

pres.part. papañcayant-, Spk TBD, papañcayam!na-, Spk TBD 
pp. papañcita-, S IV 203,11 foll., A IV 69,1 foll., Vibh 390,32, Mp IV 38,7 
ger. °papañcetabba°, Mp III 151,1  
abs. papañcetv!, Mp I 42,29  

pabbat"yati “to be like a mountain” $ pabbata- “mountain”  
[Cf. Skt párvata-, RV 5.56.4] 
Ct. : sa"gho pabbatam iva att!nam !carati pabbat!yati, Sadd II 587,10  
pres. 1 sg. pabbat!y!mi, 1 pl. pabbat!y!ma, 2 sg. pabbat!yasi, 2 pl. 

pabbat!yatha, 3 sg. pabbat!yati, 3 pl. pabbat!yanti, Sadd II 587,24–25  

pam"%ayati “to set an example” $ pam"%a- “example”  
[Cf. Skt pram!$ay° : pram!$ayati, Ratnak#rtinibandh!vali (pg. 40, 

Thakur’s ed.)]  
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Ct. : pam!$a. karoti pam!$ayati, Sadd II 587,21  
pres. 3 sg. pam!$ayati, Sadd II 587,9  

paripañhati “to question” $ paripañha- “question”  
[Cf. Skt paripra-nati, paripra-nayati (v. BHSD s.vv.), paripra-na-, 

A)%!dhy!y# 3.3.110, Mbh 6,26.34. On ñha 4 -na v. Oberlies (2001, 
§ 18.4), von Hinüber (2001, § 239).]  

Dh!tus"c# : Rem. prach jñ&ps!y!m, Dh!tup VI 149, pañha pucch!ya., 
Sadd 1001 ; Rem. pañha icch!ya., Sadd 1002 [etha ca pañho ti 
ñ!tum icchito attho]  

Ct. : paripañhat& ti ima. n!ma pucchiss!m& ti aññ!ti tuleti pariga$hati, 
Mp II 189,25, paripañhat& ti idañ-c[a]-idañ-ca pucchiss!m& ti pari-
tulati paricchindati, Mp III 382,13, paripañhat& ti pañha. karoti 
idañ-c[a]-idañ-ca pucchiss!m& ti vitakketi, Mp IV 71,20  

pres. 3 sg. paripañhati, D III 285,6, M I 223,33, A I 117,30, III 361,25, 
V 16,2, 3 pl. paripañhanti, A III 244,27, Nidd II 81,19  

ger. paripañhitabba-, Nidd II 286,2, Sp VII 1339,27  

p"peti “to disgrace” $ p"pa- “disgrace”  
[Cf. Skt p!pay° : p!payi#%a-, Taittir#ya-Sa,hit! III 2,8.3] 
pres. 2 sg. p!pesi, Vin IV 5,26, 5,29, 2 pl. p!petha, Vin IV 150,7  
pp. p!pita-, M II 43,20  

pi%(ayati “to compact” $ pi%(a- “compact”  
[Cf. Skt pi$1ay° : pi$1it!n, Mbh 6,55.30, ekapi$1ayitv!, Saddharma-

pu$1ar#ka 73.2 (apud BHSD s.v. ekapi$1ayati)]  
Dh!tus"c# : pi1i sa.gh!te, Dh!tup I 307, pi1i sa.gh!te, Dh!tup X 184, 

pi$1a sa.gh!te, PDh!tup 569, Dh!tum 801, pi1i sa.gh!ta!disu, 
Dh!tum 150, pi1i sa.gh!te, Sadd 142  

Ct. : pi$1it! ti samudit!, Th#-a 240,25. “Ap-a reads sar#ra6 pi$1a6 ; 
adhi%%h!nabalena sakalasar#radh!tu eka-ghana-sil!-maya-pa%im! viya 
eka6 va ahos# ti attho, Ap-a 568,18-19”, CPD s.v. eka-pi$1ita.  

Preverb : eka, sam 
pp. pi$1ita-, Th# 395, Ja I 230,25 (sam+), Ap 71,9 (+eka), Th#-a 233,24 

abs. pi$1etv!, Mhv 36,108, Th-a I 3,28 (sam+), Sadd I 64,26  
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piy"yati “to hold dear” $ piya- “dear”  
[Cf. Skt priy!y° : apriy!yata, RV 3.53.9, priy!m!na, Artharvaveda-

Sa,hit! 10.7.10 (Paippal!da), priy!yase, Mbh 2,56.5 [Oberlies 
(2003, 215)], priy!yitvya-, Mah!vastu II 479,1 (v. BHSD s.v. 
priy!yati)]  

Dh!tus"c# : pr&" pr&tau, Dh!tup IV 39, pr&ñ tarpa$e k!ntau ca, IX 2, p& 
p&tiya., Sadd 1213 (IV 36), p& tappana-kantisu 1247 (IX 2)  

Ct. : piy!yitan ti piya. kata., Pj II 534,5, Rem. na m!nent& ti na 
manena piy!yanti, Sv I 256,14  

Preverb : sam  
pres. 1 sg. piy!y!mi, Ud-a 274,27 (sam+), 2 sg. piy!yasi, Ja IV 216,18´, 3 sg. 

piy!yati, S I 210,25, Kv 314,29, 483,28, Sadd II 499,27, 3 pl. piy!yanti, 
Th# 285, Ja VI 241,24, 378,3, Sv II 519,29  

aor. 3 pl. piy!yi.su, Ja IV 359,13, VI 127,28 (sam)  
fut. piy!yissanti, Mp IV 12,9  
pres.part. piy!yanta-, J IV 135,8 sam+), piy!yam!na-, D II 223,25 

(sam+), Ja IV 35,11 (sam), Sv I 937,14, (sam+)  
ger. piy!yitabba-, Ja VI 446,3, Th#-a 23,10, 155,31, Sadd II 499,29  
pp. piy!yita-, Sn 807, Ja VI 115,19, Nidd I 126,3 foll. 
abs. piy!yitv!, Ja III 510,24 (sam+), Ps I 206,30 (sam+), Mp III 41,4  

pih"yati, piheti “to desire”$pih"- “desire”  
[Cf. Skt sp*hay° : sp*hayanti, RV 8.2.18, sp*hayate, Mbh 14,19.5, 

Avestan : asp:r:zat!, Yasna 31,16, G!ndh!r# svihadi, DhpK 266d]  
Dh!tus"c# : sp*ha &ps!yam, Dh!tup X 410, piha icch!yam, PDh!tup 634, 

Sadd 1676 (X 325), pih’ icch!yam, Dh!tum 704, 878  
Ct. : pih! vuccati ta$h!, Nidd I 227,9 
Ref. : At Th# 454, one should read pihenti, not pihayanti, accord. 

Norman (1969, 162)  
pres. 3 pl. pihanti, Th# 454, 1 sg. pihay!mi, S I 236,15, pihayati, Sadd 

568,27, 3 pl. pihayanti, S I 202,14, Dhp 94, Th 62, 1 sg. pihemi, M I 
504,34, 505,2, Pj II 535,17, 2 sg. pihesi, Nidd I 182,6, 3 sg. piheti, A III 
237,15, Ja IV 198,25´, Nidd I 3,17, 227,13, Sadd 568,27, pihenti, Kv 485,4, 
Th#-a 253,2, 1 sg. mid. pihaye, Th# 339  
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opt. 3 sg. pihayeyya, Nidd II 503,11, 2 pl. piheyy!si, Mp II 302,11, 3 sg. 
piheyya, M I 505,21, Th-a II 248,18  

aor. 2 sg. pihayi, Ja I 197,7, foll., 2 pl. pihayittha, Vin II 187,37, pih!-
yittha, S II 242,15  

fut. 3 sg. pihessati, M III 246,23 
pres.part. pihanta-, Vin III 231,38, pihayanta-, Nidd II 411,12, pihaya-

m!na, Nidd II 316,12, pihent-, Ja I 401,3, Mp II 157,14  
ger. pihan&y!, Sadd 568,27  
pp. pihayita-, Miln 182,24, 227,20, pihita-, M I 118,19, Ja I 204,7, Nidd I 36,27  

putt'yati “to treat like a son” $ putta- “son”  
[Cf. Skt putr&y° : putram iva !carati putr&yati, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 

3.1.10] Ct. : aputta. puttam iva !carati putt&yati, Kacc-v 438, 
Sadd II 587,17, 823,2  

pres. 3 sg. putt&yati, Kacc-v 438, Sadd II 587,17, 823,2  

bal'yati, baleti “to empower, overpower” $ bala- “power”  
[Cf. Skt bal!y° : bal!yam!na-, Nirukta 10,3, bal&yate-, Su'ruta-Sa,hit! 

39,321.1, bal&yati (q.v. BHSD s.v.)]  
Dh!tus"c# : bala pr!$ane, Dh!tup X 123, bala pr!$ane dh!ny!varodhe 

ca, I 974, bala p!$ane, PDh!tup 273, Dh!tum 389, Sadd 815 (I 893, 
X 85)  

Ct. : na bal&yare ti n!bhibhavanti na kuppanti, Ja VI 225,4´, … bal&yant& 
ti … balavanto honti va11hanti abhibhavanti, Pv-a 94,10  

pres. 3 sg. baleti, Ja III 225,14*, 225,16´, 3 pl. bal&yanti, Sn 770, Ja IV 
84,34*, Pv II 6.1, Nidd I 12,9 foll., Sadd II 438,22, 3 pl. mid. bal&yare 
Ja VI 224,14*  

by"b"dheti “to hurt” $ by"b"dha- “hurt”  
[Cf.Skt b!dhate : b!dhit!y 3a, RV 6,18,14, b!dheta, Mbh 5,122.40, 

b!dhay° : b!dhayitu., Mbh 1,140.7]  
Dh!tus"c# : Rem. b!dh* lo1ane Dh!tup I 5, b!dha vilo2ane, Sadd 507 (I 5)  
Ct. : na aññamañña. by!b!dhent& ti aññamañña. na upahananti,  

Sv I 167,15  
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pres. 3 sg. by!b!dheti, Vin II 185,27, 186,7, A III 122,26, 123,15, 3 pl. 
by!b!dhenti, D I 56,23, S III 211,8,13, A I 65,16 foll., 1 sg. by!b!-
dhemi, S V 393,17, foll., It 31,13, It-a 147,18, 147,27, 1 pl. by!b!-
dhema, It 32,4  

fut. 3.pl. by!b!dhissanti, Vin II 75,38 

magayati, mageti “to search” $ maga- “search” 
[Cf. Skt m*gay° : m*gayánte, RV 8.2.6, m*gayam!$a-, Mbh 12,136.167, 

R 3,9.12, m*gay!na, Mbh 3,68.2 [q.v. Oberlies (2003, 263–264)]]  
Dh!tus"c# : m*ga anve#a$e, Dh!tup X 442, maga anvesane, PDh!tup 

541, maga gavesane, Dh!tum 755, maga anvesane, Sadd 1322 (X 352)  
Ct. : m'sika. magayam!no ti m'sika. gavesam!no | maggayam!no ti 

pi pa%hanti, Nidd-a I TBD  
pres. magayati, Sadd II 524,9, 524,12, mageti, Sadd II 524,9  
pass. mag&yati, Sadd II 524,18  
pres.part. magayam!na-, M I 334,19, foll., Nidd I 149,29, 149,31, Sadd II 

524,9, 524,10  

maggati, maggayati, maggeti “to search” $ magga “search”  
[Cf. Skt m!rga° : m!rget, Mbh 12,282.2 ; m!rgam!$a-, R 1,1.44, m*gya-

m!$a-, Mbh 3,181.20, margati, K!'yapaparivarta 137.7 (apud 
BHSD), G!ndh!ri marga.ti, CKD 86, margetu CKD 399]  

Dh!tus"c# : m!rga anve#a$e, Dh!tup X 384 ; magga anvesane, PDh!tup 
541 ; magga gavesane, Dh!tum 756  

Ref. : ma[g]g!yasi (0 Skt *m*g!yati rather than Skt *m!rgayati), not 
maggasi, is the correct reading accord. to Norman (1971, 142). On 
the IE origin and the verbal derivatives of Skt m*ga- v. Burrow 
(1975, 58-59), who also explains Skt m!rgati as a sanskritization of 
Middle Indic maggati.  

pres. 2 sg. maggasi, Th# 384, Mp II 93,11, Pj II 19,20, 3 sg. maggati, It-a 
85,25, Ud-a 146,27, 306,1, Th-a II 131,17, maggayati, Sadd II 524,23, 
maggeti, Sadd II 524,23  

opt. 3 sg. maggeyya, Ja V 265,30*, 265,34´, Nidd-a TBD 
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pass. 3 pl. maggiyanti, Sv III 753,26 Spk TBD, magg&yati, 3 sg. It-a 85,26, 
Ud-a 146,26, 306,1, Sadd II 525,6 

pres.part. maggayam!na-, S II 270,22 
ger. maggitabba-, Pe% TBD, maggetabba-, Sadd II 524,27, foll.  

mantayati, manteti “to talk” $ manta- “talk”  
[Cf. Skt mantray° : mantrayadhvam, Mbh 3,8.4, abhinimantrya, R 3,44.32, 
!mantrayate, Gopatha-Br!hma$a 2.5.4, nimantrayet, Mbh 13,90.24, 
pratimantritai,, Mbh 3,234.23]  

Dh!tus"c# : matri guptaparibh!#a$e, Dh!tup X 199, manta guttabh!-
sane, PDh!tup 578, Dh!tum 819, Sadd 1446 (X 140)  

Ct. : mantayavho ti mantetha, Ja II 107,21´, !mantayatan ti !mantetu 
j!n!petu, Sv I 297,18, !mantay!m& ti j!n!pemi, Ja V 178,8´, balav!-
balava. pa%imanteth! ti su%%hubalava. pativadatha, Sp VI 1,4  

Preverb : a-, an, abhi-, !, ni, pa%i/pati 
Ref. : On the suffix vho (2 pl. imper. Med.) as a “hyper-P!lism” 

v. Oberlies (2001, 222), von Hinüber (2001, § 433).]  
pres. 1 sg. mantay!mi, Ja VI 475,19*, D II 120,13 (!+), Ja IV 222,1 (!+), 

V 178,6* (!+), mantemi D II 237,12, Pv IV 1,20, Ja V 405,7 (ni+), 3 sg. 
mantayati, Sadd II 539,14, D II 231,22 (!+), Sadd II 539,14 (ni+), 
manteti, D I 103,24, Sadd II 539,14, Vin II 184,1 (!+), A II 22,11 (ni+), 
Ja VI 82,30* (pati+), 3 pl. mantayanti, Ap 490,16, Sadd II 539,15, 
mantenti, S I 201,23, Sadd II 539,15, Ps II 242,12 (!+), Vin I 150,15 (ni+)  

opt. 1 sg. mantaye, Ja V 404,27* (ni+), manteyya., Sn 107,6, Vin III 2,11 
(ni+), A IV 173,14 (ni+), 1 pl. manteyy!ma, D I 61,2 (abhi-ni+), D I 
61,1 (ni+), M II 89,8 (ni+), 3 sg. mantaye, A I 199,15*, Vin II 37,25* 
(ni+), manteyya, D I 104,1, Vin III 2,13 (ni+), A IV 173,16 (ni+)  

imper. 2 sg. mantaya, Ja VI 290,13* (!+), mantehi, Vin III 293,16, Ja VI 
373,17*, Vin II 138,38 (!+), 2 pl. mantetha, Cp III 5,4 (ni+), Vin II 1,9 
(pati), Sp VI 1,4 (pa%i), 2 sg. mid. mantayassu, Ja VI 544,7* (!+), 
544,9* (!+), 2 pl. mid mantayavho, Ja II 107,18*, mantavho, D I 94,5, 
3 sg. mantetu, Sv I 297,18 (!), 3 sg. mid. mantayata., D I 136,20 (!+)  

aor. 1 sg. mantayi., Ap 329,12 (!+), 334,9 (!+), Ap 334,5 (ni+), mantesi., 
Vin I 295,13 (!+), D II 115,36 (!+), Vv 34,13 (ni+), 3 sg. mantayi, D II 
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256,2* (!+), Ja IV 408,28* (!+), Sn 981 (ni+), mantay&, Sn 997 (!+), 
Ja V 26,2* (!+), IV 356,25* (ni+), mantesi, Vin III 10,26 (!+), IV 98,3 
(ni+), Ap 587,5 (pa%i+), 3 pl. mantayu., Ap , 71,7 foll., mantayi.su, 
Sv I 259,14, Sadd II 539,16, Ja VI 78,12* (!+), Sv II 458,12 (ni+), 
manti.su, Cp III 5,4 (ni+), mantesu., Ja IV 305,25 (ni+), Ap 96,3 
(ni+), Sp IV 815,17 (ni+), 3 sg. mid. mantayittha, Ja VI 505,12* (!+), 
Sadd II 539,15 (a+), Ja IV 356,15* (ni+)  

caus. 3 sg. pres. mant!payati, Sadd II 539,18, mant!peti, Sadd II 539,18, 
3 pl. mant!penti, Nidd-a I 335,10 (ni+), 3 sg. opt. mant!peyya, 
Mil 149,16 (!+), 3 pl. aor. mant!pesu., Dhp-a I 71,18 (ni+), 3 sg. 
pass. mant!p&yati, Sadd II 536,29, abs. mant!petv!, D I 134,30 (!+), 
Mil 75,17 (!+), Ja III 182,25 (ni+)  

pres.part. mantayam!na- Vin I 350,36, Sv III 1053,3 (!+), Ps II 282,27 
(ni+), mantenta-, Th-a III 155,6, Sv II 368,2 (a-ni+) [w.r. anima-
tento], Pj II 385,23 (!+), Ja II 231,19 (ni+), pass. mantiyam!na-, Mp I 
145,6, Mil 2,31 (!+), Vin IV 78,27 (ni+), Th#-a 2,16 (ni+)  

ger. manta$&ya-, Ja IV 371,10*(!+), mantayitabba-, Mil 91,12, mante-
tabba-, Ja IV 372,22´ (!+), Vv-a 96,11 (!+), Vin II 33,17 (ni+) 

pp. mantita-, Mil 91,24, D I 139,14 (!+), Vin IV 100,9 (ni+) 
inf. mantayitu., Mil 91,22, mantetu., Vin II 15,32 (ni+), D I 93,23 (pati)  
abs. manta, Vin 265,32* (an-!), Ja III 315,23* (!+), mantaya, Ja VI 271,9* 

(!+), mantayitv!, Sn 379, Ja VI 291,4* (!+), Ap 31,21 (ni+), manta-
yitv!na, Ja V 173,27* (!+), Ap 572,27 (ni+), mantetv!, Vin I 229,3, 
Ja IV 370,23 (a-ni+), D II 99,8 (an-!), Vin IV 81,19 (ni+), mantetv!na, 
Ap 554,14 (ni+)  

mam"yati “to make this mine” $ mama- “of me”  
[Cf. Skt mam!y° : mam!yate, Mbh 12,215.31, /ik) 269.6 (v. BHSD s.v.)]  
Dh!tus"c# : Rem. kele mam!yane, Sadd 796  
Ct. : mam!yit!n& ti ta$h!di%%himam!yit!ni, Pj II 407,17 ; mam!yit! ti 

ta$h!vasena mama etan ti gahit! | amam!yit! ti vuttapa%ipakkh!, 
Nidd-a I TBD, tath! karu$!yati mama idan ti ga$h!ti mam!yati, 
Sadd II 587,15  

Preverb : a, ati  
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pres. 2 sg. mid. mam!yase, Th 1150, Th-a I 26,28, III 167,18, 3 sg. mam!-
yati, Nidd I 382,29, 458,16, Ja II 316,17 (ati+), Sadd II 587,6, 3 pl. 
mam!yanti, S III 190,12, Th 575, Nidd I 259,16  

opt. 3 sg. mam!yetha, M I 260,34, Sn 922, Nidd I 369,7 
aor. 3 sg. mam!yi, Sv III 907,25, 907,27, Ps II 251,5, 3 pl. mam!yi.su, 

Ja IV 359,4*, Sv III 907,24, Ps II 251,4, Pj II 567,11  
pres.part.mam!yanta-, Sp III 637,4, Ja V 138,17, Nidd I 51,5 (a+)  
ger. mam!yitabba-, Vin V 125,18, Th-a I 26,17 
pp. mam!yita-, Vin III 46,33, Sn 466, Ja V 82,25*, Nidd I 2,1 (a+)  
inf. mam!yitu., Ja VI 180,16, Mp I 143,4 
abs. mam!yitv!, Mp I 141,9  

mahati, mah"yati “to honor” $ maha- “honorable” 
[Cf. Skt maháy° : mahayase, RV 6.15.2, maháyam!na 3.25.5, G!ndh!r# 

ma[ma]hisu, Anavl r115-6]  
Dh!tus"c# : maha p'j!y!m, Dh!tup X 406, maha p'j!y!., PDh!tup 

331, 635, Dh!tum 486, 877, Sadd 1675 (X 321)  
Ref. : On the development of suffix emase (1 pl. opt.med) v. Oberlies 

(2001, 224–225), von Hinüber (2001, § 438, § 444).] 
Ct. : mahemase ti mah!mase p'j!mase, Vv-a 203,6  
pres. 3 sg. mah!yati, maheti, Sadd II 568,25, 3 pl. mahenti, D II 167,23*, 

foll.  
opt. 1 pl. mid mahemase, Vv 47,11, Vv-a 202,18 
pass. 3 sg. mahiyyati, Vv 62,1, mah&yati, D II 167,27*, Vv-a 257,15, 258,1 
pres.part. pass. mah&yam!na-, Vv 64,22, Vv-a 274,14 
pp. mahita-, M II 100,1, Th 868, Miln 278,22, Sadd II 568,25 
ger. mahan&ya-, Vv-a 97,5 
abs. mah!yitv!na, Ja IV 236,2*  

mutteti “to urinate” $ mutta- “urine”  
[Cf. Skt °m'tray° : m'trayante, Mbh 5,94.40, avam'trayet, Caraka-

Sa,hit! 8,21.1, Manu-Sm(ti 8,282  
Dh!tus"c# : m'tra prasrava$e, Dh!tup X 451, mutta pa(s)savane, Sadd 

1459 (X 361)  
Ct. : omuttenti pass!vamassa upari vissajjenti, Ps II 49,6 Preverb : o  
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pres. 3 sg. muttayati Sadd II 540,25 (o+), mutteti, Cp II 5,4, Sadd 540,25 
(o+), 3 pl. muttenti, M I 79,33 (o+), Dhp-a II 181,10 (o+)  

opt. 3 sg. mutteyya, M I 127,13 (o+), Kv 472,23 (o+), Ps II 127,13 (o+)  
caus. 3.sg. mutt!payati, mutt!peti, Sadd II 540,28  
pp. muttita-, Spk I 32,31 (o+)  

mett"yati “to act as a friend to” $ mett"- “friend”  
[Cf. Skt mitr&y° : mitr&yantas, S!ya$a on RV 1.6.5, mitr&yam!$a-, 

B(hatkath!'lokasa,graha 20,398, maitr!yati (v. BHSD s.v.), 
G!ndh!r#, metrayadi, DhpK 195b]  

Ct. : mett!yeyy! ti mett!ya phareyya | tasmi. puggale metta. kareyya 
pavatteyy! ti attho, Vibh-a 378,34, bhikku metta iva !carati mett!-
yati, Sadd II 587,15  

pres. 3 sg. mett!yati, A IV 151,1*, It 21,8*, Pa%is II 131,38, Th-a II 94,38, 
Sadd II 587,5  

opt. 3 sg. mett!yeyya, Vibh 272,24, Vism 296  
fut. 3 sg. mett!yissati, Vism 319,5  
pres.part. mett!yant-, Mp II 172,17, 172,21, Th-a II 186,30, Vism 298,6, 

307,4  
ger. mett!yitabba-, Mp II 172,18, Vism 319,5  

medayati, medeti “to become fat” $ meda- “fat”  
[Cf. Skt med° [mid°]  : medát!., RV 10.93.11, medayath!, 6.28.6]  
Dh!tus"c# : mida snehane, Dh!tup X 12, mida snehane, PDh!tup 160, 

413, mida sinehane, Dh!tum 228, 641, mida snehe, Sadd II 474 
pres. 3 sg. medati, Sadd II 383,20, medayati, Sadd II 383,24, 3 pl. medenti, 

M I 238,33, Sadd II 383,26  

rah"yati “to wish to be alone” $ raha- “a wish to be alone”  
[Cf. Skt rah!y° : rahita-, Mbh 3,68.8, Rem. rahas- is a denominal base 

that belongs to the bh*-!diga$a, K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.12]  
Dh!tus"c# : raha ty!ge, Dh!tup X 122, raha c!ge, PDh!tup 632, 

Dh!tum 876, Sadd 1674 (X 84)  
Ct. : rah!yat& ti rahassa. karoti nig'hati, Ps III 351,20 
pres. 3 sg. rah!yati, M II 119,29, Sadd II 568,23, raheti, 568,23  
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pres. rahita-, Th 524, Th# 402, 404, Mp II 203,5  

laggati “sticks to” $ lagga- “sticking to”  
[Cf. Skt lagna-, A)%!dhy!y# 7.2.18, Mbh 9,38.8, R 4,23.16, vilagnita-, 

Mah!vastu II 266,13 apud BHSD, avalagna, Amaru'ataka 1,2.1]  
Dh!tus"c# : lage(m) sa"ge, Dh!tup I 895, laga sa"ge, PDh!tup 23, 

Dh!tum 30, laga sa"ga ca, Sadd 106  
Ct. : Rem. tva. olaggo na gañchis& ti tva. cittakal& may! satipaññ!-

patoda"kusehi v!rito na d!ni yath!ruci. gamissasi, Th-a II 150,23, 
Rem., visatt! ti lagg! laggit!, Spk TBD, … asajjam!no ti alagga-
m!no …, Ja VI 303,8 Preverb : a (neg.), an-o, !, o, pa%i, vi  

pres. 1 sg. lagg!mi, Ja III 120,19´, 3 sg. laggati, Mil 407,13, Sp III 708,28, 
IV 850,26, 3 pl. lagganti, Vin I 202,14, Sv II 433,34  

imper. 3 sg. laggatu, Ja IV 388,12, Dhp-a I 131,12 
aor. 3 sg. laggi, Ja I 483,1, V 470,7, Sv III 933,30, 3 pl. laggi.su, Sp V 961,4, 

Th#-a 180,23  
fut. 1 pl. laggiss!ma, Sv I 268,12  
caus. 3 pl. pres. lagg!penti, Ja III 241,9, 3 sg. pres. laggeti, Sp IV 783,13, 

3 pl. pres. laggenti, Vin II 114,9, Sp VI 1212,10, 3 sg. opt. laggeyya, 
Vin II 114,11, Sp VI 1204,9, Sv I 268,24, 3 pl. opt. lagg!peyyu., 
Ps III 427,17, laggeyyu., M II 178,19 (o+), 181,3 (o+), 3 sg. aor. 
laggesi, Ja I 195,15, VI 52,25, 1 sg. fut. lagges!mi Th 355 (o+), 
pres.part. laggenta-, Sp VI 1204,9, ger. laggetabba-, Vin II 114,11, 
inf. laggetu., Vin II 117,35, abs. laggetv!, Vin II 110,33 (!+), III 
208,13 (!+), Ja III 130,7, Sp I 38,14, laggetv!na, Ap 73,2 (!+)  

pres.part. lagganta-, Ja IV 388,20, laggam!na-, Dhp-a III 298,4 (a+), 
Vism 394,18 (a+) 

ger. laggitabba-, Mil 408,3 
pp. lagga-, Th 356 (o+), Nidd I 23,11, II 99,28 (a+), Cp I 1,1 (an-o+), 

laggita-, Ap 278,13 (vi+), Nidd I 23,11, Bv II,123 (pa%i+), Sp II 327,1  
inf. laggitu., Sv I 257,15, II 406,15, Spk TBD 
abs. laggitv!, Ps IV 103,13, Mp II 167,21, Th#-a 77,27  
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li!gayati, li!geti “to mark” $ *li!ga- “mark”  
[Cf. Skt li"gay° : li"gyate, Va'e)ikas"trav(tti 6,1.2] 
Dh!tus"c# : li"ga citr&kara$e, Dh!tup X 267, li"ga cittikriy!d&su, 

Dh!tum 754, li"ga cittikara$e, Sadd 1321 (X 199) 
Ct. : pajjalita. aggi. va li"giy! ti pajjalita. aggi. !li"getv! viya, 

Th# 241,8 Preverb : ud, upa 
pres. 3 sg. li"gayati, li"geti, Sadd II 523,23  
caus. pres. 3 pl. li"genti, Vibh-a 126,16 (ud+), Vism 492,1 (ud+), Sadd 

III 785,23, abs. li"getv!, Sadd II 515,22 (upa+)  
pass. 3 sg. li"g&yati, Sadd II 523,26  
pres.part. li"genta-, Th-a II 142,22 (ud+)  
ger. li"giya, Th# 398 
abs. li"gitv!, Sadd I 107,25 (ud+)  

-lomayati, -lometi “to be hair-like” $ loma “hair”  
[Cf. Skt anulomayati, Caraka-Sa,hit! 1,25.1, lom!ny anum!r#%i anu-

lomayati K!' ad A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.25, anulomyate, Mbh 8,6.14, v. also 
BHSD s.v. vilomayati]  

Dh!tus"c# : v!ta. anulomet& ti v!ta. anulometv! harati, Mp III 326,11  
Preverb : a-, an-, anu, vi  
pres. 1 pl. lomema, Mil 295,6 (vi+), 3 sg. lometi, Vin I 225,25 (anu+), 

A III 250,13 (anu+), Mil 29,5 (vi+), Sp I 219,28 (an-anu+), 3 pl. 
lomenti, A I 69,29 (anu+), Sp V 1104,7  

pres.part. lomaya(nt), Ja VI 295,9* (anu+), Mil 372,23* (anu+), Ud-a 2,6* 
(a-vi+), loment-, Sv I 1,20* (a-vi+), Ps I 1,20* (a-vi+), 139,20 (a-vi+), 
Vibh-a 130,6 (anu+)  

abs. lomayitv!, Mil 372,8 (anu+), lometv!, Mil 413,10 (anu+), lome-
tv!na, Mil 372,12* (anu+)  

vacceti “to defecate” $ vacca- “fæces”  
[Cf. Skt varcas-, Su'ruta-Sa,hit! 1,92.19 ; v. CDIAL s.v. for cognate 

forms in A'okan]  
Ct. : vaccito ti sijjh!tavacco | vaccap&2ito ti adhipp!yo, Sp VI 1283,20  
pp. vaccita-, Vin II 212,33, 221,22, 232,14  
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va%eti “to wound” $ va%a- “wound”  
[Cf. Skt vra$ay° : vra$ita-, R 4,59.18] 
Dh!tus"c# : vra$a g!travic'r$ane, Dh!tup X 483 ; va$a gattavicu$$ane, 

Sadd 1441 (X 390) 
pres. va$ayati, va$eti, Sadd II 537,8 
pp. va$ita-, Pv II 2.4, Ja I 150,28, II 31,7, III 356,21  

vammeti “to put armor on” $ vamma- “armor”  
[Cf. Skt varmay° : varmita-, Mbh 6,55.30, sa.varmayati, K!' ad 

A)%!dhy!y# 3.1.25]  
Dh!tus"c# : v*ñ !vara$e, Dh!tup X 345, vara !vara$e, PDh!tup 606, 

Dh!tum 849, Sadd 1592 (X 271)  
pp. vammita-, Ja I 179, II 315, V 301,5*, Sv I 40  

varati “to choose” $ vara- “choice”  
[Cf. Skt varay° : varaye, Mbh 2,63.32, varaysva, Mbh 3,281.30, varayi-

tavya-, Mbh 1,96.49]  
Dh!tus"c# : vara !vara$’ -icch!su, PDh!tup 606, Dh!tum 849, vara 

vara$e, Sadd 740 (V 8), vara icch!ya., Sadd 1582 (X 308)  
Ct. : t!ha. bhadde vareyy!he ti ahe ti !mantana. … eva. ta. aha. 

vareyya. iccheyya. ga$heyyan ti attho, Sv III 703,24, varam!no 
pa%%hayam!no, Pv-a 128,17  

Ref. : On the 

3 

rarely employed optative suffix -eyy!he, which is remini-
scent of OIA ya#%!he (1 sg. periphr. fut. mid. Taittir#ya-*ra$yaka 
1.11.4, q.v. Whitney (1889, § 947), v. Bloch (1985, 143–144) and 
Oberlies (2001, 225). 

pres. 1 sg. var!mi, Ja V 495,30*, varemi, Sadd II 559,15, 3 sg. varayati, 
vareti, Sadd II 559,14, 3 sg. varati, Ja V 329,23, 3 sg. mid. varate, 
Ja V 329,18*, 329,20*  

imper. 2 sg. vara, Ja III 353,25*, V 317,20*, 2 sg. mid. varassu, Ja III 
493,4*, 495,18*, Pv-a 128,16  

opt. 1 sg. vare, Ja IV 14,3*, 241,20*, Sadd II 559,10, 2 sg. vare, Pv II 9.41, 
Pv-a 128,14, 2 sg. vareyy!si, Pv-a 128,18, 2 sg. mid. vareyy!he D II 
267,11*, 3 sg. vareyya, Ja V 480,11*  

pass. 3 sg. mid. var&yate, Sadd II 559,11 
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pres.part. varanta-, Sadd II 359,9, varam!na-, Pv II 9.41, Pv-a 128,13 
ger. varitabba-, Ap-a, TBD, Sadd II 359,11 
pp. varita-, Mil 227,8  

v"diyati “to teach” $ v"da- “teaching”  
[Cf. Skt viv!day° : viv!dayet, Y!jñavalkyasm(ti 2,12.2, viv!dayita-, 

Mbh 3,133.20, v. BHSD s.v.]  
Ct. : tattha viv!diyant& ti vivadanti, Pj II 542,18 
Preverb : vi (v& ti viruddhe … tattha viruddhe viv!do …, Sadd III 885,3 
pr. 3 pl. viv!diyanti, Sn 832, Nidd I 173,3 
opt. 3 sg. viv!diyetha, Sn 830, Nidd I 171,1  

v"seti “to scent” $ v"sa “scent”  
[Cf. Skt v!say° : v!sayanti, Ch!ndogyopani)ad 3.16.1, v!sayitai,, Mbh 

1,176.21, !v!sayant, R 2,95.41, v. BHSD s.v. upav!sita]  
Ct. : v!setun ti gandhena v!setu., Sp VI 1207,26, v!sito va surabh& 

kara$1ako ti pupphagandhav!sacu$$!d&hi v!sito v!sa. g!h!pito 
pas!dhanasamuggo viya sugandhi, Th#-a 200,19  

Preverb : upa 
pres. 3 pl. v!senti, Vin I 211,32 
aor. 3 sg. av!sesi, Ja V 33,18*, 33,23 
caus. 2 sg. v!s!pesi, Ja V 33,23 
pp. v!sita-, Th# 253, Th#-a 149,9, 199,3, Pv-a 164,2 (upa)  
inf. v!setu., Vin I 211,34, II 120,28 
abs. v!setv!, Vin I 211,34, Ja IV 52,1, V 321,23  

visuddhayati “to purify” $ visuddha- “pure”  
[Cf. Skt vi-uddha°, R 2,11.14] 
Ct. : visuddh! hoti ratti visuddhayati, Kacc-v 441, Sadd II 587,22  
pres. 3 sg. visuddhayati, Sadd II 587,9  

vis)k"yeti “to distort” $ vis)ka- “distorting”  
Ct. : vis'k!yit!n& ti !d&ni hi visevan!c!ra. kathesi sabb! n’ eva h’ añña-

maññavevacan!ni, Ps III 158,9  
pp. vis'k!yita-, M I 234,19 446,5, foll., S II 62,15 foll.  
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vedhati “to tremble” $ vidhita- “trembling” < viddha x *vithita  
[Cf. Skt vyathita-, Mbh 3,61.113, pravyathita-, Mbh 6,33,20, sa.pravya–

thita°, R 1,36.15, viddha-, Mbh 3,2.65, praviddha-, Mbh 6,92.71]  
Dh!tus"c# : vyatha(m) bhayasa.calanayo,, Dh!tup I 868, vyadha t!1ane, 

IV 78, vyatha dukkha-bhaya-calanesu, PDh!tup 130, Sadd 420 (I 801), 
vyatha bh&ti-calesu ca, Dh!tum 188, vyadha t!2ane, Sadd 1150 (IV 72)  

Preverb : a, pa, sam-pa 
Ref. : See Oberlies (2001, 64, 251) on the formal development of °vedhati.  
pres. 3 sg. vedhati, D II 12,18 (sam-pa+), S V 402,11, Sn 899, Th 42, 3 

pl. vedhanti, Th 705, Ja II 191,16, Nidd I 50,12  
opt. 3 sg. vedheyya, Sn 902, 923 (sam-pa+), 928 (pa+), Nidd II 317,3, 

foll.  
pres.part. vedham!na-, D II 22,2 (pa+), S I 110,30*, Sn 213 (a+), Nidd I 

50,14, vedhiyam!na-, Dhp-a II 249  
ger. °pavedhitabba-, Nidd-a TBD 
pp. vedhita-, S I 148,7 (pa+), Sn 902 (sam+), Cp III 11,13  

sa&voh"rati “to trade” $ sa&voh"ra- “trade”  
[Cf. Skt sa.vyavaharati : sa.vyavah!rya, N!radasm(ti 2,14.10, sa.-

vyavah!ram!$a-, D#vy!vad!na 259]  
Ct. : sa.voh!ram!no ti kathento, Mp III 172,1  
Ref. : On vo 0 vyava v. Oberlies (2001, 126).  
pres.part. sa.voh!ram!na-, A II 188,10  

sa!k"yati “to feel doubt” $ sa!k"- “doubt”  
[Cf. Skt -a"kate : -a"kam!na, R 3,23.10] 
Dh!tus"c# : -aki -a"k!yam, Dh!tup I 91, sa"ka sa"k!ya., PDh!tup 4, saki 

sa"k!ya, Dh!tum 6, saki sa"k!ya., Sadd 21 (I 86)  
pres.part. sa"k!ya(nt)-, Vin II 274,26  

sa!g"meti “to fight” $ sa!g"ma- “fight”  
[Cf. Skt sa"gr!may° : sisa"gr!mayi#u, Bha%%ik!vya 3,47, Rem. : sa"gr!-

ma. k* : sa"gr!mam akurvan, Mbh 6,15.17, v. also BHSD s.v. 
sa.gr!mayati]  
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Dh!tus"c# : sa"gr!ma yuddhe, Dh!tup X 433, sa"g!ma yuddhe, 
PDh!tup 605,  

Dh!tum 847, Sadd 1673 (X 376) 
Ct. : sa"g!meyy!m! ti sa"g!ma. kareyy!ma yujjheyy!ma, Mp IV 201,20  
pres. 3 sg. sa"g!mayati, Sadd II 558,20, sa"g!meti, It 75,16, Sadd II 558,20  
opt. 1 pl. sa"g!meyy!ma, A V 432,8 
aor. 3 pl. sa"g!mesu., S I 84,10, A V 432,9, Sadd II 558,21 
fut. 3 sg. sa"g!messati, Vin II 195,21, 3 pl. sa"g!messanti, S I 225,1 
pres.part. sa"g!menta-, Vin III 108,27  

sajjh"yati “to study” $ sajjh"ya- “study”  
[Cf. Skt sv!dhy!ya° : v. BHSG pg. 238 for forms and citations.] 
Ct. : Rem. : sa"g!yitabban ti v!cetabba. sajjh!yitabba., Sv III 911,16  
pres. 3 sg. sajjh!yati, Mil 10,10 
fut. 1 sg. sajjh!yiss!mi, Mil 13,2 
caus. 3 sg. pres. sajjh!payati, Ja III 28,22*, 2 sg. imper. sajjh!y!pehi, Mil 

10,10  
pres.part. sajjh!yanta-, Pa%%h 83 
ger. sajjh!ya, S I 202,21  

sadd"yati “to emit a sound” $ sadda- “a sound”  
[Cf. Skt -abd"y° : -abdyate, Mbh 12,59.12, -abd!yante-, Vikramacarita 

I,56, anu-abdita-, Mbh 1,61.83]  
Dh!tus"c# : -abda bh!#a$e kriy!y!m upasarg!d!vi#k!re, Dh!tup X 239, 

sadda saddane, Sadd 1486 (X 171)  
Ct. : eva. upagamanato tad! pi sadd!yanto ti dhamadhama iti eva. 

sadda. karonto anuravadassanañheta. d!vaggino, Cp-a TBD, 
Rem. : kuvanto ti sadd!yanto, Nidd-a I TBD  

Preverbs : anu, vi  
pres. 3 sg. saddayati, Sadd II 542,26, 542,26 (vi+), sadd!yati, Mil 258,28, 

As 114,23 (anu+), Dhp-a II 264,18, Sadd II 542,27, saddeti, Sadd II 
542,26, 542,26 (vi+), 2 sg. mid. saddayase [sic], Pv IV 8.1, IV 16.1  

opt. 3 sg. sadd!yeyya, Mil 259,18  
pass. 3 sg. sadd&yati, Sadd II 543,1  
pres.part. sadd!yanta-, Cp III 9,4  
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sant"rati “to calm” $ santa- “calm”  
Ct. : santa. karoti sant!rati, Kacc-v 441  
pres. 3 sg. sant!rati, Kacc-v 441  

samudd"yati “to be like an ocean” $ samudda- “ocean”  
[Cf. Skt samudr!y° : samudr!yate, M(cchaka%ika 9.262] 
Ct. : ta2!ka. samuddam iva att!nam !carati samudd!yati, Kacc TBD 
pres. 3 sg. samudd!yati, Sadd II 587,5  

samodh"neti “to connect” $ samodh"na- “connection”  
[Cf. Skt samavadh!na-, Ratnak#rtinibandh!vali (p. 40, Thakur”s ed.)]  
aor. 3 sg. samodh!nesi, Ja I 123,7, 126,10, 136,6, IV 196,21 
abs. samodh!netv!, Ja I 15,10, 44,23, Sv I 18,33, Pj II 167,16  

s"rajj"yati “to feel ashamed” $ s"rajja- “shame”  
[Cf. Skt sa.lajj° : sa.lajjam!na-, R 2,49.10] 
Dh!tus"c# : olasj& vr&1!y!m, Dh!tup VI 11, lajja lajjane, PDh!tup 72, 

Dh!tum 85, Sadd 237 (VI 10) 
Ref. : See Oberlies (2001, 35, 97) on sa. 3 s!.  
pres.part. s!rajj!yam!na°, S III 92,32, 92,33  

sukheti “to please” $ sukha- “pleasure”  
[Cf. Skt sukhay° : sukhita-, Mbh 12,144.5, A'okan sukhayite, PE VII(U) 

(v. Norman 1975, 20), sukh!pay!mi, RE VI G (~ sukh!y!mi, RE VI 
K) (v. Oberlies 2007, 219), G!ndh!r# sukhayami, CKI 6, 16]  

Dh!tus"c# : sukha tatkriy!y!m, Dh!tup X 475, sukha takriye, Dh!tum 
752, sukha takkiriy!yam, Sadd 41 (X 383)  

Ct. : sukh!peyy! ti sukhasmi. yeva pati%%h!peyya, Ja VI 477,15, … tattha 
sukhan ti sukhayat& ti sukha. | yass’ uppajjati ta. sukhita. karot& ti 
attho, Sadd II 327,27  

Preverb : a (neg.)  
pres. 1 sg. sukh!mi, Sadd II 328,23, 1 pl. sukh!ma, Sadd II 328,23, 2 sg. 

sukhasi, Sadd II 328,23, 2 pl. sukhatha, Sadd II 328,23, 3 sg. sukhati, 
Sadd II 327,25 foll., sukhayati, As 41,24, Sadd II 327,27, foll., 
sukh!yati Ps IV 199,1, sukheti D III 130, S I 90,7, A II 67,33, Sadd II 
327,33, 3 pl. sukhanti, Sadd II 328,23, sukhenti, D I 51,15, foll.  
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caus. 3 sg. pres. sukh!payati, Sadd II 328,1, sukh!peti, Sadd II 327,34, 
3 sg. opt. sukh!peyya Ja VI 477,12*, 477,15´, Sadd II 538,7, abs. 
sukh!petv! D II 202,12, 204,3, inf. sukh!petu6 Ja II 236,28*, 237,6, 
237,8, V 115,21, pp. sukh!pita- Mil 79,8  

pres.part. sukh!yam!na- Ja II 31,4 (a+), sukhenta- Pv-a 283,17  
pp. sukh!yita, Sp sukhita- S I 52,11*, Sn 1029, Th 103, Vibh 356,29  

sukkhati “to dry up” $ sukkha- “dry”  
[Cf. Skt -ú#ka- : RV 1.68.3, pari-u#ka-, Mbh 1,32.5, vi-u#ka-, Caraka-

Sa,hit! 9,11.2, -u#kay°, -u#kitu., D#vy!vad!na 27,254.32]  
Dh!tus"c# : -u# -o#a$e, Dh!tup IV 80, susa sosane, PDh!tup 457, Sadd 

1194 (IV 74)  
Ct. : Rem. tattha socayissat& ti sokupp!danena sukkh!pessati, Ja III 

419,16  
Preverb : pari, vi  
pres. 3 sg. sukkhati, Mil 152,12, Sp II 388,12, V 1055,11, Ps II 260,36, 3 

pl. sukkhanti, Sp III 518,12  
caus. 3 sg. pres. sukkh!peti, Th-a II 178,3, 2 sg. imper. sukkh!pehi, Nidd 

I 434,2, aor. sukkh!pesi, Ja III 491,11, fut. sukkh!pessati, Ja III 
419,16´, pres.part. sukkh!penta-, Ja I 126,21, sukkh!payam!na-, S I 
8,12*, pp. sukkh!pita-, Ps III 283,10, abs. sukkh!petv!, Vin IV 86,20  

pres.part. sukkhanta-, Ja I 498,16, Mp II 63,7, sukkham!na-, Ja I 304,28, 
Ps II 260,10  

pp. sukkhita-, Mil 303,7, 303,7 (vi+), 303,11 (pari+)  

seseti “to spare” $ asesa- “spare”  
[Cf. Skt -e#ay° : -e#ita-, Mbh 12,37.24, a-e#ayitv!, Kum!rasa,bhava 

7,29.1] Ct. : asesites' ti na sesitesu nissesesu ti attho, Ja III 153,18´ 
Preverbs : a, an-ava 
pp. sesita-, Ja III 153,14* (a+)  
abs. sesetv!, Ja III 376,21 (a+), 370,17 (an-ava+)  
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Pali mant! and mantabh!"in 
Martin Straube 

Pali mantabh!"in has been discussed repeatedly for over one hundred 
years. Recently, B.G. Levman objected to the opinio communis to 
derive manta- from manda- as transmitted in parallel versions in other 
Buddhist dialects.1 Although Levman brought forward important argu-
ments against this view, he did not arrive at a final conlusion as to how 
to interpret this expression. Moreover, focusing on mantabh!"in Levman 
did not pay particular attention to the meaning and usage of mant! in 
canonical Pali texts. However, this seems to precisely be an important 
clue to an understanding and reasonable interpretation of the former 
expression. It may, therefore, be worthwhile to collect all the available 
evidence concerning both words as completely as possible and discuss 
the problem once again on that basis. 
 The word mant! occurs several times in presumably old text passages 
from the Pali canon. It has been interpreted in three ways : (1) as an 
absolutive of #man “to think”,2 (2) as nominative singular of an action 
noun mantar (Skt mant$) from the same root, or (3) by the commen-
tators, as a feminine noun mant! meaning “understanding”. Mant! 
occurs in different contexts of which a prominent one is concerned with 
the right way to speak. A key passage seems to be the following from 
the Sampas!dan"yasutta where S!riputta praises the Buddha’s behaviour 
in speech (bhassasam!c!ra): 

                                                             
1 See Senart 1898, p. 233 ; Lüders 1954, p. 126 (§ 167) ; Brough 1962, p. 249 

(with a summary of the discussion up to then) ; Levman 2014, pp. 388–94. 
2 Ardham!gadh" has the same form. Apart from mant! at issue here, absolutives 

related to Pali maññati are extremely rare in canonical texts, the only 
occurence being maññitv! at Th 741. This form occurs also in the a%%hakath!s 
and later, besides mantv! (with the occasional v.l. mant!, e.g. at Mhv 12:25 ; 
12:50 ; Sadd 75,25 et infra). Post-canonical verse texts beginning with the 
Mah!va#sa also have mantv!na and maññiya. 
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idha bhante ekacco na c’ eva mus!v!d&pasa'hita'

 

v!ca'

 

bh!sati, na 
ca vebh&tiya'

 

na ca pesuniya'

 

na ca s!rambhaja'

 

jay!pekkho ; mant! 
mant! v!cam bh!sati nidh!navati'

 

k!lena.  
D III 106,21ff.3 

In this connection, sir, someone does not speak words that involve lying, 
nor destructive or slanderous [words], nor impetuous [words] with a 
view to [gain] victory. He speaks after careful consideration words that 
are rich in content at the right moment. 

Since it is hardly reasonable to interpret the double mant! as two nouns, 
it seems obvious to take it as an absolutive “having considered, or 
reflected” with the double mant! mant! expressing either an intensified 
meaning “having considered carefully” or an iteration “having con-
sidered again and again”. The commentary, however, explains the 
passage as follows : 

ettha mant! vuccati paññ!; mant!ya paññ!ya.  puna mant! ti upa-
parikkhitv!.  ida'

 

vutta'

 

hoti : bhassasam!c!re

 

%hito divasabh!gam pi 
kathento paññ!ya upaparikkhitv! yuttakatham eva katheti. 

(Sv 892,15ff.) 
Here, mant! means “understanding” ; [used as an instrumental] mant!ya 
[it means] “with understanding”. Mant! also [means] “having investi-
gated”. This is meant : One who is firm in the [right] way to speak utters 
only appropriate words after having investigated with understanding, 
even if he tells what the time of the day is. 

Mant! is explained here in two ways, first as a feminine noun “under-
standing” used as a truncated instrumental,4 and second as an absolutive 
“having investigated”. Based on this analysis, the double mant! mant! 
has, as it seems, been taken in twofold meaning with the first mant! 
interpreted as “with understanding” and the second as “having investi-
gated”. The interpretation of mant! as a truncated instrumental of a 
feminine noun is a stock explanation repeated at various places in the 
commentaries, while the twofold explanation as feminine instrumental 

                                                             
3 The Sanskrit parallel in D"rgh!gama 16 (Pras!dan"yas$tra, § 6, ed. DiSimone 

2020) has no equivalent to mant! mant!. I am grateful to Charles DiSimone 
(Gent) who provided me with his unpublished thesis. 

4 On such forms see Oberlies 2019, p. 226. 
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and absolutive is given also at text passages with a single mant!.5 A 
feminine noun mant! “understanding” is not attested outside Pali 
exegetical texts and would be difficult to explain.6 It rather gives the 
impression of an artificial explanation, perhaps based on an old 
misunderstanding, and can be disregarded as a historically correct 
explanation for the canonical mant!. The second gloss with the absolu-
tive upaparikkhitv! however, could go back to an older explanation of 
mant! as that what it appears to be, namely an absolutive (see below).7 

 A stanza from the Suttanip!ta describes the Buddha’s way to speak 
in terms that are quite similar to the passage from the D"gha-nik!ya : 

mus! ca so na bha"ati,  
 — iti S!t!giro yakkho — 
atho na kh("avyappatho, 

atho vebh&tiyan n!ha, mant! attha'

 

so bh!sati. 
Sn 159 

“He does not speak falsely,”  
 (said the yakkha S!t!gira),  
“and his way of speaking is not rough. 
He does not say what is destructive. 
With reflection, he speaks what is meaningful.”8 

                                                             
5 Nidd I 346,9ff. ad Sn 916 ; Mp III 402,23f. ad A III 399,23* ; twofold explanation 

at Pj II 204,22f. ad Sn 159 ; 402,24ff. ad Sn 455 ; Vv-a 262,22 ad Vv 63:6. 
Double mant! is attested again only as a variant reading for D III 8,4f. matta'

 

matta', quoted in the Sv and explained in the same manner as above : matta'

 

mattan ti pam!"ayutta'

 

pam!"ayutta'. mant! mant! ti pi p!%ho ; paññ!ya 
upaparikkhitv! ti attho. (Sv 821,1f. ; Be, Se so ; Ce, Ee mantv! mantv!) All 
editions of the canonical text available to me read matta'

 

matta'. 
6 Aside from the commentaries there is Abh 153 : bh&r( mant! ca paññ!"a'

 

ñ!"a'

 

vijj! ca yoni ca, cf. 979 : mant! paññ!yam uccate. The Saddan"ti 
derives mant! besides manta (Skt mantra) from a verbal root mant- (manta 
guttabh!sa"e … mant! manto … ettha mant! ti paññ!, gavesanasaññ! ti pi 
vadanti ; Sadd 539,14ff.). 

7 It should be noted that the older subcommentary explains the commentary’s 
gloss upaparikkhitv! with the allegedly synonymous absolutive mantetv! 
(from manteti, Skt mantrayate), thereby suggesting a relation between mant! 
and mantetv! which is hardly tenable; see Sv-p& III 95,27ff. : mant! ti ida'

 

mantetv! ti imin! sam!nattha'

 

nip!tapadan ti !ha upaparikkhitv! ti. 
8 Translation Bodhi 2017 ; emphasis added. K.R. Norman, in his translation, 

takes mant! here as in all other places in the Suttanip!ta as a nominative 
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 A last passage in this context I would like to quote here provides 
evidence for a negated form amant!. In the Subhasutta of the Majjhima-
nik!ya, the Buddha asks the brahmin student Subha about his teachers: 
katam! tesa'

 

seyyo, ya'

 

v! te mant! v!ca'

 

bh!seyyu', ya'

 

v! 
amant! ti ? “What is better for them, that they would speak after 
consideration or without consideration ?” The answer is, of course: 
mant!, bho Gotama. (M II 202,13ff.) It should be noted that the 
commentary does not quote the stock explanation, but glosses with two 
absolutives: mant! ti tulayitv! pariga"hitv!, “Mant! [means] having 
weighed, having considered”. (Ps III 447,14) 
 Other stanzas from the Suttanip!ta are concerned with understanding 
things right and acting accordingly :  

na br!hma"o no ’mhi na r!japutto, 
na vess!yano uda koci no ’mhi,  
gotta'

 

pariññ!ya puthujjan!na'

  

akiñcano manta car!mi loke. 
    Sn 455 
I am not a brahmin nor am I a prince ; 
I am not a vessa or anything else. 
Having fully understood the clan of worldlings,  
owning nothing, with reflection I live in the world. 
m&la'

 

papañcasa'kh!y!  
 — ti Bhagav! —  
mant! asm( ti sabbam uparundhe 
y! k!ci ta"h! ajjhatta' 
t!sa'

 

vinay! sad! sato sikkhe. 
    Sn 916 
“By reflection, he should stop [the conceit] ‘I am,’ 
the entire root of concepts due to proliferation,”  
  [the Blessed One said]. 
“Whatever cravings there may be internally, 
he should always train mindfully for their removal.”9 

                                                                                                                           
mant! “a thinker” without giving a reason for his choice (Norman 2015 ; cf. 
the note ad 159). He may not have been aware of the passage from the D"gha-
nik!ya in view of which this interpretation seems unlikely, at least for the 
stanza in question. 

9 Translations Bodhi 2017 ; emphasis added. The shortened final in 455b manta 
is due to the metre. 
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 Finally, I would like to briefly discuss a passage that has come down 
to us in Pali as well as in two other Indian Buddhist idioms (and in part 
also in Ardham!gadh").10 The Pali runs: 

pa%ikacc’ eva ta'

 

kayir! ya'

 

jaññ! hitam attano  
na s!ka%ikacint!ya mant! dh(ro parakkame (1)  
yath! s!ka%iko pantha'11 sama' hitv! mah!patha' 
visama'

 

maggam !ruyha akkhacchinno va jh!yati12 (2)  
eva'

 

dhamm! apakkamma adhammam anuvattiya  
mando maccumukha'

 

patto akkhachinno va jh!yat( ti (3)  
(1) Already in advance one should do what one knows is to one’s own 

benefit. A wise one should not knowingly strive for the worry of a 
carter:  

(2) As a carter who has left the main road, [that] even way,13 and 
entered an uneven road, broods when his axle is broken, (3) so the 
slow-witted person who, having abandoned what is good and 

                                                             
10S I 57,19*ff. = Mil 66,27*ff. Parallels : PDhp 110–12, Ud!na-v 4:16–18, Utt 

5:14–15 (corresponding to stanzas 2–3). These stanzas form a fixed triplet, as 
the parallel versions show. Only in the Sa#yutta-nik!ya they are preceded by 
another triplet that is also found at Dhp 66–68. This, as well as the fact that 
the commentary on the Sa#yutta-nik!ya does not comment on the first triplet, 
but starts rightaway with the first stanza of the second (Spk I 113,14 : dutiye 
pa%ikacc’ ev! ti), and the evidence of the parallel versions in the PDhp and 
Ud!na-v where the first and the second triplets are found in different places, 
suggest that both triplets originally did not belong together, but have been 
combined at some point in the Sa#yutta-nik!ya. 

11Ce, Ee pantha', Be (also at Mil) ma%%ha', Se (also at Mil) pasattha', Ce, Ee, 
Ee2 (at Mil) n!ma. 

12Spk sees a verb avajh!yati here: akkhacchinno ’vajh!yat( ti akkhacchinno 
avajh!yati, balavacintana' cinteti. (Spk I 113,14ff.) 

13As the variants indicate, the text is problematic here. I stick with the reading 
pantha' that seems to be reflected in meaning by PDhp 111 m!gga' and 
Ud!na-v 4:17 m!rga'. Utt 5:14 has j!"a' “knowingly” which makes good 
sense in view of the first stanza that has, however, no counterpart here : jah! 
s!ga)io j!"a' sama' hicc! mah!paha' (Utt 5:14a–b), “As a charioteer, who 
against his better judgement leaves the smooth highway […]” (Jacobi 1895). 
The paraphrase in the %(k! on Spk seems to echo this in negated form: yath! 
s!ka%iko aj!nitv! visame magge saka%a' p!jento akkhe chinne patik!tu' [v.l. 
pakatetu'] avisahanto dukkh( dummano balavacintana' cinteti, mahanta' 
cittasant!pa' p!pu"!ti, eva' adhammav!d( maccumukha' patto balava-
cittasant!pa' p!pu"!ti. (Spk-& I 155,19ff.) 
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followed what is against the good, has reached the mouth of Death 
broods as if his axle is broke%.14 

Mant! is only one of several ambiguities in these stanzas. Various 
possibilities of interpretation have been adapted in previous translations, 
but it rarely becomes clear how the word has been understood by the 
translators.15 In my view, the first stanza fits well in the context of 
considered action, similar to the stanzas quoted above, which is why I 
understand mant! to be an absolutive here too. Another ambiguity lies 
in the oblique case ending -cint!ya which I took as a dative,16 while 
others took it as an instrumental, as is also reflected in the parallel 
version of the Ud!navarga (4:16–18). Here, the first stanza of the triplet 
runs: 

pratiyaty’ eva tat kury!d yaj j!ned dhitam !tmanah. 
na *!ka%ikacint!bhir manda' dh(ra+ par!kramet. 
      Ud!na-v 4:16 

                                                             
14One could take akkhacchinno here as a pun on the same expression in the 

second stanza : “broods as if his senses are destroyed”. Spk I 113,16f. : 
akkhacchinno viya. 

15Bhikkhu Bodhi takes it explicitely as nominative singular mant! : “The 
thinker, the wise one, should not advance / With the reflection of the carter.” 
(Bodhi 2000, p. 154) Less clear are W. Geiger, “Nicht soll der einsichtige 
Weise im Denken mit dem Fuhrmann wetteifern” [“The insightful sage shall 
not compete in thinking with the carter.”] (Geiger 1930, p. 92), and Bhikkhu 
Ny!natiloka, “Denke nicht wie manch ein Kärrner, / Sondern kämpfe klug und 
stark.” [“Do not think like some carter, but fight wisely and hard.”] 
(Nyanatiloka 1985, p. 94). I.B. Horner — “He, who is steadfast in wisdom, in 
exertion has no ‘carter’s thoughts’” (Horner 1963, p. 91) — with reference to 
the commentarial explanation of Sn 159 (mant! = paññ!) took mant!dh(ro as 
a compound. In T.W. Rhys Davids’ rendering, “Not with the carter’s mode of 
thought, but firm / Let him, with resolution, step right out” (Rhys Davids 
1890–94, pp. 102f.), as well as in Finot’s, “Qui’il marche ferme dans la 
sagesse et non à la manière du charretier” (Finot 1923, p. 115), one cannot 
recognise how mant! was understood. 

16Compare, for example, Vin III 172,31 : yo pana bhikkhu samaggassa sa,ghassa 
bhed!ya parakkameyya, “Should any bhikkhu attempt to cause schism in a 
united Sa'gha […]” (Pruitt & Norman 2008, pp. 16/17). 
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The most serious difference to the Pali is manda' instead of mant!, but 
the instrumental -cint!bhir17 standing for Pali -cint!ya also has con-
sequences, since it restricts the scope for interpretation. In this version 
the second half of the stanza may be translated as :  

The wise one should not proceed slowly/cautiously with the thoughts/ 
anxieties of a carter. 

Or, if one does not construe the negation particle na with the verb, but 
with *!ka%ikacint!bhir (which is not unproblematic) :  

Not with the thoughts of a carter, [but] slowly/cautiously should the 
wise one proceed. 

As one can see, the line does not allow for a straightforward inter-
pretation. Notwithstanding how one construes the na, and whether one 
takes manda' in its basic meaning “slowly”, or rather as “cautiously”,18 

the sense of the simile as expressed in the Pali is hardly recognisable. In 
the Pali the advice given seems to be clear : One should act prudently 
and not rush into desaster, as a carter who ruins his axle by leaving the 
even road for a rugged bypath. How the version in the Ud!navarga is to 
be understood, however, is not clear to me.19 
 As already mentioned, this triplet is transmitted in a third Indian 
version, namely in the so-called Patna Dhammapada (PDhp 110–12). 
Again, I quote the first stanza only : 

pa%ikacc’ eva ta' kayir! ya' ñ!yy! hitam !ttano 
na *!ka%ikamanti ssa manta' dh(ro par!krame 
     PDhp 110 

The second half is problematic. Instead of Pali -cint!ya and Ud!na-v 
-cint!bhir, the PDhp has the unclear -manti ssa. M. Cone takes ssa 
either as a sandhi form for an optative 3rd singular assa, or as a particle 

                                                             
17The plural is probably due to metrical reasons since a singular -cintay! would 

result in the problematic cadence ˘ – ˘ –. 
18SWTF s.v. “behutsam (?)”. 
19Neither Lévi’s rendering, “Pas d’idées de charretier ! Que le sage ne fasse pas 

effort mollement ?” (Lévi 1912, p. 253), nor Hahn’s more literal, “Der Kluge 
darf nicht unentschlossen sein, mit den Bedenken eines Wagenlenkers” [“The 
wise one must not be undecided, with the concerns of a charioteer”] (Hahn 
2007, p. 25), go well with the simile of the carter. 
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(Skt sma).20 Neither option appears satisfactory to me, nor does a 
reading as -mantissa, but I cannot offer any better solution. More 
important for my argument is that PDhp manta' here agrees with Pali 
mant! in showing unvoiced -nt- angainst voiced -nd- in the Ud!na-v 
version. However, the transmitted ending -a' against Pali -! makes it 
diffcult to interpret the reading. Whether this is due to “a version not 
marking length of vowels or anusv!ra”, as Cone has suggested, or to a 
corruption of original *mant! cannot be decided. There are, however, 
good reasons to believe that PDhp manta' goes back to *mant! as in 
the Pali (see below). 
 After evaluating all occurences of mant! in the Pali canon (most of 
which have been discussed here) I am of the opinion that in all passages, 
except for one (see below), an absolutive “after/with reflection” is the 
preferable interpretation. Even if it appears not unreasonable in some 
passages to take mant! as an agent noun “a thinker”, a careful analysis 
of context and style rather suggests an absolutive. Take for instance the 
following passage, again from the Suttanip!ta : 

ko ubhantam abhiññ!ya majjhe mant! na lippati 
ka' br&si mah!puriso ti ko idha sibbanim accag!. 
     Sn 1040 c–f 

 This is followed by another stanza (1042) that answers these three 
questions in the same wording by replacing the question markers ko … 
ka' … ko with so … ta' … so. Bhikkhu Bodhi renders it in his recent 
translation with: 

Who, having directly known both ends, 
by reflection does not get stuck in the middle ? 
Whom do you call a great man ? 
Who here has transcended the seamstress ?21 

  

                                                             
20Cone 1986, p. 237f.; she translates, “A wise man should not, with the plans of 

a carter, advance sluggishly. (Or : One should not have the plans of a carter ; 
the wise man should advance after consideration.)” K.R. Norman also 
suggests ssa < Skt sma (Norman 2008, p. 10 ; originally published in 1989).  

21Translation Bodhi 2017 ; emphasis added. 
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 In the A'guttara-nik!ya these two stanzas, combined in one, are 
quoted as follows :22 

yo23 ubhante viditv!na majjhe mant! na limpati 
ta' br&mi mah!puriso ti so ’dha sibbanim accag!. 
     A III 399,23*f. 

The same translator some years earlier translated : 
Having understood both ends, 
the wise one does not stick in the middle. 
I call him a great man: 
he has here transcended the seamstress.24 

Here, both interpretations appear equally reasonable, one could even 
claim that the interpretation as action noun “thinker” may appear even 
slightly better in the stanza as it is quoted in the A'guttara-nik!ya. But, 
if one considers the structure of the stanza in the Suttanip!ta an 
apposition mant! “thinker” to the first ko would disturb the obviously 
deliberately choosen series of unqualified questions ko ? ka' ? ko ? (to 
which two further have been added in p!das a–b not quoted above) and 
deprives the passage of much of its rhetorical force. 
 The only passage where mant! is indeed an action noun is found in 
A IV 103,21: ko mant! ko saddh!t!, … ti. Here, mant! is used as a 
periphrastic future : “Who would think, who would believe that …” 
Except for this single occurence of mant! in a special usage, an action 
noun mantar seems not to be attested in the Pali canon. 
 I am now turning to the second word to be discussed here by quoting 
another stanza that can be compared to different Indian versions. Dhp 
363 reads : 

yo mukhasaññato bhikkhu mantabh!"( anuddhato 
attha' dhammañ ca d(peti madhura' tassa bh!sita'. 
      Dhp 363 

                                                             
22The text explicitly confirms that the quotation is from the Suttanip!ta : vuttam 

ida' !vuso bhagavat! P!r!yane Metteyyapañhe. (A III 399,21f.) Note that the 
text of the Suttanip!ta as transmitted in the Sinhalese manuscripts Ck and Cb 

used by the PTS edition virtually corresponds to the quotation in the 
A'guttara-nik!ya. 

23Be, Ee, Se yo; Ce so. 
24Translation Bodhi 2012 ; emphasis added. 
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The word mantabh!"( occurs in several places in the Pali canon, except 
in one always in stanzas in the p!da mantabh!"( anuddhato (or plural 
… anuddhat!),25 and has puzzled both modern and ancient interpreters. 
To begin with the latter, it suffices to quote just two examples from the 
commentaries, scil. mant! vuccati paññ!, t!ya pana bha"anas(lo 
(Dhp-a IV 93,7f. ad Dhp 363), and mant! vuccati paññ!, t!ya 
upaparikkhitv! bha"at( ti mantabh!"( (Th-a I 33,11f. ad Th 2), to see 
that manta- is explained in the same way as mant!, namely as an 
instrumental of a feminine (!) noun.26 
 Modern interpretors have looked at parallel versions already some 
time ago. In view of the readings manabha"i transmitted in the so-called 
G!ndh!r" Dhammapada (GDhp) 54, and mandabh!-( in Ud!navarga 
8:9, scholars27 have suggested to see Pali manta- as a hypercorrect form 
of orginal mand(r)a-. However, as Levman rightly points out (p. 392), 
there is a semantic problem. If one takes it as Skt manda in its basic 
meaning “slow” or “weak” one arrives at “speaking slowly/weakly/ 
softly” what is obviously not appropriate, even if one ignores pejorative 
overtones that the word manda frequently has. But, according to the 
general usage in Sanskrit, also followed in Buddhist texts,28 this is 
exactly what manda means when used in connection with speaking or 
voice. Already Senart has suggested to take it as “speaking little” (“qui 
parle peu”) which looks more reasonable. Lüders has proposed to see 
                                                             
25Besides Dhp 363 and the related stanza Ja II 350,17*f. in Sn 850, Th 2 and Th" 

281. On the prose passage A III 254,16 see below. 
26The Th-a seems to consider an alternative derivation from manta (Skt mantra) 

which, as far as I can see, is unparalleled : mantabha"anavasena v! bha"at( ti 
mantabh!"(. (Th-a I 33,13 ; Ee erroneously reads -bha"avasena.) 

27H. Lüders referring to a remark by É. Senart and J. Brough ; see above, n. 1. 
28Cf. pw s.v. “eine schwache, leise Stimme” [“a weak, low voice”] ; for Bud-

dhist texts see, e.g., m$dubh!"( mandabh!"( ((ik)!samuccaya, Bendall 1902, 
p. 124,18). The (r!vakabh$mi includes the term mandabh!"( on the one hand 
in a list of characteristics of a person with deluded behavior (mohacaritasya 
pudgalasya li,g!ni), but on the other in a list of characteristics of one who is 
without passion (v(tar!gasya li,g!ni ; Shukla 1973, p. 187,6 and 469,16 ; in the 
first place the manuscript reads mandabh!g( which has been emended to 
-bh!-( in Matsunami 2007, p. 28,9, according to Tibetan smra ba .an pa; 
however, -bh!"( seems preferable). 
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the oldest word form in *mandra-bh!"in meaning “speaking kindly” 
(“freundlich redend”), but this has been objected to by Brough on 
phonetical reasons in view of the received GDhp form mana- that he 
expected in this case to be rather *madra-. Instead, Brough refers to 
GDhp 237 where mana-bha"i stands for Pali mita-b!"in (Dhp 227) and 
feels that “‘speaking in moderation’ is adequate in all the passages 
quoted”.29 This interpretation is also found in Prajñ!varman’s com-
mentary on the Ud!navarga as well as in its Tibetan translation, not-
withstanding the semantic ambiguity involved.30 
 The third parallel version in PDhp 54 could not have been taken into 
consideration by Brough and the scholars before him because it was not 
known to them.31 The reading mant!bh!-( preserved here can be 
compared to manta' in PDhp 110 discussed above where Pali has 
mant!. The evidence of both passages clearly shows that, as in Pali, 
unvoiced -nt- is present in the dialect of the PDhp. We have, therefore, 
to assume a shared dialectal predecessor for the PDhp and the Pali 
tradition on the one side, and for the dialect of the GDhp (and G!ndh!r", 
see below) and the Ud!na-v on the other. We also see that PDhp has 
mant!- instead of Pali manta- which hints to a connection between Pali 
mantabh!"in and mant!. This connection has been considered seriously 
first by Levman, and I would like to present some additional evidence 
here that is important in my opinion. 
 Above I have quoted some passages that show how Pali mant! was 
used in the context of the correct way to speak what already indicates a 
                                                             
29Brough 1962, p. 249; see p. 98f. (§ 46) for the peculiar develpment of nd > n 

in the dialect of the GDhp. 
30Ud!navargavivara%a ad Ud!na-v 8:10 : dal bus smra .i, [mandabh!-(] .es bya 

ba ni ñu, ,u smra ba yin te, “ ‘speaking slowly’ [means] speaking little” ; ad 
28:8: dal bus smra ba [mandabh!-(] .es bya ba ni ,ag legs par bsdams pa yin 
pa’i phyir ro, “ ‘speaking slowly’ [is said] because he is well restrained in 
speech” (Balk 1984, p. 372,30 and 777,24f.) ; the Tibetan translation in both 
stanzas of the Ud!na-v is dal bus smra ; cf. also Mvy 2389 (Ishihama 1989) 
mandabh!-yo bhavati, Tibetan ñu, ,u smra ba yin, “is one who speaks little”. 

31N.S. Shukla submitted the editio princeps of the PDhp in 1964, two years after 
the publication of Brough’s GDhp edition, as a dissertation to the University 
of Delhi, and published it as a book as late as 1979 (Shukla 1979) ; see 
Dimitrov 2020, p. 71ff., on the discovery and editorial history of the PDhp. 
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close relation to the expression mantabh!"in. But there is another 
passage that seems to be of particular significance. In the A'guttara-
nik!ya and the Pariv!ra occurs a list of the well-known four kinds of 
good verbal conduct (vac(sucarit!ni) in the following wording : sacca-
v!c!, apisu"! v!c!, sa"h! v!c!, mant!bh!s! (A II 141,8 = 228,16; Vin V 
126,38). Despite some variant readings32 the cummulative evidence of 
the available editions points to mant!bh!s! with mant!- instead of 
manta- as it occurs in mantabh!"in discussed above. Here, mant!bh!s! 
stands as a positive term for the list’s fourth item that more frequently is 
put negatively as samphappal!p! verama"( “abstaining from idle 
chatter”.33 The commentary on the A'guttara-nik!ya gives the standard 
explanation for mant! as a truncated intrumental of a feminine noun 
meaning “understanding”.34 The context of the canonical passage makes 
it clear that this explanation, even though etymologically unsatisfactory, 
gives the required meaning for mant!bh!s! as “judicious speech”, the 
opposite of samphappal!pa “idle chatter, meaningless talk”, while an 
interpretation as “moderate speech” fits the context less well. A similar 
list of the four vac(sucarit!ni is preserved also in a commentary on the 
Sa'g"tis$tra in G!ndh!r":35 

catvari vaya(sucarita) <·> (sacava)ya sraŒvavaya ma'dabha*a/a 
ape*uña/a <·>  kim atra vaya <·>  ma'dasa pra'ñava'tasa ·  

                                                             
32Be mantabh!s! at A II 141,8; Ee mant!v!c!, Be mantav!c!, Ce matt!bhassa' 

(< mant!- ?) at A II 228,16 ; Se mattabh!s! at Vin V 126,38. 
33Compare, for example, Caillat 1984. The list quoted above finds an echo in Sv 

963,7f. : amus! apisu"! apharus! mantabh!"ino. 
34Mp III 134,4f. : mant!sa,kh!t!ya paññ!ya paricchinditv! kathitakath! (Ce, Ee 

so; Be, Se manta-) ; cf. also the subcommentaries on the Vinaya, Sp-& III 
474,1f. : matiy! upaparikkhitv! bh!sanato; similar Vjb 559,20 : matiy! bh!s!; 
Vmv II 289,1 : mant!ya paññ!ya kathana'. 

35I am grateful to Stefan Baums (Munich) for calling my attention to this, and 
for providing me with the relevant quotation from the unpublished text 
(British Library Fragment 15, frames 29–32, CKM 17 in Baums & Glass 2002 
foll.; reading and reconstruction Stefan Baums). The Pali Sa'g"tisutta and the 
Sanskrit version have the negatively formulated expressions samphappal!p! 
verama"( (D III 232,9) and sa'bhinnapral!p!d virati+ (Sa'g"tis$tra § IV.46, 
quoted from SWTF s.v. sa'bhinna-pral!pa). 
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The parallel to Pali mant!bh!s! comes as third in the list which is 
quoted from the text commented on and reads ma'dabha*ata. The 
commentary itself is extremely concise and, unfortunately, syntactically 
not clear. It seems that ma'dabha*ata is the only item from the list that 
is explained, but, if the word division ma'dasa pra'ñava'tasa is 
correct, it remains uncertain how the genitive should be construed. 
However, notwithstanding the unclear construction it seems that ma'da 
is explained here in a similar way as mant! in the Pali commentaries, 
namely with “understanding” (pra'ña-). According to this we can trans-
late the expression ma'dabha*ata with “state of judicious speech”. 
 This is remarkable in two respects. It shows, first, that there was an 
exegetical tradition that interpreted the word manda- in a G!ndh!r" text 
not as Skt manda “slow, weak”, and second, it indicates that the explan–
ation in the Pali commentaries is not exclusive to the Therav!dins, but is 
shared at least with a north-western tradition. Thus, the stock explan-
ation mant! = paññ! = paññ!ya in the Pali commentaries seems to go 
back to an old tradition. It is tempting to see its origin in a gloss 
*paññ!ya that was originally intended as an absolutive “having under-
stood” (Skt prajñ!ya),36 but was wrongly interpreted as an instrumental 
of paññ! which, in turn, gave rise to see in mant! a truncated instru-
mental of a feminine noun.37 
 To sum up, in view of the evidence gathered together — scil., the 
semantic overlap between Pali mant! and mantabh!"in which is also 
acknowledged by the commentaries, the testimony of the PDhp, and the 
G!ndh!r" commentary on the Sa'g"tis$tra — I would suggest to derive 
manta- in Pali mantabh!"in from the absolutive mant!, and understand 
the whole expression to mean “speaking with/after reflection”. In my 
view, this interpretation perfectly fits the context of the passages in 
question. Even the juxtaposition of bahubh!"ismi' puggale and manta-
bh!"ismi' puggale at A III 254,4ff. does not necessarily mean that 
manta- is to be taken as “moderate”, since “speaking with reflection” 
                                                             
36I cannot quote an instance of an absolutive of pra#jñ! in any Middle Indic 

dialect, but cf. forms like aññ!ya, abhiññ!ya, and pariññ!ya in Pali. 
37Differently Brough : “Although this mant! was later taken as a fem. sg., there 

is little doubt that the phrase [scil. mant! vuccati paññ!, M.S.] originally 
meant it as a nom. pl.: ‘the term “mantras” is used as a synonym for prajñ!’.” 
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can just as well be viewed as the opposite to “talking a lot ; garrulous” 
(DoP s.v.). The interpretation as “speaking with reflection” has the 
further advance to be very near in meaning to the explanation of the 
commentaries as “speaking with understanding”. The peculiar usage of 
mant! as an adverbial expression, and not as a proper absolutive of a 
transitive verb that takes an object, as well as the paucity of commonly-
used absolutives related to maññati in canonical texts, may have 
contributed to an early misunderstanding that is reflected in the com-
mentaries’ derivation of the word from an alleged feminine noun. How-
ever, the “etymological” derivation is only one — and, as so often, a not 
particularly strong — side of the explanation put forward in the com-
mentaries. The other is the proposed meaning, and here, I fail to under-
stand Lüders’ reservation against the commentaries’ understanding of 
mantabh!"( as “speaking with understanding” in view of the stereo-
typed combination with anuddhato “puffed-up, agitated”.38 On the con-
trary, mantabh!"( anuddhato “speaking with reflection, not being 
aggitated”, as I understand this phrase, goes together very well. Like-
wise, the fact pointed out by Brough that anuddhato is also found in 
combination with terms meaning “speaking in moderation”, as, for 
example, at Th 209 anuddhato sammitabh!"i, is not a convincing argu-
ment for reading “the normal sense of manda”39 into the expression 
mantabh!"in. 
 It remains to explain the form manda- (Ud!na-v, G!ndh!r" Sa'g"ti-
s$tra, mana- in GDhp). Levman assumes an intermediate stage mant! > 
*mand! produced by a sound change nt > nd attested for several 
Prakrits,40 which appears plausible to me. I may only add that this 
“intermediate stage” might well have been identical with the final stage 
manda- in a source that did not mark long and short vowels, and thus 
opened the way to interpret the word as Skt manda, as it seems to have 
happened at least in the Buddhist Sanskrit version of the Ud!navarga. 
                                                             
38Lüders 1954, p. 126 : “was hat‚ weise redend‘ […] mit‚ nicht hochfahrend‘ zu 

tun?” 
39Brough 1962, p. 249. 
40Levman 2014, p. 394. The “ma"a, (but with an unexplained retroflex nasal)” 

mentioned by Levman is not attested in the GDhp. For nt > nd cf. Pischel 
1900, § 275. 
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How manabha"i (= mandabha"i), attested four times in the GDhp, 
should be understood, notwithstanding its phonetic shape, should be 
reconsidered in the light of the evidence from the G!ndh!r" Sa'g"tis$tra 
commentary. 

APPENDIX 
OCCURENCES OF MANT0 AND MANTABH01IN IN CANONICAL PALI TEXTS 

1. mant!: [D III 8,4 v.l. according to Sv 821,1f. ] ; D III 106,24 ; M II 
202,13ff. (also amant!); S I 57,20* = Mil 66,28* ; A II 141,8 = 228,16 = 
Vin V 126,38 (mant!bh!s!, v.l. -v!c!) ; Sn 159 ; 455 (manta m.c.) ; 
916 ; 1040/1042, cf. A III 399,23* = 401,25* ; Vv 63:6 ; Nidd I 219,29 
(explanatory ad Sn 850) ; 390,9.41  

2. mantabh!"in: A III 254,16 ; Dhp 363, cf. Ja II 350,17* ; Sn 850; Th 2 ; 
Th" 281. 
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